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Editorial Preface 

From the Desk  of Managing Editor… 

It is our pleasure to present to you the November 2014 Issue of International Journal of Advanced Computer Science 

and Applications.  

Today, it is incredible to consider that in 1969 men landed on the moon using a computer with a 32-kilobyte memory 

that was only programmable by the use of punch cards. In 1973, Astronaut Alan Shepherd participated in the first 

computer "hack" while orbiting the moon in his landing vehicle, as two programmers back on Earth attempted to "hack" 

into the duplicate computer, to find a way for Shepherd to convince his computer that a catastrophe requiring a 

mission abort was not happening; the successful hack took 45 minutes to accomplish, and Shepherd went on to hit his 

golf ball on the moon. Today, the average computer sitting on the desk of a suburban home office has more 

computing power than the entire U.S. space program that put humans on another world!! 

Computer science has affected the human condition in many radical ways. Throughout its history, its developers have 

striven to make calculation and computation easier, as well as to offer new means by which the other sciences can be 

advanced. Modern massively-paralleled super-computers help scientists with previously unfeasible problems such as 

fluid dynamics, complex function convergence, finite element analysis and real-time weather dynamics. 

At IJACSA we believe in spreading the subject knowledge with effectiveness in all classes of audience. Nevertheless, 

the promise of increased engagement requires that we consider how this might be accomplished, delivering up-to-

date and authoritative coverage of advanced computer science and applications. 

Throughout our archives, new ideas and technologies have been welcomed, carefully critiqued, and discarded or 

accepted by qualified reviewers and associate editors. Our efforts to improve the quality of the articles published and 

expand their reach to the interested audience will continue, and these efforts will require critical minds and careful 

consideration to assess the quality, relevance, and readability of individual articles. 

To summarise, the journal has offered its readership thought provoking theoretical, philosophical, and empirical ideas 

from some of the finest minds worldwide. We thank all our readers for their continued support and goodwill for IJACSA.  

We will keep you posted on updates about the new programmes launched in collaboration. 

Lastly, we would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal, as 

well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations. 

We hope that materials contained in this volume will satisfy your expectations and entice you to submit your own 

contributions in upcoming issues of IJACSA 

Thank you for Sharing Wisdom! 
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Abstract—Handwriting is the human way in communicating 

each other using written media. By the advancement in 

technology and development of science, there are a lot of changes 

of technology in terms of communication with computer through 

handwriting. Therefore, it is needed computer able to receive 

input in the form of handwriting data and able to recognize the 

handwriting input. Therefore, this research focuses on 

handwritten character recognition using Kohonen neural 

network. The purpose of this research is to find handwriting 

recognition algorithm which can receive handwriting input and 

recognize handwritten character directly inputted in computer 

using Kohonen neural network. This method studies the 

distribution of a set of patterns without any class information. 

The basic idea of this technique is understood from how human 

brain stores images/patterns that have been recognized through 

eyes, and then able to reveal the images/patterns back. This 

research has been successful in developing an application to 

recognize handwritten characters using Kohonen neural network 

method, and it has been tested. The application  is personal 

computer based and using a canvas as input media. The 

recognition process consist of  3 stages layer: Input layer, 

Training Layer and Hidden Layer. The Kohonen neural network 

method on handwritten character recognition application has 

good similarity level of character patterns in character mapping 

process. 

Keywords—handwriting; recognition; Kohonen neural 

network; similarity; character 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Handwriting is the human way in communicating using 
written media. Nowadays, there are a lot of changes of 
technology in terms of communication. Handwriting offers an 
attractive and efficient method to interact with computer, such 
as a tool developed at this time that is able to receive input in 
the form of handwriting data. The tool also requires a method 
to recognize input in the form of handwriting data. Research on 
handwriting recognition issue becomes important to provide 
solutions of the problems above. 

There is difference of writing patterns for each person’s 
writing so that the way the computers recognize writing 
patterns should be noted. Writing pattern recognition [1] is 
intended for computer to be able to recognize the 
letters/characters by converting images, either printed or 
handwritten, into codes [1]. Handwriting pattern recognition 
can be done online or offline [2]. There are many methods that 
can be used to identify patterns of writing, one of  method is 
neural network [3].There are many methods that can be used to 

recognize writing patterns such as template matching, character 
decomposition, wavelets, neural network, etc. 

Ralph Niels and Louis VUURPIJL, did a research of 
handwritten character recognition using template matching 
method. This method’s advantage is that this method produces 
a higher level of recognition. And this method’s disadvantage 
is that users should be able to specify templates to compare 
characters to be tested [4]. Template matching method was also 
performed by Jakob Sternby that results in the recognition rate 
of 82.4%. The method developed by Sternby is suitable for 
handwriting recognition based on graph segmentation system 
but it requires a long processing time because it should match 
input characters with all templates [5]. Recognition by 
decomposing character was conducted by E. Gómez Sánchez, 
et al. Their method’s advantage is that it is suitable for real-
time processing, consistently, for the combination of curvature 
multiple forms particularly on character segmentation of upper 
case characters, however, this method depends on how the 
character is written, and handwriting which is written very fast 
provides troubles. The recognition rate of digit is 82.52%, for 
uppercase character is 76.39% and for lowercase character 
recognition is 58.92% [6].  

Neural network has an ability to learn information already 
received. Based on this method, neural network is divided into 
two, namely supervised learning and unsupervised learning. 
The difference of the two methods is in terms of target output. 
In supervised learning there is target output while unsupervised 
learning has no target output. From both methods, the most 
appropriate method to recognize patterns is unsupervised 
learning. The example of unsupervised learning is Kohonen 
network method. 

Kohonen Neural Network method studies the distribution 
of a set of patterns without any class information. The basic 
idea of this technique is understood from how human brain 
stores images/patterns that have been recognized through eyes, 
then human brain is able to reveal the images/ patterns back. 
Therefore, this model is widely used in object recognition or 
visual images. There are a lot of interesting problems in pattern 
recognition; some of them are fingerprint pattern recognition, 
facial pattern recognition, handwritten character pattern 
recognition and so on. 

Based on the pattern recognition problems, it has been 
developed handwritten character pattern recognition 
application with neural network [7]. The handwritten character 
pattern recognition is aimed for computer in order to be able to 
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recognize handwritten character by converting images of 
characters, either printed or handwritten into digital data. The 
data are saved into data file so the data can be edited and 
manipulated on a computer. 

To solve handwriting pattern recognition problems in 
neural network, it is used kohonen algorithms; neural network 
is analysed in terms of the accuracy of handwriting recognition 
on patterns and time required for training of handwriting 
patterns.  

This research is aimed to recognize handwritten characters 
from characters “a-z”, uppercase and lowercase characters 
using Kohonen Neural Network in order to allow users to 
recognize handwritten character patterns of character drawing 
process 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Kohonen Neural Network 

Kohonen Neural Network method is an unsupervised 
learning process studying distribution of a set of patterns 
without any class information. The basic idea of this technique 
is understood from how human brain stores images/patterns 
that have been recognized through eyes, and then human brain 
is able to reveal the images/ patterns back. Therefore, the 
application of this model is widely used in object recognition or 
visual image. A brief description of the form of a series of 
kohonen network can be seen in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. KohonenNeural Network [8] 

There are several studies on the use of Kohonen Neural 
Networks in Handwriting. The study on Online Recognition of 
handwritten Arabic Characters Using a Kohonen Neural 
Network was conducted by Mezghani, et al [9]. This study 
used 18 arabic alphabet character forms, with 7400 samples. 
The kohonen neural network used was Kohonen memory 
(known as Kohonen Self Organizing feature map) used to 
represent all points of a source into a smaller number of points 
in the target space. The memory was organized as 2 
dimensional arrays. This study resulted in 88.38% recognition 
rate on writing characters without limitation of writers. 

Another study using Kohonen Neural Network was 
Vishwaas, et al [10]. Vishwass combined Direction Based 
Stroke Density (DSD) with Kohonen Neural Network for 
Kannada Writing Recognition. The study used 49 characters 
and 10 numbers of Kannada (Kannada Language) written by 20 

different people. This study resulted in 94.4% recognition 
accuracy. 

B. Handwriting Recognition  

Handwriting recognition is an ability of a computer to 
receive input in the form of understandable handwriting. 
Principally, handwriting recognition requires optical character 
recognition. The handwriting recognition system completely 
handles formatting, performs segmentation, and finds the most 
appropriate word. Handwriting recognition is used for editing, 
annotation, other applications that are difficult to interact 
directly, and applications using direct manipulation and 
pointing. Tablet is a powerful tool as the input of handwriting 
because tablet can receive both text and graphics. There are 
many electronic devices that can be used as a tool in 
Handwriting recognition such as a mobile device/smartphone 
[11,12,13]. Research on the utilization of input devices such as 
electronic pen was also conducted by Sreeraj [14]. 

Handwriting consists of a time sequence of stroke 
(movement), i.e. movement of writing started from pen down 
to pen up, character writing is usually formed in a sequence, 
one character is complete before starting the next one, a 
character usually starts from left to right. In some cases there 
are exceptions. For example in English script, crosses (for t and 
x) and point (for i and j) tend to be a delay in writing. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD  

The method proposed in this research was handwritten 
character recognition written on canvas using Kohonen neural 
network. Canvas is an area to write input characters. The 
application is operated on a personal computer. The application 
is built using Java programming language. The research stages 
proposed are outlined in Fig. 2 as follows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Stages of Handwritten Character Recognition 

In general, there are six steps of handwritten character 
recognition process. : The first step is drawing character on 
canvas; the 2

nd
 step is mapping image of character; the 3

rd
 steps 

is saving image of character data; the 4
th
 step: training data; the 

5
th
 steps is matching data by comparing the results of mapping 

images with character data which have been saved at the 
preceding step, finally the last step is recognition: the 
characters can be recognized or not.  The steps could be 
divided in the 3 stages layer: Input layer, Training Layer and 
hidden layer. 

In the first stage is Input layer. Drawing character on 
canvas process becomes the input layer process. Input layer is 
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very important to enter information into other processes. In this 
process users should draw a character to continue the next 
process. The drawing area can be seen in fig 3. 

 
Fig. 3. The drawing area 

This process is the main layer which does drawing and the 
core of subsequent processes. This layer will scan character 
from image. Each image formed is a collection of x-coordinate 
and y-coordinate points. When mouse touches canvas, the 
initial value of x-coordinates and y-coordinates will be saved in 
the memory, and when mouse is released the initial values of x-
coordinates and y-coordinates are saved. Between initial value 
and final value of coordinates there will be  whole-values of x 
and y coordinates saved in memory when mouse is pressed 
(Mouse Pressed) and mouse is dragged (Mouse Dragging). 
Clipping process is performed when mouse is released from 
dragging process; image will be framed by a box along with 
parsing of coordinate values to mapping process and data 
recognition. The results of clipping image process save 
coordinate value result from process of mouse pressed and 
mouse dragging. To frame image with a box it has to take the 
largest and smallest values of x coordinates and y coordinates. 
The program will form a straight line connected between the 
largest value and the smallest value.  

The next step is mapping characters, i.e. the taking process 
of image cutting results in which its values are adjusted to the 
resolution of existing map size. The map size is made with the 
resolution of 7x5 pixels.  

 
Fig. 4. Mapping of Character “F” Image 

For example, in Fig. 4 character “F” has been already 
processed in mapping process, its value is 
F={1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0
,0,0,0}.  

This value is obtained from the results of 7x5 pixels of 
pixel box in which the allocated value has 1 value and the 
unallocated has 0 value. The value is calculated based on 
columns from top to bottom. 

Next, the value of mapping process is saved in a text file 
with .dat extension. Thirty-five pixels value of each character 
saved in this process. 

The second stage is training process (training layer). 
Training layer process will train and scan character depicted in 
input layer process. This scanning process will read and save 
image pixels into database. The information read by this layer 
will be saved in hidden layer. 

The third stage is the process where characters are entered, 
can also be saved and taken whenever required while 
information saved is required, the character taking happens 
from hidden layer process. The character scanned by training 
layer can be saved in this layer. This layer is not visible by 
users, so that when character is drawn, the character will be 
scanned in this layer and if the image character matches to the 
existing data, the result will be displayed. In this hidden layer 
process character will be taken and saved. All information will 
be taken and applied for further proceedings. 

The final step is character recognition and selected 
character approach process (matching and output). Matching 
and output is the final process where the matching operation is 
done. If there is image formed in drawing process, training 
layer will scan the image and character matching is done, after 
character matching is finished, the output result will be 
displayed to users.  A procedure to display the scanning result 
will be conducted on layer output with a clear and efficient 
way. 

IV. RESULT 

The data used in this research are characters a-z and 
characters A-Z written on canvas. The size of handwritten 
character data is 7x5 pixels. The recognition process of some 
handwritten characters as follow: 

1) Drawing Characters 
The first step of handwritten character recognition process 

is drawing characters on canvas. The character drawing process 
canseen in Fig. 5, when mouse is released from canvas, there 
will be formed a straight line at the top, right, left, and bottom 
of image then the image is framed in a box. 
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Fig. 5. Drawing Character 

2) Mapping Image 
When mouse is released, there will be performed mapping 

image process into canvas map; the result can be seen in Fig. 6. 

 

Fig. 6. Mapping Image 

3) Saving Character Data  
To add character data, it can be performed by pressing plus 

sign button, and there will be a form of character input, the 
result will be shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Character Fill-In Form 

After character input form is filled, the input character will 
appear on a list of data as in Fig. 8, to save the list of data into 
sample.dat file, it can be done by pressing save button. 

 
Fig. 8. Character Data in List of Data 

The result of character input can be seen in sample.dat and 
the result can be seen in Fig. 9. The values saved in sample.dat 
file are in the form of characters of data and binary number of 0 
and 1 

 

Fig. 9. Data saved in sample.dat 

4) Comparing Pixels 
Pixel compared is the image pixel of handwritten character 

input result on canvas with the data saved previously in 
sample.dat file. 

5) Character Recognition 
Pixel comparison process is performed in order to be able 

to recognize characters. After that, a testing is done to 
recognize handwritten characters as shown in Fig. 10 and 
Fig.11. 
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Fig. 10. Recognition of Character “a” 

 
Fig. 11. Recognition of Character “z” 

The complete results of testing done to users who write 
characters “a to z” as many as 10 times can be seen in Table 1: 

TABLE I.  CHARACTER “A-Z” RECOGNITION TESTING RESULTS 

Character 

Input 
Occurrences of characters 

Persons 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

A A A A A A A A A A A 

B G O G B A B B Q G G 

C C C C L C C C C C C 

D O O O Q O Q O O O O 

E E E E E E E O E E E 

F Y P Y F F F C F F F 

G G G B O G G G B G O 

H B P B B B H H H H H 

I I S I I S I I I I I 

J J J C J Z J J J J J 

K K H X K X X A X H K 

L L L L L L L L L L L 

M M M M M M M M M G M 

N N N N N N N N N N N 

O O O O O O O O O O O 

P P R P P P R R P R P 

Q Q Q R W Q M Q G Q O 

R R R R M W R M K W K 

S S S S S B S S S S G 

T T T T T T T Y T T T 

U U U U U U U U U U U 

V V V V V V V V V V V 

W W W W W W W W W W W 

X X A X X Y A Y X Y Y 

Y Y T Y Y Y V Y V V Y 

Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 

Number of 

matches 

 22 17 19 20 18 20 18 19 19 19 

From the testing results in the table above it shows that the 
recognizable characters are character “a, l, n, o, u, v, w and z”. 
The characters can be recognized 100%. Whereas, the least 
recognizable character is “d”, character d is more recognizable 
as character “o” and “q”. The unrecognizable writing of 
character “d”.  

V. CONCLUSION 

Handwritten character recognition using  Kohonen neural 
network can recognize characters based on handwriting pattern 
approach with the character data available. The recognition 
process consist of  3 stages layer: Input layer, Training Layer 
and Hidden Layer. In Input layer: user draw a character. On the 
testing, users asked to write characters “a, l, n, o, u, v, w to z “ 
on canvas area as many as 10 times. The size of handwritten 
character data is 7x5 pixels.  The data read and save in Training 
Layer.  The recogniton result shown in the hidden layer. The 
experiment shows that character “a” is the most recognizable 
character and the most unrecognizable character is character 
“d”. The handwritten character recognition with this method 
has similarity character pattern with mapping character process 
of 87.5%. The good results of handwriting recognition can be 
obtained by drawing process of character writing and can be 
adapted to the character data which saved in sample.dat file. 
The results will not be appropriate if the drawing process 
producing mapped images has inappropriate pixel values to the 
existing pixel values in sample.dat file.  The contribution of 
this research is that it can be used to introduce the writing 
learning for early age children. 
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Abstract—Recently, it is necessary to develop a new system 

which assists driving car and wheelchair as aged society. The 

final our purpose in this research is to contribute to developing of 

assistive robot and related-apparatus. In terms of developing a 

new system, we thought that it is important to examine behaviors 

as well as spatial recognition. Therefore, experiments have been 

performed for an examination of human spatial perceptions, 

especially right and left recognition, during car driving by using 

NIRS. In previous research, it has been documented that there 

were significant differences at dorsolateral prefrontal cortex at 

left hemisphere during virtual driving task and actual driving. In 

this paper, we performed measuring the brain activity during car 

driving by using NIRS. And we performed statistical analysis of 

the brain activity. The purpose of this paper is discovering the 

brain region which was involved in decision making when human 

drive a car and considering between human movement and brain 

activity during car driving. 

Keywords—brain information processing during driving task; 

spatial cognitive task; determining direction; NIRS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Human movements change relative to their environment. 
Nevertheless, human recognizes the new location and decides 
what behavior to take when they move by a vehicle. It is 
important to analyze the human spatial perception for 
developing autonomous robots or automatic driving. In the 
previous study, the relation of the theta brain waves to the 

human spatial perception was discussed in [1][2]. When 
humans perceive space, for example, try to decide the next 
action in a maze, the theta brain waves saliently appear. This 
means human have a searching behavior to find a goal at an 
unknown maze. From the side of human navigation, Maguire 
et al. measured the brain activations using complex virtual 
reality town [3]. But, every task is notional and the particulars 
about the mechanism that enables humans to perceive space 
and direction are yet unknown. Also, Brain activities 
concerned with cognitive tasks during car driving have been 
examined. For example, there was a report about brain activity 
when disturbances were given to subjects who manipulated a 
driving simulator. Also, power spectrums increased in beta and 
theta bands [4]. However, there is little report on the 
relationship among right and left perception and driving task. 

So, we performed experiments in which perception tasks 
were required during virtual car driving using Near Infrared 
Spectroscopy (NIRS) [5]. From experimental results, there 
were significant differences at dorsolateral prefrontal cortex in 
left hemisphere via one-sample t-test when subjects watched 
driving movie and moving their hand in circles as if handling a 
steering wheel [6].  

In addition, we performed experiments in real-space, which 
were performed by taking NIRS in the car, and measured the 
brain activity during actual driving. A purpose in this 
experiment was to measure and analyze the brain activity 
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during actual driving to compare results between virtual and 
actual results. As a result, there were significant differences at 
similar regions [7][8]. In addition, we measured the brain 
activity of frontal lobe, which is related to behavioral decision-
making, during car driving in different experimental design 
from previous one to verify previous results [9][10]. 

It is well known that higher order processing, such as 
memory, judgment, reasoning, etc. is done in the frontal lobe 
[11]. Human recognize the various information of car 
surrounding situation and perform car driving movement. We 
tried to elucidate the mechanism of information processing of 
the brain by analyzing data about human brain activity during 
car driving.  Measuring of  the brain activity by using NIRS is 
always affected by human body movement. In this paper, we 
tried to measure the brain activity during car driving and 
perform detailed analysis about human movement of car 
driving. Also, the goal of this study is to find a way to apply 
this result to new assist system.  

II. EXPERIMENT 

A. Brain activity on virtual driving 

1) Measuring the Brain activity when subjects saw the 

driving movie. 
We performed measurement which was under the virtual 

environment before performing measuring of actual car driving. 
And we confirmed the possibility of brain activity 
measurement. Experimental method was as follows. 

The movie is included two scenes at a T-junction in which 
it must be decided either to turn to the right or left. In the 
second scene, there is a road sign with directions. We used nine 
kinds of movies in about one minute(Fig.1). Before showing 
the movie, subjects were given directions to turn to the right or 
left at the first T-junction. They were also taught the place 
which was on the road sign at the second T-Junction. They had 
to decide the direction when they looked at the road sign. They 
were asked to push a button when they realized the direction in 
which they were to turn.  

The subjects for this experiment were eight males who 
were right handed. They were asked to read and sign an 
informed consent regarding the experiment. 

An NIRS (Hitachi Medical Corp ETG-100) with 24 
channels (sampling frequency 10 Hz) was used to record the 
density of oxygenated hemoglobin (oxy hemoglobin) and 
deoxygenated hemoglobin (de-oxy hemoglobin) in the frontal 
cortex area. 

2) Measurements of the brain activity when subjects 

performed the movement which was imitated the steering. 
In this experiment, measuring was performed by NIRS, 

made by SHIMADZU Co. Ltd with 44ch. Five subjects were 
healthy males in their 20s, right handed with a good driving 
history. They were asked to read and sign an informed consent 
regarding the experiment.  

 
 Perspective of the video which was used in the experiment Fig.1.

The subject was asked to perform simulated car driving, 
moving their hand in circles as if using a steering wheel. A PC 
mouse on the table was used to simulate handling a wheel, and 
NIRS (near-infrared spectroscopy) to monitor oxygen content 
change in the subjects’ brain. NIRS irradiation was performed 
to measure brain activities when the subject sitting on a chair 
make a drawing circle line of the right or left hand. Also, we 
set the experimental condition which was  the direction of 
clockwise or counterclockwise. The part of measurement was 
the frontal lobe. The subject was asked to draw on the table a 
circle 30 cm in diameter five times consecutively, spending 
four seconds per a circle. The time design was rest (10 seconds 
at least) – task (20 seconds) – rest (10 seconds) - close rest.  

B. Brain activity during actual car driving 

1) Measuring the brain activity  when subjects drove on 

actual car 
In general roads, experiments were performed by taking 

NIRS in the car, and measuring the brain activity when car 
driven by subjects was went through two different 
intersections. Six subjects were a healthy male in their 20s, 
right handed with a good driving history. They were asked to 
read and sign an informed consent regarding the experiment. In 
all experiments, measuring was performed by f-NIRS 
(Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy), made by 
SHIMADZU Co. Ltd [11]. 

Subjects took a rest during 10 seconds at least with their 
eye close before driving task and they drove a car during about 
600 seconds. Finally, subject closed their eyes for 10 seconds 
again after task. Then, the brain activity was recorded from the 
first eyes-closed rest to the last eyes. Subjects were given 
directions to turn to the right or left at the first T-junction 
during driving task. They were also taught the place which was 
on the road sign at the second T-junction. And, they were given 
the place where they have to go to. So, they had to decide the 
direction when they looked at the road sign. 

A trigger pulse was emitted on stop lines at T-Junctions to 
use as a measuring stick for the analysis. Also, we recorded 
movie during the experiment from a car with a video camera 
aimed toward the direction of movement (Figure. 1). Recorded 
movies were used to exempt measurement result including 
disturbances, such as foot passengers and oncoming cars, from 
analysis. Figure.2 and Figure.3 shows one sample of T-
junction.  
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2) Verification Experiment 
To conduct verification for experimental results in previous 

experiment, we performed additional experiment which was  

 

 Sample of first T-Junction Fig.2.

 
 Sample of second T-Junction Fig.3.

achieved in a similar way. In this experiment, experimental 
course was different from previous one. While previous one 
was included two T- junctions in which there was road sign at 
second one and not at first one per a measurement, there were 
multiple T-junctions.  

 Scenes of turning at the T-junction were recorded on the 
movie. There were nine scenes in movies. In five scenes, the 
road sign was contained. In four scenes, the road sign was not 
contained. 

Subjects were twelve males who were all right-handed. 
They drove a car during about 20 minutes after a rest during 10 
seconds at least with their eyes close. Subjects were 
enlightened about turning direction and the place on which 
road signs was at T-junction during measurement. And, they 
arbitrarily decided the direction to turn when they confirmed 
road signs. Also, a trigger pulse was emitted in the same way. 

3) Detailed analysis based on driving behavior 
In this analysis, we focused on the movement of subjects 

during car driving. We verified that there are no relationship 
between decision-making of the direction and movement. We 
have attention to the movement of subjects arms and ocular. In 
previous research we performed, stop line at T-junction was 
used as a trigger. But, brain activity in T-junction involved 
movement task such as turning steering wheel, changing neck 
direction, hitting the brake. So, it is thought that brain activity 
derived from cognitive tasks was overwritten with brain 

activity due to movement tasks. Therefore, we tried to analyze 
brain activity on the basis of ocular motions to examine 
significant differences with cognitive tasks. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Brain activity on virtual driving 

1) Measuring the Brain activity when subjects saw the 

driving movie. 
On the whole, the variation in de-oxy hemoglobin was 

smaller than in the oxy hemoglobin. It is considered that 
increasing oxy hemoglobin was caused by brain activity. Also, 
there was a great increase in channel 18(around #10 area of the 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of the right hemisphere). This 
might be the variation based on the spatial perceptions. 

Next, differences were investigated concerning the 
subject’s brain activity. As the first case, it was when the vision 
was directed after having been told the direction. As the 
Second, it was when the vision was directed after having been 
decided the direction under the road sign. We were trying to 
find a brain region involved in decision making that determines 
the direction by comparing these brain activity data in 
statistical analysis[12]. The experiment has been performed 
under the same conditions in any task without difference in 
instruction and difference between left and right. Therefore, the 
difference in instructions and difference between left and right 
and has appeared as a test result. 

2) Measurements of the brain activity when subjects 

performed the movement which was imitated the steering. 
In previous experiment, significant difference appeared due to 
the difference in the direction to turn left and right. In this 
experiment, we use PC mouse because, we confirm this results 
were due to the difference of the left and right rather than by 
the operation of the steering wheel. During the motion, the 
increase of oxy hemoglobin density of the brain was found in  
all subjects. The different regions of the brain were observed to 
be active, depending on the individual. The subjects were to be 
observed 1) on starting, and 2) 3-5 seconds after starting 
moving their 3) right hand 4) left hand 5)clockwise 
6)counterclockwise. 

We perform one sample t-test to analysis. Sample of t-test 
were oxy–hemoglobin at starting task and average of the 
average value of oxy-hemoglobin from 3 second to 5 second 
seconds after the start of the task. 

Although some individual variation existed, the result 
showed the significant differences and some characteristic 
patterns. This pattern was increasing oxy hemoglobin density 
on starting task and decreasing oxy hemoglobin after end of 
task. The obtained patterns are shown as follows. Regardless of 
1), 2), 3) and 4) above, the change in the oxy hemoglobin 
density of the brain was seen within the significant difference 
level 5% or less in the three individuals out of all five subjects. 
The part was the adjacent part both of left pre-motor area and 
of left prefrontal cortex. Especially, in the adjacent part of 
prefrontal cortex a number of significant differences were seen 
among in four out of five subjects. Next more emphasis was 
put on the rotation direction: 5) clockwise or 6) 
counterclockwise. No large density change was found in the 

Road sign 
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brain with all the subjects employing 6). Figure.4 shown the 
brain regions which were observed the statistical significant 
difference in each sample data. 

 

In the Figure.4, brain regions which were draw by red. It is 
well known that in the outside prefrontal cortex higher order 
processing is done such as of behavior control. It is inferred 
that the pre- motor area was activated when the subjects moved 
the hand in the way stated above because the pre-motor area is 
responsible for behavior control, for transforming visual 
information, and for generating neural impulses controlling.  

Subjects performed experiments in random order 
experimental conditions. Therefore it is not able to consider 
that experimental time and sequence effect of experimental 
conditions. 

B. Brain activity during actual car driving 

1) Measuring the brain activity  when subjects drove on 

actual car 
At the first, Hb-oxy was increased in overall frontal lobe 

after start of operation. This tendency was common among 
subjects. After that, Hb-oxy was decreased as subjects adjusted 
to driving the car. This meant that the brain activity changed 
from collective to local activities.  

We performed one sample t-test as similar as previous 
virtual experiment. Fig. 5 and Fig.6 is shown the brain region 
where the statistical significant difference was seen. 

2) Verification Experiment 
Various tendencies among individuals were observed in 

comparison with results in result of actual car driving.  

However, there were tendency that oxy-Hb was increased 
when car turned left or right at T-junctions and oxy-Hb was 
decreased during going straight. 

Analysis method was the same as previous one. Though 
Gaps were shown regions at which there were significant 
differences, there were significant differences in # 46 and pre-
motor regions which was surrounded by red circles, too (Fig. 5 
and Fig.6). In the analysis, measurement results including 
disturbance at T-junctions were excluded as analysis object. 
The statistical significant difference was seen in the region like 
the previous experiments. 

3) Detailed analysis based on driving behavior 
The analysis was performed one-sample t-test within the 

significant difference level 5% or less between brain activity 
before and after looking at road sign.  Each of sample data with 
respect to each direction which subject had to go at next T-
junction. As a consequence of analysis, there were significant 

differences at interior front gyrus of frontal lobe of left 
hemisphere without reference of direction (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9).  

Also, we paid the attention to the movement of subjects for 
driving and performed one-sample t-test on the brain activity 
data. There are three analysis points which are the change of 
eyes vertical movement when subjects looked to road sign, the 
change of neck horizontal movement when subjects seen 
around situation and the change of hand movement when 
subjects turn a steering wheel. Figure was shown the collection 
method of the brain activity data to use for one sample t-test. 

 

 Brain activity of the statistical significant different. Fig.4.

 

 Significant differences when subjects turn left. Fig.5.
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 Significant differences when subjects turn right. Fig.6.

 

 (a) Analysis method Fig.7.

 

 (b) Detail analysis when subjects turn left Fig.8.

 

 (c) Detail analysis when subjects turn right Fig.9.

IV. CONCLUSION 

The hemoglobin density change of the human subjects’ 
frontal lobe was partly observed in the experiments we 
designed, where three kinds of tasks were performed to analyze 
human brain activity from the view point of spatial perception. 

The NIRS measures of hemoglobin variation in the 
channels suggested that human behavioral decision-making of 
different types could cause different brain activities as we saw 
in the tasks:  1)  taking a given direction at the first T-junction,  
2) taking a self-chosen direction on a road sign at the second T-
junction and 3) turning the wheel or not. Some significant 
differences (paired t test) on NIRS’s oxy-hemoglobin and less 
interrelated results between “pushing a button” and brain 
activity at the second T-junction are obtained.  

Behavior related to the driving of the subject served to be 
the same condition as much as possible. It was not to use brain 
activity data when subjects performed different operation 
according to the situation of traffic. We think that differences 
in instruction and the difference between the turning left and 
right are reflected in the results of t-test. 

In the analysis, t-test was performed on the condition that 
sample time length is 4 seconds or 1 second. In the general, it 
was said that hemoglobin density changes after a few seconds 
from being given stimulus. In the case of driving, subjects have 
to process various information and perform to operate car 
driving. If sample time length is long, it means that results of t-
test include various information. By using the data of 1   
second, we think that the target of t-test was limited only to the 
one brain activity. 

In previous study, we performed one sample t-test above 

condition too, because we verify the results of the previous 

and this study.  

Furthermore, experimental results indicated that with the 

subjects moving their hand in circle, regardless of right or left, 
1) the same response was observed in the prefrontal  cortex and 
premotor area, and 2) different patterns of brain activities 
generated by moving either hand clockwise or 
counterclockwise. 
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The regions observed were only those with the 5% and less 
significance level. Possible extensions could be applied to 
other regions with the 10% and less significance level for the 
future study. With a larger number of subjects, brain activity 
patterns need to be made clear. In addition, it is thought to take 
particular note of participation concerning working memory 
when car is driven.  

Furthermore, it was found that there were significant 
differences around #44-45 area. It is well known that this 
region is corresponding to language area. So, it is thought that 
subjects look at road map to determine direction that they have 
to go according to word described in road sign. 

From results of these experiments, there was significant 
difference around working memory. So, experiments focusing 
on relationship turning wheel and working memory will be 
performed. On the other hand, experiments as to actual driving 
were required a broad range of perception and information 
processing. Especially, subjects had to determine  behaves 
depending on various information at T-junctions, that is, the 
color of the traffic light, presence or absence foot passengers 
and so on. And so, we plan to perform more static experiments. 
we attention to differences on the basis of turning direction and 
dominant hand. In addition, we will conduct the experiments in 
which subjects were narrowed down to left-handedness. 
Furthermore, researches into other human brain activities than 
spatial perception are to be necessary with accumulated data 
from fMRI (functional magnetic resonance imaging), EEG 
(Electroencephalogram), etc. 

When compared virtual result to actual ones, there were 
significant differences around #46 area in both experiments, 
which were performed in virtual and actual condition, as a 
common result. It is thought that this result is due to activities 
of working memory because subjects must to recall memories 
of movements required for car driving and turning steering 
wheel. Conversely, there were significant differences around 
#10 in virtual experiments and around premotor area in actual 
driving, respectively.  In the virtual case, it is thought to result 
from inhabitation of task without movement. In the actual case, 
subjects had to perceive space information in real time. So, it is 
considered that there were significant differences around 
premotor area because they always ready up to manipulate 
steering wheel.  

In addition, we performed one sample t-test based on 
subjects’ movement as detail analysis. Particularly, we paid the 
attention to the movement of the neck which confirmed road 
reputation, the lateral movement of the neck in the crossing, 
movement for steering wheel operation of the hand and 
performed one sample t-test. As a result, there is the significant 
difference on the difference brain region in each t-test analysis. 
Also, these results were difference from previous results that 
performed one sample t-test by the brain activity data when 
subjects were taught the direction or names of places. All the 
viewpoints are human movement about driving car in the T-
junction when we analyzed it in detail. Thus, we think that 

decision making appears for the result of the expression point 
of the statistical significant difference not developing by 
movement when I decide a direction. 

V. FUTURE WORK 

As a future plan, we aim to apply these results to assistive 
human interface. As a matter of course, we plan to performed 
additional experiments including the verification of these 
results. And final purpose is to develop a new system for 
manipulating wheelchair and information presentation system 
to assist recognition of information including spatial one 
during car driving. Recently, some systems to assist the driver 
by using a lot of sensor have been developed in some car 
company. We think that these results are considered to develop 
some assist systems. For example, we think that the system 
which prevents mistakes of human decision and driving assist 
system to using BMI. Therefore, it is necessary to measure 
more the brain activity data and make the database. 
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Abstract—For those who new to cycling to and from work, 

how do you inspire yourself to keep up with it? Previous research 

has identified that having a partner is crucial to create and 

maintain a new habit. However, the rapidly changing work 

dynamics pose a challenge on this basis. Frequently failing to 

show up at the appointed or expected time can cause the 

motivation breakdown. In this paper, we introduce 

BikeTogether, a smartphone app that encourages and supports 

its users to cycle home with each other over the Internet. The app 

employs the metaphor of a bicycle flashlight to represent 

closeness, leading, and following between two sides. The cycling 

performance is also recorded so the users can track how they are 

doing over time. 10 participants were instructed and randomly 

paired to take a two-phases test ride on different routes. Results 

indicated that the app can help create the sense of being with 

each other while cycling and promote not only accompanied but 

competing ride. In addition, the outcome of the desirability 

towards the app implies a higher chance it will lead to a behavior 

change. This provides a new way that we can commit to remain 

encouraged. 

Keywords—copresence; behavioral nudge; persuasive 

computing; smartphone app 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fast paced lifestyle has compelled people to strike a 
balance between their work and health. Research has shown 
that exercising after work followed by getting a good night‟s 
rest is the essential to avoid physical and psychological 
exhaustion [1]. Cycling home after work can be a minimalistic 
approach that accomplishes the two tasks with only one effort 
[2]. Along with the benefit of the idea, people can simply make 
a positive change then repeat. However, this is easier said than 
done. The change of this kind is consequences of everyday 
decisions that assemble over time. Also, as the social 
comparison theory states: “Humans have a drive to assess how 
they are doing. In order to assess how they are doing they seek 
standards in which to compare themselves. When objective 
standards are not available, they look to their social 
environment and engage in comparison with available others” 
[3]. Social influences and supports play a critical role in 
encouraging and retaining the change [4]-[6]. 

Can the pervasiveness and technological capabilities of 
smartphones be designed to enable the change? As we have 
seen, they are not only for communication but also for 
measurement of variations in daily activities (i.e. status update, 
check-in, etc.). The use of smartphones together with various 
sensors is attracting attention of cycling communities. The 
information they provide is mainly about fitness and 

performance. The fitness information is about a cyclist‟s 
physical status, such as heart rate, pulse oximeter, skin 
temperature, galvanic skin response, or calories burned. The 
performance information is regarding a cyclist‟s cycling 
conditions, such as speed, time, and distance traveled. The 
information is then forged into the process of goal-setting, self-
monitoring, rewards and sharing features in order to better the 
cycling experience. 

With all these, there are possibilities that can empower 
people to engage in collecting and sharing relevant real-time 
information to foster collective action based on their 
measurements [7][8]. To leverage the materialities of 
smartphones to embody the effect of social comparison on 
motivation for cycle commuting, there are questions to be 
answered [9][10]. What data are collected? How are the data 
turned into appropriate information and presentation, which is 
focused and meaningful enough for cycle commuters to 
understand and help them to make choices to hang on to the 
change? 

These commuters get on their bicycles and let their legs 
carry them home. The exertions are transformed into 
acceleration and distance ridden. Mounting a smartphone on 
the handlebar to track these locomotion details and to share 
them between the two commuters in real-time is as handy as it 
is becoming. The sharing is considered a key in creating a 
sense of togetherness [11]. Also, let the information be 
contextual can support each of them to focus on their cycling 
without the necessity to reason it cognitively [12] [13]. The 
challenge herein is the selection of a suitable communication 
medium with its visibility and glanceability to carry the 
information in situ. Cycling home after work reminds us the 
importance of lighting. In addition to safety concerns, feeling 
isolated and alone is what augments the decreasing of the 
motivation. Lighting can create atmosphere and mood that 
makes us feel guided and accompanied [14][15]. Moreover, as 
Fogg suggests, flashing lights is one of the form factors that 
can motivate people and prompt immediate action [9]. 
Utilizing the screen of a smartphone as the lighting source to 
convey the exertion information in an ambient, unobtrusive, 
and intuitive manner could have the potential toward the goal 
of influencing the commuters to be more active. 

Most people are already rely on the Internet as a source and 
a tool to broaden their circle of social interaction to include 
possibly everyone who share the same interests, beliefs, and 
goals. The mobility of smartphones can offer support for 
sensory extension to enable remote individuals to continue 
interacting with one another while moving around. Using 
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dynamic patterns of light, such as color and intensity, on the 
screen of a smartphone as sensory cues to define the 
relationship between the cycle-commuters‟ perception and 
their cycling activity provides a tangible approach in creating a 
remote sense of togetherness. In response, we developed 
BikeTogether, an app to explore the possibility of using 
smartphones mounted on the handlebars as an ambient display 
to convey information that embodies social comparison to the 
commuters engaged in their cycling. To evaluate this 
experience, a series of studies were conducted to realize how 
those new to cycle-commute interpreted and responded to the 
design. In brief, this research makes the following 
contributions: 

 It identifies that smartphone apps can be designed to 
create a sense of togetherness between two cycle-
commuters while cycling. This leads to positive 
behavioral effects. 

 It identifies what and which visualization and where to 
present information using a smartphone while cycling 
to embody remote presence. 

 It confirms the feasibility of this approach through 
experiments on our prototype implementation via an in-
the-wild study. The experimental results show that the 
app exhibits a good degree of persuasion. 

II. DESIGN GOALS AND CHOICES 

BikeTogether incorporates social comparison theory with 
the materiality of smartphones and ambient display. This 
section describes the design goals we want to achieve with our 
design choices. In order to know more about the motivation 
behind cycle-commuting, a brief interview of 5 colleagues in 
our department who cycle-commute at least on a part-time 
basis (1 female, 4 males, M = 54.6 years, SD = 3.92) was 
performed. The results showed that getting home quicker and 
feeling of healthier in terms of psychological, physical, and 
environmental outcomes hold prime importance in their choice 
of the commuting option. All of them expressed the feeling of 
wanting others to share in their enthusiasm. Also, a street 
interview of 15 random people (6 female, 9 males, M = 36.86 
years, SD = 13.7) waiting in line for a bicycle at a YouBike 
station, which is the public bicycle rental scheme in Taipei, 
during after work rush hour revealed reasons for cycling home 
other than what the colleagues expressed. Their responses 
included: it is cheaper because the YouBike provides free for 
the first 30 minutes promotion; I want to fit in the popular 
crowd with the idea of leaving the environment in a better 
condition. These reasons suggested that it has potential to 
encourage people to cycle-commute and keep up the change 
through the conversation with the like-minded others in situ. 

There may be people with the same interests around can 
help keep us motivated. But we do not bump into each other as 
we expected to be. So go beyond our naked sense perceptions 
to reach each other in order to get motivated and inspired to do 
something that matters together is the challenge that the design 
of BikeTogether attempted to address. Those cycle-commuters 
are related by what they share in common but unknown to each 
other. The app is aimed at creating a form of conversation that 
enables its users to freely express to each other in the 

comprehension that they might never meet again [16][17]. This 
comprehension, however, intends to intrigue the thought of 
who and where the users really are to maintain the surprising 
freshness. Therefore, the level of anonymity the app adapts is 
that the users‟ locations are veiled while their identities are 
disclosed. 

As mentioned, the app is designed to create a sense of 
togetherness using light as a communication medium 
regardless of the users‟ physical distance. The sense of being 
together with each other is a subjective experience. To 
fabricate this illusion, a synchronous communication between 
the two sides is needed. Also, finding intuitive and accessible 
manipulations in situ to reconfigure those preconceptions of 
smartphone use through the ambient engagement of the viewer 
and the use of visual sensory mapping strategies should be 
adopted. The strategies would then position the users as active 
producers of meanings to each other. This draws attention to 
the ways in which smartphones can bridge the two sides of 
users who want to do something together but cannot find each 
other in an implicit and unobtrusive manner. Along with this 
idea, there are also the questions of what the core messages in 
the conversation is and what the concept they mutually agree. 

People have a radical desire to assess their ability [3]. It is, 
as a matter of course, the levels of exertion measured by 
acceleration and cycling distance are chosen as the core 
messages. Dubberly and Pangaro argued, “Conversation is a 
progression of exchanges among participants. Each participant 
is a „learning system,‟ that is, a system that changes internally 
as a consequence of experience” [18]. The idea of 
BikeTogether is to provide its users with an informative and 
motivating representation of the core messages using light 
based on a self-reflective approach. 

The light intensity is to be proportional to the acceleration 
during a cycling activity. In order to inform the users about 
how they are doing during their cycling, cumulative values of 
the distance ridden so far can be summed up, synchronously 
exchanged between the two sides of the users, and displayed in 
an ambient manner as the current ongoing overall result on the 
screen of the smartphone as colors. A green, for instance, could 
signify that the user has obtained a leading position compared 
to the other user, while a red would indicate that the user is on 
following position because the cycling distance is less than the 
user‟s on the other side. An orange indicates the closeness of 
two sides of the users. 

The key thing about cycle-commuting is not simply to set a 
goal and to turn into a self-starter instantly. It has to be 
accomplished in a way that people feel they can now manage 
things they want to do better than before. BikeTogether aims to 
make it possible for the users to have a feeling of “I have a 
chance to meet a new partner every time when I cycle home”. 
The feeling of togetherness, therefore, purposely encourages 
the users towards a desired behavior. Another deliberation for 
the users is to provide cumulative information about the total 
cycling distance since the app is taken on. In some way, it 
encourages the users to compete against themselves. This not 
only helps them reflect on cycle-commuting which is 
something they build up to but also the effect of feeling of 
togetherness on the rate of progress they perceive. The results 
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may lead to develop from a personal need for achievement to 
an interactional and varying achievement goals. As to the 
design, the metaphor of a car mileage meter is used to describe 
the increase that occurs at each step of the progress. Over time, 
after glancing and contemplating the numeric difference, the 
sensation that we have a hope of accomplishment with like-
minded others may grow stronger [19][20]. 

III. INTERACTIONS OF THE BIKETOGETHER 

The goal of BikeTogether is to motivate people who just 
start cycle-commuting to do it more. In order to explore the 
design opportunities from the design choices discussed 
previously and to have a better understanding on how it carries 
out, the interactions are shown below: 

1) The users simply grab their bicycles, mount their 

smartphones on the handlebars, and turn on the app. They then 

come to the selection screen, which is a flashlight with an 

on/off button as the only one major user interface element. The 

button is a circular menu with four features, “Double”, 

“Solo”, “History”, and “Setting”. The users can circle along 

the selection and press the on/off icon to confirm the selection. 

2) When the app runs up for the first time, the user enters 

information such as identity and password, to create an 

account. This is all done by going to “Setting” in the circular 

menu. 

3) When “Double” is selected, the outer edge of the button 

starts flashing in white and this indicates that the system is 

attempting to pair two sides of the users whoever are online. If 

it becomes solid white, this indicates that the connection is 

successfully established and the system starts to facilitate the 

exchange of distance data between the users since they are 

paired. Otherwise, the process is again repeated. 

4) Also, the users can compete with their previous best 

times and efforts by selecting “Solo”. The connection with 

your virtual self is made instantly once the button is pressed.  

5) The flashlight illuminates in different colors. Red, 

green, and orange lights denote following, leading, and 

closeness between the paired users in terms of the distance the 

users have ridden. The intensity is directly proportional to the 

level of acceleration and the flickering means the current 

positional state is about to change.  

6) When the on/off button is pressed second time by either 

side of the users, the pair is ended immediately and a review of 

the current results is then brought up. The user can check 

distance, average speed, time (duration and date), and paired 

partner’s ID of the cycling. A route map is shown on the screen 

as well. The map displays the leading, closeness, and following 

distance, represented by green, orange, and red respectively. 

7) The users can browse their cycling records by selecting 

“History” on the selection screen at any time. For a more 

elaborate look at any individual cycling activity, click the bar 

representing that cycling to review the route map and other 

details. 
In the next section, an evaluation of the interaction and 

interface with users in the real scene is described. The hope is 

to discover missing elements or parts that can be smoother in 
encouraging people go for and keep up cycle-commuting. 

 

 

Fig. 1. BikeTogether in the field (top); Color changing of flashlight denotes 
the relative position, red: following, orange: closeness, green: leading 

(bottom).  

Fig. 2. Cycling history and performance. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

In order to understand if BikeTogether can effectively 
convey information to people engaged in a cycling activity via 
the screen light from a smartphone mounted on the handlebar, 
and whether this can influence their attitude towards the transit 
of this kind, a two-phase experiment was designed and carried 
out with real users in the Dajia Riverside bicycle path, which is 
one of the busiest paths for cycle-commuting in Taipei City. 
The participants consist of 10 undergraduate and postgraduate 
students at Tatung University (1 females, 9 males, M = 23.1 
years, SD = 1.14). The majority of the participants (90%) use 
cycling as a recreation activity, and half of them prefer cycling 
with a companion. On the day prior to the scheduled 
experiment, participants received a notification via Facebook 
Messenger to remind and confirm the appointment. Also, they 
were all notified to wear comfortable clothing. 

Two bicycles both with a smartphone mounted on the 
handlebars and BikeTogether preinstalled were prepared for  
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the evaluation. The participants were then gathered, randomly 
split into 5 groups of two, and told to take a 10 minutes open 
cycle, which means they can ride on their own pace, on two 
different routes, one group at a time. As to how their cycling 
behavior is modeled, the mode of cycling is considered to be 
accelerating, decelerating, and constant speed in this 
evaluation. The cycling behavior of each participant therefore 
can be represented as an acceleration-time sequence within a 
certain time frame that meets the reality of cycling 
circumstances [21][22]. In this case, a time frame of 5 seconds 
was chosen. 

These data were collected and calculated by the app ran in 
stealth mode without any GUI so the participants did not know 
they were being traced. After a 30 minutes rest, the participants 
were gathered once again and a brief instruction regarding the 
information coding of the app was given. They were then took 
another 10 minutes cycling with the app ran in normal mode, 
one group at a time. The data were again collected. Figure 3 
shows the rate of acceleration and deceleration in both study 
phases. The specified threshold for count is ±2m/sec

2
. 

A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed a statistically 
significant difference before and after participants were aware 
of BikeTogether (W=10, P≤0.05). Also, to better understand 
how the app effected on the participants, their relative position 
to each other in terms of the real-time cycling distance in the 
second phase was summarized and an interview was 
performed. 

V. RESULTS 

All the participants reported the increase in their activity 
level and considered that it was mainly due to the more aware 
of their personal activity as well as the comparison with remote 
partner‟s provided by the app. Group 4 said that it started like a 
subtle competition and later it became more like a group ride. 
Group 1 and 2 expressed that, at first, they attempted to attack 
off the front and later figure out the different physical ability in 
between, then slow down to their moderate pace. A common 
group cycling formation was seen in Group 3 and 5. They 
commented that once in leading position they would lower 
their speed in order for the other peer to catch up. 

 

Fig. 3. The counts of acceleration and deceleration in each phase 

In order to discover more about whether BikeTogether can 
engender positive effect that the users would use it frequently 
and longer, Production Reaction Cards was used to capture the 
participants‟ feelings and study their emotional involvement 
with BikeTogether [23]. These cards are composed of 60% of 

positive words and 40% of negative and neutral words. The 
participants were asked to select as many words as they 
wanted. The most selected word was fun (72%), followed by 
entertaining (70%), exciting (64%) and motivating (51%). All 
the participants also uttered that the total cycling distance 
directly provides them the feeling of achievement. This makes 
us have confidence in that BikeTogether can help further 
enhance the cycling experience and has potential to nudge 
people who just start cycle-commute to keep up the change. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Hard to find mutually convenient time and place with 
cycling partners is the common cause that hinders turning it 
into habit. The findings from this research indicate that 
smartphone apps can be designed to create a sense of 
togetherness between two cycle-commuters while cycling 
using the screen light. This is a form of instant messaging, a 
bicycle-to-bicycle, body-to-body conversation. It is even more 
like a form of networked, peer-to-peer augmented game. The 
one you chat and compete with, right at the moment, numbs 
your orientation in time. This leads to positive behavioral 
effects. The next stage will involve the usability tests and user 
experience evaluation of the prototype to see whether the 
increased feelings of presence increase motivation in the long 
term so that the health and fitness goals will be achieved? 
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Abstract—Network engineers have designed an array of 

protocols that enabled shared access in various wired and 

wireless contexts at different layers of the protocol stack [1]. One 

approach to managing unlicensed spectrum is to rely on a 

technical protocol to allocate and manage shared access Lehr [2]. 

This paper addressed the benefits of unlicensed wireless traffic 

within licensed traffic (anticipated as cognitive router-based 

networking). A focus on shared access to non-exclusive use of the 

spectrum with an holistic view of technical and institutional 

features is suggested for effective management of ‘spectrum 

commons’. Using the adapted cognitive radio architectural model 

and its associated multi-hop ad-hoc networking strategies to 

implement the ‘spectrum-common’, mobility is enhanced with 

each node acting as a router and packet forwarder. We 

formulate management frameworks that can integrate well with 

liquid protocols for mobile nodes. Also, these frameworks 

incorporate new strategies of intelligently adapting the nodes to 

dynamically participate in setting bandwidth capacity 

stochastically. The projected use of dynamic bandwidth shaping 

algorithm for the cognitive radio-based network (CRN) when 

implemented will make broadband access more economical to 

users and the spectrum used effectively. 

Keywords—ad-hoc; spectrum commons; etiquettes; software 

defined radio (SDR); MIMO 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The significant progress in wireless technology and the 
growth of wireless services has provided the principal impetus 
for reforming spectrum management and hence the transition 
toward increased reliance on market forces. While many 
wireless technologies contribute to both the viability and 
desirability for managing spectrum via unlicensed (smart 
wireless system technology, including software or cognitive 
radios, smart antennas and multiple input multiple output 
MIMO system) platforms, the  benefits of unlicensed wireless 
are best anticipated in the context of ad-hoc networks [3]. 

The ad-hoc networks are mobile, dynamic wireless 
networks that require no fixed infrastructures [4]. As the 
continuous end-to-end connectivity between its mobile nodes is 
not guaranteed, [5] pointed out that the ability to self-form and 
self-mange remains a major challenge. Due to this partial and 
intermittently connected wireless frameworks, the mobile ad-
hoc network (MANET) hosts induce link disruptions, which 
may result to degradable service disruptions except assisted by 
derived technologies including intelligent etiquettes and 
strategized mobility management. 

Today, spectrum licenses to provide mobile services offer 
an entry barrier that gives incumbent licensee a strategic 
advantage. However, with robust competition and the threat of 
increased allocation for competing wireless technologies on 
one hand and the prospect of having to pay for additional 
spectrum to support new (3G wireless broadband) services on 
the other, the mobile operators are more inclined to share 
spectrum [1] and [2]. 

A. Motivation 

As policy-makers are committing to a dual regime of 
flexible licensed and unlicensed spectrum to provide for the 
evolution from the centralized approaches to more 
decentralized management regimes, the elements of a protocol 
for managing the spectrum commons must be defined. These 
new protocols are required both at the level of running codes 
(as protocols and standards) and at the level of institutional 
frameworks. 

Also, as wireless traffic become more like Internet traffic 
with heterogeneous, bursty or fat-tailed, long-hold time for 
connectivity but variable link status due to ad-hoc networking, 
there is need to deploy now strategies  to manage wireless 
resources [6]. The proposed rules was examined for expected 
performance and support for ad-hoc communications with 
reduced overheads but increased quality of service (QoS) in 
[1]. 

B. Objectives 

The objectives of this research are to: 

 define suitable framework and CR-based infrastructure 
for a spectrum commons; 

 incorporate learning strategies to make the defined 
protocols liquid and 

 suggest approaches of incorporating defined etiquettes 
into existing management protocols to achieve sharing 

goals. 

II. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS 

A. Regulatory Models 

Reference [2] identified three models of spectrum 
management to include commands and control (C&C), 
property rights (as licensed) and open access (as unlicensed) 
users. 
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As discussed, C&C is a scheme whereby the government 
acts as the regulatory agency such as the Federal 
Communication Commission (FCC) in the US or Ofcom in the 
UK. Here, the government controls the choice of technology, 
spectrum uses and users. According to [7], this system is 
vulnerable to influence costs. As the government regulators 
lack the expertise to make informed decisions, the regulation is 
often slow and expensive, and therefore it is criticized as non-
market-based approach [8]. 

In contrast, the licensed (property rights or exclusive-
flexible use) and unlicensed (open access or „commons‟) 
models are approaches stylized as market-based because the 
decision making power is decentralized to the market.  In these 
schemes, the service providers, equipment makers and end-
users interact and compete in the market place to determine 
spectrum usage. 

Reference [7] further explained that even as the licensed 
scheme confers a property right on the licensee to use the 
spectrum exclusively, there are rules, which limits its 
tradability and licenses are subject to term limits. In the same 
vein, the assumption of relative spectrum abundance is 
provisioned by the unlicensed scheme. Reference [9] also 
corroborated the unlicensed model as an open access scheme 
operated as a „commons‟ approach, where the right to access or 
use the spectrum is shared among users. though, under the 
licensed approach, an exclusive use license assigned may be 
traded in secondary markets, and licensees only have flexibility 
in the choice of technology and services offered. In addition, 
licensees are just allowed to trade the usage rights conferred by 
the license. 

As the commons approach provide the right to access the 
spectrum in a shared manner (among the users) subject to 
protocols, the decision-making authority is decentralized to 
those who share access to the commons, and as the protocol 
embodies the mechanism for managing the spectrum, the 
decision –making is governed by the protocol put in place. 
Moreover, much flexibility is offered in commons even as the 
choice of the protocol may be made by the government or by 
the market via industry standardization unlike in license 
regime, where decision-making resides only with the central 
planner (government). 

However, the „commons‟ approach does not suggest that 
the spectrum will be free but it is open access to only those 
who conform to the unlicensed protocol. Furthermore, the 
unlicensed does not mean unregulated as costs incurred will be 
borne by users, either directly through access payments or 
indirectly through taxes, protocol implementation cost or 
congestion-related quality of service effects. These costs 
include costs of setting up and operating the management 
procedures such as processing costs to implement sharing 
protocol, its enforcement and control congestion. This is also 
borne in license. 

Several additional distinctions between the licensed and 
commons are noted in [2]. They are both „shared‟ in the sense 
that multiple devices and end-users simultaneously access and 
use the spectrum. For example, mobile operators share 

spectrum over multiple users, and competition among 
operators offers competition across technologies and markets. 
Also, they are both market- based and as these models offer 
dynamic spectrum access and movement by end-users via 
roaming and switching among operators, the mobile customers 
are secondary licenses who get to use the spectrum on the basis 
of rules established by the licensed operators 

B. Communication Standards 

The standard for modern telecommunication networks is to 
offer 99.999% availability. References [10], [11], [12] and [13] 
all discussed the role of unlicensed (commons) regimes as sure 
step towards providing solution to spectrum scarcity and a 
promoter of innovations in telecom services. 

The rules for managing a spectrum commons as stipulated 
in [12] and [14] showed that centralized resource allocation 
mechanisms (ATM, token ring) provide more assurance of 
bounded access delays while distributed protocols (TCP, 
Ethernet) provide similar delays when networks are lightly 
loaded. Centralized approaches are less robust in dynamic state 
of ad-hoc networks, which characterise future wireless 
environments. 

Similarly, VolP perfectly co-exist with FTP, email and 
other data traffic when the network is not congested. With TCP 
and IP segmentation of packets in transport, IP hop-by-hop and 
TCP (end-to-end) provides the special controls of allowing 
packets in variables length. As remarked in [2], much of the 
licensed spectrum (ISM band) used by Wi-Fi, Wireless LAN or 
Bluetooth is managed in a decentralized way analogous to the 
Internet and the applications are adaptive making resources 
isolation less strictly managed. 

For these and many other standards to be effectively upheld 
to provide broadband access for all and BGP providing inter 
domain routing support, a more decentralized approach may be 
the only feasible way to manage resources. This also includes 
decoupling of spectrum frequencies from infrastructure 
investment and applications. 

III. DESIGN FRAMEWORK FOR „SPECTRUM-COMMONS‟ 

The design of an appropriate framework for managing 
unlicensed spectrum is conceived to be minimally constraining 
but very consistent with orderly management of shared access 
spectrum. 

Development of framework or rules structured for 
operating unlicensed devices to co-exist with licensed devices 
as primary users in dedicated unlicensed spectrum is crucial to 
the sharing. 

A. Spectrum Sharing Platform 

The environment of mixed regimes as (fig.1) provides for 
bulk of spectrum allocated via licensed and market-based 
unlicensed use.  With cognitive radio network architectures and 
the dynamism exhibited by ad-hoc networking, the framework 
model is evolving, promoting innovations, and minimizing 
regulatory distortions. The design support marginal 
adjustments between licensed and unlicensed users, and within 
unlicensed supporting all changing protocols as need arises [7]. 
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Key:  

CRAP – Cognitive Radio Access Point 

CB – Cognitive Base 

BGP – Border Gateway Protocol 

CRSP – Cognitive Radio Service Provision 

MANET – Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork node 

Fig. 1. Prototype Mesh model for CRSP (adapted from CRSN architectures) 

The proto-typical design includes licenses and unlicensed 
bands running BGP and the radio systems made smarter. This 
architecture enables dynamic spectrum sharing and the 
framework favours distributed/decentralised management 
characterised with maximal „common‟ benefits. Reference [9] 
posited set of etiquettes as rules and mechanism to instantiate a 
common regime. It includes „protocol‟ of running code for a 
software radio and technical standards for guiding the protocol 
design for a closed common. 

Fig. 1 depicted a „closed spectrum-common‟ platform for 
licensed and qualified   operators (spectrum users) to 
implement the management regime for spectrum usage 
efficiency. A collective ownership of 3G spectrum and its 
management regime is prototyped as a „closed spectrum 
common) in this paper. 

B. Design Rules 

In agreement with [15] and [16], an infrastructural 
framework proposed to support the traffic sharing under 
secured Internet routing defined by BGP is characterised with: 

 technology and associated capabilities to counter 
communication problems such as  interception, 
interference, eavesdropping, spoofing, jamming, data 
falsification etc); 

 frequency agility, expanded capacity for sharing, no 
transmit only device spreading spectrum capability and 
, transition to broadband platform; 

 network provisioning for bursty traffic, multimedia 
services and other profiles;  

 heterogeneous network technology provisions 3G, Wi-
Fi, Infrared, satellites  roaming and seamless mobility 
and 

 spectrum reform policies, transits to expand flexible 
licensing and unlicensed spectrum management regimes 
instituted and sustained by defined etiquettes 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF A LIQUID PROTOCOL 

Wireless traffic control schemes for broadband services 
includes constant bit-rate (CBR), variable bit-rate (VBR) 
unspecified bit rate (UBR), guaranteed frame-rate traffic flow 
(GFR) and available bit-rate (ABR) service categories [17]. 

For liquidity, the available bit-rate (ABR) scheme is 
envisioned to work in the spectrum commons. ABR scheme is 
capable of dynamically adjusting to the varying bandwidth 
capacity. The bandwidth made available to an ABR connection 
on any link varies between minimum cell rate (MCR) and the 
peak cell rate (PCR). 

The learning automation is a sextuple defined  in [17] as 

<A,B,P,T,G,E> 

Where 

A = {a1,a2,...,ar} is the set of r actions offered by 
environment 

B = (0,1) the input set of possible environmental responses. 

Q = set of possible internal states of the automation 

P = probability distribution over set of action P(t) = {P1(t), 
P2(t), ... Pr(t)} Pi(t) is the probability  of selecting action a ϵ A 
at time instant ti. 

G = Q = A is the output function. G is deterministic one-to-
one function. 

E = estimator containing environmental characteristics 

Using the learning automation, an estimator stochastically 
computes the output function obtainable in a bandwidth usage 
environment for a set of possible environment responses on the 
radio. With the CRN models R1,...,Rn,  the estimator is updated. 
Consequently, it adapts to environmental changes such as ABR 
bandwidth and is implemented by the learning algorithm T 
presented in fig. 2. It is used for obtaining the estimator vector 

  )(),...,(),( 21 tUrtUtUtU 
                                    (1) 

Where 

 tU  is the estimator vector at any time instant t, and 

  )()(),(' tUtMtDtE 
                                              (2) 

Where 

)(' tD  is the deterministic estimator vector at any time t; 

D(t) = {d’,(t), d’2(t),...,d’r(t)} and 

M(t) = {M1(t), M2(t), Mr(t)} is oldness vector;

 aijatjjttMi  )(;:max)(
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Combining equations (1) and (2),   algorithmic description 
of T is given in fig. 2. 

Initialization: all   Pi = 1/r 

Step 1:  Select an action a(t) = ak 

Step 2: Get feedback b(t) ϵ (0,1) from environment  

Step 3: Computer new deterministic estimate dik(t) 

Step 4: Update oldness vector Mi(t) = m(t-1) + 1 

Step 5: For every ai (i = 1,2,...,r), compute new estimate Ui (t) 

Step 6: Select optimal action am with highest estimate Um = max 
{Ui(t)} 

Step 7: Update the probability vector 

Fig. 2. Learning Algorithm for Automation 

A. Discussion on CR–based model 

The physical architecture of cognitive radio (CR) in ad-hoc 
setups make it feasible for receiving wideband signal. As 
software defined radio (SDR), with its radio frequency (RF) 
frontend, it is equipped with the capability to detect any weak 
signal in large dynamic range. This communication model can 
tune to any frequency band to receive any modulation. 

As the estimator will be updated by the ABR connection 
source parameters – bandwidth resources are reserved for CBR 
and VBR connection that will be set up and the bandwidth 
becomes free again when CBR and VBR connections are 
released. This non-reserved bandwidth made available to ABR 
connections make all traffic sharable. 

B. Modalities for  defined etiquettes 

Using BGP routing protocol, the cognitive-based service 
network and its special feature integrates well with other 
routing protocols. BGP also enables routing across all Internet 
service and other network providers. Combining with other 
technologies (WLAN, spread signal, infrared, WiMAX etc), 
temporarily unused band is used by any of the opportunistic 
radio, based on defined etiquettes to improve overall spectrum 
utilization [18]. 

As the estimator is updated by ABR connection source 
parameters – bandwidth resource is reserved for CBR and 
VBR connections set up and it becomes free again when CBR 
and VBR connections are released. This non-reserved 
bandwidth made available to ABR connections make virtually 
all traffic sharable. 

To evaluate the „commons‟ management regime, the 
following application specifications supported in unlicensed 
spectrum, under well defined protocols: 

 Wi-Fi model of unlicensed devices –  promotes 
innovation in wireless devices and IT business; 

 mobile operators sharing of 3G spectrum minimizes 
transaction costs for accessing spectrum individually; 

 realization of community mesh networks – provides 
mechansms for managing congestions, emphasizing 
co-ordination in co-existence. 

 reliance on industry standardization process – fosters 
spectrum–specific etiquettes of management since the 
„commons‟ regime also require specialized 
mechanisms. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The capability of cognitive radio (CR) within the wireless 
traffic provides many of current wireless systems with 
adaptability to existing spectrum allocation and overall 
spectrum utilization. CR supports common channels signalling; 
enabled with consistent security and privacy, envisioned in 
secured BGP [16]. 

Also, the commons spectrum will be more attractive to 
applications, which are adaptive and reasonably tolerant to 
congestion [19]. The system therefore, having mechanism for 
allocating resources among users/uses is equipped with 
established procedures to verify protocol is in conformance 
with agreed etiquettes. 

With licensed wireless environment there are increasing 
demand and use of heterogeneous devices, uses leading to 
relatively insufficient spectrum. Spectral usage will be more 
efficient and spectral scarcity alleviated for broadcast and 
communication networks if suggested model is adopted. Users 
will benefit more significantly. Strategies to enhance wireless 
mobility management for qualitative seamless roaming and 
service continuity are suggested for future research. 
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Abstract—In this paper, a model is described for a system 

consisting of an inverted pendulum attached to a cart. We design 

for this model a feedback optimal control based on Linear 

Quadratic regulator, LQR by using the generating Function 

technique. This design with hard and soft constraints will help 

the pendulum to stabilize in the upright position. A solution of 

the continuous low-thrust optimal control problem based on 

LQR method is implemented. An example applied to this control 

design for a hard constraint boundary condition. 

Keywords—Inverted pendulum; Feedback control; Stability 

analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The traditional problem for the field of control systems is 
the inverted pendulum system see e.g. [1] , [3] , [5] , [6] and 
[9]. The system is consist of an inverted pendulum exposed  to 
a torque and attached to a cart which equipped with a motor 
that drives it along a friction  horizontal track. Both the torque 
and the force produced from the motor of the cart are the 
feedback-control forces. there are two equilibrium points for 
the inverted pendulum system, one of them is that when the 
pendulum is pointing downwards which is stable, the other 
one is at the upwards position which is unstable. The stable 
equilibrium requires no control input to be achieved and, thus, 
is uninteresting from a control perspective. The unstable 
equilibrium corresponds to a state in which the pendulum 
points strictly upwards and, thus, requires a control force to 
maintain this position. 

In literature, the feedback control of inverted pendulum 
control system is made by linearizing the dynamics about the 
nominal trajectory and by applying the classic control theory 
to such linear dynamical system. The approach of optimal 
feedback control using the generating function [8] is very 
efficient when used to solve the control problem of this 
system. In order to use the feedback optimal control approach 
the lateral dynamics is expressed in a state vector form with 
adding the control forces to the equations of motion. 

II. MODELLING 

In this system, a  pendulum with a torque T(t), is attached 
to the side of cart by means of a pivot which allows the 
pendulum to swing in the xy-plane. A cart equipped with a 
motor exerts force F(t), provides horizontal motion of the cart 
on a friction track, see Fig 1 .  The purpose of the torque T(t) 
and the force F(t) is that keeping the pendulum balanced 
upright. 

A. Formation of the problem : 

By assuming that the pendulum is a thin rod with length l. 
Then, applying Newton's second law to the linear and angular 
displacement, the equations of motion are [4] 

2( ) cos sin ( )
2 2

l l
M m x x m m F t                     (1) 

       
21

cos ( ) sin
2 3 2

l l
m x ml T t mg                          (2) 

where M is the cart mass, m is the pendulum mass, x(t) is 
displacement of the center of mass of the cart from the center 

of the inertial frame, tis the angle between the pendulum 
and the top vertical. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Inverted Pendulum system 

After some calculation, we can obtain 
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where                                     

2 24 1
( ) ( ) cos (4 ) sin

3 3
M m m M m m                   (5) 

and g is the acceleration due to gravity and equal 9.8 m/s. 

By introducing the following variables for a more 
convenient form of the equations (3) and (4) 

        
1 2 3 4( , , , ) ( , , , )T Ty y y y x x  y                               (6) 

We obtain the following equivalent first-order system 

 

                                         (7)

where 

          
2

2 2

1
( ) (4 ) sin

3
y M m m y                                   (8)   

It is well known that for (7) with no control (F(t) = 0 and 
T(t)=0), the cart at rest with the pendulum in the upright 
position is an unstable equilibrium, while the cart at rest with 
the pendulum in the downward position is a stable 
equilibrium. Our concern is that when the pendulum at the 
unstable equilibrium point, so in the following section the 
system will be linearized about the unstable equilibrium

(0,0,0,0)T
. 

B. Linearization: 

Now, by putting  (7) in the following form 

         ( ) ( )C D y y y y u                                                   (9) 
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and 

                  ( ) ( )
T

F t T tu                                            (12) 

The system (9) will be linearized about the nominal 

trajectory (0,0,0,0)T
. Now by applying  that 

2
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 , we can deduce that  
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This linearized system (13) allow to apply the feedback 
optimal control to balance the inverted pendulum around the 
point of linearization, as seeing in the following section. 

III. CLOSED LOOP (FEEDBACK) OPTIMAL CONTROL 

PROBLEM 

The feedback optimal control problem is introduced to find 
optimal solutions minimize a certain performance index 

starting from a generic initial state 
0y , The outcome is a 

control law written in terms of the time and the initial state, 

0 0 0( , , ) , fv v y t t t t t   .  
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This represents a closed loop solution: given any initial 

state 
0y  at the time 

0t , it is possible to evaluate the optimal 

solution starting from such state up to the final target. If for 
any reason the state is perturbed and assumes a new value 

0 0 0 0' , 'y y x t t t      , we are able to compute the new 

optimal solution by simply evaluating 
0 0( ' , , )v v y t t , 

avoiding, in this way, the solution of another two-point 
boundary value problem. Thus, a trajectory designed in this 
way has the property to respond to errors that occur during the 
transfer. Another important aspect of this approach is the 
robustness of the solution. Once the optimal feedback control 

problem is solved, the solution 
0 0( , , )v v y t t is available. 

Analyzing this function, the control law that is less sensitive to 
changes in the initial conditions can be chosen as nominal 
solution. This solution is said to be robust with respect to the 
initial conditions. 

A. Solving the Feedback Optimal Linear Quadratic Terminal 

Controller Using the Generating Function Technique 

Consider the problem of minimizing the following 
performance index , [7] , [8] 

0

1 1
( )

2 2

ft

T T T

f f f

t

J y Q y y Qy v Rv dt  
 

subject to the linear dynamics 

                               y Ay Bv                                        (16) 

and with the given initial and final conditions 

and   ( )f fy t y  

According to the classical theory, the Hamiltonian of the 
optimal control problem is 

     
1

( ) ( )
2

T T TH y Qy v Rv Ay Bv                              (17) 

where the set of Lagrangian multipliers has been 
introduced. From the optimality condition 

 0
H

v





                                                             (18) 

It is possible to get an explicit expression for the control in 
terms of the Lagrangian multipliers 

                  1 Tv R B                                                     (19) 

Substituting the expression of given by equation (19), the 
Hamiltonian (17) turns out to be 
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while the dynamics of the system and that of the Lagrange 
multipliers reduces to 

                    
1 T

T
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                        (21) 

Suppose now that we have a generating function 

2 0 0( , , , )F y t t  for the transformation between a fixed state

0 0 0( , , )y t  and a moving state 
0( , , )y t  . This transformation 

is canonical because it preserves the area in the phase space 

and in addition generates the identity transformation at 
0t t . 

we can derive this generating functions and their associated 
relations for this canonical transformation from Hamilton-
Jacobi PDE 
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Since the Hamiltonian is quadratic, 
2F can be put in a 

quadratic form as follows 
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which can be used to find the unknown boundary 

conditions using the given ones. From the properties of  
2F we 

have 
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The Hamiltonian (20) can be expressed as a function of  

0( , )y   by using equation (21) 
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Since the Hamiltonian at the fixed state can be taken zero 
without any loss of generality, then the Hamiltonian of the 
moving state and the generating function satisfy the Hamilton-
Jacobi PDE (22.c) 
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whose sub-matrix components provide the following set of 

matrix ODEs for (Riccati Equations [2]) 0( , )yyF t t ,  
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0 0 0 0

1 0 ,T

y yF F BR B F   

   

The initial conditions which verify the identity 

transformation at 
0t t  are 

0 0( , ) 0 ,yy n nF t t   

                                  
0 0 0( , ) ,y n nF t t I                           (28) 

0 0 0 0( , ) 0n nF t t    

B. Computing the Generating function 

 The HCP 

We compute 2 0( , , , )fF y t t  by using ft as our initial time, 

then we have from (23) 
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Since we have 
0y and fy are given the initial Lagrange 

multiplier can be evaluated through 
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Using (30) we can get the optimal trajectory by forward 
integration of (21). Since this relation (30) is valid for any 

initial time  ft t , we have 

0 0 0
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and therefore the control can be given by from (21) 
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 The SCP 

We compute 
1F  from Legendre transformation as follows 

1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0( , , , ) ( , , , ) ,TF y y t t F y t t y  
 

Substituting 
0y  from (29) we get after some algebraic 

manipulations 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

1 1

1 0 0 1 1
0 0

1
( , , , )

2

T

yy y y y

y

F F F F F Fy y
F y y t t

y yF F F

      

    

 

 

    
     

     

                                                                                        (31) 

then we have  

 
0 0 0

1

0 0 0 0( , )( ( , ) ) ,f y f fF t t y F t t y    

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1

0 0 0( , ) ( )( , ) ,f y f yy y y f fF F t t y F F F F t t y            

,f f fQ y   

By equating the second and the third equations we get a 

relation between 
0y  and fy  which can be plugged into the 

first equation to get 



  
0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

0

1
1 1 1

0 0( , ) ,y f yy y y y f

F

F F Q F F F F F F t t y

 

         

 


  

 

  


                                                                                             (32) 

Using (32) we can get the optimal trajectory by forward 
integration of (21). Since this relation (32) is valid for any 

initial time ft t , we have 



  
0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

1
1 1 1

0

( )

( , ) ( ) ,y f yy y y y f

t F

F F Q F F F F F F t t y t

 

         

 


  

 

  


and the control is given by 



  
0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1

1
1 1 1

0

( )

( , ) ( ) ,

T

y f yy y y y f

v t R B F

F F Q F F F F F F t t y t

 

         

 


  

  

  


                                                                                             (33) 

When  fQ is large enough the SCP solution converges to 

the HCP one. 

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

The values of the parameters for our numerical example 
are given as follow, 

0.8 , 0.21 and 2.1M kg m kg    . 

and  

    0 00 and 0.001 0.001 0.0002 0.0001
T

t  y , 

    0.45 and 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
T

f ft s y . 

Then, by substituting in (14) and (15)  we have  

     

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 1.8106 2.4633 0

0 28.5506 6.0574 0

A

 
 
 
  
 
 

, 

               

0 0

0 0

1.1730 2.8845

2.8845 45.4851

B

 
 
 
 
 
 

. 

and by putting 
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100 0 0 0

0 100 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

Q

 
 
 
 
 
 

, 

                
1 0

0 1
R

 
  
 

, 

and  

                      

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

fQ

 
 
 
 
 
 

. 

We plot the resulting data in the following figures 

 

 

Fig. 2. Plot of trajectory of x and   ̇ 

 

Fig. 3. Plot of trajectory of     and   ̇ 

 

Fig. 4. Plot of x(t) 

 

Fig. 5. Plot of       

 

Fig. 6. Plot of   ̇    
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Fig. 7. Plot of   ̇    

 

Fig. 8. Plot of F(t) 

 

Fig. 9. Plot of T(t) 

 

Fig. 10. Plot of Lagrangian multiliers 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the present study, the feedback optimal control of highly 
nonlinear inverted pendulum problem is solved by linearizing 
the original nonlinear dynamics. The linearized problem has 
been solved using the generating function technique where the 
method can be used for both hard and soft constraint boundary 
condition. 

A proof exists in the very simple case of linear hard 
constraint problem (the final state is fully specified) and the 
figures (Fig2 to Fig 10) for the numerical example showed an 
excellent result in keeping  the inverted pendulum in the 
unstable state for a short time. For a future work we can apply 
the same method feedback optimal control by using the 
generating function technique on the double inverted 
pendulum. 
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Abstract—We propose an efficient Frequent Sequence Stream 

algorithm for identifying the top k most frequent subsequences 

over big data streams.  Our Sequence Stream algorithm gains its 

efficiency by its time complexity of linear time and very limited 

space complexity. With a pre-specified subsequence window size 

S and the k value, in very high probabilities, the Sequence 

Stream algorithm retrieve the top k most frequent subsequences 

of size S. The Stream Sequence algorithm also provides a high 

accuracy of the estimation of the number of occurrences of each 

promoted subsequence. Our experiments indicate several factors 

that influence the result accuracy of the Sequence Stream 

algorithm: stream size, subsequence size S and frequency of the 

subsequence. 

Keywords—Frequent subsequence; Stream processing; 

Periodic pattern; Pattern recognition; Big data processing 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Due to the new data collection methods, vast amount of 
data is produced [1]. This data-increasing trend is associated 
with business needs, geographical research works, social media 
networks and etc. and these result in “Big Data”. Big Data 
situation relates to the problem of dealing with very large 
amounts of data [2]. It presents a qualitatively different state of 
affairs for the organization of information processing, namely, 
this organization cannot utilize all the data explicitly. Data 
processing is one of the important challenges and many studies 
have been made on this topic [3]. Big Data support to build 
several worldwide social network connections, which integrate 
human beings with the accelerated progress of communication. 
Because of big data, entrepreneurs could make wise decision 
based on consumers’ behaviors. Recently, the use of big data 
has a key role in improving competitiveness in all kinds of 
fields. The big data stream contains very large amounts of 
information. The stream data processing is to understand data 
and to retrieve useful information from it. Various methods are 
designed to deal with big data [4][5][6]. The challenges include 
accuracy, efficiency and availability. 

Frequent sequence mining finds sets of data elements that 
occur together frequently in many subsequences. Frequent 
sequence mining, which retrieve the most frequent 
subsequences from a stream of a very large sequence. It gained 
a great deal of attention in the field of data mining due to its 
great value in many applications, such as: trend prediction, 

stock market, DNA sequence analysis (Bioinformatics), using 
history of side affects or symptoms to predict valuable medical 
information, web user analysis, finding language or linguistic 
sequences from natural language text.  

In this paper, we introduce a novel technique for mining the 
top k frequent subsequences over large stream of big data with 
a pre-defined subsequence size S, in the fashion of stream 
processing. The algorithm provides very high probabilities for 
retrieving the most frequent subsequences in leaner time using 
very limited space and memory locations. 

II. FREQUENT SEQUENCE MINING IN STREAM PROCESSING  

Finding most frequent sequences is considered as one of 
the most heavily studied data mining task since its introduction 
in work [7] and is of wide scientific interest [8][9][10][11]. 
Subsequences are valuable kind of data that occur more often 
in domains such as: information security, artificial intelligent, 
machine learning, education, medical, financial and many other 
fields. As for medical field, extracting frequent subsequences 
from very large DNA sequences is a key step for understanding 
biological processes as basic as the RNA transcription [12].   

Stream processing uses different methods comparing to 
traditional datasets computing, it requires relatively smaller 
respond time with dealing huge amount of data. In computer 
science, the streaming algorithms are designing for processing 
data streams in the way of limited time and limited memory. It 
was first introduced in 1999 [13] [14], and then spread to all 
kinds of angles in computer science, such as database, 
networking and machine learning. Now the big data society 
comes to study stream algorithms when large amounts of data 
can be operated continuously regardless of storage and access 
distribution, meanwhile respond quickly to new information. In 
reality, stock market data is a typical stream data. The data 
contains real-time price, transaction and other financial 
information. Traders usually receive and analyze data streams 
to make decisions by advanced systems. 

We focus on the process of massive stream by optimal 
processing algorithm to extract meaningful value from large 
sequence of big data. This is done by retrieving (on-the-fly 
[15][16]) the most frequent subsequences over large stream of 
big data with the concerns of time-consumption and space-
consumption. 
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III. FREQUENT SEQUENCE STREAM ALGORITHM 

The Frequent Sequence Stream algorithm (FSS), was 
inspired during the development of Multi-Buffer based 
algorithm in work [5]. Multi-Buffer based algorithm was 
proposed to extract the top k most frequent elements over large 
stream of Big Data. FSS works in window sliding technique 
and window size is a pre-defined value of S. In addition, FSS 
holds multi sequence candidates (SeqCan) that hold common 

sequences of size S. For a Big data stream u = u1,...,un ∈ Σ∗ we 

consider all the subsequences uiui+1 ...ui+S-1 ⊑ u, where 1≤S≤ 

n and 1≤i1 <i2 <···<in ≤n, and goal is to find the top k most 

frequent sequences of size S and an approximate counter that 
reflects each subsequence occurrence.  

Using k Sequence candidates, the FSS algorithm can be 
stated as following: store the first new arrival of sequence 
(uiui+1 ...ui+S-1) to SeqCan#1 and set Weight (w) to β and 
Counter (c) to 1. Keep comparing the incoming new sequence 
with the previously stored sequences candidates (SeqCan). If 
the new incoming new sequence equals to one of the sequence 
candidates in (SeqCan), increase its associated counter by 1 
and increase its weight by β. 

Otherwise, assign this new subsequence to any sequence 
candidates that has an associated weight equal to zero and set 
that weight to β and its counter to 1. At the case of no weight 
equals to zero, decrease the weight (w) with minimum value by 
1. By the end of this stream, output stored sequences 
(Candidates) and their associated counters (c). 

For example; when k = 3 the algorithm FSS can be 
described as follows: 

Moreover, the output of the FSS algorithm will be k pairs 
(candidate, counter). The focus of this algorithm is to improve 
the probability that one of the k pairs contains the most 
frequent sequence of size S, and enhance the accuracy of 
estimating its frequency. The FSS algorithm is able to select up 
to k – 1 top frequent sequences in the data stream. For 
example, when k = 3 and an input of random sequences with 
two top occurrence of frequency 12% and 15%, they would be 
selected efficiently by using three sequence candidates 

(SeqCan) or more.  

IV. EXPERIMINTS 

For every single stream file with determined sequence 
frequncy we generated many iterations using The Fisher-Yates 
shuffle algorithm [17][18]. Generating pseudo-random 
numbers was done using both generator functions in Python’s 
library Lib/random.py and the random number library in C that 
takes variable seeds such as: current system time to generate 
pseudo-random numbers. Then, according to the most frequent 
frequence. 

We performed and examined Frequent Sequence Stream 
(FSS) algorithm using the big data stream under a common 
implementation framework to test their performance as 
accurately as possible.  The algorithm was implemented using 
both C and Python, and compiled using gcc on Cygwin 1.7.25 
for C code, and Python 2.7.5 for python code. We ran Python 
experiments on 2.6GHz dual-core Intel Core i5 with 8GB of 
RAM running OS X 10.9.2. Experiments of algorithms in C 
were ran on Intel 4th generation core i5 using 8GB of RAM 
running Microsoft Windows Server 2012. We did not observe 
notewothy differences between two compilers. 

A. The Calculation of Sequence Frequency  

In big data stream of size n, and a pre-defined subsequence 
size S. A subsequence X has a frequency of 100% when the 
number of occurrence of sequence X is ⌊n/S⌋. For example: 
stream of size 100,000 elements and a subsequence size of 7, 
the subsequence X has a frequency of 15% when it occurs 
2,142 times (⌊(n/S)* 0.15⌋).  

B. Results 

Using stream sizes 30,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000 Fig. 1 
shows the probabilities of retrieving the most frequent 
subsequences of size 3, with low frequencies: 5%, 4%, 3%, 2% 
and 1%. 

 
Fig. 1. Probabilities of extracting most frequent subsequences of size 3. 

Fig. 2 represents the probabilities for retrieving most 
frequent subsequences of size 7 with low frequencies using 
various stream sizes. 

Repeat 

 Get next sequence using sliding window of size S 
 Seq = uiui+1 ...ui+S-1 

if ( w1 ≠ 0 and SeqCan1 = Seq ): 

w1=w1+ β, c1=c1+1 
Else_if ( w2 ≠ 0 and SeqCan2 = Seq): 

w2=w2+ β, c2=c2+1 

Else_if ( w3 ≠ 0 and SeqCan3 = Seq): 
w3=w3+ β, c3=c3+1 

Else _if (SeqCan1 ≠ Seq and w1 ≠ 0) and (SeqCan2 ≠ Seq 

and w2 ≠ 0) and (SeqCan3 ≠ Seq and w3 ≠ 0): 
             Minimum [w1,w2,w3] =  Minimum[w1,w2,w3] - 1 

Else_if (w1 = 0 ): 

 w1 = β , c1 = 1 , CanSeq1 = Seq 

Else_if (w2 = 0 ): 

 w2 = β , c2 = 1 , CanSeq2 = Seq 

Else_if (w1 = 0 ): 
 w3 = β , c3 = 1 , CanSeq3 = Seq 

Move window by 1( i = i + 1). 

Until no more sequences 
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Fig. 2. Probabilities of extracting subsequences of size 7 using various 

stream sizes 

Moreover, in Fig. 3 we increased the subsequence size to be 
matched to 15 using various stream sizes: 30,000, 100,000 and 
1,000,000.  

 
Fig. 3. Probabilities for extracting subsequences of size 15 within various 
stream sizes. 

For larger subsequence frequencies like 10%, Fig. 4 shows 
the probabilities for retrieving subsequences of various sizes 
versus various stream sizes. 

Counters that represent the number of a subsequence 
occurrence are part of the FSS algorithm. For a stream size of 
100,000, and subsequences of low frequencies, Fig. 5 shows 
the accuracy of counter values returned by the FSS algorithm 
compared to the real number of occurrences within the big data 
stream.  

 
Fig. 4. Probabilities for retrieving subsequences of various stream and 

subsequences sizes 

 
Fig. 5. Accuracy of counter values using various subsequences sizes and 

stream size of 100,000. 

For a stream size of 1,000,000 and subsequences of low 
frequencies, Fig. 6 shows the accuracy of counter values 
returned by the FSS algorithm compared to the real number of 
occurrences. 

 
Fig. 6. Accuracy of counter values using various subsequences sizes and 

stream size of 100,000. 
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V. COMMENTS/FUTURE RESEARCH  

During experiments many values for β were tested and 
verified. The best value for β turned out to be S

2
. As for Multi-

Buffer based algorithm in work [5], stream sizes has an impact 
on the performance of the FSS algorithm as shown in Fig. 1, 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The bigger the stream size the better the 
results.  

Moreover, we observed that the subsequence sizes have an 
influence on the output results of the FSS algorithm. The 
smaller subsequences’ sizes to be processed, the better 
accuracy of the results to be promoted. To explain this, for a 
stream size of 100,000, 1% frequency of a subsequence size 3 
is 333 times, 1% frequency of a subsequence size 7 is 142 
times, and a 1% frequency of subsequence size 15 is 66 times. 

By tracking changes of these sequence candidates and their 
associated weights, we find that the entire process can be 
divided into two important stages: stable stage and unstable 
stage explained in work [5]. For subsequences of high 
frequencies such as %10 and more, probabilities for retrieving 
those frequencies are very high compared to low frequencies. 

As for counter values, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show that the 
stream size factor influence the accuracy of the counter value 
returned by the FSS algorithm. Counter accuracy increases 
when the stream size increases.  In addition, frequencies of 
subsequence also impact the accuracy of the returned counter 
vales.  

Above experiments were performed using three sequence 
candidates (k = 3), we observed a minor enhancement when 
using more sequences candidates.  Moreover, more factors 
(range of data, number of candidates, number of frequent 
subsequences) could impact the accuracy of results but this 
needs to be verified by more experiments. Also, the optimal 
value of β, its relationship with subsequence’s size and 
subsequence’s frequency worth more investigations, and 
whither has β and number of top frequent subsequences are 
related. 
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Abstract—In order to comply with data confidentiality 

requirements, while meeting usability needs for researchers, 

entities are faced with the challenge of how to publish privatized 

data sets that preserve the statistical traits of the original data. 

One solution to this problem, is the generation of privatized 

synthetic data sets. However, during data privatization process, 

the usefulness of data, have a propensity to diminish even as 

privacy might be guaranteed. Furthermore, researchers have 

documented that finding an equilibrium between privacy and 

utility is intractable, often requiring trade-offs. Therefore, as a 

contribution,  the Filtered Classification Error Gauge heuristic, 

is presented. The suggested heuristic is a data privacy and 

usability model that employs data privacy, signal processing, and 

machine learning techniques to generate privatized synthetic 

data sets with acceptable levels of usability. Preliminary results 

from this study show that it might be possible to generate privacy 

compliant synthetic data sets using a combination of data 

privacy, signal processing, and machine learning techniques, 

while preserving acceptable levels of data usability. 

Keywords—privatized synthetic data; Signal processing; Data 

privacy; discrete cosine transforms; Moving average filtering 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Realizing an equilibrium between privacy and usability 
needs is a challenging undertaking that organizations have to 
engage in, to meet the terms of  privacy regulations. To 
implement privacy acquiescent data transactions, trade-offs 
have to be made between privacy and usability requirements 
[1][2][3][4][5]. One way to address this problem, is the 
generation of privatized synthetic data sets that retain the 
statistical traits of the original data. Therefore, as a 
contribution, the Filtered Classification Error Gauge (Filtered 
x-CEG) methodology is suggested as a heuristic for the 
generation of privatized synthetic data [17]. The Filtered x-
CEG is a variation of the Comparative x-CEG heuristic process 
described in Mivule and Turner (2013) [6] and [17]. The 
Filtered x-CEG heuristic works as follows: (i) Data privacy is 
applied to the data using noise addition; (ii) in the second step, 
signal processing technique of discrete cosine transforms, is 
used to mine the coefficients; (iii) the coefficients are added 
back to the noisy data; (iv)  new privatized synthetic data is 
produced with a similar formation as the original[17]; (v) the 
moving average filter is then applied to the privatized synthetic 
data to improve usability; (vi) machine learning classification 
is used to test the filtered synthetic data for usability, with 
lower classification error (high classification accuracy) as an 
indication of better data usability [6][17]. Initial outcome from 

this study indicates that privatized synthetic data could be 
produced with adequate usability levels. Therefore, the main 
focus of this study is to employ data privacy, signal processing, 
and machine learning classification techniques in the 
generation of privatized synthetic data with acceptable levels of 
usability. The rest of the paper is organized as follows, in 
Section II, background and related work is given. Section III 
discusses the essential terms used in this paper, while Section 
IV focuses on the methodology. In Section V, the experiment 
is outlined and results discussion is done in Section VI. Finally 
in Section VII, the conclusion is given. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

In this section, a review of related work on using signal 
processing techniques for data privacy applications, is given 
[17]. While signal processing techniques have been applied for 
obfuscation in image and audio applications, there is not much 
work on using signal processing for specifically data privacy 
applications, such as, privatized synthetic data generation. 
However, of recent, researchers have picked up interest on 
applying signal processing techniques for data privacy 
implementations. For instance, on the use of signal processing 
in fulfilling data privacy challenges, Sankar, Trappe, 
Ramchandran, Poor, and Debbah (2013), noted that the 
necessary optimization task between data privacy and usability 
is a primary signal processing issue. Sankar et al., also 
observed there was a possibility of privacy assurances and 
solutions, by employing distributed signal processing methods 
[7]. Furthermore, Sankar et al., (2013), suggested the U-P 
trade-off region data privacy and utility signal processing 
based measurement model, for the quantification of data 
privacy and utility [7]. Consequently, usability, would be a 
measure of the closeness between the original and privatized 
data [7]. However, in this study, the classification error is used 
as a gauge for data privacy and usability quantification [6]. On 
the subject of discrete cosine transforms and data privacy, 
studies have mostly been done in the image and audio 
processing areas, with focus on access control instead of 
confidentiality  [8][9][10][11]. In this paper, discrete cosine 
transforms methods are employed for data privacy 
applications, in this case, the generation of privatized synthetic 
data sets. Nevertheless, applications of Fourier transforms, for 
example discrete cosine transforms, were suggested by 
Mukherjee, Chen, and Gangopadhyay (2006) for the 
enhancement of privacy in Euclidean distance  based clustering 
algorithms [11]. Mukherjee et al., (2006) observed that 
although original data allocations can be fittingly reconstructed 
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in the confidential data, distance between points in the 
confidential data, is not conserved, thus clustering results with 
unsatisfactory performance [11]. At the same time Mukherjee 
et al., (2006) outlined advantages of employing Fourier 
transforms (discrete cosine transforms): (i) Conservation of 
Euclidean distance in the transformed data can be achieved, 
thus better clustering results; (ii) data compression could be 
attained by suppressing lesser coefficients and retaining greater 
coefficients; (ii) by suppressing coefficients, confidentiality of 
the data can be enhanced, thus making it complex for attackers 
to reconstruct the original data [11] [17]. In this study and in 
the suggested model, the suppression of coefficients as in 
Mukherjee et al (2006) model, is avoided. Rather, extraction of 
coefficients using discrete cosine transforms, and applying the 
coefficients in the generation of synthetic data with similar 
traits as the original, is done. 

III. ESSENTIAL TERMS 

While a number of data privacy and signal processing 
methods exist, it is beyond the span of this implementation 
paper to expansively survey each technique. The following are 
a description of some of the techniques used in this paper. 

Noise addition: Random values are generated using  the 
mean and standard deviation from the original data and added 
back to the original data, thus producing a confidential data set, 
using the following equation [12]: 

                                                                                     (1) 

The symbol    represents the confidential data, while   
represents the original data, and   symbolizes random values, 
chosen from a distribution of           . The symbol    
represents an adjustable parameter, with a smaller    producing 
data with traits much similar with the original, and a larger   
producing data that is much more dissimilar to the original 
[13]. In this paper, a normal distribution               , 
is used to generate the noisy data that is then used in the signal 
processing, to generate coefficients which are then used to 
produce the privatized synthetic data set [17]. 

Discrete cosine transforms: Proposed by Ahmed, 
Natarajan, and Rao (1974), discrete cosine transform (DCT) is 
a process that converts a limited data sequence (real numbers) 
by summing up of cosine functions oscillating at different 
frequencies[13][14] [17]. DCT alters a set of real numbers 
             into a set of real numbers               using 
the following equation [14]: 

   ∑   
   
      [

 

  
   

 

 
   ]                         (2) 

The symbol   , represents the set of altered data as a result 
of the DCT computation. 

Moving Average Filter: In the moving average filter, each 
point in the output signal is a result of averaging a number of 
adjacent points in the input signal using the following formula: 
[16]. 

 [ ]  
 

 
 ∑  [   ]   

                                                              (3) 

The notation  [   ]  symbolizes the input signal, while 
 [  ] represents the output signal, and   stands for the number 
of points used in the moving average [16]. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

In this section, the methodology used in this paper and as 
described in [16], is outlined. The Filtered x-CEG, an 
adaptation of the Comparative x-CEG heuristic model outlined 
in Mivule and Turner (2013), is suggested [6]. Signal 
processing techniques, such as, discrete cosine transforms are 
used in the  Filtered x-CEG, illustrated in Figure 1, unlike the 
model in [6], that does not involve signal processing methods 
[17].  The following are the steps involved in the generation of 
privatized synthetic data sets. 

The Filtered x-CEG: 

 Step 1: Data privacy: data privacy is implemented 
using noise addition – noisy data with statistical traits 
closer to the original is generated, with a normal 
distribution               . 

 Step 2: Signal processing: discrete cosine transforms is 
applied on the noisy data to extract coefficients. 

 Step 3: Synthetic data generation: the obtained 
coefficients from Step 2, are added to the noisy data, 
producing a new confidential synthetic data set. The 
compensation from this phase is that it would be more 
difficult for an attacker to rebuild the original data; 
furthermore, the statistical traits from  the original data 
could be preserved by using the acquired coefficients.  

 Step 4: Filtering: The moving average filter is used in 
this phase, to reduce noise that could affect the usability 
of the data, with the aim for better data usability. 

 Step 5: Machine learning: Machine learning is then 
applied on the privatized synthetic data to gauge for 
usability – with less classification error as an indicator 
of better data usability.  

 Step 6: The threshold: if the classification error satisfies 
the desired threshold, then better usability is achieved 
and the privatized synthetic data could be published. 
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Fig. 1. The Filtered x-CEG process 

 Step 7: Fine tuning of parameters: fine-tuning is done 
to the privacy parameters, and the signal processing is 
re-done if the threshold is not met. The procedure 
replicates x times until the preferred threshold is 
achieved, signifying improved data usability. 

 Step 8: Publication: The privatized synthetic data with 
improved usability is published. 

V. EXPERIMENT 

The data used in this study comprised of the Fisher Iris data 
hosted at the UCI repository. The data contained 150 data 
items, four columns, the sepal length, sepal width, petal length, 
and petal width, with the fifth class column,  representing the 
three classes, Setosa, Versicolar, and Virginica [15]. To 
produce the noisy data, the original data set was perturbed with 
noise addition at              . This allocation of noise 
was selected since it mirrored statistical characteristics of the 
original data. After generation of the noisy data, discrete cosine 
transforms technique was used to obtain coefficients from the 
noisy data (which in this case was a close representation of the 
original data). The obtained coefficients were combined – 
added back to the noisy data, as illustrated in Figure 2, for an 
additional stratum of confidentiality, generating the privatized 
synthetic data set. The moving average filter was then used on 
the privatized synthetic data to remove excessive noise and 
thus increase usability. Machine learning classification was 
then applied on both the non-filtered and filtered privatized 
synthetic data. The following classifiers were used: Neural 
Networks, KNN, Naïve Bayes, Decision Trees, and AdaBoost 
Ensemble, employing a 10 fold cross-validation. 

The threshold determination heuristic was then used by 
observing all classification errors and choosing data sets that 
met the threshold criteria. Only data sets that met the threshold 
criteria were published and statistical analysis performed on 
them. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this segment, outcome from the experiment on applying 
discrete cosine transforms (DCT) and filtering techniques for 
data privacy, is presented. Three groups of data results are 
observed: (i) original data, (ii) noisy data, and (iii) privatized 
synthetic data. A presentation of both descriptive and inference 
statistical results is also given. 

A. Non-Filtered Privatized Sythentic DCT-based Data Results 

Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d), represent results from the 
DCT process. In each graph of the illustrations, the lower data 
sequence represents the DCT coefficients, while the middle 
data sequence represents the noisy data, and the upper data 
sequence represents the generated privatized synthetic data. 
The DCT coefficients were mined from the noisy data and 
added to the same noisy data set, generating the privatized 
synthetic data. The noisy data was generated using very low 
noise addition to the original, to mimic the statistical properties 
of the original data. As can be seen in Figure 3(a), the 
privatized synthetic data sequence follows a similar pattern to 
the noisy data sequence, from an anecdotal view point. This 
could be an indication that it might be possible to generate 
privatized synthetic data sets that retain some statistical traits 
of the original data. 
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Fig. 2. Privatized synthetic data generation process 

Fig. 3. (a)Privatized Synthetic Fisher-Iris data sequence – Sepal Length 

Fig. 3. (b)Privatized Synthetic data Fisher-Iris data sequence – Sepal Width 
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Fig. 3. (c)Privatized Synthetic data Fisher-Iris data sequence – Petal Length 

Fig. 3. (d)Privatized Synthetic data Fisher-Iris data sequence – Petal Width 

Fig. 4. Privatized Synthetic  – descriptive statistics 

As shown in Figures 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d), DCT-based 
privatized synthetic data did not automatically preserve the 
statistical skeletal structure of both the original and noisy data 
sets; and as further highlighted in Figure 4, with the descriptive 
statistics, a deformation of the original statistical skeletal 
structure occurred with the DCT-based privatized synthetic 
data. An anecdotal view of Figure 4 and Table I, show that the 

statistical skeletal structural likeness of the original data is kept 
in the noisy data. 

TABLE I.  NON-FILTERED PRIVATIZED SYNTHETIC DATA – DESCRIPTIVE 

STATISTICS 

Statistics Sepal L Sepal W Petal L Petal W 

Original Mean 5.843 3.054 3.759 1.199 

Original Mode 5.000 3.000 1.500 0.200 

Original Median 5.800 3.000 4.350 1.300 

Original Max 7.900 4.400 6.900 2.500 
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Original Min 4.300 2.000 1.000 0.100 

Original Stdev 0.828 0.434 1.764 0.763 

Original Var 0.686 0.188 3.113 0.582 

     
Noisy Data Mean 6.841 4.077 4.766 2.200 

Noisy Data Mode #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 

Noisy Data 

Median 

6.744 4.060 5.323 2.333 

Noisy Data Max 9.353 5.398 7.921 3.747 

Noisy Data Min 4.846 2.978 1.716 0.819 

Noisy Data Stdev 0.880 0.432 1.778 0.776 

Noisy Data Var 0.775 0.186 3.162 0.603 

     
Priv Synth Mean 6.801 4.124 4.632 2.125 

Priv Synth Mode #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 

Priv Synth 

Median 

6.863 4.101 5.225 2.232 

Priv Synth Max 10.608 6.115 8.356 4.173 

Priv Synth Min -1.603 2.799 -16.889 -7.010 

Priv Synth Stdev 1.295 0.583 2.632 1.142 

Priv Synth Var 1.677 0.340 6.926 1.305 

However, the same statistical skeletal structure is deformed 
after applying DCT, in the privatized synthetic data. This could 
mean that simply adding noise addition to generate a noisy data 
set might not be enough, since an attacker could guess the 

original with a higher prospect of success. However, the  
statistical structure of the privatized synthetic data set is 
deformed when compared to the original and thus might make 
it more difficult for an attacker to guess the original 
composition while at the same time offering some usability to 
the end user of the privatized synthetic data set. Nevertheless, 
the mean of the privatized synthetic data is preserved when 
compared to the mean of the noisy data, as illustrated in Table 
I. For example, the mean of the noisy data is 6.841, whereas 
the mean of the privatized synthetic data is at 6.863 for the 
Sepal length class as recorded in Table I. Yet still, the median 
and max values are not preserved in the privatized synthetic 
data set. The covariance values between the noisy data and the 
privatized synthetic data sets are shown in Figure 5 and Table 
II. The standard deviation and covariance of the privatized 
synthetic data set is also not analogous to the noisy and original 
data. This might be good for privacy preservation in the 
privatized synthetic data set,  while still maintaining some level 
of usability with the similar mean values. 

Fig. 5. Privatized Synthetic data – correlation and covariance 

The results in Table II, show covariance values between 3.1 
and 3.4, for the Petal length, and between 0 and 1, for the Sepal 
length, Sepal width, and Petal width, an indication of a 
diminutive inclination for the compared data to grow 
simultaneously. 

TABLE II.  NON-FILTERED PRIVATIZED SYNTHETIC DATA – CORRELATION 

AND COVARIANCE 

Statistics Sepal 

L 

Sepal W Petal 

L 

Petal 

W 

Correl (Noisy Data & 

Orig) 

0.971 0.911 0.994 0.972 

Correl (Synth & Orig) 0.718 0.600 0.736 0.722 

     
Cov (Noisy Data & 

Orig) 

0.706 0.170 3.109 0.574 

Cov (Synth & Orig) 0.767 0.151 3.404 0.627 

The correlation shown in Table II, between the noisy data 
and the original data, indicate results varying from 0.971 to 

0.994, demonstrating a strong relationship. However, 
correlation results between the privatized synthetic and original 
data indicate a range of values from 0.060 to 0.74, signifying 
more or less a small relationship between the privatized 
synthetic data and the original data. Yet still, this could be 
good for privacy preservation even though a level of usability 
might be lost. Nonetheless, it might be said that DCT-based 
privatized synthetic data did not preserve the statistical traits of 
the original but did maintain the mean values. To investigate 
this premise further, DCT-based privatized synthetic data is 
passed through the filtering procedure. 

B. Filtered Privatized Sythentic DCT-based Data Results 

Results in Figures 6(a), 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d), represent the 
outcome of the experiment after applying filtering on the DCT-
based privatized synthetic data. The lower sequence in each of 
the graphs shown in the illustrations, represents the DCT 
coefficients, while the middle sequence represents the noisy 
data, and the upper sequence represents the generated 
privatized synthetic data after applying filtering. 
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Fig. 6. (a)Filtered Privatized Synthetic Fisher-Iris data sequence – Sepal 

Length 

Fig. 6. (b)Filtered Privatized Synthetic Fisher-Iris data sequence – Sepal 

Width 

Fig. 6. (c)Filtered Privatized Synthetic Fisher-Iris data sequence – Petal 

Length 

Fig. 6. (d)Filtered Privatized Synthetic Fisher-Iris data sequence – Petal Width 
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The moving average filtering with kernel width window of 
4.0, was employed in the experiment. Regardless of the 
filtering process, Filtered privatized synthetic data did not 
preserve a good deal of the statistical traits and skeletal makeup 
of the noisy and original data, as illustrated in Figure 7; the 
results are similar to those produced for the non-filtered 
privatized synthetic data in Figure 4. However, the mean 
values were preserved in the Filtered privatized synthetic data, 
similar to results in the non-filtered privatized synthetic data, as 
shown in Table III. The outcome from this part of the study, 
indicates that although DCT based privatized synthetic data did 
not preserve some of the statistical traits, the mean values were 
maintained, an indication of some level of usability. 
Additionally, it might be possible that better privacy guarantees 
could be offered with DCT-based privatized synthetic data, and 
make it more challenging for an attacker to make precise 
deductions. Therefore, for the production of privatized 
synthetic data sets with less emphasis on data usability (utility), 
DCT-based privatized synthetic data sets might offer some 
interesting outcomes. However, there was a slight 
improvement in the correlation values, as shown in Figure 8. 
The filtered privatized synthetic data and the original data 
correlation values ranged from 0.5 to 0.9, compared to the 0.6 

to 0.7 range of the non-filtered privatized synthetic data and the 
original. 

TABLE III.  FILTERED PRIVATIZED SYNTHETIC DATA – DESCRIPTIVE 

STATISTICS 

Statistics Sepal 

L 

Sepal 

W 

Petal L Petal W 

Original Mean 5.843 3.054 3.759 1.199 

Original Mode 5.000 3.000 1.500 0.200 

Original Median 5.800 3.000 4.350 1.300 

Original Max 7.900 4.400 6.900 2.500 

Original Min 4.300 2.000 1.000 0.100 

Original StDev 0.828 0.434 1.764 0.763 

Original Var 0.686 0.188 3.113 0.582 

     Noisy Data Mean 6.841 4.077 4.766 2.200 

Noisy Data Mode #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 

Noisy Data Median 6.744 4.060 5.323 2.333 

Noisy Data Max 9.353 5.398 7.921 3.747 

Noisy Data Min 4.846 2.978 1.716 0.819 

Noisy Data StDev 0.880 0.432 1.778 0.776 

Noisy Data Var 0.775 0.186 3.162 0.603 

     Priv Synthetic Mean 6.801 4.124 4.632 2.125 

Priv Synthetic 

Mode 

#N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 

Priv Synthetic 

Median 

6.863 4.101 5.225 2.232 

Priv Synthetic Max 10.608 6.115 8.356 4.173 

Priv Synthetic Min -1.603 2.799 -16.889 -7.010 

Priv Synthetic 

StDev 

1.295 0.583 2.632 1.142 

Priv Synthetic Var 1.677 0.340 6.926 1.305 

Fig. 7. Filtered Privatized Synthetic data descriptive statistics 

Fig. 8. Filtered Privatized Synthetic data – correlation and covariance 
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TABLE IV.  FILTERED PRIVATIZED SYNTHETIC DATA – CORRELATION AND 

COVARIANCE 

Statistics Sepal 

L 

Sepal W Petal 

L 

Petal 

W 

Correl (Noisy Data & Orig) 0.971 0.911 0.994 0.972 

Correlation(Priv Synth & 

Origin) 

0.690 0.515 0.915 0.897 

     Cov (Noisy Data & Orig) 0.706 0.170 3.109 0.574 

Cov (Priv Synth & Origin) 0.532 0.070 3.078 0.555 

C. Machine Learning Classifier Results 

Preliminary results from employing machine learning 
classification as a measure for data usability,  are presented in 
this section. Both the non-filtered and filtered privatized 
synthetic data were sent through a chain of machine learning 
classifiers, namely, Neural Nets (NN), K-nearest Neighbor 
(KNN),  Naïve Bayes (NB), Decision Trees (DT) – Random 
Forest, in this case, and AdaBoost ensemble. Each classifier 
returned the classification error, with a higher classification 
error signifying low data usability, and a low classification 
error representing improved data usability. 

Fig. 9. Classification of  Non-Filtered and Filtered data 

In Figure 9 and Table V, classification accuracy results 
were reported – with high classification accuracy as an 
indication of low classification error and better data usability. 
However, low classification accuracy indicates higher 
classification error and likewise signifies low data usability. 

TABLE V.  CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY FOR BOTH NON-FILTERED AND 

FILTERED DATA 

.Classifier Privatized 

Synthetic DCT-

based Data 

Filtered Privatized 

Synthetic DCT-based 

Data 

NN 86.67 100.00 

KNN 82.67 98.67 

NB  78.43 97.33 

DT 78.43 97.33 

AdaBoost 73.33 97.33 

Experimental results, as indicated in Figure 9, Figure 10, 
and Table V, show that there was better performance with 
filtered privatized synthetic data, with returned higher 
classification accuracy results, and thus lower classification 
error. This signifies that filtering might have a profound effect 
on the classification accuracy of a perturbed data set. For 
instance, a look at the classification accuracy results, the non-
filtered privatized synthetic data, returned a classification 
accuracy of 86.67 for NN, 82.67 for KNN, and 73.33 for 
AdaBoost. However, filtered privatized synthetic data returned 
100.00 for NN, 98.67 for KNN, and 95.33 for AdaBoost, an 
indication that filtering does have an effect. The Neural Net 
classifier, represented by the top sequence in Figure 10, offered 
the best performance in terms of resilience, among classifiers 
used in this experiment, on both non-filtered and filtered 
privatized synthetic data. In general, there was a significant 
improvement in the performance of all classifiers after 

application of filtering as illustrated in Figure 10. 
Consequently, our preliminary results indicate that the 
technique of filtering noisy data might be significant in 
enhancing the classification accuracy of data, as such, 
improving data usability for privatized synthetic data sets. 
However, concerns about to what degree filtering has to be 
employed in privatized synthetic data generation, is still 
challenging. Secondly, inquiries about what quantity of 
information might be lost at some point in the filtering process, 
also remain legitimate. 

D. Threshold Determination Results 

Results in this section, as illustrated in Figure 11, show 
how the threshold was determined. To find out the threshold, a 
heuristic was employed by first, using the average value 
function to compute the mid-point values, and secondly, 
calculating the mean values [17]. As shown in Table VI, values 
used in the calculation of both the mid-point and mean were 
selected  from the classification accuracy results. After 
selecting the mid-point and mean values, the threshold was 
then selected by taking the max value between the max mid-
point and max mean values as shown in Table VI. From our 
preliminary results, the selected threshold value was 93.34 
classification accuracy or 6.66 classification error. Any 
privatized synthetic data set that met this threshold 
requirement, was selected, as offering better data usability. 
Once the threshold is determined and privatized synthetic data 
set is chosen, the Filtered x-CEG procedure stops; the selected 
data sets that meet the threshold requirement are then 
published. Conversely, if the threshold criteria is not satisfied,  
and  no data sets are chosen, then the Filtered x-CEG algorithm 
would proceed to the  step of adjusting data privacy parameters 
and  going through the classifier procedure again x-times, until 
the threshold criteria is satisfied. 
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Fig. 10. Performance of classifiers on non-filtered and filtered data 

Fig. 11. The mean and mid-point values 

TABLE VI.  DETERMINIG THE THRESHOLD 

Priv Synth 

Data 

NN KNN NB DT AdaBoost Max 

Mean 93.34 90.67 87.88 87.88 85.33 93.34 

MID-

POINT 

46.67 45.34 43.94 43.94 42.67 46.67 

Max 93.34 90.67 87.88 87.88 85.33 93.34 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this investigation, the Filtered Classification Error Gauge 
(Filtered x-CEG) heuristic was presented and tested.  The 
suggested data privacy model, in which data privacy, signal 
processing, and machine learning methods are employed to 
generate privatized synthetic data sets with satisfactory 
usability levels, was implemented. Preliminary outcome from 
this investigation indicates that signal processing techniques, 
such as, discrete cosine transforms, could be used in concert 
with data privacy techniques to produce privatized synthetic 
data sets in compliance with confidentiality requirements. 
Additionally, initial outcome from this study, indicates that 
filtering might have a corollary to the usability and 
performance of a privatized synthetic data set when 
classification is applied to the data set. Filtered privatized 
synthetic data returned higher classification accuracy results 
than the non-filtered privatized synthetic data, an indication 
that filtering might enhance usability of privatized data sets. On 
the other hand, non-filtered and filtered privatized synthetic 
data sets did preserve the mean but not the correlation with the 

original data, an indication of no relationship. In addition, non-
filtered and filtered privatized synthetic data sets did not 
maintain the skeletal structure of the original data, a further 
indication of dissimilarity. Yet this dissimilarity might be 
beneficial for improved confidentiality, and perhaps signify 
that it might be possible to generate confidential synthetic data 
sets with enhanced usability, by maintaining some statistical 
traits of the original data, such as, the mean. The Moving 
Average Filtering procedure was employed in this 
investigation, using a kernel width window of size 4.0. While 
the Filtering might have an effect on improving the 
classification accuracy results, as we showed in the preliminary 
results, experimenting with various filtering methods not used 
in this investigation would be worthwhile. The question of 
what most effective signal processing procedure one would 
select for executing such a privatized synthetic data generating 
procedure, remains a case by case proposition and open to 
further investigation. Yet still, a variety of algorithms could be 
employed in the generation of confidential synthetic data with 
strong privacy guarantees, such as, differential privacy. Even 
more, finding the right equilibrium between privacy and 
usability requirements, remains challenging and any proposed 
solution would necessitate trade-offs on a case-by-case basis. 

A. Limitations and Future Work 

Because of the emergent challenge of big data, the extent 
and complexity of data confidentiality is at the same time, 
growing,  and as such, it is outside the reach of this 
investigation to tackle each subject in the data confidentiality 
sphere. As such,  the goal of this investigation was to look at 
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privatized synthetic data generation, by employing data 
privacy, signal processing, and machine learning methods. The 
goal of this investigation was not focused on the type of attacks 
on the privatized synthetic data, a subject while important, is 
left for future work. The investigation was restricted to DCT 
transforms and the moving average filtering techniques. The 
Fisher-Iris data set was the only data set used in this study. 
Therefore, future works will comprise of testing generated 
privatized synthetic data against various adversary attacks, 
employing of various signal processing and filtering 
techniques, not used in this investigation, using other large data 
sets, finally application of various machine learning techniques 
not covered in this investigation. 
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Abstract—Agricultural and plantation activities in Indonesia, 

especially in Semarang, Central Java, Indonesia rely on water 

supply from the rainfall. The rainfall in the future is basically 

influenced by rainfall patterns, humidity and temperature in the 

past. In this case, Vector Autoregression (VAR) multivariate 

model is applied to forecast the rainfall in the future, in which all 

along Indonesian Agency for Meteorology, Climatology and 

Geophysics (BMKG) generally uses ARIMA model 

(Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) to carry out the same 

thing.  The study applied the data, comprising the data of 

rainfall, humidity and temperature taken on a monthly basis 

during 2001-2013 periods from 5 measurement stations. Plotting 

of rainfall forecast result with VAR method is portrayed in the 

form of isohyet contour map to see the correlation between 

rainfall and coordinates of the area of the rainfall. The forecast 

result shows that VAR method is quite accurate to use for 

rainfall forecast in the study area as well as better than ARIMA 

method to forecast the same thing as having smaller Mean 

Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Absolute Percentage 

Error(MAPE). 

Keywords—Rainfall Forecast; VAR; Multivariate Time Series; 

Isohyet 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Indonesia has abundant natural resources in tropical areas 
with quite high rainfall as the islands are surrounded by the 
vast oceans, fairly high daily temperature and humidity [20]. 
Currently, there are approximately 40.6 million hectares of 
agricultural and plantation areas in Indonesia [22] which  
mostly  rely the water supply on the rainfall.  Regarding this 
matter, the western and northeast parts of Indonesia have 
geological condition and fertile soil which enables the 
agriculture/plantation can virtually be done as long as the water 
supply from the rainfall is sufficient [21]. 

Semarang, Central Java, Indonesia (the study area) is 
geographically located in Java island in the western part of 
Indonesia. The study area lies on the geographic position of 6º 
5’ – 7º 10’ S and 110º 34’ – 110º35’ E with a total area of  

37.366.838 hectares  or  about  373.7 km
2
[19].  Generally, the 

rainfall in the study area follows the pattern of 2 seasons, 
namely dry season (April – September)  and  wet season 
(October – March) 

Fig. 1. Study Area Map 

[20].  The conducted study tried the seasonal rainfall 
forecast (dry and wet season) 1 year forward (2014) based on 
monthly rainfall data taken along the span of the previous 13 
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years (2001-2013).The rainfall forecast is conducted by using 
multivariate time series method, or more particularly: Vector 
Autoregression (VAR). Furthermore, for the sake of decision 
making accuracy, the rainfall forecast is portrayed in the form 
of isohyet contour map to see the portrait of rainfall amounts in 
each sub-district in Semarang. 

II. PREVIOUS STUDY 

VAR method that is introduced by Christopher A. Sims, a 
Nobel Prize winner in econometrics, is previously pretty much 
used to develop econometric models [5] [13], such as to see the 
correlation of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to the inflation 
level in a country, the tourist arrival level to a country which is 
influenced by many factors, the correlation between Composite 
Stock Price Index (Indeks Harga Saham Gabungan/IHSG), 
currency exchange rates and prices [11], the market response to 
the marketing mix [16], the correlation between public 
expenditure and economic growth [1], etc. For natural 
phenomena, especially for rainfall forecasting, Dewi Retno, et 
al [14] have conducted a study of correlation between rainfall 
in a region and rainfall in other nearby regions. Meanwhile, in 
the study that we conducted, the rainfall is connected to the 
rainfall in the previous periods as well as its correlation with 
humidity and temperature data. 

In general, rainfall (precipitation) is a part of hydrologic 
cycle (water cycle) consisting of: (1) evaporation and/or 
evapotranspiration, (2) precipitation, and (3) surface water flow 
[12]. At each stage, the air humidity (water vapor percentage in 
an air volume)and the temperature would be very influential. 
When the temperature is relatively high due to the sunlight, 
there would be an evaporation/evapotranspiration of surface 
water/vegetation and water vapor in an air volume would be 
formed in which this water vapor in certain altitude, in turn, 
would form a core of condensation to form clouds. Due to the 
influence of low temperature and relatively immense droplet, 
the clouds then would drop back to the ground in the form of 
rain, snow, dew, fog, etc., which in turn would form surface 
water flowto restart the hydrologic cycle. 

In Indonesia, the studies related to the rainfall according to 
Indonesian Agency for Meteorology, Climatology and 
Geophysics (BMKG) were mostly conducted using ARIMA 
method in which the study area has 22,13% MAPE value [6]. 
The study that we conducted aims to find out if VAR method 
that we applied can reduce this MAPE value, where the result 
would enhance the prediction accuracy.Moreover, in our study, 
we intend to connect the values of rainfall forecast to 
geographic coordinates of the area where the rainfall would 
drop by portraying it in the form of isohyet contour map. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Time series is basically a measurement data taken in 
chronological order in certain time [9]. In the conducted study, 
based on the characteristic of each time series with some 
different kinds of data (rainfall, humidity and temperature), 
Vector Autoregression (VAR) method is applied. VAR is 
basically a combination of Autoregressive (AR) method and 
frequently known as Box-Jenkins method as developed by 
George Box and Gwilym Jenkins in 1976 [9]. 

For instance, the following is the time series of AR. 

                                      
                                                                                      (1) 

In which    is the current value, while p is lag in 
autoregressive process;      to      is the measurement values 

from t-1 to t-p;     is  intercept value and    to    is regression 

coefficient from t-1 to t-p;  and      is error value  or  
frequently known as white noise which is assumed to be a 
normal distribution, independent of        and constant 
variance of σ

2
 or equal to 0 [3] [7]. In terms of the use of VAR 

model in this conducted study, it requiredapplying stationary 
condition criteria, which is defined as a condition where its 
mean and  variance are constant and the covariance is not time-
dependent [11]. The stationarity in this study was tested using 
unit roottest with Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) method. 
The ADF test has the following mathematical equation [8]. 

                 ∑                
 
                        (2) 

In which      is time series value at the-t time minus time 
series value in 1 previous measurement period (the-t-1 time), θ 
is constant-valued               [8] which is used to 

determine whether or not the unit roots exist with hypothesis 
H0 : θ  = 0 (the data contain unit roots) and  H1 : θ  < 0 (the data 
do not contain unit roots). Meanwhile,    is trend coefficient 
on the time series data of which the value is equal to   
  ∑   

 
    [8]. In this case, the criteria that can be drawn  are  

non-stationary data will have unit roots, while stationary data 
will not have unit roots. If the data are not stationary, it 
required to conduct differencing process once or several times 
on the related data until the data turn out to be stationary [10] 
[17]. 

Prior to VAR model was completely formed eventually, the 
accuracy level should be evaluated by calculating its lag value, 
which is generally indicated by its p-value. In the conducted 
study, in order to assess the feasibility level of the rainfall 
forecast model, it required applying Aikake’s Information 
Criterion (AIC) calculation for some k independent variables 
where the AIC value is generally defined using the following 
mathematical equation [15]. 

         
  

    

 
…                                                           (3) 

Where  
   

   

 
   with  SSE =∑         

  

   
 

In which yi  is observed value at the-i time; k is the number 
of parameters in the model;   is mean; and n is the number of 
observation times. In this case, it can be stated that in case the 
AIC calculation value is smaller, the taken lag value is the 
better lag value [5] [15] as well as can be used as forecasting 
basis. 

After accomplishing to determine the (p) lag value with 
AIC, the VAR mathematical equation system which 
theoretically does not distinguish the number of dependent and 
independent variables [17], the combination of rainfall, 
humidity and temperature variables by considering the 
accuracy of autoregressive equation (equation (1)) can be noted 
in the form of a matrix equation as follows [5] [13]. 
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The matrix equation above (equation (4)), using regression 
notation can also be noted as follows (for rainfall). 

              
              

            
           

    
 

             
 

           
 

                                      (5) 

 In which       is the rainfall at the-t time;       is the 

humidity at the-t time; and      is the temperature at the-t time. 

Meanwhile, c is the constant indicating the intercept;    is the 
errors level; and p is the lag length. In this case, the parameter 

values     
  to     

 
 can be estimated by using Ordinary Least 

Square (OLS) method, by minimizing the value of squared 

error (minimizing  
2
 value) [13] [17]. The determination of the 

parameter values can be started from the-p matrix, and then 
recursively defined to the other parameters. 

 Once the best model was obtained and able to be used for 
forecasting, the forecast accuracy level of the model can also 
be evaluated mathematically using the following mathematical 
equation [5] [15] [17]. 

 Computing Mean Absolute Error (MAE) 

MAE is a computation of mean absolute error to see how 
close the values between the forecast and the real value. MAE 
is generally defined as the following equation. 

    
 

 
∑ |     |

 
                                                               (6) 

Where    is the forecast value;    is the actual data; and  n is 
the length of time series of observation. 

 Computing Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) 

     
 

 
∑ |

     

  
| 

                                                          (7) 

  Where    is the forecast value and     is the actual  data. 

In terns of the MAE and MAPE computation, the good 
model will have the smallest possible value of MAE as well as 
MAPE (less than or equal to 10%) [5] [15]. 

After the rainfall forecast value for the following year was 
accomplished, in order to portray the rainfalls in the study area 
related to the geographical position which is different from the 
measurement station, the isohyet map of Semarang then needs 
to be composed. The isohyet map is actually a regular contour 
map drawn to connect the dots in Semarang map with the same 
rainfall (forecast) values [18]. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The rainfall, humidity and temperature data used in this 
study were taken from Indonesian Agency for Meteorology, 
Climatology and Geophysics (BMKG) of Central Java, 
Indonesia. The obtained data are the data of monthly rainfall 
throughout 2001-2013 periods from 5 measurement stations, 
comprising  Ungaran-Semarang, Semarang Kota, Bringin-
Salatiga, Adisumarmo-Boyolali, and Borobudur-Magelang. At 
each measurement station, the rainfall forecast was carried out 
using VAR model, then (after the data from those 5 
measurement stations were processed) the isohyet map for dry 
and wet season was composed by computing 
coordinates/geographic location of each station. 

In order to apply VAR method to the existing data, we 
necessarily figure out the stationarity of data in each station 
initially using ADF calculation as the VAR[15]. ADF 
calculation for each time series data and interpretation of 
stationarity in each station are shown in Table 1. 

TABLE I.  RAINFALL, HUMIDITY AND TEMPERATURE STATIONARITY TEST IN VARIOUS MEASUREMENT STATIONS

Note: S (stationary hypothesis) and not requiring differencing process.

TABLE II.  TABLE OF AIC FOR VARIOUS VAR COMPUTATIONS 

Rainfall Station ADF Of 

Rainfall 

Hypo-

thesis 

ADF Of 

Humidity 

Hypo-

thesis 

ADF of Tempe-

rature 

Hypo-

thesis 

Ungaran Semarang -8.8005 S -4.6565 S -5.8516 S 

Bringin-Salatiga -3.0617 S -3.9083 S -3.9435 S 

Adisumarmo Boyolali -2.8473 S -3.7498 S -3.4986 S 

Borobudur Magelang -3.6135 S -3.7498 S -4.1076 S 

Semarang Kota -3.0887 S -5.0996 S -3.4963 S 

 VAR (3) VAR (4) VAR (5) VAR (6) VAR (7) VAR (8) 

Ungaran - Semarang 35 32 30 27 34 37 

Bringin - Salatiga 25 23 20 17 22 26 

Adisumarmo - Boyolali 26 24 21 17 23 27 

Borobudur - Magelang 29 25 23 20 23 26 

Semarang Kota 28 24 22 21 23 25 
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By following the stages that have been described 
previously, based on the rounded AIC calculation (Table 2), 
the final VAR model which can be obtained is VAR (6). VAR 
(6) with the smallest AIC value (shaded area) can be 
represented using mathematical equation model obtained 
through Ordinary Least Square (OLS) approach in the 
following equation (4). 

 For measurement station of Ungaran-Semarang, Y1,t = -
140,785646 + 0.182222205 Y1,t-1 -  0.01409596 Y1,t-2  - 
0.09658367 Y1,t-3  - 0.100907471 Y1,t-4 - 0.118368817 
Y1,t-5 - 0.118000286 Y1,t-6 + 0.019826927 Y2,t-1 + 
0.2879448 Y2,t-2 - 0.04463891 Y2,t-3 - 0.013124160 Y2,t-4 

- 0.017253552 Y2,t-5 + 0.139557736 Y2,t-6+ 0.01099009 
Y3,t-1 + 0.1034915 Y3,t-2 + 0.48754994 Y3,t-3  - 
0.104888805 Y3,t-4 + 0.032615013 Y3,t-5+ 0.131957736 
Y3,t-6. 

  For measurement station of Bringin – Salatiga, Y1,t = -
349,0890 + 0.29781892 Y1,t-1 - 0.56327709 Y1,t-2 + 
0.03872342 Y1,t-3 - 0.111907471 Y1,t-4  -0.107368817 
Y1,t-5 - 0.107000286 Y1,t-6  - 0.08397126 Y2,t-1 + 
0.29326751 Y2,t-2 - 0.25521153 Y2,t-3 -  0.012024160 
Y2,t-4 -  0.017253552 Y2,t-5 +  0.139557736 Y2,t6+ 
0.29648620 Y3,t-1 + 0.01739839 Y3,t-2 - 0.10278834 Y3,t-

3 - 0.103788805 Y3,t-4 + 0.031515013 Y3,t-5 + 
0.139557736 Y3,t-6. 

 For measurement station of Adi Sumarmo - Boyolali, 
Y1,t = -468,738158 -  0.490667870 Y1,t-1 - 0.095312517 
Y1,t-2  - 0.033233273 Y1,t-3  -  0.122907471 Y1,t-4  - 
0.125368817 Y1,t--5  -  0.129000286 Y1,t-6  +  
0.42273818 Y2,t-1  - 1.18946346 Y2,t-2  - 0.47307387 
Y2,t-3  -  0.012244160 Y2,t-4  -  0.017475552 Y2,t-5  + 
0.151757736 Y2,t-6  + 3.2756840 Y3,t-1  + 1.8152582 Y3,t-

2  + 2.2411575 Y3,t-3 -  0.103999805 Y3,t-4 + 
0.053715013 Y3,t-5 + 0.158579936 Y3,t-6. 

 For measurement station of Borobudur - Magelang, 
Y1,t= - 272,4933  + 0.04610669 Y1,t-1 - 0.43096825 Y1,t-2  
- 0.35201372 Y1,t-3  - 0.100907471 Y1,t-4 -  0.107368817 
Y1,t-5  - 0.107000286 Y1,t-6  +   0.99235069 Y2,t-1 -   
0.52613470 Y2,t-2 - 1.16998137 Y2,t-3 -   0.018084160 

Y2,t-4  -  0.015033552 Y2,t-5  +  0.139225736 Y2,t6  -  
0.18096627 Y3,t-1 - 0.22172650 Y3,t-2 +  0.17670065 
Y3,t-3  -   0.103566805 Y3,t-4  +  0.031515123 Y3,t-5 +  
0.139535536 Y3,t-6. 

 For measurement station of Semarang Kota, Y1,t = - 
638,137877 + 0.51796624 Y1,t-1 - 0.52963239 Y1,t-2 + 
0.08272823 Y1,t-3 - 0.100907471 Y1,t-4  -0.107368817 
Y1,t-5  - 0.107000286 Y1,t-6  - 0.10935264 Y2,t-1  + 
0.28539208 Y2,t-2  - 0.13033554 Y2,t-3 --  0.046224160 
Y2,t-4 - 0.011693552 Y2,t-5  +  0.137787736 Y2,t-6 +  
0.76188310 Y3,t-1  + 1.93032475 Y3,t-2 - 1.25373571 Y3,t-

3  -  0.103722205 Y3,t-4 + 0.031559413 Y3,t-5  + 
0.139591136 Y3,t-6. 

Where 

 Y1,t  is rainfall value at the-t time. 

 Y2,t  is humidity value at the-t time. 

 Y3,t  is temperature value at the-t time. 

TABLE III.  MAE AND MAPE CALCULATION 

 For calculating the accuracy of data processing, the 
calculation of MAE and MAPE value for each measurement 
station of which the result can be seen in Table 3 above is 
required. In general, the data processing result present the quite 
well values (the relatively small value of MAE and MAPE 
value that are below the range of 10%), hence VAR (6) model 
can be stated to be pretty well to forecast the rainfall in the 
study area (Semarang). 

TABLE IV.  RAINFALL FORECAST USING VAR (6) METHOD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rainfall Station MAE MAPE (%) 

Ungaran - Semarang 6.95128 2.139876 

Bringin - Salatiga 13.15702 6.008978 

Adisumarmo - 

Boyolali 

10.23671 6.558561 

Borobudur - 

Magelang 

13.02692 5.713805 

Semarang Kota 12.36196 6.707421 

Rainfall Station Geographic Coordinate Rainfall Forecast of 

Dry Season 

(mm/6 month) 

Rainfall Forecast of 

Wet Season  

(mm/6 month) 

Ungaran Semarang 426024.61, 9206491.87 1001.3251 2254.8765 

Bringin Salatiga 448470.46, 9201746.57 1128.3067 2000.9843 

Adisumarmo Boyolali 473139.18, 9168238.21 1171.3422 2222.9706 

Magelang 412328.38, 9158961.91 1171.3422 2472.0129 

Semarang Kota 435567.69, 9227421.87 994.2415 2230.9723 
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Fig. 2. Isohyet Map of Dry Seaon 

 

Fig. 3. Isohyet Map of Wet Season 

For illustrating isohyet map in Semarang, it needs to figure 
out that the isohyet map  [2] will be illustrated for dry season 
(April – September) and wet season (October – March) [4]. 
VAR model that was previously noted to forecast the rainfall in 
dry and wet season for each station was applied and the result 
is portrayed in Table 4 (the applied coordinate is UTM 
WGS84) [2]. In this case, the rainfall forecast for each of dry 
and wet season is the forecast cumulative number throughout 
the related season. 

Isohyet map shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 is the isohyet 
map for dry and wet season. The thick striped map is the map 
of Semarang with the boundaries of the existing sub-districts in 
the regency. The contour lines on the isohyet map portray the 
rainfall forecast associated with certain area (sub-district). By 
observing isohyet map as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the 
decision makers can estimate/predict the rainfall that will drop 

in certain area (sub-district) in dry and wet season as well, 
hence the plant that will be planted in the related area can be 
determinedafterwards regarding the characteristic (water 
requirement) of the plant. 

V. CONCLUSION 

VAR (6) model can be applied well to forecast the rainfall 
in Semarang in dry and wet season. VAR (6) is used for the 
reason that through ADF calculation, each time series in the 
existing measurement stations is all stationary. Meanwhile, 
VAR (6) is taken as regarding the AIC calculation, this model 
has the lowest/smallest value than the other VAR models. 
VAR (6) can be applied well in Semarang as having the 
relatively small values of MAE and MAPE (valued below 
10%) and smaller than ARIMA model used by BMKG (valued 
about 22,13%). Based on the mathematical model formulated 
with VAR (6) model based, isohyet map for each dry and wet 
season was made. It will be beneficial for the decision making 
stages as showing the correlation between certain areas (in this 
case – certain sub-districts in Semarang) and the rainfall 
(forecast) in the related areas. 
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Abstract—This paper constructed a database of the national 

representative level of a professional horse-rider by wearing a 

motion-capture suit attached with 16 inertial sensors under an 

inertial sensor-based wireless network environment, then made a 

visual comparative analysis through a few methods (graphical 

and statistical) on the values of all motion features (elbow angle, 

knee angle, knee-elbow distance, backbone angle and hip 

position) classified depending on horse types (using two horses 

named Warm-blood and Thoroughbred) and footpace types (at a 

trot and a canter) and obtained by various methods of calculating 

Euclidean distance, the second cosine, maximum and minimum 

values, and made a comparative analysis depending on motion 

features of a horse-rider by using MVN studio software. In the 

study, the experimental results confirmed the validity of the 

proposed method of obtaining the motion feature database of a 

horse-rider in the wireless sensor network environment and 

making an analytical system. 

Keywords—3D motion capture and analysis; inertial sensor; 

wireless network 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A lot of people are doing exercises to keep a good body 
shape. Especially, everybody knows that obesity is good 
neither for appearance nor for health. Horse-riding is a good 
sport of keeping good health and body line. It is possible to 
analyze and properly coach the postures of a horse-rider by the 
analysis of the so-called horse-riding motions under the 
wireless sensor network environment. Particularly, horse-
riding is an exercise with a special trait that a horse-rider and a 
horse alive should be joined together. It can be helpful for a 
horse-rider to build up physical health and spiritual growth. In 
addition, the horse-riding is a physical exercise of the whole 
body helpful to improve body’s balance and flexibility for 
general physical developments, and it is also a spiritual 
exercise helpful to bring a spirit of boldness and sound 
thinking and to cultivate humanity through the learning 
process of being kind to animals. In summary of the horse-
riding related mental, physical and psychological effects, it 
helps mentally to improve self-confidence through the talks 
with animals in love, learn social order in the process of horse-
riding activities and cultivate patience. In addition, as it is an 
exercise of the whole body, it helps physically to improve 
blood circulation by using muscles and joints and general 
body adaptability and flexibility in relation to functional 
recovery, a sense of balance and a change in speed by 
stimulating all the nerves of several body parts. Furthermore, 
it has positive psychological impacts of having a satisfactory 

feeling about properly dealing with a big animal like a horse, a 
respectful mind for the dignity of life and an emotional growth 
in inter-personal relationships through enhancement of active 
attitudes in general. Finally, it is directly effective to correct 
body postures, enhance bowel function, enlarge lung capacity, 
prevent arthritis, anemia and constipation, build up courage, 
increase back flexibility, promote body rhythms and strength 
pelvis [1-3]. 

However, the horse-riding is not effective if correct body 
postures are not learned and maintained properly in the course 
of the exercise. Therefore, in order to make the most effective 
achievement within the shortest period of time, it is necessary 
to get a coaching session to check what is wrong with the 
motions of a horse-rider. Recently a lot of studies have been 
made by using inertial sensors at the wireless sensor network 
environment to carry out the most effective coaching session 
of the horse-riding sport. Luinge [4] proposed a method of 
accurately measuring the size of a person by using inertial 
sensors and angular velocity sensors. 

Zhou [5] suggested a new human motion tracking system 
using two wearable inertial sensors that are placed near the 
wrist and elbow joints of the upper limb. Lee[6] suggested 
Sensor fusion and calibration for motion captures using 
accelerometers. Zhu [7] presented a real time motion-tracking 
system using tri-axis micro electromechanical accelerometers. 
Cheng [8] suggested the results of a set of network traffic 
experiments that were designed to investigate the suitability of 
conventional wireless motion sensing system design which 
generally assumes in-network processing - as an efficient and 
scalable design for use in sports training. Venkatraman [9] 
analyzed a behavior of the animal is further extracted from the 
recorded acceleration data using neural network based pattern 
recognition algorithms. Ghasemzadeh [10] suggested a golf 
swing training system which incorporates wearable motion 
sensors to obtain inertial information and provide feedback on 
the quality of movements. Kevin [11] analyzed a theory, 
design, and evaluation of a miniature, wireless IMU (Initial 
Measurement Unit) that precisely measures the dynamics of a 
golf club used in putting. Mariani [12] described 3D gait 
assessment in young and elderly subjects using foot-worn 
inertial sensors. Yujin[13] suggested Upper Body Motion 
Tracking With Inertial Sensors. Lijun [14] analyzed A 
Practical Calibration Method on MEMS Gyroscope. Wei [15] 
suggested calibration of low-precision MEMS inertial sensor. 
Cao [16] performed 3D dynamics analysis of a golf full swing 
by fusion inertial sensors and vision data. Jung [17] analyzed 
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smart shoes. Chan [18] proposed a virtual reality dance 
training system using motion capture technology. Frosio [19] 
analyzed automatic calibration of MEMS accelerometers. 

However, a variety of inertial sensor-based studies have 
been made so far, but no study has been made about an 
analysis on the motions of a horse-rider in a wireless network 
environment. Thus, in this paper, a database is constructed by 
collecting the motions of a professional horse-rider wearing a 
motion-capture suit under the inertial sensor-based wireless 
network environment. At this time, two representative types of 
horses, named Warm-blood and Thoroughbred, were selected 
for this study. Actual horse-riding sessions were made to 
analyze the postures of a professional horse-rider by 
measuring and calculating all the motion feature values of 
elbow angle, knee angle, knee-elbow distance, backbone angle 
and hip y-axis position at the two representative horse-riding 
footpace types, rising trot and canter. 

The results of the experiments made at MVN Studio with 
MATLAB confirmed the validity of the method of analyzing 
the motions of a horse-rider in a wireless sensor network 
environment suggested in this study, in which all the motion 
data of a horse-rider were collected in the wireless sensor 
network environment [20] to make a comparative analysis on 
all the horse-riding postures carefully. 

II. METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING AN INERTIAL SENSOR-

BASED WIRELESS NETWORK ENVIRONMENT AND A DATABASE 

This chapter describes a method of constructing an inertial 
sensor-based wireless network environment and a motion 
database. All the motion data of a horse-rider are received to a 
computer through the MVN motion capture system 
constructed with inertial sensors made by Xsens Co. Then, all 
the data are compared by using respective calculation methods. 
Figure 2 below illustrated the steps of collecting and 
constructing a database of motions in a wireless sensor 
network environment. Differently from an optical sensor-
based motion capture system, the MVN motion capture system 
can capture the entire body motions wirelessly without using a 
camera. In addition, the MVN motion capture system is 
portable for convenient indoor-outdoor uses. 

Figure 1 illustrates a process of wireless sensor network 
made by Xsens Co. The MTX sensor used for constructing the 
database is a small and light 3DOF Human orientation tracker 
which provides drift-free kinematic data, precise three-axis 
acceleration, three-axis gyroscope and three-axis geomagnetic 
values. Figure 3 shows the sensor used for constructing a 
database. 

 

Fig. 1. Process of wireless sensor network  

 
Fig. 2. Data collection and output processing  

 

 

Fig. 3. MTX sensor: 3DOF human orientation tracker  

In order to collect data, this study used a subject, a national 
representative level of a professional horse-rider whose height 
is 164cm with her foot size of 235mm. She worn the MVN, 
the inertial sensor-based 3D motion capture suit made by 
Xsens, to collect data, subsequently riding on the horses, 
thoroughbred whose height is160cm and Warm-blood whose 
height is 150~173cm. The period of time taken for 
measurement of one file was about 1~2 minutes and 15 data 
were collected depending on footpace types. There are 4 horse 
footpace types such as walk, trot, canter and gallop. A horse 
usually goes as far as 130m for a minute, approximately 8km 
for an hour at a walk. It usually moves as far as 220m for a 
minute, approximately 13km for an hour at a rising trot, one 
specific type of trots. It generally moves as far as 350m for a 
minute, approximately 21km for an hour at a canter. It moves 
as far as 1000m for a minute, approximately 60km or even 
72km for an hour at a gallop. The horses used in the 
experiments of this study were made to move at the two 
footpace types, a rising trot and a canter. The measurement 
frame rate was 100 frames per second.   Figure 4 (a) show the 
two horse types respectively, Warm-blood and Thoroughbred, 
on which the horse-rider was sitting, in the process of 
constructing the actual DB. Figure 4 (b) illustrates all the 16 
body parts attached with inertial sensors, differently marked 
for her visible front and lateral sides and her invisible back 
side.    

 

 
(a)                                          (b) 

Fig. 4. (a) Warm-blood of Actual horse-rider’s postures (b) Thoroughbred of 

Actual horse-rider’s postures  
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III. METHOD OF EXTRACTING FEATURES FROM MOTIONS OF 

HORSE-RIDER 

If body postures are not properly learned and maintained 
by a horse-rider, the horse-riding exercise may bring not a 
positive, but a negative effect. Therefore, it is necessary to 
make an analysis on the horse-riding postures to clearly check 
what is wrong with the motions of the horse-rider. The 
following method is presented to make a comparative analysis 
on 5 motion features (elbow angle, knee angle, elbow-knee 
distance, backbone angle, hip position).  

A. Elbow Angle 

The values of motion features collected by the sensors 
attached at body parts, A(wrist), B(elbow) and C(shoulder), 
are extracted from the DB to define three coordinates, A, B 
and C through Eq. (1). Figure 5 (a) shows MVN studio motion 
capture software. Figure 5 (b) illustrates a method of obtaining 
an elbow angle.    

 
 

(a)                               (b) 

Fig. 5. (a) MVN studio software (b) Method of obtaining an elbow angle  

           ,            ,                                 (1)                              
Besides, all the respective distances among feature 

positions, A(wrist), B(elbow), C(shoulder), are obtained in 
Euclidean geometry through Eq.(2) 
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            (2) 
The respective distances among the feature positions are 

obtained and applied to the following Eq.(3).  

                 

                 

                                              
                                                                                                 (3) 

A change is made into Eq.(4), so as to calculate an elbow 
angle. 

                  
        

   
  

(4) 

B. Knee Angle 

The values of motion features collected by the sensors 
attached at body parts, A(left hip), B(left knee) and C(left 
ankle), are extracted from the DB to define three coordinates, 

A, B and C in the same way shown in case of the elbow angle. 
The distances among feature positions, A(left hip), B(left 
knee), C(left ankle), are obtained in Euclidean geometry. The 
respective distances among the feature positions are obtained 
and then applied to Eq. (3). A change is made into Eq. (5), so 
as to calculate the knee angle.  

                 
        

   
  

                     (5) 
Figure 6 (a) shows MVN studio motion capture software. 

Figure  6 (b) illustrates a method of obtaining a knee angle. 

    
  

(a)                        (b) 

Fig. 6. (a) MVN studio software (b) Method of obtaining a knee angle  

C. Elbow-Knee Distance 

The values of motion features collected by the sensors 
attached at body parts, A(left elbow) and B(right elbow), are 
extracted from the DB to define two coordinates, A and B as 
shown in Figure 6 (b). An elbow distance between the features 
A and B is obtained through Eq. (6).  

               √       
         

         
   

               (6) 
In the same way described above, the values of body 

features collected by the sensors attached at body parts, C(left 
knee) and D(right knee), are extracted from the DB to define 
two coordinates, C and D as shown in Figure 7. A knee 
distance between the features C and D is obtained through Eq. 
(7)  

              √       
         

         
   

              (7) 
Figure 7 illustrate methods of obtaining an elbow distance 

and a knee distance, respectively. 

 

    
Fig. 7. Method of obtaining an elbow and knee distance  

D. Backbone Angle  

The values of motion features collected by the sensors 
attached at body parts, A(neck), B(chest) and C(chest), are 
extracted from the DB to define three coordinates, A, B and C 
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in the same way shown above in case of the elbow angle. The 
distances among feature positions, A(neck), B(chest3) and 
C(chest), are obtained in Euclidean geometry. The respective 
distances among the feature positions are obtained and then 
applied to Eq. (3). A change is made into Eq. (8), so as to 
calculate a backbone angle.  

                     
        

   
  

                     (8) 
Figure 8 (a) shows MVN studio motion capture software. 

Figure 8 (b) illustrates a method of obtaining a backbone angle. 

 

 
(a)                        (b) 

Fig. 8. (a) MVN studio software  (b) Method of obtaining a backbone angle  

E. Hip Position 

The value of a body feature collected by the sensor 
attached at a body part, A(hip), is extracted from the DB to 
define a coordinate, A(x,y,z). As the hip position is centered at 
horse-riding, the movement of A(y) axis is in use. 

                   

                              (16) 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In the experiments of this study, data were collected by 
making two horse types (Warm-blood and Thoroughbred) at 
two footpace types (rising trot and canter) 15 times, so that 4 
cycles of data were extracted for comparative analysis. It was 
confirmed that there was differences in horse-rider’s postures 
through different values of respective angles and distances. 
The right elbow and knee are marked in red dotted lines.  

A. Warm-blood at a Trot 

The following figure shows that repeating 200 frames were 
extracted out of approximately 10000 frames to demonstrate 4 
cycles (2.5 seconds). As shown in the Figure below, the elbow 
and knee angles remain at the range of about 130~150 degrees 
and about 130-170 degrees, respectively. The elbow and knee 
distances stay at the range of 18~27cm and 15~18cm, 
respectively. The backbone angle remains at the range of 
170~177 degrees. The Hip positions moves within the range of 
30~37cm. Figure 9 shows the average feature values of 15 
data. 

 

Fig. 9. Feature values of Warm-blood at a trot 

B. Warm-blood at a Canter 

Figure 10 shows that repeating 300 frames were extracted 
out of approximately 10000 frames to demonstrate 4 cycles (3 
seconds). As shown in the Figure below, the elbow and knee 
angles remain at the range of about 130~160 degrees and 
130~140 degrees, respectively. The elbow and knee distances 
stay at the range of 25~29cm and 15~18cm, respectively. The 
backbone angle remains at the range of 170~177 degrees. The 
Hip positions moves within the range of 30~37cm. Figure 10 
shows the average feature values of 15 data. 

 
Fig. 10. Feature values of Warm-blood at a canter  

C. Thoroughbred at a Trot 

Figure 11 shows that repeating 200 frames were extracted 
out of approximately 10000 frames to demonstrate 4 cycles 
(2.5 seconds). As shown in the Figure below, the elbow and 
knee angles remain at the range of about 135~160 degrees and 
about 120~160 degrees, respectively.  
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The elbow and knee distances stay at the range of 
22~25cm and 14~16cm, respectively. The backbone angle 
remains at the range of 170~177 degrees. The Hip positions 
moves within the range of 34~40cm. Figure 11 shows the 
average feature values of 15 data. 

 

Fig. 11. Feature values of Thoroughbred at a trot  

D. Thoroughbred at a Canter 

Figure 12 shows that repeating 300 frames were extracted 
out of approximately 10000 frames to demonstrate 4 cycles (3 
seconds). As shown in the Figure below, the elbow and knee 
angles remain at the range of about 135~160 degrees and 
about 120~140 degrees, respectively. The elbow and knee 
distances stay at the range of 22~25cm and 13~19cm, 
respectively. The backbone angle remains at the range of 
170~177 degrees. The Hip positions moves within the range of 
31~38cm. Figure 12 shows the average feature values of 15 
data. 

 

Fig. 12. Feature values of Thoroughbred at a canter 

Figure 13 below illustrates the numerical comparison of 
feature values of two horses at a rising trot. A visible 
difference is revealed in the elbow angles. A similar difference 
is noticed in knee angles as shown in the elbow angles. The 
reason why no significant difference was made in the 
backbone angles and in the hip positions is because the horse-

rider should keep her backbone at its perpendicularity and her 
hip at the same position whatever type of a horse she is riding 
on.  

 

Fig. 13. Comparison of maximum and minimum feature values at a trot  

Figure 14 below illustrates the numerical comparison of 
maximum and minimum feature values of two horses (Warm-
blood and Thoroughbred) at a canter. A visible difference is 
revealed in the elbow angles. A similar difference is noticed in 
knee angles as shown in the elbow angles. As described above, 
no significant difference was made in the backbone angles and 
in the hip positions because the horse-rider should keep her 
backbone at its perpendicularity and her hip at the same 
position regardless of the type of horses.  

 
Fig. 14. Comparison of maximum and minimum feature values at a canter  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper suggested a method of using a motion database 
of a professional horse-rider wearing a suit constructed with 
wireless networks consisting of 16 inertial sensors and then 
extracting the respective motion features (elbow angle, knee 
angle, backbone angle, hip position, knee-elbow distance) 
through various calculation methods such as Euclidean 
distance, the second cosine, maximum and minimum values, 
depending on horse types (Warm-blood and Thoroughbred) 
and footpace types (trot and canter). MVN studio software was 
used to make a comparative analysis on the horse-rider’s 
motion features depending on the footpace types. As a result, a 
significant difference was noticed in the motion feature values 
obtained depending on different horse and footpace types. 
Therefore, in order to effectively make real-time coaching 
sessions for different horse-riding footpace types, it is 
necessary to construct a motion feature database in relation to 
footpace types and accordingly make a suitable analysis and 
coach on horse-riding motions. 
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Abstract—The World Wide Web includes several types of 

website applications. Mainly these applications are related to 

business, organizations, companies, and others. There is a lack to 

get raw data sets to study the behavior of the internal structure of 

each type of these websites. Where websites structures include 

treasure of links, and sub-links, in addition to some embedded 

features associated with the internal structure of each website. 

The objective of this paper is to analysis a set of homogeneous 

websites to establish raw data sets. These data sets can be 

employed for several research purposes. It also can be used to 

extract some invisible aspects/features within the structure. 

Several steps are required to accomplish this objective; first, to 

propose an algorithm for structure analysis, second, to implement 

the proposed algorithm as a software tool for the purpose of 

extraction and establishment of raw data sets (real data set), 

third, to extrapolate a set of rules or relations from these data 

sets. This data set can be employed for researches purposes in the 

field of web structure mining, to estimate important factors 

related to websites development processes, and websites ranking. 

The results comprise creation of Oriented Data Sets (ODS) for 

research purposes and also for deducing a set of features 

represents a type of new discovered knowledge in this ODS. 

Keywords—Hyperlinks Analysis Tools; Features Extraction; 

Oriented Data Sets generation; Knowledge Discovery in Oriented 

Data Sets 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The internet is becoming a main communication tool 
between various people, companies, and organizations in 
society. It has become the dominant force in the world in 
various areas where the information revolution represents the 
strength of economy and uplifts the level of people’s life. In 
addition, the internet has entered many practical areas in our 
life such as business management, purchase operation, follow 
up economy of knowledge stocks, trading prices, currencies 
index, banking services, E-governments, distance learning, 
hospitals, and other areas. The internet websites contain huge 
amount of data. It includes simple and complex data within 
web links. Although there are many companies and 
organizations established some software tools and methods 
used to analyze these web links or web contents. Most of them 
are focusing on particular attributes, relevant to a specific 
objective. All these tools cannot be employed to collect the 
required data for this research.  

This research is leading to a new idea focusing mainly on 
the analysis of web structure components that depend on the 
dynamic hyperlinks. This task is used to extract different 
useful features of a website. Few numbers of these features 

will be applied as needed in this research, for example, in 
estimation of websites' sizes or in ranking processes relevant 
to websites structure. The extracted data and features in this 
paper will be directed for serving websites development 
process as an extension for this research. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are many researches and studies that focus on web 
structure analysis and web structure mining, but with different 
objectives. All these works are based on using many tools and 
methods that serve the goals of such research and studies. 
Some of these works will be discussed here. Many research 
works have been undertaken and different solutions have been 
suggested to the problem of searching, indexing or querying 
the web, taking into account its structure as well as the meta-
information included in the hyperlinks and the text 
surrounding them [10], [5], [12] and [16]. There are a number 
of algorithms proposed based on link analysis. Dean and 
Henzinger [7] proposed an algorithm to exploit only the 
hyperlink-structure (i.e. graph connectivity) of any Website 
and does not examine the information about the content or 
usage of pages or structure components. Brin and Page [4], 
addressed the question of how to build a practical large-scale 
system which can exploit the additional information present in 
hypertext. They aimed to speed up Google considerably 
through hardware distribution, software, and algorithmic 
improvements. Their target was to handle the several hundred 
queries per second. 

Jon and Kleinberg [15], developed a set of algorithmic 
tools for extracting information from hyper link structures 
from web environments. They did some experiments that 
demonstrated their effectiveness in a variety of contexts on the 
WWW. The central issue they addressed within their 
framework was the distillation of broad search topics, through 
the discovery of “authoritative" information sources on such 
topics. They proposed and tested an algorithmic formulation of 
the notion of authority, based on the relationship between a set 
of relevant authoritative pages and the set of “hub" pages" that 
joined them together in the link structure. 

Xing and Ghorbani developed a Weighted PageRank 
(WPR) algorithm. It was an extension to the standard 
PageRank algorithm. The developed algorithm takes into 
account the importance of both the in-links and the out-links 
of the pages and distributes rank scores based on the 
popularity of the pages. The results showed that the WPR 
performs better than the conventional PageRank algorithm in 
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terms of returning larger number of relevant pages to a given 
query [20].  

Taherizadeh and Moghadam proposed an approach to 
integrate web content mining into web usage mining. The 
textual content of web pages is captured through extraction of 
frequent word sequences, which are combined with web server 
log files to discover useful information and association rules 
about users’ behaviors [19]. 

Kao and Lin have proposed an algorithm called DRank to 
diminish the bias of PageRank-like link analysis algorithm that 
attains better performance than Page Quality. In their 
algorithm, they modeled web graph as a three-layer graph 
which includes Host Graph, Directory Graph, and Page Graph 
by using the hierarchical structure of URLs and the structure 
of link relation of Web pages [14]. In addition, Kumar and 
Singh introduced a study on hyperlink analysis. They analyzed 
the links in order to retrieve web information. They used 
Google search engine and different algorithms for link 
analysis, such as PageRank, Weighted PageRank, and 
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search algorithms [17]. 

Jeyalatha and Vijayakumar [13] proposed and 
implemented a web link extraction tool to deal with web 
structure using Java and standard interface. They used the 
Breadth First Search strategy. This work is mainly focusing on 
performing a quick check on search links, analyzes the 
structure information from the web that includes document 
structure & hyperlinks, to Crawl HTML files, and counts the 
number of occurrences of the keywords in those files. The 
research helps web users, faculty, students and Web 
administrators in a university environment. 

Mishra, et al. introduced their work based on PageRank 
created to rank the results of a search system based on a user’s 
topic or query. More than one algorithm was proposed in their 
work [18]. Derouiche et al. in [8], presented a novel approach 
for extracting structured data from websites, and the goal was 
to harvest real-world items from the structured web. They 
proposed an alternative approach to automatic information 
extraction and integration from structured Web pages. 

Based on the topology of the hyperlinks, Web Structure 
mining categorizes the web pages and generates the 
information like similarity and relationship between different 
web sites. This type of mining can be performed at the 
document level (intra-page) or at the hyperlink level. It is 
important to understand the web data structure for information 
retrieval [18]. The web structure analysis can be performed by 
several ways, based on the type of required information or 
knowledge, then creating or using appropriate software tools 
to accomplish the analysis task. Some tools were employed to 
identify the relationship among web pages based on their 
contents or direct link connection, and other tools were created 
for different objectives. Birla et al., reported that the web is a 
treasure of information and data, where large amounts of data 
are available in different formats and structures. Finding the 
useful data from the web is a complex task [3]. 

Some of features extraction techniques are based on 
extracting content based features. However, many such 
solutions have been handcrafted and thus not guaranteed to 

work optimally under all data environments. Anand in his 
research explored an evolutionary algorithm based feature 
extraction techniques. This work explores Evolutionary 
algorithms based feature extraction techniques where the 
extracted features are used to describe user or item profiles [1]. 
On the other hand, Benslimane et al. proposed in their research 
idea a novel approach for reverse engineering data-intensive 
web application into ontology-based semantic web. They 
analyzed the HTML pages structure to identify its 
components, interrelationships, and extract a form model 
schema [2]. As discussed above and although, there is a 
number of tools and crawlers which can be used to analyze the 
websites, but it seems clear that the collected data sets by these 
tools were focusing to solve specific problems, not for 
everything we need, so one may not be able to take advantage 
of them, for example in the field of prediction and websites 
development and ranking as it is in the data sets of this search. 

III. WEBSITES STRUCTURE ANLYSIS 

 Web requirements include three classes: functional 
requirements, non-functional requirements, and other 
requirements. The traditional information retrieval system 
focuses on information provided by the text of web 
documents. Web mining technique provides additional 
information through hyperlinks where different documents are 
connected. The web may be viewed as a directed labeled graph 
where nodes are the documents or pages and the edges are the 
hyperlinks between them. The directed graph structure in the 
web is called as web graph [11]. A web can be imagined as a 
large graph containing several hundred million or billions of 
nodes or vertices and a few billion arcs or edges [17]. Link 
mining is divided into four parts; external structure mining, 
internal structure mining, URL mining, and web usage mining 
[6]. The structure analysis can be applied in several areas, such 
as query ranking, webpages importance, pages classification, 
and clustering. The objective of these types of analysis is to 
find the most related pages, redundancies, and measuring the 
similarity degree among pages.  

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

There are many important features within the web structure 
that are invisible. This research is mainly focusing on the 
structure analysis of homogeneous websites based on link 
analysis, as a step forward for web structure mining. The 
challenge for this type is to deal with the structure of 
hyperlinks within the web itself. Link analysis is an old area of 
research. However, with the growing interest in web mining, 
the research of structure analysis had increased and these 
efforts had resulted in a newly emerging research area called 
Link Mining [9], [6]. There is a difficulty to find a tool to 
produce the appropriate data relevant to the website hyperlinks 
contents and structure. Although there are many algorithms 
used to analyze the web links, these algorithms cannot be used 
to collect the required data for a specific objective, as in the 
objective of this research. 

V. OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this research is to propose and implement 
an algorithm in order to analyze hyperlinks of many 
homogeneous websites, to collect ODS to be used for research 
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purposes, and also to extract some hidden features. The 
extracted features/rules can be used to help websites’ 
developers to employ the results of this research in 
measurement and estimation models relevant to websites 
domain. 

VI. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The analysis process concentrates on follow-up of dynamic 
hyperlinks of each website in order to discover interconnected 
links to find some important features. The research steps 
include; algorithm design, implementation, links analysis, 
generation of ODS, and features extraction. 

A. The proposed algorithm 

The proposed algorithm is designed to process websites’ 
hyperlinks and to extract the required ODS & embedded 
features. Each website has its own structure and attributes 
values. The analysis results of hyperlinks are different from 
one website to another. The ODS have established based on 
the proposed algorithm. It has constructed for several 
homogeneous websites including many attributes. The Pseudo-
codes of this algorithm are illustrated in the following two 
segments. 

1. Start  

2. Identify a list Li of Homogeneous websites links (HWL),  

3. Li_length := N, Li={R1, R2,… RN} // N is size sample 

4. Create ODS  with size N;  

5. Define  a set of oriented attributes to be extracted from each Page  

6. For each web  Page i= 1;  i > 0 and i ≤ N   do  

7. Begin  

8.        Read First Link(Ri); 

9.        Initlize (Oriented_attrib_Record); 

10.        S_Analysis (Ri , Oriented_attrib_Record); //  Proc- call 

11.        Save (Oriented_attrib_Record, ODS[i]); 

12. End;  

13. Finish  

The proposed algorithm can be used to extract the same 
attributes of any type of website not only the homogeneous 
websites.  

1. S_analysis(Root_R:Link, Data_Rec: record): Record; 

2. If (Current_Root_link=end of last branch   then exit 

3. If (Current_Root_link<>Terminal leave OR  external Link) 

4. Begin 

5.        Scan all possible pages  connected  with Current_Root_link 

6.        Calculate the attributes of the Current Page 

7.        Update  the data record 

8.        If there are links extensions for the current Page then 

9.        Begin 

10.           J:= the number of sub links  of Current_Root_link; 

11.           Repeat 

12.               Get (Link j); 

13.               S_Analysis(Link j , Data_rec);  // Recursive Call 

14.               J:= J -1; 

15.         Until (j<=0) 

16.     End  // if 

17.  End 

18.  Refresh  & Return(Data_rec); 

19. Finish 

B. Web Analysis Processes  

The Web Analysis task includes many steps as shown in 
Figure 1. The steps are started by a user who enters the main 
hyper link/root of a website. The tool receives the root as an 
input and starts the analysis. It follows-up the sub links to the 
depth of the website in several directions and extracts the 
required data from all internal links. The extraction process 
stops when the following of current link is external link or 
final leaves.  

The algorithm listed above illustrates the process of 
following-up the links. These algorithms developed as S/W 
tools that include several steps. These tools implemented by 
the PHP programming language based on its facilities enabling 
the tool to go to the depth of the website and to follow-up the 
discovery process of all hyperlinks. It is able to deal with web 
structure components and its contents. The main challenge of 
this research from the first step is to get the required data sets, 
for the purpose of showing this work into presence and leading 
it to success. The research data set is established and organized 
through several steps as real data sets. The proposed algorithm 
and the designed tools were essentially developed based on the 
needs of this research to achieve the desired objectives (web 
structure analysis, raw data establishment, and extraction of a 
special type of knowledge). The PHP language was applied 
through the local host XAMP. It is a suitable software 
environment for this work.  

 

Fig. 1. Websites structure analysis  
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VII.   RESEARCH RESULTS  

There are two types of results; first, set of raw data, 
denoted by ODS. Second, set of embedded features or rules. 
The following two sections A and B obtain more details about 
extracted results. 

A. Creation of raw Data sets 

Raw data sets consist of several attributes related to each 
website structure, such as, Total links, External Links, 
Number of Leaves, Active Links, No of Pages, Images, Docs, 
Other Files, Analysis Time/seconds, and etc. as presented in 
Table I and in Figure 2, these attributes were employed for 
new features extraction. The ODS extracted from 24 websites 
related to educational field from the websites of Qassim 
University. The contents are shown in Table I. This sample 
includes the following attributes; Site Root, Total number of 
Leaves (NOL), Total number of links (TL), Total number of 
External Links (TEL), Total  number of Active Links (NAL), 
Total number of Pages (NOP), Images (Imgs), Docs (Dcs), 
Other Files (OthF), and analysis Time estimated in seconds. 
Figure 2 shows a part of the analysis results of one website at 
Qassim University. 

 
Fig. 2. Some extracted attributes of a single website 

 

TABLE I.  A SET OF EXTRACTED ATTRIBUTES OF 24 QU COLLEGES 

I Site Root NOL TL OthF TEL Dcs Imgs NOP NAL Time/Seconds 

1 phuc.qu.edu.sa 1230 211 2 6 1 57 145 205 13.97 

2 ucc.qu.edu.sa 1507 266 2 18 1 57 188 248 9.55 

3 bhsc.qu.edu.sa 2758 325 4 14 8 86 215 311 22.94 

4 dhe.qu.edu.sa 2878 541 2 16 2 275 246 525 40.3 

5 cavm.qu.edu.sa 3555 371 2 15 11 59 284 356 32.31 

6 adc1.qu.edu.sa 3394 412 2 11 5 98 296 401 41.65 

7 uasc.qu.edu.sa 3790 383 2 8 4 83 286 375 34.88 

8 asc.qu.edu.sa 4528 425 3 3 3 82 335 422 39.77 

9 coe.qu.edu.sa 3539 431 2 5 6 81 337 426 34.11 

10 pharmacy.qu.edu.sa 4639 597 2 14 93 133 355 583 31.1 

11 dent.qu.edu.sa 5776 533 2 13 69 79 363 520 33.44 

12 enuc.qu.edu.sa 5886 466 2 6 2 86 370 460 57.82 

13 chr.qu.edu.sa 5546 515 2 7 32 93 381 508 43.29 

14 fcohsb.qu.edu.sa 5973 526 4 20 26 87 391 506 41.91 

15 qec.qu.edu.sa 5343 539 2 17 42 73 405 522 32.28 

16 bcc.qu.edu.sa 8605 627 1 1 29 164 431 626 42.14 

17 nursing.qu.edu.sa 9061 533 2 3 11 69 448 530 44.71 

18 mduc.qu.edu.sa 9480 542 2 7 0 72 461 535 47.66 

19 cos.qu.edu.sa 5346 709 2 4 83 66 554 705 56.17 

20 cams1.qu.edu.sa 9635 979 2 12 108 202 655 967 58.07 

21 csi.qu.edu.sa 9445 981 3 16 118 78 766 965 72.05 

22 coc.qu.edu.sa 10567 979 12 9 5 131 822 970 64.87 

23 asoj.qu.edu.sa 2780 383 2 8 3 78 261 344 34.88 

24 uasc.qu.edu.sa 2730 425 3 3 3 72 315 292 39.77 

– Average 5567 541 3 10 30 101 397 530 41 
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B. Feature Extraction 

A set of properties organized as logical rules discovered 
from ODS contents. This set consists of five mathematical 
rules. These rules represent a special type of advanced 
knowledge. It was structured based on the internal relations of 
hyperlinks. The formulas from 1 to 5 show this type of results. 
Before the extraction of the required features from the ODS 
contents, the set theory was used to represent the basic 
components, as follows. 

Set of External links: ELi := {EL1, EL2, EL3, …ELn} 

Set of Media:=Set of Images+Set of Videos+Set of Audios:= 

{Imi+ Vi + Aoi}, Where 

Imi:={ Im1, Im2, Im3,… Imn } 

Vi:={ V1, V2, V3,… Vn } 

 Aoi:={ Ao1, Ao2, Ao3,… Aon } 

Set of Files_Doc, fi _D := {F1, F2, F3,…Fn} 

Set of Other Files, Othri := {Othr1, Othr2, Othr3, …Othrn} 

Set of Leaves (Paths), Lvi:={ Lv1 Lv2 Lv3 … Lvn} 

The analysis of each component takes a period of time (T), 
the total analytical time required to analysis a sample of 
websites is Ti. Where, Ti:=∑( {T1, T2, T3, …Tn}), also the  web 
structure organized in different levels and different tracks, 
where, Track Length, TrL:= {Tr1, Tr2 Tr3,… Trn}.  

Five features are extracted, to reflect the internal behavior 
of websites structure. This in turn constitutes a special type of 
knowledge organized as a set of relations/rules, concluded 
based on the contents of ODS and set theory as follows: 

N_ of Total_Links=Active_links+External_links    (1) 

 Active_links =Total_No of Pages + No of Other attributes    (2) 

 External_Links= Total_Links – Active_Links    (3) 

The additional features (AF) are represented in rule 4. 

  

 

 

                 No of Pages= Active_links –Other attributes    (5) 

VIII. RESULTS DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION 

 The analyzed attributes belong to a set of 24 homogeneous 
websites of academic colleges within the Qassim University 
websites, as presented in Table I. The figures from 3 to 6 show 
some of the inter-relationships in terms of the attributes that 
are provided for comparisons and extracted from 24 websites. 
Figure 3 illustrates the relation between the total links, the 
external links, and the active links. These details are shown in 
rule number 3. Figure 4 presents the distribution of the 
websites' components, such as number of active links, 
documents, images, number of pages, and other files.  

In Figure 4, the values range from largest values to 
smallest, starting with active links and then ending with other 
files. 

  
Fig. 3. Rule1 & Rule 3 (total links and external links) 

 

Fig. 4. Rule number 2 

As well as Figure 5 represents the rule no 4 and shows the 
relation between three ingredients of websites structure, such 
as images, docs, and other files. The attributes "images" have 
obtained the highest level, while "other files" have obtained 
the lowest level in this comparison. Figure 6 represents the 
rule number 5. It shows the relation between the active links, 
documents, images, and other files. 

 

Fig. 5. Rule no.4  
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It found that, the number of active links is higher than the 
number of pages in each website structure, because active 
links encompass many attributes; the number of pages, docs, 
all types of media files, and other files. Also, it found that, 
some attribute values increased in some colleges and 
decreased in others based on the nature of the college. So, the 
internal relations among the website components are reflecting 
the development requirements of any website. The relations 
obtained above in the five formulas are new features that have 
been deduced based on the contents of ODS. 

These formulas represent five association rules. These 
rules are reflexing the behavior of hyperlinks components and 
the nature of websites structure. 

 
Fig. 6. Representation of Rule 5 components  

These formulas can be used later for further analysis and 
websites estimation, such as structure size estimation.  

IX.  CONCLUSIONS  

The research established an algorithm to produce a suitable 
repository of research data. The proposed algorithm can be 
applied for any type of websites to analyze the whole 
hyperlinks and extract many attributes related to the website 
structure and its contents. About 127991 links were analyzed 
in this research. It is covered about 69% of the academic 
colleges of Qassim University.  The raw data sets prepared for 
scientific research purposes. In addition, the research results 
provide a detailed description of the internal relations of 
website structure components, where five rules were included 
in this situation based on the produced ODS. This research has 
achieved two objectives, based on the analysis of educational 
websites. 

There are many benefits that can be derived from these 
results, including the ability of developers and users to get a 
comprehensive understanding of the components of the 
internal structure of each website and discover the complex 
relationships between various components. In addition, 
developers can discover basic relationships that can be 
employed in the planning and development process of new 
websites, as well as the results of this research helps 
developers to build new standards models to estimate different 
aspects related to the websites developments stages. 

X. FUTURE WORK 

Future research can include the establishment of big ODS 
based on the proposed algorithm and the implemented tool. 
These data can be provided as big repositories. These 
repositories can be analyzed to explore invisible features 
within different types of websites' structures. The results of 
this research will help developers in some fields such as 
websites measurement and estimation models, especially for 
the early prediction during the development life cycle, for 
example, these results will be applied in the measurement 
field, in one of specialized researches which, approved for 
support by the Deanship of Scientific Research in Qassim 
University. 
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Abstract—In chemical plants, safety measures are needed in 

order to minimize the impact of severe accidents and natural 

disasters. At the same time, carrying out the education and 

training to workers the corresponding operation in non-

stationary situation is essential. However, reproducing the non-

stationary conditions to actual equipment or mock-up cannot be 

performed because it is dangerous. By using the virtual reality 

(VR) technology, we can build up a virtual chemical plant with 

lower cost compared to real plant. The operator can experience 

the fire and explosion accidents in the virtual space. Therefore, in 

this paper, we propose an experienced-based safety training 

system for implementing the education and training by using the 

non-stationary situation in the computer. This proposed system is 

linked with the dynamic plant simulator. A trainee can learn the 

correct operation through the simulated experience to prevent an 

accident. The safety awareness of workers will improve by 

experiential learning. The proposed system is useful for safety 

education in chemical plant. 

Keywords—safety education; training system; virtual reality 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The chemical plant has a responsibility to provide and 
maintain a safe environment for people that live in such 
circumstances. As well-known many kinds of hazardous 
materials are under controlled in chemical facilities. Plant 
safety is provided through inherently safe design and various 
safeguards, such as instrumented systems, procedures, and 
training. Safety education/training is essentially important to 
prevent a severe accident. [1] However, in recent years, the 
retirement of a skillful operator is advancing in Japan. Because 
of this, the experts know-how and skill is lost. Skilled 
operators of superior technology has not been fully passed 
down to young engineers. Furthermore, immature young 
operator of the lack of experience is increasing. [2] If an 
accident occurs in a chemical plant, emergency shutdown is 
required rapidly. However, as revealed by accident at a nuclear 
power plant in Fukushima, after the plant has stopped safely, it 
has likely there resulted in serious damage from the error of the 
operator. [3] In an emergency, the operator is required to make 
a quick decision in order to prevent the expansion of the 
accident. But an untrained operator cannot respond enough to 
emergencies. Education/training of non-stationary operation 
for workers is needed. However, reproducing the non-
stationary conditions to actual equipment or mock-up cannot 
be performed because it is dangerous. Also a company requires 
a huge cost to build a mock-up of the plant facilities for 
education. This paper will show the training system using 

virtual reality (VR) technology for chemical plants that we 
have developed. Figure 1 shows an outline of the training 
system. This system links the plant model within the VR 
environment from the process value of a dynamic plant 
simulator. Order to operate safely the safety device of various 
in chemical plants, operators have a responsible area of their 
own. There are two roles can be broadly divided into the plant 
operator. "Field man" is the role of operating the equipment in 
the field. Is the role that controls the refineries (control room) 
in the control center, "Board man". A trainee in the system 

can experience a cooperative work “Field man ”and “Board 
man” in the similar environment of the real chemical plant. 

This paper shows the safety training system using VR 
technology for chemical plant. The operator can experience the 
fire and explosion accidents in the virtual space. The safety 
awareness of workers will improve by experiential learning. 
Accidents don't happen the way they're supposed to be 
according to the manuals. We should consider what to do in 
case of an emergency. 

Fig. 1. Outline of the training system 

II. EXPERIENCE-BASED TRAINIG SYSTEM 

A. Outline of the proposed system 

The system developed using virtual reality (VR) as new 
training method. VR is a technology that is artificially creating 
a sense of reality. [4] This technology is composed of a 
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combination with computer graphics and acoustic efficiency. 
Thereby, the trainee can get feeling which is actually 
experiencing things in virtual plant. [5] Also dynamic plant 
simulator (DS) integrated dynamic simulation environment 
which reproduces behaviors resembling actual plant operations 
and provides for a realistic feeling. Therefore, DS has been 
used for operator training systems. [6][7] This proposed system 
is composed of a virtual plant that works in concurrence with 
the dynamic plant simulator(DS) in VR environment. In the 
result, it became possible to reflect the change of a process 
value correspond to time progress in the VR environment. [8] 
DS cannot reproduce severe accidents. Using VR technology, 
we can express the fire and explosion accidents. 
Operators/workers can learn the correct operation through the 
simulated experience to prevent an accident.  In this study, the 
system in consideration of both field man and board man has 
developed. The board man inputs the process value to the 
dynamic simulator (DS) display. And the result is reflected in 
virtual plant. The field man operates the equipment by using 
the avatar in the Virtual plant through virtual plant screen. An 
event is qualitatively progress by reading animation in the 
virtual plant and reading the process value corresponding to the 
DS according to the amount of operation change. The training 
system is constructed by three subsystems “scenario 
database(DB)”, “Operating Support(OS) System” and ” 
Scenario reflection system”, and two parts, “Virtual plant“ and 
“Dynamic Simulator ”. The biggest difference between Web 
learning  and VR environment, a trainee can reach out into the 
virtual world using VR technology. [9] 

B. The flow of training 

In order to convey training purposes, the system makes a 
training scenario to provide various information to the 
operator. Before training start, two or more training scenarios 

Fig. 2. The flow of training 

 

which described the branch criteria by threshold and the event 
contents are created. And, those are stored in the scenario DB. 
The flow of training is shown in Figure 2. Next, each VR scene 
cleated and initial parameters calculated in advance. The plant 
model in a virtual plant and the process value of DS are linked 
by OS system. Therefore, the change of the process value in a 
real plant is reflected to virtual plant. Scenario reflection 
system compares threshold which writing a select   scenario 
and process value change of DS. When the process values meet 
the branch criteria, the event is progressing on the qualitatively 
of update VR scene and an initial parameter to correspond with 
the scene. In case the process value meets the branch criteria, 
the VR scene and the parameter of the process value are read 
by next VR plant and DS parameter. Hereby, it is possible for 
trainer to focus more to learn important event and to cut down 
the training time of the plant abnormality. 

C. Scenario database(DB) 

This chapter describes about the scenario data base in the 
training system. “Training scenario”, “VR scene” and “initial 
parameters” are saved in scenario DB. And those are 
compatible with branch criteria so as to output each event. A 
training scenario is written over XML. Branch criteria and 
plant mode on the basis of flow rate, pressure and temperature, 
etc. are written in training scenarios. Scenario database has the 
VR scenes such as plant operation scene, the final scene and 
result presentation scene. VR scenes are created along the 
training scenario. Training is started from the plant scene. 
When the training starts, the display showed a plant scene. 
Trainer controls an avatar and makes a tour of inspection 
through the work site. When avatar approaches equipment like 
a valve in plant scene, equipment operation scene is displayed 
on the display. This training system updates corresponding 
scene over and over. This system shows the result presentation 
scene when a trainee success in early detection and accurate 
correspondence operation. Result presentation scene is 
displayed on the assembly operation that trainer went for. 
Conversely, this system shows a last phenomenon scene when 
a trainee fails in abnormal detection and correspondence 
operation. After that, the scene shift to the result presentation 
scene. 

D. Operation support(OS) system 

This system reflects the change of the process value into 
the passage of time in the VR environment by synchronizing 
the plant model in the VR environment with the process value 
of the plant simulator. Each process value of the plant 
simulator is stored in the Excel. The system the outputs process 
value as a CSV data form. And the VR environment reflects 
the behavior as a change of the process value of the equipment 
by storing the value in the array in the VR environment. 
Moreover, the equipment operation was synchronized with the 
simulator. When the equipment operation in the VR 
environment was done, the OS system writes the data in the 
CSV for the dynamic simulator operation through the Excel. 
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Fig. 3. Composition of OS system

A trainee can operate from the start/stop switch of the 
operation of valve and pump in the VR environment. Figure 3 
shows the composition of OS system. 

E. Scenario reflection system 

In order to show a trainer an event continuously, it is 
necessary to output the initial parameter of VR scene and a 
process value for every event in accordance with the branch 
condition in a training scenario. The motion of the system from 
a training start is described along Figure 4. If a process value 
meets the branch criteria described by the training scenario by 
a trainer's equipment operation, a simulation will be stopped by 
suspending DS. Next, VR scene corresponding to the event 2 is 
read into the VR environment. The initial parameter of the 
process value corresponding to the event 2 is read into DS, and 
a simulation is resumed. Thus, the event divided by the 
threshold of the process value. The event can be continuously 
shown by making a simulation based on the initial parameter of 
the process value which differs from each event. [8] 

Fig. 4. Operation of the system in alignment with the time 

III. EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION 

A. The application of the hydrodesulfurization process  

A hydrodesulfurization process is targeted in this system.  

This process is the reaction with hydrogen separating and 
removing the sulfur content in a diesel using the metal catalyst 
of nickel, cobalt, molybdenum, etc. under high temperature and 
high pressure, and producing products, such as low kerosene of 
sulfur content, and light oil. The outline of a process is shown 
in Figure 5. 

B. Creation of VR scene based on the training scenario  

The training scenario that performs the abnormal detection 
and a correspondence operation is created. The VR scene 
express a heating furnace burner for this process. The system 
used malfunction scenarios from DS for education. [6] When a 
plant is in a stationary state, the air content in a heating furnace 
and the flame of the burner are kept normal. As for the flame 
of the burner, the size is kept at 1/2 from 1/3 to an ignition box 
ceiling in orange.  
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However, when supply of the air to fuel gas decreases, the 
content air in the heating furnace decreases. 

Fig. 5. The outline of a hydrodesulfurization process 

Hereupon, the ignition box ceiling changes from a normal 
orange flame to yellow. Finally a burner is fired by negligence 
and there is fear of heating furnace explosion. The flame of the 
burner must be returned to normal color but in this situation it 
isn’t so. When the fire of the burner goes out, the operator cut 
off the supply of fuel immediately. Next, in order to remove 
the fuel gas in the heating furnace, it is necessary to take steam 
purge 15minutes or more. When the work is not done, 
combustible gas is full in a heating furnace. And it may be 
connected to a fire. The necessary scene is created based on the 
training scenario. The user interface is created so that trainer 
can check the information on the inside of a heating furnace 
and the instrumentation equipment in the display. As an 
accident which occurs in this example, the explosion by gas 
ignition in the heating furnace is assumed. So, on the last 
phenomenon scene, VR scene of the explosion, fire of the 
heating furnace as shown in Figure 6 is created.   

C. Integrate Dynamic plant simulator(DS)and VR scene  

When a training is carried out, the plant model and process 
value based on DS is linked by OS system. Accordingly, 
change of the process value of a real plant is reflected in VR 
plant. The situation of the link between DS and VR is shown in 
Figure 7. Pressure, temperature, and concentration are linked 
between the DS and the VR environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Correspondence relation between training scenario and VR scene 

 

 

Fig. 7. The link of the process value of the DS and the VR environment 

A VR event is developed by comparing the branch 
condition written in training scenario and the process value 
reflected in the VR environment. The following Figure 8 
describes the event number 4 progress to the event number 5 in 
the training scenario.  

Fig. 8.  The contents of the event number 4 

If the number 4 event starts, the initial parameter value 
shows as process4. VR scene corresponding to process4 
describes in the <simulator>tag. And VR scene, bases on the 
<Condition 
unit="c101"unit_var="Tg"sign="1"value="350"type="t"/>tag 
in the training scenario. This system supervises the process 
value Tg of “c101”. “c101” shows a heating scene. If this 
condition is fulfilled by equipment operation into the VR 
environment, an event will progress to No. 5 from No. 4. 

D. Output of VR scene linked DS 

In this system, the process value has linked with the plant 
model in the VR environment by the above-mentioned OS 
system between the dynamic plant simulator. The scenario 
reflection system compares the branch conditions in the 
scenario by the process value stored in the array in the VR 
environment and outputs the corresponding scene.  
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Fig. 9.  Output of VR scene linked DS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. The training system of the hydrodesulfurization process 

Figure 9 describes the system can change the output based 
on the process value. Figure 10 shows the screen of the actual 
training system of the hydrodesulfurization process. In Figure 

10, VR scene for“Field man”and DS panel for “Board 
man”are both in the same screen. The developed system can 

display VR scene and DS panel separate. Boardman and field 
man can learn operation another role in this training system. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In the chemical plant, rapid generation change of operators 
is progressing in Japan. The inheritance technology and 
accomplishments that have been worked in the chemical plant 
is essential to take advantage in order to extend the competitive 
production activities. When the accident/disaster happen, the 
corresponding operation without human error is required in the 
chemical plant. However, at present, sufficient training is not 
done for safety and cost issues. In this study, the Experience-
based safety training system using VR technology is 
developed. By using the VR technology, costs and location of 

the problem can be solved. The trainee can safely perform the 
training of the corresponding operation against the non-steady 
situation. In this system, virtual reality environment and 
dynamic plant simulator are integrated. A trainee in the system 

can experience a cooperative work “Field man ”and “Board 

man” in a similar environment to the real chemical plant. The 
scenario reflection system compares the branch conditions in 
the scenario by the process value stored in the array in the VR 
environment and outputs the corresponding scene. Virtual plant 
can express the effects of natural disasters, not only reproduce 
the accident.  Through training using a virtual plant, a trainee 
can experience the hazardous conditions that cannot be 
experienced in real. This training is useful for safety 
education/training for the workers who have no experience. In 
future this system will be extended to accommodate operation 
of two people at the same time. After the experience-based 
learning in virtual plant, the operator should review the 
corresponding operation to the accident. We will add a re-
learning part into this system. 

The proposed system will lead to the improvement of the 
safety awareness of day-to-day operations, consisting of 
knowledge, skill, sensibility, "total power". 
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Abstract—Online text machine translation systems are widely 

used throughout the world freely. Most of these systems use 

statistical machine translation (SMT) that is based on a corpus 

full with translation examples to learn from them how to 

translate correctly. Online text machine translation systems 

differ widely in their effectiveness, and therefore we have to 

fairly evaluate their effectiveness. Generally the manual (human) 

evaluation of machine translation (MT) systems is better than the 

automatic evaluation, but it is not feasible to be used. The 

distance or similarity of MT candidate output to a set of 

reference translations are used by many MT evaluation 

approaches. This study presents a comparison of effectiveness of 

two free online machine translation systems (Google Translate 

and Babylon machine translation system) to translate Arabic to 

English. There are many automatic methods used to evaluate 

different machine translators, one of these methods; Bilingual 

Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) method. BLEU is used to 

evaluate translation quality of two free online machine 

translation systems under consideration. A corpus consists of 

more than 1000 Arabic sentences with two reference English 

translations for each Arabic sentence is used in this study. This 

corpus of Arabic sentences and their English translations consists 

of 4169 Arabic words, where the number of unique Arabic words 

is 2539. This corpus is released online to be used by researchers. 

These Arabic sentences are distributed among four basic 

sentence functions (declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, and 

imperative). The experimental results show that Google machine 

translation system is better than Babylon machine translation 

system in terms of precision of translation from Arabic to 

English. 

Keywords—component; Machine Translation; Arabic-English 

Corpus; Google Translator; Babylon Translator; BLEU 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Machine translation means the use of the computers to 
translate from one natural language into another. Machine 
translation dated back to the fifties. Although the translation 
accuracy of online machine translation (MT) systems is lower 
than translation accuracy of professional translators, these 
systems are widely used by different people around the world 
due to their speed and free cost. The translation process in its 
own is not a straight forward task, for the order of the target 
words, and the appropriate choice of target words, essentially 
affect the accuracy of the outputs of the machine translation 
systems. 

Online machine translators rely on different approaches to 
translate from one natural language into another, these 
approaches are Rule-based, Direct, Interlingua, Transfer, 

Statistical, Example-based, Knowledge-based, and Hybrid 
Machine Translation (MT). 

Nowadays, automatic evaluation methods of Machine 
Translation (MT) systems are used in the development cycle of 
Machine Translation (MT) systems, system optimization, and 
system comparison. The automatic evaluation of machine 
translation systems is based on a comparison of MT outputs 
and the corresponding professional human translations 
(Reference translations). Automatic evaluation of machine 
translation systems offers fast, inexpensive, and objective 
numerical measurements of translation quality. The first 
methods to automatic Machine Translation evaluation are 
based on lexical similarity. These are known as Lexical 
measures (n-gram-based measures) and are based on lexical 
matching between MT systems outputs and corresponding 
reference translations [1]. 

Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) is based on string 
matching, and it is the most widely-used evaluation method to 
automatically evaluate machine translation systems, and 
therefore it is used in this study. BLEU is claimed to be 
language independent and highly correlated with human 
evaluation, but a number of studies show several pitfalls [1] 
[2]. BLEU measures the closeness of the candidate output of 
the machine translation system to reference (professional 
human) translation of the same text to determine the quality of 
the machine translation system. The modified n-gram precision 
is the main metric adopted by BLEU to distinguish between 
good and bad candidate translations, where this metric is based 
on counting the number of common words in the candidate 
translation and the reference translation, and then divides the 
number of common words by the total number of words in the 
candidate translation. The modified n-gram precision penalizes 
candidate sentences found shorter than their reference counter 
parts; also it penalizes candidate sentences which have over 
generated correct word forms. 

Arabic language is a native language of over 300 million 
people, and it is the most spoken Semitic language. It is the 
official language of twenty seven countries, and it is one of 
United Nations (UN) official languages. Moreover, Muslims 
around the world use it to practice their religion. Modern 
Standard Arabic (MSA) is used nowadays in Books, Media, 
Literature, Education, official correspondences, etc. MSA is 
derived from Classical Arabic (CA). Arabic language is 
different from English Language, starting with distinctive 
features of Arabic script: Arabic language alphabets are 
twenty-eight, Arabic is written from Right to Left as other 
Semitic languages, Arabic letters within words are connected 

This research is funded by the Deanship of Research and Graduate 
Studies at Zarqa University / Jordan. 
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in cursive style, short vowels are normally invisible, and finally 
Arabic language has no uppercase and lowercase letters (no 
capitalization in Arabic script) [3]. 

Many studies present different methods to improve 
machine translation of Arabic into other languages like 
Carpuat, Marton, and Habash [4], Al Dam, and Guessoum [5], 
Riesa, Mohit, Knight, Marcu [6], Adly and Al-Ansary [7], and 
Salem, Hensman, and Nolan [8]. 

This paper aims to evaluate the effectiveness of two free 
online machine translation systems (Google Translate 
(https://translate.google.com) & Babylon 
(http://translation.babylon.com/)) to translate Arabic to 
English. The necessary resources to accomplish this study like 
a dataset of Arabic sentences with two English reference 
translations are not found. Therefore this study includes a 
creation of a dataset consisting of 1033 Arabic sentences 
distributed among four basic sentence functions (declarative, 
interrogative, exclamatory, and imperative). 

This study is organized as follows: section 2 introduces the 
related work, section 3 presents framework and methodology 
of this study, section 4 presents the evaluation of two free 
online machine translation systems under consideration using a 
system designed and implemented by the second author, 
section 5 presents the conclusion from this research, and, last 
but not least, section 6 discusses extensions of the this study 
and the future plans to improve it. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Three main categories are used to evaluate machine 
translation (MT): human evaluation, automatic evaluation, and 
embedded application evaluation [9]. This section presents a 
number of related studies to this study that means presenting 
studies concerned with automatic evaluation of machine 
translation quality only. Studies related to Bilingual Evaluation 
Understudy (BLEU) as a method to automatically evaluate 
machine translation quality are presented first. This section 
also presents some of the studies related to the automatic 
evaluation of MT that includes Arabic. 

It is usual to have more than one perfect translation of a 
given source sentence. According to this fact Papineni et al. [2] 
casted BLEU in 2002 as an automatic metric that uses one or 
more reference human translation beside a candidate 
translation of an MT system. The increase in the number of 
reference translations leads to increase the value of this metric. 
BLEU metric aims to measure the closeness of a machine-
translated (candidate) text to a professional human (reference) 
translation. BLEU uses a modified precision for n-grams at a 
sentence level and then averages the score over the whole 
corpus by taking the geometric mean, with n from 1 to 4. The 
BLEU metric ranges from 0 to 1 (or between 1 and 100). 
BLEU is insensitive to the variations of the order of n-grams in 
reference translations. 

There are several studies in the literature presenting 
enhanced BLEU methods, and in this section only three of 
these are presented due to the limitation of space. 

The first study is conducted by Babych and Hartley [10] 
and aims to enhance BLEU with statistical weights for lexical 

items (tf-idf and S) scores. This enhanced model helps to 
measure translation adequacy, and uses only one human 
reference translation, and it is more practical than baseline 
BLEU metric and more effective. Their enhanced model 
proposed a linguistic interpretation that relates frequency 
weights and human intuition about translation Adequacy and 
Fluency. They used DARPA-94 MT French–English 
evaluation corpus that has 100 French news texts, where 
average number of words in each of those French news texts is 
350 words. Each French news text is translated by five MT 
systems, and four of these MT translations are scored by 
human evaluators. The DARPA-94 MT French–English 
evaluation corpus has two professional human (reference) 
translations for each news text. They concluded that their 
model is consistent with baseline BLEU evaluation results for 
Fluency and outperform the BLEU scores for Adequacy. They 
also concluded that their model is reliable if there is only one 
human reference translation for an evaluated text. 

The second study is conducted by Yang, Zhu, Li, Wang, 
Qi, Li and Daxin [11] and proposed adopting proper weights to 
different words and n-grams into classical BLEU framework. 
To preserve the language independence in the framework of 
BLEU, they introduced only the information of the part-of-
speech (POS) and n-gram length via linear regression model 
into classical BLEU framework. Experimental results of their 
study showed that this enhancement yields better accuracy than 
the original BLEU. 

Chen and Kuhn [12] presented in their study a new 
automatic MT evaluation method called AMBER. This new 
method AMBER is based on BLEU, but it has new capabilities 
like incorporating recall, extra penalties, and some text 
processing variants. The computation of AMBER is based on 
multiplying Score by Penalty. The modification includes 
sophisticated formulas to compute Score and Penalty proposed 
by these two authors. This modified version of BLEU helps to 
get more accurate results (evaluations) than the results yield by 
the original IBM BLEU and METEOR v1.0. 

Guessoum and Zantout [13] study presented a methodology 
for evaluating Arabic machine translation. Those authors 
evaluated lexical coverage, grammatical coverage, semantic 
correctness and pronoun resolution correctness. Their approach 
was used to evaluate four English-Arabic commercial Machine 
Translation systems; namely ATA, Arabtrans, Ajeeb, and Al-
Nakel. 

The impact of Arabic morphological segmentation on the 
performance of a broad-coverage English-to-Arabic Statistical 
machine translation was discussed in the work of Al-Haj and 
Lavie [14]. In their work, a phrase based statistical machine 
translation was addressed. Their results showed a difference in 
BLEU scores between the best and worst morphological 
segmentation schemes where the proper choice of 
segmentation has a significant effect on the performance of the 
SMT. 

Professional human translations (Reference translations) 
are essential to use BLEU method, but not all automatic 
evaluation MT metrics need reference translations. One of 
these methods is a user-centered method introduced by Palmer 
[15]. Palmer's method is based on comparing the outputs of 

This research is funded by the Deanship of Research 
in Zarqa University / Jordan. 
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machine translation systems and then ranking them, according 
to their quality, by expert users who have the necessary needed 
scientific and linguistic backgrounds to accomplish the ranking 
process. Palmer's study covers four Arabic-to-English and 
three Mandarin (simplified Chinese)-to-English machine 
translation systems. 

Most of the people with Arabic as their mother tongue use 
dialects in their communications at home, markets, etc. One of 
these dialects is the Iraqi Arabic used mainly in Iraq. To 
automatically evaluate MT of Iraqi Arabic–English speech 
translation dialogues,  Condon and his colleagues [16] 
conducted a study and concluded that translation into Iraqi 
Arabic will correlate higher with human judgments when 
normalization (light stemming, lexical normalization, and 
orthographic normalization) is used. 

An evaluation of Arabic machine translation based on the 
Universal Networking Language (UNL) and the Interlingua 
approach for translation is conducted by Adly and Al-Ansary 
[7]. The Interlingua approach relies on transforming text in the 
specified language into a representation form that is language 
independent that can, later on, be transferred into the target 
language. Three measures were used for the evaluation 
process; Fmean, F1, and BLEU. The evaluation was performed 
using the Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems (EOLSS). The 
effect of UNL onto translation from/into Arabic language was 
also studied by Alansary, Nagi, and Adly [17], and Al-Ansary 
[18]. 

Carpuat, Marton, and Habash's [4] study is like our study in 
that it is concerned with translation from Arabic to English. 
Those authors addressed the challenges raised by the Arabic 
verb and subject detection and reordering in Statistical 
Machine Translation. To minimize ambiguities, the authors 
proposed a reordering of Verb Subject (VS) construction into 
Subject Verb (SV) construction for alignment only which has 
led to an improvement in BLEU and TER scores. 

A good survey study was conducted by Alqudsi, Omar, and 
Shaker [19]. In their study, the issue of machine translation of 
Arabic into other languages was discussed. They presented, 
through their survey, the challenges and features of Arabic for 
machine translation. Their study also presents different 
approaches to machine translation and their possible 
application for Arabic. The survey concluded by indicating the 
difficulty of finding a suitable machine translator that could 
meet human requirements. 

Hailat, AL-Kabi, Alsmadi, and Shawakfa [20] conducted a 
preliminary study to compare the effectiveness of two online 
Machine Translation (MT) systems (Google Translate and 
Babylon machine translation systems) to translate English 
sentences to Arabic. BLUE metric is used in their study to 
automatically evaluate the MT quality. They conclude that 
Google Translate is more effective than Babylon machine 
translation. 

The study of Al-Kabi, Hailat, Al-Shawakfa, and Alsmadi 
[21] is the closest related study to this one, and it is an 
improvement too [20]. In their study they also use two free 
online MT systems (Google Translate 
(https://translate.google.com) & Babylon 

(http://translation.babylon.com/)) to translate English to 
Arabic, and a corpus consisting of 100 English sentences, and 
300 popular English sayings were used. Al-Kabi et al. [21] 
study concludes that Google Translate is generally more 
effective than Babylon. The main differences between this 
study and our study are the size of corpus used in our study is 
larger than the corpus they collect, and this study is concerned 
with translation from Arabic to English not translation from 
English to Arabic. 

The study of Al-Deek, Al-Sukhni, Al-Kabi, and Haidar 
[22] uses ATEC metric to automatically evaluate the output 
quality of two Free Online Machine Translation (FOMT) 
systems (Google Translate and IMTranslator). They concluded 
in their study that Google Translate is more effective than 
IMTranslator. 

III. THE METHODOLOGY 

To evaluate the two online MT systems automatically, first 
we constructed a corpus consisting of exactly 1033 Arabic 
sentences with two reference (professional human) translations 
of each Arabic sentence. The two reference translations were 
conducted by the first author and Dr. Nibras A. M. Al-Omar 
from Zarqa University. The size of our corpus is 4169 Arabic 
words, and the number of Arabic unique words is 2539.Table 1 
shows the distribution of the Arabic sentences of the 
constructed corpus among four basic sentence functions. This 
corpus is uploaded to Google drive server in order to make it 
accessible to everyone wish to use it. Those who are interested 
in this corpus can download it using the following URL: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bqknBcdQ7cXOK
tYLhVP7YHbvrlyJlsQggL60pnLpZfA/edit?usp=sharing 

TABLE I.  DISTRIBUTION OF SENTENCES AMONG FOUR BASIC SENTENCE 

FUNCTIONS 

Basic Arabic Sentence Functions 

No. 

of 

Sentences 

Declarative 250 

Interrogative 231 

Exclamatory 252 

Imperative 250 

Total 1033 

The construction of the above corpus is followed by 
accomplishing the following main steps shown in Figure 1. 
BLEU method is used in this study to automatically evaluate 
the effectiveness of translation from Arabic to English by the 
two online Machine Translation (MT) systems (Google 
Translate and Babylon machine translation systems). 

The main steps followed to accomplish this study are 
presented in Figure 1. First the source Arabic sentence is 
translated using (Google Translate) and (Babylon machine 
translation systems) and two professional human translations 
(Reference translations). Then, these Arabic sentences are 
preprocessed by dividing the text into different n-gram sizes, as 
follows: unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, and tetra-grams.  
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After that, the precision for Babylon machine translation 
system and Google machine translation system were computed 
for each of the four gram sizes. In the final step, for each of the 
four n-gram sizes, we compute a unified precision score for 
that size. These values are then compared to decide which of 
them gets the best translation. 

In order to compute the precision score for each of the four 
n-gram sizes, we have to count first the number of common 
words in every candidate and reference sentence, and then we 
have to divide this sum over the total number of n-grams in the 
candidate sentence. 

To combine the previous precision values in a single 
overall score (called BLEU-score), we start by computing the 
Brevity Penalty (BP) by choosing the effective reference (i.e. 
the reference that has more common n-grams) length which is 
denoted by r. Then we compute the total length of the 
candidate translation denoted by c. Now we need to select 
Brevity Penalty to be a reduced exponential in (r / c) as shown 
in equation 1 [2]: 
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The computation of the final BLEU score is shown in 
formula (2) and it is based on Brevity Penalty (BP) shown in 
formula (1). 
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Where N = 4 and uniform weights wn = (1/N) [2]. 

This indicates that higher BLEU score for any machine 
translator means that it’s better than its counterparts with lower 
BLEU scores. 

Papineni, Roukos, Ward, and Zhu [2] study noted that the 
BLEU metric values range from 0 to 1, where the translation 
that has a score of 1 is identical to a professional human 
translation (Reference translation) [2]. 
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Fig. 1. Evaluation Methodology Flowchart 

IV. THE EVALUATION 

Many automatic evaluation methods of MT are proposed 
and used during the last few years, beside manual evaluation 
methods of MT. Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) 
method is one of the well-known automatic evaluation methods 
of machine translation adopted in this study. 

The following notes resulted from the conducted 
experiments on Google Translate and Babylon machine 
translation systems: 

1) We noticed Babylon MT translates an Arabic word 

correctly to English, while Babylon MT ignores completely 

translating those Arabic words in other sentences. 

2) Babylon MT could not translate the words that contain 

related pronouns “الضمائر المتصله”, for example the source 

sentence in Arabic:” كلمة اضحكتني سمعت ”, that was translated 

using Babylon as: “I heard the word اضحكتنى” 

3) Babylon machine translation system could not translate 

multiple Arabic sentences at one time, while Google Translate 

can translate a set of Arabic sentences at one time. 
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In our evaluation and testing of the two MT systems, we 
found that the translation precision is equal for both MT 
systems (Google and Babylon) for some sentences, but 
translation precision of Google Translate is generally better 
than translation precision of Babylon MT system (0.45 for 
Google and 0.40 for Babylon). 

As a whole, the average precision values of Google and 
Babylon machine translation system for each type of sentences 
in the corpus are shown in Table 2. It is obvious that Google 
Translate system is generally better than Babylon machine 
translation system, but, as shown in table 2, Babylon MT 
system is more effective than Google Translate in translating 
Arabic exclamation sentences into English. 

TABLE II.  AVERAGE PRECISION FOR EACH TYPE OF SENTENCES 

Type                                                          

Translator 

Declarative 

Sentence 

Exclamation 

Sentence 

Imperative 

Sentence 

Interrogative 

Sentence 
Average 

Babylon MT 
System 

0.3475 0.3686 0.5189 0.3588 0.39845 

Google Translate 
System 

0.4486 0.3378 0.5453 0.4668 0.449625 

V. CONCLUSION 

Arabic-to-English and English-to-Arabic MT have been a 
challenging research issue for many of the researchers in the 
field of Arabic Natural Language Processing (NLP). 

In this study, we have evaluated the effectiveness of two 
automatic machine translators (Google Translate System and 
Babylon machine translation system) that could be used for 
Arabic-to-English translation and vice versa. 

The accuracy of any MT system is usually evaluated by 
comparing its outputs to that of professional human translators, 
or professional human translators can manually evaluate the 
quality of translation. There is no standard Arabic-English 
corpus that can be used for such evaluations, therefore, we 
constructed a corpus and released it for free on the Internet to 
be used by the researchers in this field. 

Although the collected data was relatively small in size, the 
well-known Arabic sayings usually presented a challenge for 
the machine translation system to translate them to English, 
and this problem faces us with these MT systems used to 
translate English sayings to Arabic. 

Although the collected data was relatively small in size, the 
well-known Arabic sayings usually presented a challenge for 
the machine translation system to translate them to English, 
and this problem faces us with these MT systems used to 
translate English sayings to Arabic. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

We plan in the future to study the effectiveness of other 
automatic evaluation MT methods like METEOR, ROUGE, 
NIST and RED. 

We have tested our experiments on a relatively small 
corpus, and as part of the future work we are planning to build 
a larger corpus and release it to be used freely by different 
researchers in this field. 
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Abstract—Generalized Data Stack Programming (GDSP) 

model describes that any affected activity or varying 

environment is intelligently self-recorded inside the system in 

form of stack-based layering types where stack is re-defined to be 

one of six classes. The multi-stacking network is presented 

thinking of that any system connects to other system to work 

properly. This addresses a novel way to investigate and analyze 

any system. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) monitor the 

environment and take action accordingly. However, WSN suffers 

from some weakness due to nodes failure or interference which 

affects the network topology and the routing table at each node. 

In this paper, the GDSP model is applied on the routing problems 

in WSNs. A history matrix at the user side is proposed to retrieve 

and backward the events affected the network. 

Keywords— GDSP; history matrix; multi-stacking network; 

network topology; routing table; WSN 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Any physical system is a collection of interconnected 
physical parts or elements to perform desired function [1]. 
Since all physical elements have properties that change with 
environment and age, we cannot always consider the 
parameters of a control system to be completely stationary over 
the entire operating life of the system [2]. Therefore, the 
controller in any system updates when new measurement data 
arrives or at a specific time or both as the system can be event-
driven or time-driven system [3]. 

Wireless sensor network (WSN) is an example of the event-
driven systems where many of its nodes have the ability to 
sense data from environment, perform simple computations 
and transmit this data using wireless interfaces to the base 
station (sink) either directly or in a multi-hop fashion through 
neighbors to take action accordingly [4]. All the nodes are 
working co-operatively to accomplish pre-specified mission 
objectives, such as minimum exploration time or complete 
monitoring coverage [5, 6]. Routing in WSNs is a challenge 
issue [7]. Routing protocols need to adapt to any changes to the 
application requirements and network dynamics during run-
time of WSNs. Routing typically begins with neighbor 
discovery. Nodes send rounds of messages (packets) and build 
local neighbor tables. Routing tables in WSNs include the 
minimum information of each neighbor location, nodes' 
remaining energy, delay via that node, and an estimate of link 
quality [8]. Once the tables exist, in most WSN routing 
algorithms, messages are directed from a source location to a 
sink address based on geographic coordinates. Due to node 
mobility and failure in WSN, the network topology may be 

continuously changing with time and therefore the routing table 
of each node is also changing dynamically.  

On the other hand, system changes are transferred into 
stack-based changes in physical system layers with different 
stack classes and categories in time-driven systems. However, 
system changes are transferred at each event step to 
corresponding infinite stack-based parameters changes at basic 
system level and to changes in consolidity index at the higher 
level. The definition of the stack has been changed to be more 
realistic and express any system [9, 10]. Based on this new 
stack definition, a new Generalized Data Stack Programming 
(GDSP) model was presented in [11]. Since any system has 
many elements and each of them somehow can be represented 
by stack, if any operation is done to one of them, it will affect 
the other neighbors. Therefore the new vision of the system as 
a network of stacks rises and is covered in this paper. Also, this 
paper presents how to apply the new theory of the stack on 
WSNs in the case of changing the topology of the network and 
how the stacking network works in this case. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II 
presents the GDSP model. Section III presents the node failure 
problem in WSNs. Section IV introduces how GDSP is 
applicable to WSNs. Section V presents the multi-stack 
layering network and how it is applied to WSNs. Section VI 
presents conclusions and future works.. 

II. GENERALIZED DATA STACK PROGRAMMING (GDSP) 

MODEL 

The proposed GDSP model depends on the idea of 
simulating what happen in the physical world where any object 
can be a stack. System changes in real life may be logically 
conceived to be internally stacked in the form of a new sub-
layer arranged in some form in relations to the other preceding 
existing layer(s). This stack uses matrices to represent the 
system which can grow or shrink according to the change 
occurred to the system. The matrix formulation allows fast, 
direct design and reconfiguration of discrete event controllers 
[12]. It provides a better dynamical description and high-level 
interface than other popular tools for discrete event systems, 
such as Petri Nets. The GDSP model includes six classes of 
stacking which effectively forms modular blocks for handling 
various applications. Fig. 1 shows that the stack is redefined to 
be one of six classes. At S1, the insertion or deletion can be 
done at the top. The insertion or deletion can be done also at 
the bottom, at one or both sides, as an outer ring around the 
object, as an inner ring inside the object, or at any place in the 
object at S2, S3, S4, S5, or S6 respectively. 
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TABLE.I. GDSP MODEL 

Class Features Matrix representation Applications 
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] 

 

                                                    [
  
  

]  or  [
 
 
]    

 

External rust on an 

industrial pipe. 

S4 
S4+ or S4- done to the outer 

ring of an object 

[
   
   
   

]                                  

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 ]

 
 
 

 

                                                        
 

The tree trunk. 

S5 

S5+ or S5- done to the inner 
ring of an object under a 

condition that the object has 

an empty center. [
 
 
 
     
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

   
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 ]
 
 
 
                           [

     
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

   
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

] 

 

The fats can deposit 

inside the artery 

S6  

Add an element at (a,b) then 

rearrange the matrix 

horizontally or vertically. 
Removing an element does 

not mean to remove a column 

or row. 

[
   
   
   

]                                        [
    
    
    

]or vertical [

   
   
 
 

 
 

 
 

] 

                                                    [
   
   
   

] or vertical [
   
   
   

]        

Deposit of sand or 
minerals in the 

kidney, fruit worm 

and having a tumor 
under skin. 

S4- 

Growing matrix 

S1+ 

S1- 

S2+ 

Growing matrix 

Shrinking matrix 

S2
- 

S3+ 

S3- 

Shrinking matrix 

S4+ 

Shrinking matrix 

S6+ 

S6- 

Horizontal 
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Table 1 summarizes the basic features and the matrix 

representation of these six classes with their applications. The 
codes and the mathematical representation for each class are 
found in [11]. It is assumed that the new layer is uniform – 
adding a whole row, column or ring depends on the stack class. 
However, the layer could be non-uniform containing segments 
of different nature and appearance. This case is exactly like the 
deposits of fats inside the human artery where the fats are not 
accumulated in a complete ring shape. So its matrix can be as 
follow: 

[
 
 
 
     
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

   
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 ]
 
 
 
  will be 

[
 
 
 
     
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

   
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 ]
 
 
 
   or   

[

     
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

   
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

]  or even [

     
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

   
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

]   

There are many applications that use more than one stack 
class like in the soil. The deposits of soil will be added up 
increasing the height of it (S1

+
). The decayed animals and plant 

remains in the soil affected its fertility (S2
+
). Also there are 

some insects and animals live inside the soil. The presence of 
these insects looks like adding an element in a specific place 
(S6

+
). WSN is an example of the applications that uses more 

than one stack class as will be explained in the next section. 

If a node failure is discovered in a WSN, one of the 
solutions to maintain the reliability of the network is that, the 
nodes following the failed one which are lying in the opposite 
side of the sink move to new locations to optimize network 
performance while simultaneously confirming the connectivity 
requirements. The optimal configuration of the nodes is lying 
evenly on the line from the source to the sink as proven in [13]. 
However, moving the nodes could affect the coverage area of 
the network which has an arbitrary shape and therefore cause 
degradation in the network performance [14] as shown in Fig. 
2. 

III. THE NODE FAILURE PROBLEM IN WSNS 

   

Uncovered 

area

 
 the difference between the covered area of a WSN before and after Fig.2.

removing a failed node 

The network topology can be represented by a matrix 
(N×N) where N is the number of nodes. m(a,b)= 0 or 1 where 1 
means there is a connection (route) between node a and b. For 
example, the topology of the network shown in Fig. 3 can be 
represented as 

 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

   
   
   

     
     ]

 
 
 
 

.  

The routing table of each node indicates the minimum 
information about the neighbors of the node. It may contain the 
remaining energy of each node as shown in Table 2 that 
represents the routing table of Node 3. 
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 An example of a WSN Fig.3.

TABLE.II. ROUTING TABLE OF NODE 3 

Node ID Position x Position y Remaining energy 

1 

2 
4 

5 

50 

60 
80 

90 

50 

50 
50 

50 

100 

80 
10 

40 

If a failure happens to a node, a message will pass through 
the network (which happens regularly) to change the topology 
according to the routing algorithm that is used in this network. 
In the example shown, if Node 4 has a failure, there are two 
cases [15]. First, Node 5 will take the position of Node 4 if it is 
able to move. Then, the topology changes according to its 
communication range. If this moving node can covers the 
communication range, then the topology of a WSN becomes as 
shown in Fig. 4(a) and its matrix can be represented as 

[

 
 
 

   
   
   

    

].  

If the sensing area is shrunk which affects the coverage area 
and then causes degradation in network performance, a new 
node needs to be inserted at the end of the network as shown in 
Fig. 4(b) and its final matrix can be considered as 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    
    
    

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 ]
 
 
 
 

.  

Table 3 shows the final routing table of Node 3 in this case. 
It is shown from the table that, the remaining energy of Node 1 
is 100% since it is important to plug in the sink node to be 
always alive [16] while the remaining energy of the other nodes 
decreases with the usages. 

 
 The network after changing the topology if Node 5 is able to move. (a) Fig.4.

If the sensing area doesn't change, (b) If a new node is added for complete 

coverage. 

TABLE.III. THE NEW ROUTING TABLE AFTER ADDING A NEW NODE AT 

THE END 

Node ID Position x Position y Remaining 

energy 

1 

2 

4'(5) 
5' 

50 

60 

80 
90 

50 

50 

50 
50 

100 

77 

39 
100 

     Second, if Node 5 is a static node, a new node needs to 
be inserted instead of Node 4 and according to its 
communication range the topology will change as in Figure 5 
for example and its matrix can be represented 

as 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

   
   
   

     
     ]

 
 
 
 

 .  

In this case, the final routing table for Node 3 is shown in 
Table 4. 

 
 The network after adding a new powerful node at 4 if Node 5 is static Fig.5.

TABLE.IV. THE NEW ROUTING TABLE AFTER ADDING A NEW NODE AT 

THE POSITION OF NODE 4 

Node ID Position x Position y Remaining 

energy 

1 
2 

4 

5 

50 
60 

80 

90 

50 
50 

50 

50 

100 
77 

100 

39 

IV. GDSP IMPLEMENTATION ON WSNS 
     By comparing the previous matrices, we can consider 

that the WSN is a multi-stacking application of GDSP as any 
physical system.  In the first case, S6

-
 will be used repeatedly 

for all  nodes to remove the failed one m(i,4) where i=1,2,3,5 
and then rearrange horizontally and remove m(4,i) then 
rearrange vertically. Adding a column at the end (S3

+ 
one side) 

and row at the end (S2
+
) with values 0 and 1 according to the 

new node's sensing rang are equivalent to inserting the new 
node.  In the second case, S6

-
 will be used repeatedly for all  

nodes to remove the failed one m(i,4) where i=1,2,3,5 and then 
rearrange horizontally and remove m(4,i) then rearrange 
vertically. After that a new node is inserted instead of the failed 
Node 4 (as in the example) (S6

+
) so m(i,4) is added with a 

value 1 or 0 according to the sensing range of the node and in 
this case will be 1 all the time then rearrange horizontally and 
add m(4,i)=1 and rearrange vertically. 
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On the other hand, it is mentioned that if the topology is 
changed, a round of messages is moved through the network so 
that each node updates its routing table. To save energy, this 
message will move around the failed node's neighbors only and 
their routing tables only are updated. In the first case and when 
Node 4 is removed, all the following nodes to it will move 
towards it then add a new one at the end. This means S6

-
 will 

be applied to the routing table then rearrange the table 
vertically with changing the nodes ID then S2

+
 with the 

information of the new node. 

In the second case, another node (new 4) will be inserted. 
Therefore, a new entry in the routing table with the same ID of 
the failed node but with the new information is inserted. 
Applying GDSP, S6

-
 is used to remove the failed node without 

rearranging either horizontally or vertically leaving an empty 
row. After adding a new node, its information will be in this 
empty row (S6

+
 without rearranging). 

At the user side and since that the user is not all the time 
monitoring the network, we propose a new matrix P(i,j) with a 
numerical entry between 0 and 1 which represents the residual 
energy of each node. This matrix is updated if an unusual event 
happens like if there is a failed node and it is removed or a new 
node is inserted. The new matrix begins with P(1,N) where N is 
the number of nodes in the network then adding a new row at 
the top every time there is a new event. This matrix represents 
the history of the network and it is lasted as required 
(programmed) a day, a week or a month.  In addition, this 
matrix can be 3D matrix where the third dimension represents 
the time at which that event happens. 

In the previous example, the matrix at the beginning is 
                 Then after removing Node 4, the 

matrix will be [               
                   

]  When the new 

node is inserted at the previous node's location, the matrix will 

be [
 
 
 

    
    
   

    
    
 

 
 

   

    
     
   

]. The user is also able to see 

the topology matrix that was explained before. 

V. MULTI-STACK LAYERING NETWORK 

It is always difficult to isolate changes in any component of 
a system from its neighboring component within in its 
operation domain. Each component of any system is 
represented by stack and the interaction between each other is 
done in one or both directions as in Fig. 6. To maintain the 
laws of preservation of mass and energy, it is important to find 
the reaction of each component of the system.  

The evaporation process is an example of a multi-stack 
layering network. In the hot days, water evaporates from any 
water body (i.e. lakes, ponds, seas,..) makes it decrease (S1

-
). 

The water particles push the air particles to replace them in the 
atmosphere above the water body. Water is going up to 
condense in the upper cold layer forming clouds. 

P12

P1n

P15

P14
P13

-
-

-

-
Stack

#···

Stack

#···

-

Stack

 #n

-

--

-

- -

Stack

#5

Stack

#1

Stack

#2

Stack

#4

Stack

#3

Global multi-stacking layering network
(with mutual transfer piping system)

 

 A general view of a multi-stack layering network [9]. Fig.6.

The more water condenses the bigger or more clouds form. 
The cloud replaces the air that exists in this region pushing the 
air particles which they re-spread in this region. The opposite 
of the evaporation process is the rain in the worm regions. 
While if there is a cold region, the snow will be formed instead. 
In this case, iceberg could be formed or the snow will raise the 
sea level. If the snow falls on the ground, snowballs could be 
formed (S4

+
) or the snow covers the ground (S1

+
). This 

operation is a multi-stacking network as the system has many 
components and if anything happens to one of them, the rest 
reacts accordingly. This network is illustrated in Fig. 7. From 
this figure, we can say that all the multi-stack layering 
networks found anywhere are connected together to represent 
the universe. 

 
(a) 
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Air around 

the cloud 

 Cloud
Air above 

the water 

body

The 

evaporated 

water 

Water 

body level 

S6-

S2+

S6-

S6+

S1-

S6+

S2-

S6+

S6-

S1+

Snow

Iceberg

S1+

S1+

Snow ballsS4+

Ground S1+

(b) 

 General representation for the evaporation and condensation processes. Fig.7.
(a) The evaporation and condensation processes. (b) multi-stack layering 

network in this processes. 

In the case of WSN, as explained before there is a 
connection between the topology matrix, the routing table and 
the proposed history matrix as in Fig. 8. There are two options 
if the covering area is shrunk; either to insert the new node at 
the end of the network or insert it at the place of the failed one. 
In the first case (the left branch), the topology is changed as the 
nodes following the failed one are moved toward the sink then 
a new node is added at the end. The routing table is changed 
too with rearranging means all the following nodes will get one 
row up in the table after removing the row of the failed 

one (S6
-
) adding a node at the end means adding a row at the 

end of the routing table (S2
+
). In the second case, the failed 

node is removed from the network (S6
-
) without changing the 

topology and in the routing table, the row of the failed one will 
be removed then adding a new node instead (S6

+
) means 

adding a row in the routing table in the place of the removed 
one (S6

+
) as in the right branch of Fig. 8. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

It is crucial to search for new tools to analyze and model 
any system which provides us the chance for more 
understanding and deep control. The GDSP is one of them 
which helps us look at the system from different view and 
analyze it as layers connecting together. On the other hand, 
WSN is a rich application with many details which can be used 
to apply the new theory. A new matrix is proposed in this paper 
to retrieve and backward the history of the network so that the 
user follows the details of the network and does not miss any 
event. This history matrix is considered as a layer of the multi-
stacking network in the WSN beside the routing table and the 
topology matrix.  

What introduced in this paper is just opening the door for 
more works with more details about WSNs and trying to apply 
GDSP model from different respects. The required are; 
studying the effect of the new history matrix on the WSN and 
studying more systems and practical applications after applying 
GDSP to see the advantages of the new model where this paper 
is just putting a new theory with some applications without 
details.  

Covering area

S6-

Routing table of 

a neighbor node

S6+

Topology matrix 
S6- without 

rearranging

Topology matrix 

S3+ and S2+

Routing table of 

a neighbor node

S2+

Topology matrix 

S6+ without 

rearranging

Routing table of 

a neighbor node
S6- without 

rearranging

The history 

matrix 

S1+

Topology matrix 
S6- with 

rearranging

Routing table of 

a neighbor node
S6- with 

rearranging

For the reverse operation

The logical sequence for the operation

 A multi-stacking network of WSN Fig.8.
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Abstract—numerous e-taking in establishments are hurrying 

into receiving ICT without precisely arranging and seeing any 

related security concerns. E-learning is another technique for 

taking in which eventually relies on upon the Internet in its 

execution. The Internet has turned into the venue for another set 

of unlawful exercises, and the e-taking in environment is 

notwithstanding laid open to such dangers. In this paper, e-

learning setting, definition, aspects, improvement, development, 

profits and tests are all explained upon. This paper examines the 

security components needed to be executed inside e-learning 

situations. Moreover, the paper clarifies the circumstances and 

existing examination relating to security in e-taking in. Besides, 

data security administration is inferred to help setting up a 

secured e-taking nature's turf. 

Keywords—e-Learning; e-taking; ICT; data security 

component 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The development of Information and Communication 
Engineering (ICT) has critical impacts on all individuals 
around the globe. With this development, individuals have the 
capacity to associate with one another, particularly through the 
Internet. Nowadays, the Internet itself is definitely shifting the 
procurements of administrations and merchandise, basically in 
view of its characteristics: promptness, openness, 
pervasiveness, and worldwide scope. Besides, eservices have 
been presented broadly; consequently, the instruction industry 
has completely kept its new potential as long life taking in 
instruments from the Internet characteristics, for example, as 
the web requisition, case in point. This industry is ready to 
turn into one of the biggest segments on the planet economy. 
The advancement of e-taking in has consequently prompted 
another method for taking in and, in the meantime, has given 
equivalent chances to everybody to end up learners. With such 
routines for taking in now accessible, it is said that data or 
information might be arrived at fingertip level, and 
consequently empower scholars to outperform in their studies. 
In any case, notwithstanding the Internet as a spot to acquire 
all fundamental data and learning, it has additionally turned 
into the venue for another set of illicit exercises. Data on the 
Internet is persistently presented to security dangers. As an 
outcome of e-taking in needing to rely on upon the Internet or, 
particularly, for the most part through web provisions, the e-
taking in environment has likewise get influenced by security 
dangers. With this in attention, this paper intends to 
investigate the more extensive setting of data security issues 

and dangers, furthermore the potential of data security 
administration in lessening them. The main some piece of this 
paper talks about the e-learning setting — the definition, 
trademark, improvement, development, profit and the tests — 
all of which think about security in e-taking in as another 
challenge in executing the e-taking in nature's domain. 
Additionally, web requisitions are the medium used to support 
the larger part of online administrations furthermore, 
henceforth, have turned into the prime focus of Internet strike. 

The second a piece of this paper takes a gander at data 
security in e-taking in which has been dismissed in research. 
Numerous e-taking in establishments are surging into 
receiving ICT without deliberately arranging and 
comprehending the ever-display security concerns. Issues, for 
example, real clients, course content unwavering quality, and 
receptiveness (counting the suitability and accessibility), and 
in addition other contemplations, all necessity to be 
deliberately tended to in request to guarantee the taking in 
procedure can successfully occur. In conclusion, the paper will 
examine the potential of data security administration to be 
executed in the connection of e-taking in, with a specific end 
goal to set up a secured e-taking nature's domain. 

II. INTERNET LEARNING

E-taking in is the term used to depict the utilization of the 
web and other Internet advances regarding upgrading the 
showing and taking in experience. It offers comparative 
attributes of numerous different eservices, such e-business, e-
saving money and e-government. The e-administrations 
clients' behaviors are diverse as per their parts and necessities. 
E-learning clients concentrate on how to profit from e-learning 
concerning showing and taking in purposes. The clients may 
need to invest longer times of time the point when undertaking 
e-taking in contrasted with different eservices. 

A. Classification And Distinctiveness 

There are numerous distinctive meanings of e-taking in 
exhibit in the expositive expression, and everyone has an alter 
accentuation: a few concentrate on the substance, some on 
correspondence, and some on the innovation [1]. One of the 
unanticipated definitions for e-taking in was gave by the 
American Society to Training and Improvement (ASTD), 
which suggests that e-learning blankets a wide set of 
provisions and procedures, for example, electronic taking in, 
computer based taking in, virtual classrooms, and digitals joint 
effort. 
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E-taking in is the usage of innovation in request to help the 
taking in procedure, whereby learning or data might be 
entered utilizing the correspondence innovation. The taking in 
methodology can be consistent, given that the substance is 
accessible on the net. [2] characterizes e-taking in as a part of 
adaptable taking in, which is a wide situated of requisitions 
and methods, all of which utilize all accessible electronic 
media to convey instruction and preparing; this incorporates 
machine based taking in, web-based taking in, virtual 
classrooms, and advanced coordinated effort. 

B. E-taking in Development and Growth 

The utilization of innovation to help taking in was began 
as unanticipated as the 1980s. Such an improvement was 
likewise in conjunction with the dispersal of PCs for particular 
utilization around then. Actually, higher taking in 
establishments have likewise drastically changed in the course 
of the most recent thirty years in light of strategy drivers, for 
example, broadening interest, long life taking in, and quality 
certification [3], Figure 1 underneath shows the development 
of e-taking in through 1983 until the present day. The 
accentuation on e-taking in the past has been on the 'e', which 
alludes to electronic or innovation. There is an urge to 
movement to the taking in (substance) in guaranteeing the 
achievement of e-learning. In addition, there are some normal 
terms which are utilized conversely to reflect the use of 
innovation in instruction, for example, dispersed instruction, 
e-taking in, separation training, mixed taking in and online 
classes. Separation instruction relates more to taking toward 
oneself in. In this occasion, the takings in material are posted 
through physical mail or could be entered on the web. The 
meeting sessions are directed just a couple times for every 
semester. Then, the synthesis of face-to-face furthermore web 
taking in sessions is alluded to as mixed taking in and are truly 
prominent these days. 

It is a technique for instructing at a separation which 
utilizes engineering joined with customary training or 
preparing. Vital taking in conveyance channels are utilized, 
for example, physical classrooms, virtual classrooms, print, 
email and message sheets, tutoring frameworks, programming 
reproductions, online joint effort, and versatile and remote 
channels [5]. 

As delineated in Figure 2, [1] position e-taking in as a kind 
of separation training. They likewise specify that 'conveyed 
instruction' is a more extensive term which incorporates parts 
of separation and online training and additionally being mixed 
with face-to-face taking in. 

 

 

 

Pre1983 - Era of 

Educator headed 

Preparing  

This was the predominant showing 

instrument before Pcs got to be 

generally accessible, and when 

connections between the teacher 

and people occurred in the 

classrooms.  

1984-1993 – 

Multimedia 

Windows 3.1, Macintosh and CD 

Roms were the fundamental 

innovation improvements 

throughout this period. On the other 

hand, classroom connections and 

element presentations needed in this 

medium.  

1994-2000 – 

network 

Immaturity 

As the web advanced, the entry of 

email, media players and streaming 

audio/video started to change the 

substance of media mediums. 

Learners were equipped to gain 

access to address notes or materials 

from the web at whenever and at 

any (Internet-able) area.  

2001 and beyond 

– 

Next-generation 

Web 

Progressed site plan, rich streaming 

media (genuine audio/video) and 

high data transmission (speedier 

information stream) will 

revolutionize the path in which 

instruction will be conveyed. 

Teacher headed, intelligent modes 

can now happen through the web, 

arriving at significantly a larger 

number of scholars than in the 

recent past. 

Fig. 1. The Maturity of E-taking in [4] 
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Fig. 2. The Relationship of E-figuring out how to Distribution Learning [1] 

Today, the usage of e-taking in is a combo of three 
methods for utilizing innovation: utilizing engineering non-
concurrently, i.e. just as instruments to help or supplement a 
customary taking in, utilizing engineering non-concurrently 
and synchronously as devices to help or supplement a 
universal (eye to eye) taking in, and utilizing engineering non-
concurrently and synchronously to convey a taking in course 
(totally online). Figure 3 delineates the stream of 
correspondence between people and teachers in the e-taking in 
framework segment. 

Despite the claim that numerous e-taking in activities have 
missed the point of desires, the business sector of e-taking in 
is all things considered proceeding to develop. Reports from 
the Sloan Foundation show that 3.5 million people (speaking 
to just about 20% of all U.S. higher training people) enlisted 
in at minimum one online course throughout the fall 2007 
term [6] 

This development is fuelled by new establishments 
entering into the online stadium, joined with a consistent 
person interest for web taking in alternatives. The necessity of 
learning specialists has additionally helped the development of 
e-taking in: every representative necessities to furnish 
themselves with the learning and aptitudes to as incredible a 
degree as could reasonably be expected, with the goal that 
they can advance; the simplest approach to do this is to enroll 
as an e-taking in learner. 

 

Fig. 3. E-Learning Systems Diagram 
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Fig. 4. The E-Learning Functionality Growth 

The practically of e-taking in has additionally developed in 
parallel with the requirements and the improvements of 
innovation. Figure 4 shows the development in e-taking in 
practicality. At first, e-taking in distributes the taking in 
substance on the Internet, and empowers it to be approachable 
by the client at whatever time and at any area (non-concurrent 
taking in). It then increases to permit the taking in session to 
be led at whatever time and anyplace (synchronous taking in) 
from the points of view of all clients (instructor/lecturer and 
learners). E-taking in now empowers the enrollment, 
appraisal, and posting graduation accreditation on the web. 
With the plan of including more terrific adaptability, portable 
taking in has been presented in spite of the way that utilization 
is as of now constrained and not completely utilized. As the 
practicality of e-taking in keeps on growing, the e-taking in 
environment needs to end up additional secured. More terrific 
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usefulness introduced to clients will make the e-taking in 
environment more open and presented to the data security 
dangers. 

III. ADVANTAGES OF E-LEARNING 

These days, workers must have the capacity to accompany 
and stay in-accordance with mechanical progressions and in 
like manner perform creative critical thinking. One method for 
taking care of the demand for these new abilities, particularly 
in Information Technology, is by means of e-learning, which 
likewise offers the potential for persistent taking in. 

E-taking offers everybody the chance to turn into a learner. 
The idea of at whatever time, anyplace taking in advertises 
long lasting taking in and in like manner wipes out the issues 
connected with separation. The adaptabilities which e-taking 
offer to the understudies are the primary spurring component 
in picking online courses [7]. Also, the use of engineering in 
taking in will give different other points of interest, for 
example, enhancing the nature of taking in, enhancing access 
to training and preparing, diminishing the expenses connected 
with training, and enhancing the expense viability of 
instruction. E-learning gives a stage of an overall outlined, 
learner-centered, captivating, intelligent, reasonable, 
productive, effectively approachable, adaptable, and seriously 
dispersed and encouraged e-taking nature. Also, learners can 
spare cash what's more of a chance used on voyaging and 
getting the right materials for their study. They can diminish 
printing sets back the all finances by perusing the accessible 
taking in materials on the web. Moreover, e-taking in 
increments access to taking in materials. It likewise empowers 
scholars to have more extensive access to constrained assets, 
for example, e-diaries furthermore e-books. This can help the 
scholars in upgrading their taking in. By taking out 
obstructions of time, separation and socio-investment status, 
people can now assume responsibility of their own long 
lasting taking in. The enhanced correspondence connection 
and better understudy access energizes enhanced cooperation. 
Understudies can have open discussions, permitting them to 
correspond with their companions, or even private gatherings 
between the learner and the instructor or educator. An 
alternate profit offered by e-taking in is quicker conveyance of 
appraisals, as instructors can give reaction speedier contrasted 
and the universal system and learners can likewise help 
criticism around themselves. 

A. Confronts in E-Learning 

Executing e-taking in is not a simple assignment. 
Regardless of numerous profits picked up from e-taking in, 
there are likewise issues and tests when intending to make e-
taking in fruitful. The tests, as reflected in Figure 5, are 
recognized from two points of view: the taking in supplier, 
and the client. From the taking in supplier view, Higher 
Learning Institutions (HLI) are encountering troubles in 
connection to different innovative issues, for example, 
planning productive framework. Transmission capacity and 
connectivity are eventually fundamental, since people will be 
reliant on these offices to gain access to taking in materials on 
the web. Besides, the conveyance of high transmission 
capacity substance, for example, advanced film, is still 
hazardous to the home client. Taking in material is likewise an 

issue, since an absence of value substance is planned. Creating 
great substance for people might as well think about numerous 
diverse variables, for example, pedagogical viewpoints, 
human-PC interface, and smoothness. Guaranteeing these are 
generally readied obliges a high plan; therefore, high expenses 
for usage are not out of the ordinary. In a creating nation, 
these tests are significantly more troublesome, essentially due 
to the assets issues confronted. 

 

Fig. 5. The E-taking in Challenges 

From the clients' viewpoints, they are encountering 
challenges in the settings of status. (Aziz) proposes basic 
components in planning individual’s status incorporate duty 
and aptitudes. Preparation incorporates status of information, 
in addition to availability of inspiration for taking toward 
oneself in. Scholars are most certainly not readied for e-taking 
in due to low workstation proficiency and low levels of order 
toward oneself for self learning techniques. Moreover, 
consistent with the Engineering Acceptance Model (TAM), 
the recognized advantage and discerned usability do have 
affects on clients' acknowledgement on the engineering 
utilization: assuming that they don't perceive how e-taking in 
can offer assistance them, the person will at last oppose 
continuation, then again even enroll on the grounds that they 
think they might come up short due to absence of help and 
preparing gave by the taking in supplier. Besides, teachers 
might likewise feel the same; accordingly, an alternate 
purpose behind not having any desire to utilize e-taking in is 
in light of the fact that they see little remunerate. The 
development of e-learning is fuelled by new foundations 
entering the online coliseum joined with a proceeded person 
interest for web taking in choice. Around the components to 
be recognized when creating the e-learning nature's domain, 
mixed media direction, independent taking in, educator 
headed association, and change of taking in viability, and 
social vicinity are all contemplations. These tests are by one 
means or another related when making secure and fruitful e-
taking in situations in the feeling of classifiedness, 
accessibility and trustworthiness. Essentially, data security in 
e-taking in is a challenge which is infrequently examined. 
Security in e-learning has been slighted and deserted [9]. 

B. INFORMATION INTIMIDATION ON WEB 

With attention to ICT, individuals these days are getting 
the profits of entering unfathomable data rapidly. Data may 
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exist in numerous structures: it can be printed or composed on 
paper, archived electronically what's more transmitted by post 
or by electronic methods. Whatever structure data takes or the 
methods by which it is imparted, it may as well dependably be 
properly secured. 

Data inferring from handy information is around an 
organization’s principle holdings. All things considered, when 
it is dependably simple for everyone to gain access to, it will 
accordingly additionally be simple and advantageous for 
anyone to addition access, regardless of if they have great or 
terrible proposition. As an aftereffect of this expanding 
interconnectivity, data is currently presented to a developing 
number and a more extensive mixed bag of dangers and 
vulnerabilities. Accordingly, data must be ensured keeping in 
mind the end goal to dodge the misfortune of its privacy, 
respectability and accessibility. Some of the most genuine 
dangers are recorded as beneath. 

 Intentional programming strike (infections, worms, 
macros, refusal of administration)  

 Specialized programming disappointments and slips 
(bugs, coding issues, obscure tricks)  

 Demonstrations of human slip or disappointment 
(mischance’s, representative missteps) 

 Conscious demonstrations of reconnaissance or 
trespass (unauthorized access or information 
accumulation)  

 Planned demonstrations of treachery or vandalism 
devastation of data or framework)  

 Specialized fittings disappointments or failures 
(supplies disappointment) 

 Planned demonstrations of burglary (unlawful 
appropriation of supplies or data)  

 Bargains to protected innovation (theft, copyright, 
encroachment)  

 Nature of Service deviations from administration 
suppliers (power and WAN administration issues)  

 Mechanical oldness (obsolete or out-dated innovations)  

 Purposeful demonstrations of data blackmail (extortion 
for data exposure). 

C. Data Security in E-Learning 

E-taking in is primarily subject to data as well as 
correspondence innovations. As per [10] e-taking in is 
dependent upon three basic criteria, which are: 1) system 
proficient redesigning, storage/retrieval, circulation and 
imparting of data; 2) conveyance to the finish of client through 
machine utilizing standard Internet innovation; and 3) keep 
tabs on the broadest perspective of e-taking in. The principal 
also second criteria uncover the e-taking in foundations to the 
dangers, as the utilization of ICT could at last lead to 
numerous conceivable data security dangers which could trade 
off data, for example, misfortune of classifiedness, 
accessibility, introduction of basic information, what's more 

vandalism of open data administrations [11] Shockingly, not 
many endeavors have been made to amend this circumstance. 
More exertions have been emphasized to improve the 
substance and innovation because of tending to substance and 
innovation as the challenges in securing a great e-taking in 
nature. 

Security is required inside e-taking in situations owing to 
the way that, these days, information has turned into a 
significant method of generation, as item and as a key for 
individual victory. In e-taking in, data inferring from 
advantageous information is around the primary stakes of the 
organization. Around security issues in e-taking in are 
insurance against control (learners, insider), client 
confirmation, and secrecy [11]. In any case, as the practicality 
of e-taking in is stretching, data must be eagerly ensured in 
this greater connection to keep away from the misfortune of its 
classifiedness, uprightness and accessibility. Some individuals 
may state that information ought to be imparted, be that as it 
may there are circumstances where the stream of touchy data 
ought to be limited to just a couple of well-defined assemblies, 
for example, for instance, taking in materials for specific 
assemblies and copyright security of educated properties. 
Moreover, it is troublesome to confirm whether a task has 
been finished and sent by a substantial learner. The character 
what's more the protected substance are troublesome to look 
after. E-taking portions comparable aspects of other e-
administration. There are three primary qualities of each e-
benefit: the administration is approachable through the Web, 
the administration is devoured by an individual through the 
Web, and there could be a charge which the purchaser pays 
the supplier for utilizing the e-administrations. The practicality 
and security dangers to e-taking in have normal characteristics 
with other e-administrations, and the administration 
methodologies could likewise have normal qualities. 
Assuming that organizations are to secure and maximize the 
profit for their speculation in taking in engineering, substance 
and administrations, the frameworks they use must be 
interoperable, usable, sensible, and strong [12] Past studies 
have indicated that there are boundaries to an all the more 
across the board selection of online training [6]. The purpose 
for such restraints is most certainly not the high expenses or 
the more excellent level of undertakings which necessity to be 
done, but instead the security viewpoint, which is something 
that is truly immaterial in the digital world. Eventually, it is 
troublesome to check whether the task is finished and sent by 
a honest to goodness person. The character and the safe 
substance are troublesome to support. Besides, security issues 
in e-taking in have been tended to basically by security 
engineering; for instance a specialized schema on validation 
and responsibility, access control, ensure of interchanges, non-
revocation issues and taking in asset supplier server assurance 
(Furnell 2001). 

D. Data Security element in E-learning 

Data security is the assurance of data from dangers. It is 
executed in place to guarantee business progression and to as 
needs be minimize business hazard. In the meantime, it is 
wanted that there be a great profit for ventures furthermore 
business chances. The e-taking in points are concerned with 
giving showing and e-figuring out how to everybody. 
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Guaranteeing the accessibility and respectability of data is the 
fundamental objective in connection to e-taking in security. 
Accessibility in e-taking in is the confirmation that the e-
taking in environment is open by authorized clients, at 
whatever point required. Two aspects of accessibility are 
regularly talked about, which are disavowal of administration 
and misfortune of information transforming proficiencies. The 
e-taking in clients are reliant on the data on the Internet; 
hence, the accessibility of materials and data to be entered at 
any time and any area is urgent. Neglecting to fulfill this will 
have a tremendous effect on e-taking in clients and e-learning 
suppliers. [14] specify that a few characteristics which 
influence e-taking in are security furthermore security for e-
conveyance and shared training. The accessibility of materials 
and data is deficient. It is imperative to assurance the 
unwavering quality of the materials and the data distributed. 
This identifies with an alternate security component, which is 
respectability. Trustworthiness in e-taking in is the security of 
information from purposeful or inadvertent unauthorized 
changes. Respectability relies on upon access controls; hence, 
it is important to decidedly and interestingly distinguish all 
persons who endeavor access. Trustworthiness can be 
bargained by programmers, impostors, unauthorized client 
movement, unprotected downloaded records, Lans, and 
unauthorized projects (e.g., Trojan stallions and infections), 
essentially since each of these dangers can prompt 
unauthorized progressions to information or programs. 
Despite the fact that accessibility and respectability are the 
fundamental security components which oblige attention 
inside e-taking in situations, the component of privacy is 
likewise imperative. Privacy is the assurance of data in the 
framework so that unauthorized persons can't get access. The 
emulating are probably the most generally experienced 
dangers to data privacy: programmers, impostors, 
unauthorized client movement, unprotected downloaded 
records, neighborhood territory systems (Lans), and Trojan 
stallions. 

E. Examine in safety measures of E-Learning 

Securing the e-taking in environment requires staying 
away from the four sorts of risk, which are manufacture, 
adjustment, interference and capture. Right now, little research 
has been directed to secure the e-taking nature's turf. 

Looks into in security mostly concentrate on three 
fundamental regions: arrangement, character (which alludes to 
gain access to administration) and licensed innovation. Most 
scientists state that, with a specific end goal to stay away from 
all assaults upon the e-taking nature's domain, regulating 
access is foremost. One of the approaches to do this is by 
means of verification and authorization process. [15] suggests 
a confirmation transform to recognize a lawful client 
transform; this will defeat the illicit use of provision. A 
framework which is as well intensely secured will be 
challenging to be entered by the client. To adjust access and 
security, Saxena (2004) notice giving clients single sign on 
verification and authorization administrations to all authorized 
web requisitions and web assets. [11] recommends a 
methodology to ensuring educated property by enlarging the 
control of the copyright holder on the whole lifetime of the 
advanced information. He recommends a technique reputed to 

be CIPRESS, which controls the right to gain entrance to the 
material. Yong [16] examines an alternate specialized 
perspective concerning how to secure e-taking in by 
computerized personality outline and security protection. 
Nonetheless, regulating gain access to by utilizing certain 
engineering mechanisms is recognized lacking, subsequent to 
the ambush does not so much hail from pariahs yet could 
additionally hail from the insider. The correct supervision of 
the treatment of data security issues is imperative to guarantee 
no vulnerabilities. Along these lines, the data security 
administration is imperative when striving to guarantee the 
accomplishment of secured e-taking in execution. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

E-taking in has developed and is extending at an extremely 
quick pace. The profits it offers build the number of e-taking 
in clients. The practicality of e-taking in keeps on growing and 
depend an increasing amount intensely on the Internet. On the 
other hand, the Internet has turn into a position of illicit 
exercises, which subsequently uncover e-figuring out how to 
dangers. Guaranteeing the accessibility also respectability of 
data and material inside e-learning situations obliges that 
counter measures, for example, security engineering 
equipment and programming, requirement to be executed. In 
any case, it is acknowledged deficient. Additionally, IMS is 
required in request to guarantee the security of the e-taking in 
nature. ISM for e-taking in is no diverse to other e-
administrations; in any case, due to the adaptability 
component offered by e-taking in and diverse client behaviors, 
e-taking in obliges a security administration skeleton which 
can go about as an aide in helping the e-taking in supplier 
(organizations) in dealing with the data security inside the e-
learning nature. Moreover, the combo of ISM and the present 
data security innovation utilized will give better comes about 
within the achievement of security execution. 
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Abstract—this study presents a code level measurement of 

computer programs developed by computer programmers using 

a Chidamber and Kemerer Java metric (CKJM) tool and the 

Myers Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) tool.  The identification of 

potential computer programmers using personality trait factors 

does not seem to be the best approach without a code level 

measurement of the quality of programs. Hence the need to 

evolve a metric tool which measures both personality traits of 

programmers and code level quality of programs developed by 

programmers. This is the focus of this study. In this experiment, 

a set of Java based programming tasks were given to 33 student 

programmers who could confidently use the Java programming 

language. The codes developed by these students were analyzed 

for quality using a CKJM tool. Cohesion, coupling and number 

of public methods (NPM) metrics were used in the study. The 

choice of these three metrics from the CKJM suite was because 

they are useful in measuring well designed codes. By examining 

the cohesion values of classes, high cohesion ranges [0,1] and low 

coupling imply well designed code. Also number of methods 

(NPM) in a well-designed class is always less than 5 when 

cohesion range is [0,1]. Results from this study show that 19 of 

the 33 programmers developed good and cohesive programs 

while 14 did not. Further analysis revealed the personality traits 

of programmers and the number of good programs written by 

them. Programmers with Introverted Sensing Thinking Judging 

(ISTJ) traits produced the highest number of good programs, 

followed by Introverted iNtuitive Thinking Perceiving (INTP), 

Introverted iNtuitive Feelingng Perceiving (INTP), and 

Extroverted Sensing Thinking Judging (ESTJ) 

Keywords—computer programs; program quality; class 

cohesion; programmers; personality traits 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Programming is a challenging task, which requires 
appropriate skills as well as appropriate temperamental 
suitability. Among the skills often demonstrated by 
professional and successful programmers are logical and 
analytical thinking, problem understanding and interpretation, 
detailed understanding of a programming language’s syntax 
and a good communication ability. Capretz and Ahmed [1] 
identified some of the skills required in computer 
programming to include  strong analytical and problem 
solving skills, communication skills, interpersonal skills, 
ability to work independently, active listening skills, 
innovative skills, organizational skills, openness and 
adaptability skills, fast learning skills and team playing skills. 
Apart from possessing these skills, success as a computer 
programmer may also be influenced by personality types such 

as Extroversion (E), Introversion (I), Sensing (S), 
iNtuition(N), Thinking(T), Feeling(F), Judging(J) and 
Perceiving(P) (Okike and Olanrewaju[2]; Capretz and Ahmed 
[1]; Capretz[5]; Da Cunha and Greathead[3]; Tueley and 

Bieman [6]; Bentley [4]). 

Furthermore, the reliability of acomputer software depends 
on the code level quality of the program which indeed results 
from programmers coding skill. For this reason, it becomes 
very necessary to evolve code level measurement of program 
quality and individual programmer personality traits in the 
selection process of career computer programmers. Hence 
matching coding skill with personality traits will enable the 
identification and selection of good computer programmers. 
This is the motivation for this paper. 

A. Problem Statement 

Programmers are widely perceived as Introverts, Sensors 
and Thinkers (Capretz and Ahmed [1], Sensing and 
iNtuitionist, (Da Cunha and Greathead [3], Introverts,  
iNtuitionists, Thinkers and  Judges (INTJ) (Tieger, [20] ). 
These assessments are purely based  on personality traits 
factors without recourse to code level quality of  programs or 
resulting  software.  The present study seeks to bridge the gap 
between programmer personality traits and the quality of 
programs written by programmers by making  use of a two 
level metrics based on both personality traits and code level 
quality to assess and to select competent programmers who 
create  quality software programs. The Quality of a Program 
(QoP) in this study is measured in terms of the Cohesiveness 
of the Program module (CoPm), Coupling Between Object 
classes (CBO) and Number of Public Methods (NPM).  In 
software development, high cohesion (range [0,1]) and low 
coupling imply good design. In addition,  number of methods 
(NPM) in a well-designed class is always less than 5 when  
cohesion  is  high,  range[0,1] and coupling is low [17]. The 
cohesion degree of a component is high if it implements a 
single logical function, and cohesive component tend to have 
high maintainability and reusability ((Okike [7], Badri [8], 
Bieman and Kang[9]) 

B. Study Ovjectives 

The main objective of this study is to create a two level 
metrics which is based on programmers personality traits and 
the code level quality of program modules. This instrument 
should be useful in selecting programmers who create quality 
programs. Specifically, the objectives of this study are to: 
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 investigate the personality traits of skilled 
programmers using Myers Briggs type indicator 
(MBTI) 

 investigate the code level quality of programs written 
by programmers using Chidamber and Kemerer Java 
Metric tool (CKJM) 

 suggest the personality type indicator(s) of competent 
programmers. 

C. Research Questions 

The following research questions are investigated in this 
study. 

 What are the personality traits of good computer 
programmers? 

 Which personality traits designed quality (cohesive) 
programs? 

D. Research Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses are tested in this study: 

 H1: Introverts design better codes  than extroverts in 
terms of class cohesion 

H0: Introverts do not design better codes than extroverts 

 H1: Sensors  design  better codes  than intuitives in 
terms of class cohesion 

H0: Sensors do not design better codes than intuitives 

 H1: Thinkers   design  better  codes   than feelers in 
terms of class cohesion 

H0: Thinkers do not design better codes than feelers 

 H1: Judges  design better codes  than Perceivers in 
terms of class cohesion 

H0: Judges do not design better codes   than perceivers  

 H1: There is significant correlation between  
personality traits and code quality  

H0: There is no correlation between personality traits and 
code quality 

The rest of this paper is divided into 7 sections. Section 2 
is a presentation of the conceptual model of the study. Section 
3 is the literature review. Section 4 explains the research 
methodology. Section 5 presents the result of this study with 
appropriate discussion. Section 6 is the conclusion while 
section 7 is the list of references 

II. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

The framework for this study is based on Capretz and 
Ahmed [1] model : Mapping programmers  and skills to 
personality type as shown in figure 1 below and   Okike [7] 
Metric calculation Process using Chidamber and Kemerer 
metric tool as shown in figure 2. Arising from these two 
models is a hybrid adapted from the two to achieve the 
objectives stated in section 1.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Mapping Programmers and skills to personality type Adapted from 
Capretz and Ahmed [1] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Metric calculation processSource: Adapted from Okike [7], and 
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A. Proposal of a two level Metrics Model for selecting 

programmers 

Figure 3 below shows a hybrid model metric tool for 
selecting programmers who create cohesive software. Since 
code level quality is measured by high cohesion, any metric 
tool which measures cohesion in software would be good 
candidate. In this study, the Chidamber and Kemerer Java 
Metric (CKJM) tool is  used with particular focus on the Lack 
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of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM) metric. The hybrid tool has 
2 levels as shown in figure 3 namely: level 1 – programmer 
personality trait measurement using the Myers Briggs Type 
Indicator (MBTI) and level 2- program quality measurement 
using Chidamber and Kemerer Java metric (CKJM) tool. 

 

 

 

 

 

                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. A hybrid Metric Modelling Tool for Programmers Selection 
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Code level measurement of program quality have been 
studied using class cohesion , coupling and other metrics from 
the Chidamber and Kemerer metric suite [7,8,9,16,17,19]. 
High cohesion, range [0,1] and low coupling imply good 
design. The term cohesion is defined as the “intramodular 
functional relatedness” in  software [22].   Chidamber and 
Kemerer [19] first defined a cohesion measure for objected 
oriented software- the Lack of cohesion in Methods (LCOM) 
metric.  Okike [7] studied class cohesion measurement in 
object oriented systems using Chidamber and Kemerer Metric 
suite and Java as case study. The study involved 6 different 
types of Java based industrial systems with over 3000 classes. 
The result of the study showed that the Lack of Cohesion in 
Methods metric (LCOM) defined by Chidamber and Kemerer 
was suitable in measuring class cohesion in the studied 
systems. In addition the study showed that the LCOM metric 
satisfy measurement theory conditions, and although the 
metric is prone to outliers; a new metric was defined which 
normalizes the LCOM metric such that outliers were 
eliminated. Furthermore, a pedagogical evaluation and 
discussion about the Lack of Cohesion in Methods metric 
using field experiments is presented in Okike[16], while a 
normalized Lack of Cohesion in Methods metric is presented 
in Okike [17]. In both studies, the usefulness of LCOM metric 
alongside Coupling between Object (CBO) and Number of 
Public Methods (NPM) in the evaluation of well-designed 
classes were clearly established . Hence by measuring 
cohesion using the LCOM, CBO and NPM  metrics in this 
study,  well designed codes by individual programmers were 
identified 

Furthermore, the Myers Briggs Type Indicator(MBTI) has 
been widely used by researchers to measure the personality 
traits of individuals in various capacities and dimensions. 
Okike and Olanrewaju [2] investigated problem solving  and 
decision making skills of 30 student programmers using the 
MBTI tool. A decision problem representing a programming 
task was  given to the students. The students were expected to 
produce computer programs which solves the given problem. 
The MBTI, an automated personality traits questionnaire 
based tool was administered on the students. The responses 
from students were automatically analyzed in order to identify 
the personality traits of each student. The program code or 
codes written by each students was also analyzed using  a 
Chidamber & Kemerer Java Metric (CKJM) tool, and the 
results matched with their corresponding MBTI to determine 
the problem solving and decision making skill of each 
programmer by looking at the quality of the resulting  program 
code. The study concluded that   The result of this study 
indicates that among the various personality traits, the 
Introverted Sensing Thinking Judging (ISTJ) appear to have 
the best problem solving and decision making skill followed 
by Introverted Intuitive Feeling Judging (INFJ) compared to 
other personality traits. However, in all, candidates with 
personality traits  such as Introverted Sensing Feeling 
Perceiving(ISFP), Introverted Intuitive Thinking Perceiving 
(INTP), Extroverted Intuitive Feeling Perceiving (ENFP), 
Introverted Sensing Feeling Judging (ISFJ), Extroverted 
Intuitive Thinking Judging (ENTJ), Extroverted Sensing 

Feeling Judging (ESFJ), Extroverted Intuitive Feeling Judging 
(ENFJ), Introverted Sensing Thinking Perceiving (ISTP), and 
Introverted Intuitive Feeling Perceiving(INFP) are likely to 
have averagely problem solving and decision making skills  
while individuals with Extroverted Sensing Feeling Perceiving 
(ESFP) and Extroverted Sensing Thinking Perceiving (ESTP) 
traits appear  to have  poor  problem solving and decision 
making skills. 

Okike [10] investigated the role of personality traits in 
students’ achievements in Computing Science. Results from 
the study suggests that the strongest motivator for a choice of 
career in the computing sciences is the desire to become a 
computing professional rather a students inherent 
temperamental ability (personality traits). Equally, students’ 
achievements in the computing sciences do not depend only 
on personality traits, motivation for choice of course of study, 
and reading habits but also on the use of Internet based 
sources more going to the university library to use book 
materials available in all areas. 

Okike [11] studied the bipolar factor and systems analysis 
skills of 60 students analysts at the University of Botswana. 
The study evolved a new approach to construct a type matrix 
from a personality type frequency matrix. This approach was 
used to select the best systems analyst based on personality 
traits factors. 

Bentley [4] reviewed personality traits and programmer 
characteristics and presented some of the traits that can be 
indicators of success or failure in computer programming. 
Weinberg [13] explored the psychology of computer 
programming and noted that there could be variations in 
individual productivity due to personality type factor. Capretz 
[5] investigated personality types of software engineers based 
on the combined Jung and Myers Briggs bipolar. The study 
suggested that they were more (Introvert Sensing Thinking 
Judging (ISTJ) software engineers than other types in his data. 
Chung [15] studied the cognitive abilities in computer 
programming using 523 form four secondary school students 
in Hong Kong. Test administered to the students included 
mathematics, space, symbols, hidden figures and 
programming ability. Results of this study suggested that 
performance in mathematics and spatial tests were significant 
predictors in programming ability. Similarly, Bishop-Clark 
and Wheeler [14] investigated the Myers-Briggs personality 
type and its relationship to computer programming. Using 114 
students,  the study sought to know if college students with 
certain personality types performed better than others in an 
introductory programming course. In this study, results 
suggested that sensing students performed significantly better 
than intuition students in programming assignments while  
judging students performed better than perception students  on 
computer programs although the results were not significant 
statistically. 

IV. STUDY METHODOLOGY 

A set of Java based programming task was given to some 
33 student programmers who could use the Java programming 
language confidently. A Chidamber and Kemerer Java metric 
tool (CKJM) [18] was used to analyse the quality of program 
codes written by each participating programmer. In addition 
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the Myers Briggs Type indicator (MBTI) was used to measure 
the personality traits of each participating programmer. In this 
way, a two level metrics based approach was evolved namely: 

Level 1: Human metric tool (MBTI) 

Level 2: Code level metric tool (CJKM) 

The Human metric tool is based on the Myers Briggs Type 
Indicator tool. Each participating programmer completed and 
submitted the automated MBTI questionnaire and was 
subsequently scored by the tool as to the appropriate 
personality trait. 

At level 2, the programmers were given the same 
programming task, and each of them developed appropriate 
Java codes. The codes were evaluated automatically by 
applying the CKJM tool. The CKJM tool calculates for each 
program class the following six metrics when used in any 
experiment [18] 

 WMC: Weighted methods per class 

 DIT : Depth of Inheritance Tree 

 NOC: Number of children 

 CBO: Coupling between object classes   

 RFC: Response for a class 

 LCOM: Lack of cohesion in methods 

 Ca: Afferent coupling 

 NPM: Number of Public Methods for a class 

For the purpose of this paper, the LCOM, CBO and NPM 
metrics are mainly considered  in the assessment of code 
quality . This follows from earlier research  as shown in 
[7,16,17].  High cohesion  range [0,1]  and  low coupling 
implies good design. Also the number of methods  n in a well-
designed class should be less than 5 [17:pg22]. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Table 1 below shows the result of the experiment 
described above in section 3. The Myers Brigg Type Indicator 
(MBTI) of each programmer and the Lack of Cohesion in 
Methods (LCOM) metric of program classes are considered 
together. 

TABLE I.  CLASS DESIGN AND PROGRAMMING ABILITY OF STUDENTS USING CHIDAMBER AND KEMERER METRIC SUITE AND MBTI 

COLS/

1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

S/N Programmer 

MBTI 

 Lines of 

Code 

WMC DIT NOC CBO RFC LCOM CA NPM 

1 ENFJ 97 8 1 0 0 15 1 0 2 

2 ENFP 72 2 1 0 0 11 1 0 2 

3 ENFP 70 5 1 0 0 13 10 0 2 

4 ENTJ 124 7 1 0 0 17 22 0 3 

5 ENTJ 84 2 1 0 0 13 1 0 2 

6 ENTJ 139 7 1 0 0 16 21 0 7 

7 ESFJ 85 2 1 0 0 9 1 0 2 

8 ESFP 130 7 1 0 0 8 13 0 4 

9 ESTJ 187 19 6 0 4 46 115 0 5 

10 ESTJ 121 6 1 0 0 19 15 0 6 

11 ESTJ 59 5 1 0 0 7 1 0 2 

12 ESTJ 122                   18                 6                            0                       4                            42                      97                0                       4                

13 ESTJ 34 2 1 0 1 7 1 0 2 

14 ESTP 81 6 1 0 0 17 3 0 6 

15 INFJ 89 2 1 0 0 17 1 0 2 

16 INFJ 85 2 1 0 0 6 1 0 4 

17 INFP 90                      2                   1                  0                 1                   25                 1                    0                    2                       

18 INFP 38 5 1 0 0 6 6 1 5 

19 INTP 24 2 1 0 0 13 1 0 2 

20 INTP 127 20 6 0 3 40 142 0 3 

21 INTP 111 2 1 0 0 17 1 0 2 

22 ISFJ 129 7 1 0 0 20 21 0 6 

23 ISFJ 55 2 1 0 0 21 1 0 8 

24 ISFP 63 2 1 0 0 12 1 0 2 

25 ISTJ 40 2 1 0 0 12 1 0 2 

26 ISTJ 63 2 1 0 0 14 1 0 2 

27 ISTJ 58 2 1 0 0 12 1 0 2 

28 ISTJ 109 4 1 0 1 25 0 0 3 

29 ISTJ 56                                                9                                   1                                   0                            0                                       10                                   16                                         1                                        9                                               

30 ISTJ 250 14 1 0 0 6 6 1 5 

31 ISTJ 119 2 1 0 1 31 1 0 2 

32 ISTP 125 9 1 0 0 20 34 0 3 

33 ISTP 57 2 1 0 0 12 1 0 2 

Source: Adapted from [21] 
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Using the MBTI tool, the personality characteristics of the 
programmers were established as shown in column 2, while 
the corresponding program quality characteristics of program 
codes written by the programmers are shown from columns 3-
11 as measured by the Chidamber and Kemerer Java Metric 
(CKJM) tool [18].  A comprehensive discussion about the 
Chidamber and Kemerer suite of metrics is presented in [19]. 
Furthermore, a pedagogical evaluation and discussion about 
the usefulness of Chidamber and Kemerer’s metric suite, 
particularly the Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM) metric 
is presented in [7, 16, 17] . Using the CKJM tool the following 
metric were computed for each class or program module 
written by a programmer: Weighted Method per class (WMC), 
Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT), Number of Children (NOC), 
Coupling Between Object (CBO), Response for a Class 
(RFC), Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM), Afferent 
Coupling (CA), and Number of Public Methods (NPM). 
Details about each of this metric have been discussed in 
[7,18,19]. 

A. Bipolar Factor Characteristics s of Candidates 

Table 2 below presents the personality frequency matrix of 
the participating programmers [11]. 

TABLE II.  PERSONALITY FREQUENCY MATRIX 

Personality Type Type  Indicator N 

Extroversion( E)  Introversion (I) 

  14                                 19 

EI 

33 

3
3 

Sensing (S)            iNtuition (N) 

20                                 13 

SN 

33 

3
3 

Thinking (T)         Feeling (F) 

21                                 12 

TF 

33 

3
3 

Judging (J)           Perceiving (P) 

21                             12 

JP 

33 

3
3 

 

From this table, the dominant personality traits are   
Thinking (T) =21, Judging (J) = 21, Sensing(S) = 20, and 
iNtuition (N) = 19.  Arising from Table 2, a type matrix table  
is presented in Table 3. Diagonals of type matrix tables must 
sum up to the total number of participants [11] 

TABLE III.  TYPE MATRIX TABLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VI.  DISCUSSION 

From Table 1, programs with LCOM value in the range 
[0,1] are cohesive, and hence well designed. These programs 
were written by candidates with serial numbers 
1,2,5,7,11,13,15,16,17,19,21,23-28,31 and 33. The 
corresponding personality traits of these candidates are ENFJ, 
ENFP, ENTJ, ESFJ, ESTJ, ESTJ, INFJ, INFJ, INFP, INTP, 
INTP, ISFJ, ISFP, ISTJ, ISTJ, ISTJ, ISTJ, ISTP (research 
questions bullet 1 and 2). Overall the number of well designed 
cohesive programs based on personality traits are shown in 
Table 4 below 

TABLE IV.  PERSONALITY TYPE AND GOOD PROGRAM DESIGN 

Personality 

 Type 

No of Cohesive 

Programs 

ENFJ 1 

ENFP 1 

ENTJ 1 

ESFJ 1 

ESTJ 2 

INFJ 2 

INFP 1 

INTP 2 

ISFJ 1 

ISFP 1 

ISTJ 4 

ISTP 1 

Considering the bipolar factors – Extroversion (E ), 
Introversion (I), Sensing (S), iNtuition (N), Thinking (T), 
Feeling (F), Judging (J), and Perceiving (P), the number of 
well designed program codes are shown in Table 5 below 

TABLE V.  GOOD PROGRAMS BY BIPOLAR FACTOR 

Bipolar Factor No of good programs 

Extroversion (E ) 10 

Introversion (I) 6 

Sensing  (S) 10 

Intuition (N) 8 

Thinking (T) 10 

Feeling  (F) 8 

Judging (J) 12 

Perceiving  (P) 6 

Table 5 also provides answers to research questions 
(bullets 1 and 2) of this study.   From this study, introverts 
appear not have better code design ability than extroverts. In 
fact, extroverts could be  better programmers than introvert 
(hypothesis bullet 1).  
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Sensors could design better codes than iNtuitives 
(hypothesis bullet 2). Thinkers could design better codes than 
feelers (hypothesis bullet 3). Judges could be better code 
designers than perceivers (hypothesis bullet 4). The study 
suggests that there is significant relationship between 
personality traits and code quality (hypothesis bullet 5). This 
result is also supported in [2] 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this study, a model for measuring both the personality 
traits of individual programmers and the quality of programs 
developed these programmers at two levels has been 
presented. The model could be used when selecting competent 
computer programmers since the quality of well designed 
computer program can be measured by the level of 
cohesiveness of the program module or class [7,8,9,16,18,19]. 
In addition, good computer programmers appear to have 
strong personality traits such as judging, extroversion, sensing, 
thinking, intuition, feeling, and could have introversion and 
perceiving abilities. This conclusion supports previous studies 
a presented in [1, 2,3,20]. Further details about the 
peculiarities of these traits are fully discussed in [22]. 
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Abstract—Medical image analysis process usually starts with 

segmentation step, which aims to separate different objects in the 

image scene. This is achieved by mainly dividing the image into 

two parts, the region of interest (ROI) and the background. 

Segmentation of acute lymphoblastic leukemia blood cell (ALL) 

based on microscope color image is one of the important step in 

the recognition process. This paper proposed a technique which 

aims to  segment the color image of acute leukemia  by 

transforming  the RGB color space to C-Y color space .in the C-

Y color space, the luminance component is used to segment 

(ALL) .The proposed algorithm runs on 100 microscopic ALL 

images and  the experimental result shows that the proposed 

system can provide a good segmentation of  ALL from its 

complicated background and  shows  that the  segmentation  

accuracy of the proposed technique is  98.38% compared to the 

result of the manual segmentation method by expert. 

Keywords—Image Segmentation; acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia; RGB; C-Y color space  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cancer is a class of diseases characterized by out-of-
control cell growth. There are many different types of cancer, 
and each is classified by the type of cell that is initially 
affected, one of them is Leukemia. Leukemia is a cancer that 
begins in the bone marrow. It is caused by excessive 
production of leucocytes that replace normal blood cells. 
There are four major different types of Leukemia according to 
the growth speed overproduction of leukemic cells [1]. The 
four main types of Leukemia are : Acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia (ALL) ,Acute myelogenous 
leukemia(AML),Chronic lymphocytic leukemia(CLL) and 
Chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML).This work focuses on 
the segmentation of Acute  lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), 
which is called also childhood leukemia.The early and fast 
identification of the leukemia type, greatly aids in providing 
the appropriate treatment for the specific type. Over years 
several works have been conducted in the area of general 
automatic segmentation and  detection methods of ALL. Most 
of the methods are based on local image information .Cell 
segmentation using active contour models is presented in [3]. 

In [4] proposed a blood image segmentation algorithm 
based on automatic thresholding and binary filtering .in [5] 
proposed segmentation technique based on watershed 
transform to extract the nucleus distribution information is 
used to extract cytoplasm from the background including 

RBC. While effective for nucleus segmentation this method 
fails when the cytoplasm is not round. Color images allow 
more reliable image segmentation and provide a better 
description of a scene than grayscale images [2] many 
approaches produced several techniques that using 
transformation of original RGB images into different color 
space as in [7] proposed algorithm that converts the RGB 
color space to HSV color space by working on H channel after 
extracting it from HSV color space. In [8] it uses Lab color 
space for segmentation process. 

In [9] proposed algorithm Based on HSI color space, 
enhancement technique .In this paper we proposed a 
segmentation algorithm on digital microscope images for 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia based on C-Y color space. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The main goal of this work is to segment the microscopic 
image of ALL by converting the RGB color space to C-Y 
color space after extracting the Y channel from the C-Y and 
apply median filter on it .we present a comparison of our 
algorithm’s accuracy and the accuracy of RGB segmentation 
algorithm. 

A. The Dataset-The images of the database have been 

captured with an optical laboratory microscope coupled 

with a Canon Power Shot G5 camera. All images are in 

JPG format with 24 bit color depth, resolution 2592 × 

1944. The images are taken with different magnifications 

of the microscope ranging from 300 to 500. The ALL-IDB 

database has two versions [10]; ALL-IDB2 version of the 

database is used. 

                         

Fig. 1. Example of ALL Dataset 

B. C-Y Color space 

Through reviewing several techniques that used 
transformation of RGB color space to different other color 

http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/acute-lymphoblastic-leukemia-all
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/acute-lymphoblastic-leukemia-all
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/acute-myelogenous-leukemia-aml
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/acute-myelogenous-leukemia-aml
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/chronic-lymphocytic-leukemia-cll
http://www.webmd.com/hw-popup/chronic-myelogenous-leukemia-cml
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space, it has been noted that some color space has complex 
equations of transforming like HSI. So we used the C-Y color 
space. The C-Y color model has three color components B-Y, 
R-Y, G-Y, and one luminance component Y [11]. Only two of 
three color components are needed to define a color. 

The conversion of the RGB color space to C-Y color space 
can be computed using the following 3 × 3 transformation 
matrix as in (1): 

[
 

   
   

]   [

 
                               

                            
                               

] [
 
 
 
]            (1) 

Here, both R-Y and B-Y represent the chromaticity of a 
color in C-Y color space. 
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In C-Y color model, saturation (S) as in (2) and hue as in 
(3), θ can also be derived from the R-Y and B-Y components 
as above equations. 

In order to convert the C-Y color space to RGB color 
space we use the following transformation matrix in (4): 
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]                  (4) 

 

C. Proposed approach 

The essential goal of acute leukemia blood cell 
segmentation is to extract structural component such as blast 
from its complicated background by using C-Y color model. 
The proposed algorithm for ALL image segmentation is given 
below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Proposed system for ALL segmentation 

The technique for segmentation ALL by C-Y color model 
composed of the following steps which are summarized 
below. 

Step 1: transforming the original image with RGB color 
space to C-Y color space using the transformation matrix. 

Step 2: Extracting the luminance Y component from C-Y 
color space. 

Step 3: Select the threshold value using Y component from 
C-Y color space from the histogram. 

Step 4: Applying the median filter N × N (N = 5) to the 
resulted image. 

Step 5: Convert the resulted image to RGB & display the 
result. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this presented work we introduced an approach of 
segmentation the acute leukemia blood cell (ALL) based on 
C-Y color space. The result obtained after applying the 
proposed algorithm as shown below. 

         
            (a)                          (b)  (c) 

Fig. 3. are three different examples of  original RGB images 

       

               (d)                     (e)                             (f) 

Fig. 4.  (d,e,f ) are three Equivalent C-Y Images for a,b,c 

          
         (g)                      (h)                          (i) 

Fig. 5. (g ,h,i ) are three B-Y components of C-Y for d ,e , f 

        
           (j)                   (k)                       (l) 

Fig. 6. (j,k ,l ) are three R-Y components of C-Y for d ,e , f 

Original Image with RGB Color Space 

 

Convert to C-Y Color model  

Extracting Y Component 

Segmentation by Using Histogram 

Apply Median filter on resulted image 

Convert to RGB Color space  
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          (m)                    (n)                     (o) 

Fig. 7. (m,n,o ) are three S components of C-Y for d ,e , f 

         

             (p)                      (q)                       (r) 

Fig. 8. (p,q,r ) are three Y components of C-Y for d ,e , f 

             
           (s)                           (t)                          (u) 

Fig. 9. (s,t,u) are three segmented images of  Y  component              for 

(p,q,r) 

               

               (v)                            (w)                         (x) 

Fig. 10. (v,w,x ) are the converted of  (s,t,u)images into RGB 

The proposed methodology is tested using 100 images of 
ALL cells and it has successfully isolated the blast part of the 
cell from the other components of the image this segmentation 
based on the luminance (Y) component of C-Y color space. 
To validate the proposed method statistically, the global 
quantitative method is used. A comparison on area pixels 
between the accuracy of C-Y algorithm and RGB algorithm 
according to the expert result was done to measure the 
accuracy of the method in quantitative manner. 

This next table shows a performance comparison of acute 
leukemia image segmentation accuracy using C-Y and RGB 
color spaces. For image segmentation using RGB and C-Y 
color space observation it is found that the method based on 
RGB  color space has not performed well .Means it should not 
gives accurate result, Besides that ,the shape of the blast after 
the segmentation process is not quite similar to the expert 

blasts. While the method based on C-Y color space using Y 
component can provide a better accuracy segmentation and 
shape to the expert blasts. 

TABLE I.  THE RESULTS OF SEGMENTATION’S ACCURACY BY C-Y 

COLOR SPACE COMPARED WITH THE SEGMENTATION’S ACCURACY BY RGB 

COLOR SPACE 

Type of cell Segmentation accuracy 

C-Y 98.38% 

RGB 95.93 % 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper we proposed a technique of segmentation of 
ALL microscope images by using C-Y color space. This 
segmentation is based on the luminance (Y) component of C-
Y color space. This approach also showed that applying the C-
Y color space is simpler than other color space due to their 
complex equations and show good result in segmentation of 
ALL microscopic color images. The segmentation accuracy 
for the tested images is 98.38 % compared to the accuracy of 
segmentation of RGB color space 95.93%. The results show 
that our segmentation technique is robust. In the future, the 
result of this work can be used as the basis for extracting the 
other features from the acute lymphoblastic leukemia blood 
samples. 
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Abstract—with the increased rates of the slow learners (SL) 

enrolled in schools nowadays; the schools realized that the 

traditional academic curriculum is inadequate. Some schools 

have developed a special curricula that are particularly suited a 

slow learner while others are focusing their efforts on the 

devising of better and more effective methods and techniques in 

teaching. In the other hand, knowledge discovery and data 

mining techniques certainly can help to understand more about 

these students and their educational behaviors. This paper 

discusses the clustering of elementary school slow learner 

students behavior for the discovery of optimal learning patterns 

that enhance their learning capabilities. The development stages 

of an integrated E-Learning and mining system are briefed. The 

results show that after applying the clustering algorithms 

Expectation maximization and K-Mean on the slow learner’s 

data, a reduced set of five optimal patterns list (RSWG, RWSG, 

RWGS, GRSW, and SGWR) is reached. Actually, the students 

followed these five patterns reached grads higher than 75%. 

Therefore, the proposed system is significant for slow learners, 

teachers and schools. 

Keywords—Data mining; E-learning; Slow Learners 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A child may be a slow learner for various reasons, 
including: heredity, inadequate brain development due to lack 
of stimulation, low motivation, attention problems, behavior 
problems, different cultural background from that which 
dominates in the school, or distracting personal problems[1-4]. 
With so many slow learners remaining in school nowadays, 
the schools are beginning to realize that they make special 
provision for such students. The traditional academic 
curriculum of past years is now judged inadequate. Some have 
developed special curricula that are particularly suited a slow 
learners and their needs. Some schools, rather than developing 
special curricula are focusing their attention on the devising of 
better and more effective methods and techniques for use in 
teaching the regular curricula to slow learners [5]. Other 
schools work on both directions [6]. 

Knowledge discovery is an evolving interdisciplinary field 
that is connected to a number of research areas containing 
intelligent and adaptive web-based educational systems, 
intelligent tutoring systems, adaptive hypermedia, online 
courses mining systems and more others [7, 8]. Recently, its 
applications especially in the educational E-learning 

environments have been improved in order to cluster and mine 
the characteristics and the records of the learners to predict 
their studying results [9-11]. Also, it can find out helpful 
information that can be utilized informative estimation to aid 
educators to establish an educational basis for decisions when 
modifying and designing approach or teaching environment. 
Actually, in the educational systems, the data mining 
application is a repeated cycle of testing, refinement and 
hypothesis formation [7]. Therefore, the educational 
knowledge discovery and data mining techniques certainly can 
help through the discovery of hidden valuable knowledge to 
understand more about slow learner students and their 
educational behaviors. 

This paper discusses the discovery of the optimal pattern of 
learning for elementary school slow learner students through 
applying two machine learning clustering algorithms 
Expectation maximization and K-Mean. The development 
stages of the proposed integrated E-Learning and mining 
system are briefed, where it goes through the development of 
digital contents of the English course with a mapping of these 
digital materials with environmental background of these 
students. Then the Skelton of the database with a simplified 
graphical user interface suitable for these slow learners is 
briefly presented. The rest of the paper is organized as follow; 
section 2 presents literature review and related. Section 3; go 
through the slow learner students definition, characteristics, 
suitable strategies of teaching and recommendation. 
Traditional teaching versus E-learning teaching is in Section 4. 
Section 5, presents machine learning clustering algorithms. 
Section 6 discusses the proposed clustering based integrated 
system based on three main levels, these are bottom, middle 
and top. Section 7, concludes the paper. 

II. LITERATURE RELATED WORK 

Data mining is supported by hosting models or tasks that 

capture the characteristics of data in several different ways 

such as: classification, clustering and visualization and other 

models. Many studies tried to enhance the results of 

implementing data mining approaches through e-learning 

systems [7-11]. But still there is an urgent need for considering 

the learning environment’s design in order to utilize the 

chance provided by the internet. E-environment is not just a 

conversion from print-based material to digital one. 
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TABLE I.  LITERATURES OF DIFFERENT DATA MINING TASKS IN EDUCATIONAL E-LEARNING 

Classification 
Author Objective Results 

Kangaiammal 

et. al (2013) 

Classifying the user learning activities during the learning 

process depending on a continuous evaluation test for 

recognizing the understanding level. 

Using a Rough Set Approach, they could increase teacher 

ability of awareness of the user learning ability before 

preparing the content of the course.   

Marijana       

et. al  (2009) 

Creating adaptive courses for e-learning depend on the style 

of learning utilizing the intelligence tools  

The students accomplished good results & high satisfaction’s 

while attended the adapted courses based on learning styles. 

Aski & 

Torshizi 

(2009) 

To compare and investigate the results of the perceptions of 

four classification tools to analyze and classify the 

information of learner. 

It is discovered that tools which use the Simple Bayesian or 

Decision Tree Algorithms had more truthful outcomes and 

helpful means in classifying the learner’s information. 

Furkan (2008) To classify examination performances of three intelligence 

artificial favorite tools ANFIS, SVM, and ANN among 

environment that depends on E-Learning) 

The system of Adaptive-Network-Based Fuzzy Inference 

(ANFIS) achieved better performances than Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN).                              

 Clustering 
Mamcencko 

et. al (2011) 

To analyze the data of the electronic examination. 

  

The association rules and clustering aid in defining the 

relationship and patterns in the data of electronic exam.  Also 

enhanced the system of E-examination by descriptive model. 

Anitha & 

Krishnan 

(2011) 

Build a model to link the E-learners at their early stages of 

learning by presenting navigation recommendation 

They combined the clustering task with (AR) technique to 

achieve their goals. Their results showed that the usage of the 

patterns of clustered access decreased the size of data set and 

enhanced the accuracy of recommendation 

Dominguez,  

et. al (2010) 

To presents a method where the student current & past data  

is utilized live to produce hints for students that are ending 

the exercises of programming during the online competition  

Association’s rules- clustering and numerical analysis helped 

them discovering that the users who are given hints achieved 

higher marks than the users who were not. 

Carmona et al. 

(2010) 

To present the subgroup discovery techniques’ application to 

the E- learning data from the Learning Management System 

(LMS) of the universities of Andalusia. 

Optimization-Evolutionary algorithms were used for reducing 

a group of comprehensible rules that were obtained (due to 

their usage of the linguistic labels as well as their tiny size) 

that make them more explanatory for the instructor as well as 

getting the same values in the other measures of quality. 

Liu (2009) To generate the characteristics of learners from his data. Achieved the behavior description of learner throughout 

dynamically generated metric and measurements.  

Visualization 
Prema & 

Prakasam 

(2013) 

Increasing the quality of the content in the learning materials 

as well as enhancing the concepts of self –learning for the 

students, and increasing their  examination performance 

It is indicated that there is a positive results for the usage of 

Data mining based e-learning system on the quality of 

learning and teaching. 

Hung & Saba 

(2012) 

To suggest a generic model for Educational Data Ming 

(EDM) examined by the existed model of the data mining 

and EDM literature. 

The case study displayed the relationships & patterns that are 

exposed from the model of EDM that could be applied. The 

specific mining techniques of education help in improving 

pedagogical decision making and instructional design. 

Kazanidis 

 Et. al, (2009) 

To suggest a platform that depends on the framework for 

recording, analyzing and processing data from Learning 

Management Systems (LMS) 

The benefits of the usage of the frame work utilized the tools 

of data mining (DM) for the evaluation of the users and the 

content, suggesting new metrics and indexes to be utilized 

with the algorithms of DM, and to be adaptable to any LMS.  

Table 1 abstracts some of these tries categorized by 
different mining task. These papers focuses generally on 
educational data mining model with different categories but 
certainly, they helped us reaching the results of this paper. 
Actually, Table 1, innovated the idea of our study which cover 
the effects of e-learning systems on the slow learners. 

III. SL: CHARACTERISTICS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

A child may be a slow learner for various reasons, 
including: heredity, inadequate brain development due to lack 
of stimulation, low motivation, attention problems, behavior 
problems, different cultural background from that which  

 
dominates in the school, or distracting personal problems[1-4]. 
The slow learning is not a learning disability or diagnostic 
category. It means that these students suffer from low rate of 
understanding for the materials; therefore, they need special 
education strategies. The slow learner is those students that 
when you are setting up the lesson, they cannot find his or her 
materials (book, pencils, Papers), when you remind him about 
the last lesson, he or she doesn’t seem to remember anything. 
Table 2, list some of slow learners characteristics, teaching 
strategies and recommendation. 
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TABLE II.  ABSTRACTION OF SL CHARACTERISTICS, TEACHING STRATEGIES AND RECOMMENDATION 

Characteristics [17,28]   

 Scores low rates on evaluation  tests 

 Their classification below average ability   

 Functioning ability is below grade level 

 prefers playing with younger children 

 Faces difficulty in following multi-step directions 

 Frequently has impaired fine motor coordination such 

as delayed ability to tie shoe laces 

 Has few internal strategies (i.e. organizational skills, 

transferring/generalizing information) 

 Works well with “hands-on” material (i.e. labs, pictured 

texts, manipulative, activities) 

 May have poor self-image & lacks self-confidence 

 Works on all tasks slowly  

 Masters skills slowly or does not master at all   

Teaching Strategies [1-4, 17,28,29] 

 Inclusion of students with slow learner into regular classes is generally an effective strategy  
 Another strategy is to enroll the child in the least demanding syllabus available and supplement classroom learning 

with one-on-one teaching by special educators and occupational therapists 
 The strategy to teach slow learner by E-learning environment may enhance their educational behavior 

Recommendation [1-4, 29] 

 Slow learner should receive special help outside the classroom. 

 Teacher should spent great deal of time with slow learner.   

 Do not give slow learner any designation which indicates they are in fact “slow learners.” 

 Look for every opportunity to encourage and to reinforce the idea that the students are improving 

 Use tighter lesson plan because slow learners cannot usually think very creatively or spontaneously.   

 Prepare a lesson’s content that is concrete, visual, familiar, and personally interesting to the students 

 Use eye-catching materials such as colored chalk or magic marker for key words in the lesson. 

 Keep information to no more than five pieces at one time? Because they suffer from short memory and short 

memory can hold 5-9 items only at a time 

TABLE III.  BENEFITS & DRAWBACKS OF TRADITIONAL LEARNING VERSUS E-LEARNING 

 Traditional Learning E-Learning 

Student 

Contribution 

 

  A single student in a given period of 

time can express herself or himself.  

 just one topic which cans the student 

expressing his opinion at a time 

 Multiple students can share their contributors in the 

debates and express their opinions.  

 Multiple topics can be convened simultaneously and the 

student can be involved concurrently in various topics and 

express his/her opinion 

 more ability to understand complex concepts for multiple 

students 

Teacher 

Contribution 
 The teacher commonly talks and 

speeches more than the learner. 
 the learner talks more than or equal to the teacher. 

Interaction 

between  

Students 

 less interaction and is not recorded in 

reports 

 higher interaction and it can be reflected in the amount of 

the messages which are transferred between the learners 

in the groups of the study and in the reports of students 

Student Control 

of Learning 

Process 

 can’t  control the process of learning 
 can control the process of learning and to log in into any 

course at any convenient times & when they feel that they 

able to receive information 

Student freedom  limited freedom 
 Has freedom of the social restraints of gender, 

perspiration and the appearance 
Student 

Motivation 
 Low motivation  High motivation because of technology 

limits of learning   limited to place and time  no limit on place or  time 

Discussion Style  is done by the whole class  Happens in group styles or individually.  

Teacher role  The teacher role is the authority, 
 The teacher role is to direct the learners into the 

information and the knowledge 

Subject Matter 
 the teacher precedes the lesson in 

accordance with the curriculum and 

the study program 

 the process of determinate the subjects, the study depends 

on different sources of information, such as net-experts 

and data banks which are located by the learner. 

Learning 

Emphases  

 the student learn “what” only because 

the teacher is usually busy with 

finishing the required topics 

 the student learn “what” and “how”, because , the process 

of learning contains research study that merges searching 

for and gathering information from the data banks. 
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Fig. 1. The proposed integrated system architecture 

IV. TRADITIONAL LEARNING VERSUS E-LEARNING

The process of learning can be defined as providing the 
knowledge for the learners by various ways such as, 
questioning, doing, watching and listening. Traditional 
learning is also known as customary education, conventional 
education or back-to-basics. It refers to the traditional customs 
which are found for a long time in the schools and the society 
deemed appropriate traditionally [30].   In the other hand, E-
Learning is using the network and computer in teaching and 
transferring the knowledge and skills. These applications and 
processes contain “computer based learning”, “Web based 
learning”, digital collaboration and virtual classrooms. The 
content of the learning is transferred via internet/extranet, CD-
ROM, video tape, audio tape, Internet, satellite TV. E-learning 
includes media in text form, streaming video form, image, 
animation and audio form, and it can be instructive or self-
paced [30]. Table 3, shows the traditional learning versus e-
learning benefits and drawbacks. 

V. CLUSTERING 

Clustering is unsupervised learning that group the objects 
into subsets of similar features, where it can be used in many 
fields, including machine learning, data mining, pattern 
recognition, image analysis and other. Usually, the first step in 
clustering is to state a mathematical description of similarity 
[32]. There are number of criteria’s available to measure the 
similarity between objects where the default measure is 
Euclidian Distance. Clustering techniques are able to deal with 
noisy and high dimensional data. In general, the major 
clustering algorithms can be classified into following 
categories. (1) Partitioning algorithm: given a database of n 
data records, it constructs k partitions where each partition 
represents a cluster and k≤n.  (2) Hierarchical algorithm: a 
hierarchical decomposition of data objects is created. (3) 
Density based algorithm: its idea is to keep growing a specific 
cluster as long as the density in the neighborhood exceeds 
some threshold (4) Grid based algorithm: it quantizes the 
object space into a finite number of cells that construct a grid 

structure and all of its operations are performed on grid 
structure. (5) Model based algorithm: it hypothesize a model 
for each cluster and best fit data that model [32-35]. 

The K-means clustering algorithm is a partition algorithm 
that performs one level partition of the data records where it 
first choose k (number of clusters desired) initial centroids. 
Each point is then assigned to the closest centroid or cluster, 
and the cluster is then updated based on the updated points 
assigned to it. The basic steps of k-means clustering are first 
determine the centroids coordinates then determine the 
distance of each object to the centroids, gather the objects 
based on minimum distance and lastly update the 
centroids[33,34]. 

VI. THE PROPOSED CLUSTERING BASED INTEGRATED 

SYSTEM 

The proposed clustering integrated system went through 
three main levels. These are bottom, middle and top, see 
Figure 1. In the following, a brief presentation for each of 
them is given. 

A. Bottom Level 

In this level, all lessons were developed from scratch 
where they contain image, sound and emotions that together 
form an attractive lesson environment and also consider the 
simulation of the slow learner student’s way of thinking and 
connectivity between various contents. Note that no specific 
order of lessons is pre-stated on the slow learner’s students. 
Ex: some students start with reading unit while others start 
with listening unit and so on. (Microsoft power point slides 
plus “iSpring” are used by this stage). For every lesson, a quiz 
was developed for reporting the understanding degree of each 
student. Additionally, a final exam is also maintained 
(ASP.net plus C# 
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TABLE IV.  24 PERMUTATION LEARNING PATTERN ACTIVITIES (R: 
READING, G: GRAMMAR, W: WRITING, S: SPEAKING) 

1-

RWGS 
7-GSRW 13-WSGR 19-SGRW 

2-

RWSG 
8-GSWR 14-WSRG 20-SGWR 

3-

RSWG 
9-GWRS 15-WRSG 21-SWRG 

4-

RSGW 
10-GWSR 16-WRGS 22-SWGR 

5-

RGWS 
11-GRSW 17-WGSR 23-SRGW 

6-

RGSW 
12-GRWS 18-WGRS 24-SRWG  

Fig. 2. Ex of a simple GUI during learning 

 

Fig. 3. Sample of integrating the whole system collected data 

are used to accomplish this stage). Figure 2 shows     a 
sample screen shoot of the developed lessons work flow , 
where the slow learner first choose the unit no, then follow a 
specific sequence or learning pattern, to study and perform 
quizzes and assigments. 

B. Middle Level 

In this level, the Skelton of the system database and 
internal structure are achieved. The design of database 
includes the English course dataset, the student browsing 
educational events and the student achievement. The SQL 
server 2008 was used to implement the database ADO.net and 
is also used to link ASP.net with the database. We have tried 
to aggregate the sequence log data of the slow learner into a 
list of features that could capture most aspects of a student's 
online behavior. The features we have selected are: the login 
frequency, the date of last login, the time spent online, the 
number of lessons read, the number of quizzes, the average 
grade obtained in the unit as a whole, the, the average best 
grade obtained, and the number of answers to existing 
questions. All of our features are normalized. 

The English course dataset contains four different 
activities; these are Reading (R), Writing (W), Grammar (G), 

and Speaking (S). Each slow learner can start his learning 
using any sequence of these activities, and then continue 
studding for the rest of activities. Table: 4 shows the possible 
student learning activities sequences, which various among 24 
patterns. Figure 3, show a sample of the slow learner data. 

C. Top Level 

In this level, the whole consistency and integrity of system 

components are also achieved. A “WEKA” mining tool is 

used with target of clustering task. The “WEKA” data analysis 

tool is a group of machine learning algorithms to solve 

problems used in real world. Java is the used programming 

language in “WEKA”. It is freely available software. It is 

portable & platform independent because it is fully 

implemented in Java programming language and thus runs on 

almost any modern computing platform [31]. Weka also 

contains tools for data preprocessing. In this paper two 

clustering algorithms is selected from WEKA for interpreting 

the following results. These are Simple K-means and 

Expectation Maximization algorithms. Our aim with this 

analysis was be to determine if selecting a specific learning 

activities pattern or sequence will affect the overall 

achievements of the slow learner’s students and affect their 
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educational performance. In addition whether the clusters 

show mostly qualitative or quantitative differences between 

the slow learner students or not?. 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS & DISSCUSSION 

Our system is implemented using ASP.NET and C# with 
SQL database language. The results of this paper are based on 
random sample of data of the slow learners of elementary 
school in Kuwait. Each participant accessed the integrated 
system will participate as a total of five times instead of one 
time, since the course consist of five units and each unit has a 
different material. Thus a higher reliability of the results is 
obtained. Also, the system allows repeating the material to the 
slow learners in order to enhance their academic achievement 
based on scientific recommendation for teaching slow 
learners. 

The data used in this paper was collected, and pre-
processed based on real slow learner students’ information in 
an elementary school at Kuwait. Actually, the total number of 
participants was 300 students with a five times login 
participation for each teaching unit. In each experiment, 500 
records were randomly selected. 

Experiment 1: learning pattern Visualization 

This experiment visualizes the distribution of the slow 
learner relative to the followed pattern of learning in Figure 4. 
From the figure, it is obvious that some pattern was followed 
frequently than other patterns by the students which reflect 
their interest in such pattern. These are three main patterns 
(RWSG with frequencies =138, RWGS with frequencies =52 
and RSWG with frequencies = 56) 

Experiment 2: Expectation Maximization algorithm (EM) 
Expectation maximization algorithm is an iterative algorithm 
for finding maximum likelihood or maximum a posteriori 
(MAP) estimates of parameters in statistical models. The 
EM[34] iteration alternates between performing an 
expectation (E) step, which computes the expectation of the 
log-likelihood evaluated using the current estimate for the 
parameters, and maximization (M) step. These parameter-
estimates are then used to determine the distribution of the 
latent variables in the next E step. The result of the cluster 
analysis is as values that indicate the class indices, where a 
value '0' refers to the first cluster; a value of '1' refers to the 

Fig. 4. 24 learning patters with total no of  followed students 

second cluster, etc. The class indices are sorted according to 
the prior probability associated with cluster, i.e. a class index 
of '0' refers to the cluster with the highest probability [34]. 
Figure 5 shows result of EM algorithm on the selected slow 
learner data. Figure 6: shows a visualization of results cluster. 
From both figure, four main clusters were detected from the 
data and the mapping between the learning patterns relatively 
to the achievements grads were resulted in the following 

Cluster 0   B  RSWG 

Cluster 1   C  WRGS 

Cluster 2   D   RWSG 
Cluster 3   A RWGS 

Experiment 3: K-Mean cluster with k=2 

K-means clustering algorithm [34] aims to partition n 
records into k clusters in which each observation belongs to 
the cluster with the nearest mean. It is one of the simplest 
unsupervised learning algorithms where its main idea is to 
define k centroids, one for each cluster and a very good 
recommendation state that these centroids should be placed far 
away from each other. Applying the K-mean on the slow 
learner data with two main clusters resulted in the following 
mapping between the learning patterns relatively and the 
achievements grads of students. 

Cluster 0   B    RWSG 

Cluster 1   C    RWGS 
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Fig. 5. Expectation Maximization algorithm results on slow learner data , no 
of cluster=4 

 

Fig. 6. visualization of Expectation Maximization algorithm on slow learner data, no of cluster=4 

Experiment 4: K-Mean cluster with k=4 

The student’s data were only quantitatively differentiated 
by sequence of learning activities. Applying the K-mean on 
the slow learner data with four main clusters resulted in the 
following results 

Cluster   0             1            2            3 

  C            A            D           B 
         GRSW   SGWR    WRGS  RWSG 

Based on results of the three clustering algorithms on the 
collected slow learner data, an illustration of the relations 
between patterns and academic achievement is analyzed and 
hence the three algorithms reached a specific list of optimal 
learning pattern. This list reduced the 24 proposed learning 
patterns to a set of 5 optimal patterns list (RSWG, RWSG, 
RWGS, GRSW, and SGWR). Of course, the preferred list 
from experiment 1 is certainly included in the optimal patterns 
list. These five optimal patterns helped the slow learner to get 

grads between A, B or C which are still considered an 
achievement for the slow learner. In addition, the student who 
followed pattern RWSG in the three algorithms reached grad 
B with score higher than 75%.  Also, student who followed 
patterns SGWR or SGWR got an A which is the highest 
academic achievements for the slow learner. Therefore, these 
are the optimal learning pattern in learning slow learner 
student 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

With the increased rates of the slow learners enrolled in 
schools nowadays, the schools realized that the traditional 
academic curriculum is inadequate. Some schools have 
developed a special curricula that are particularly suited a slow 
learner while others are focusing their efforts on the devising 
of better and more effective methods and techniques in 
teaching. In the other hand, knowledge discovery and data 
mining techniques certainly can help through the discovery of 
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hidden valuable knowledge to understand more about these 
students and their educational behaviors. This paper discussed 
the discovery of the optimal pattern of learning for elementary 
school slow learner students through applying two machine 
learning clustering algorithms Expectation maximization and 
K-Mean. The development stages of the proposed integrated 
E-Learning and mining system were briefed, where it goes 
through the development of digital contents of the English 
course with a mapping of these digital materials with 
environmental background of these students.  

Then the Skelton of the database with a simplified 
graphical user interface suitable for these slow learners was 
also briefed.  Based on the results of the three applied 
clustering algorithms on the slow learner data, a five optimal 
learning patterns list were concluded as a reduction of 24 
possible combination and relative the prepared teaching 
material. This optimal list includes (RSWG, RWSG, RWGS, 
GRSW, and SGWR) interested patterns and certainly helped 
the slow learner to get grads between A, B or C which are still 
considered an achievement for the slow learner. Actually, the 
student who followed pattern RWSG in the three algorithms 
reached grad B with score higher than 75%.  Also, student 
who followed patterns SGWR or SGWR got an A which is the 
highest academic achievements for the slow learner. 
Therefore, the proposed integrated clustering system is a 
promising assistant methodology for teaching the slow learner 
student. 

Our suture work includes more investigation for different 
course material specially in mathematics. Also, different slow 
learner students with different grads or age level will be 
studied. 
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Abstract—In Japan and developed countries, it has become 

aged society, and wide variety welfare device or system have been 

developed. But these evaluation methods of welfare device or 

system are limited only stability, intensity and partial operability. 

Because of, it is not clear to determine the standard to evaluation 

for welfare device or system of usefulness. Therefore, we will 

attempt to establish the standard for evaluation about usefulness 

for objectively and quantitatively for including non-verbal 

cognition. We examine the relationship between human 

movements and brain activity, and consider the evaluation 

method of welfare devices and systems to measure the load and 

fatigue which were felt by human. In this paper, we measure the 

load for sitting and standing movement using NISR. We tried to 

make sure for the possibility of the quantitatively estimation for 

physical or psychological load or fatigue by measuring of brain 

activity using NIRS(Near Infra Red Spectroscopy). As results, 

when subjects perform the movement task, the statistical 

significant difference was shown in the specific part of the brain 

region. 

Keywords—component; Evaluation; Movement; Exercise; 

NIRS; Care; Welfare Technology; Useful welfare device 

evaluation; Evaluation method 

I. INTRODUCTION  

As it has been known widely, aging population in Japan 
and world-wide countries has been increasing. Thereby the 

number of care worker has been increasing. Care is very hard 
work. Welfare devices and systems reducing a burden of the 
care work are required. In this background, welfare systems 
and device are rapidly developing, and various devices are 
manufactured based on the increased popularity of welfare 
device and system. Also, the market of welfare devices and 
systems is expanding. However, the evaluation method is 
limited respectively to stability, strength and a part of 
operability for individual system or device. It means that 
evaluation methodology for usefulness of them was not 
established. Therefore, we will attempt to establish a standard 
to evaluate the usefulness for objectively and quantitatively on 
the basis of cognition such as physical load, reduction of 
fatigue and postural stability. Especially, in considering 
universality, it is necessary to measure human movement in 
daily life. Movement was not measured by using particular 
device, but routinely-performed movement in daily life. 

In our previous study, we examined the possibility of 
evaluation by measuring physical load due to activities of 
daily living with using 3D Motion Analysis System and EMG. 
Also, we looked into the possibility of quantitative evaluation 
of tiredness and load on the basis of brain activity using NIRS 
[1]. We consider that physical and psychological load are 
linked to cognition including non-verbal cognition. In this 
paper, our purpose is to obtain an index of the measure of load 
and fatigue which are felt by human. We discussed 
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experiments which explore the relationship between exercise 
and human brain activity. In addition, we measured the brain 
activity of subjects who performed exercise task with 
imposing additional load. Thus, we tried to measure the load 
and fatigue felt by human. 

   

Fig. 1. Experimental View by using NIRS 

II. EXPERIMTAL METHOD 

A. Evaluation by using NIRS 

We measured the subject’s movement and muscle 
potential in our previous research [1]. In this paper, we would 
like to discuss about brain activity when subjects performed 
the movement tasks which are standing and sitting (Figure 1). 

Subjects were six males aged twenty. They were asked to 
read and sign an informed consent regarding the experiment. 
Measurement apparatus was NIRS (SHIMADZU CO. Ltd 
products-FOIRE3000 [4]).  Measurement region was at right 
and left prefrontal cortex.  

1) Measuring brain activity during transfer with standing 

position  (task1) 
At this measurement, the subjects used welfare device to 

perform transferring in a standing position. In this 
measurement, subject sat on seating face of welfare device 
appeared on the top of chair after raising hip until kneeling 
position. Also, subject performed inverse transferring from 
seating face to chair. Time design was rest (5 seconds), task 
(10 seconds), and rest (5 seconds). This time design was 
repeated 30 times. Rest time is to stabilize the brain activity. 
In the measurement NIRS, 

2) Measuring brain activity during transfer with half-

crouching position (task2) 
At this measurement, the subjects used welfare device to 

perform transferring in a half-crouch position. In this 
measurement, the subjects sat on seating face of welfare 
device appeared on the top of chair after raising hip until 
kneeling position. Also, the subject performed inverse transfer 
from seating face to chair. Time design was rest (5 seconds), 
task (10 seconds) and rest (5 seconds). This time design was 
repeated 30 times. 

In experiments of task1 and task2, the operation of welfare 
device was performed by an operator other than subject. 
Before this measuring, subjects adjusted to transferring by use 
of welfare device.  

B. Measuring the brain activity when subjects perform 

movement task with additional load. 

In this experiment, we have performed measuring brain 
activity in the case where no load is applied to subject. In 
previous experiment, load of subjects were derived from only 
standing and sitting movement. In this experiment, we added 
the weight to subjects as additional load. As load, there are 
some cases which are no load 5kg and 10kg. Subjects wear a 
backpack containing the weight. And Subjects performed 
standing and sitting movement. Task design was same with 
previous experiments.  

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Evaluation by using NIRS 

As the common result of all subjects, oxy-Hb tended to 
increase during task and to decrease in resting state. Therefore, 
it was thought that change of hemoglobin density due to task 
was measured. Fig.3 and Fig.4 show trend of the channel in 
which significant different was shown. Analysis was 
performed via one-sample t-test [5,6,7,8,9] by a method 
similar to previous researches [5,6,7,8,9]. In this analysis, it 
was necessary to remove other than change of blood flow due 
to fatigue. So, our method was mainly focused on resting state 
to compare with the 1st trial and other trials of brain activity. 

In task1, 1 and 2, each of sample data for analysis was 4 
seconds after the task (Fig. 2).In the t-test of the same task, we 
performed t-test with first time trial and other trial which was 
from second times to thirty times, and examined relationship 
the number of trials and significant differences. 

 In task 1, significant different could be found from the 
about 10th trials. Fig. 5 show the region confirmed significant 
difference. In task 2, significant different could be found from 
the about 10th trials too. Fig. 6 shows region confirmed 
significant difference.  

At first, we performed t-test using 4 seconds during first 
trial and 4 seconds during other trials, which were from 
second to fifteenth in same position.  

 

Fig. 2. T-test of sample data in task1 and 2 
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Fig. 3. Measuring result of task1 

 

Fig. 4. Measuring result of task2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Signififant difference of task1 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Significant difference of task2 

B. Results of Brain activity measurements when the load was 

applied to the subjects 

Analysis method was one-sample t-test of brain activity 
data as with above analysis. Fig.7 shows the result of one 
sample t-test between first trial of rest data and another trial of 
rest data. This analysis method was same with Fig.2. Fig.8 and 
Fig.9 shows the result of one sample t-test with brain activity 
data of different movement in the same number of trials. Red 
circle is the brain region that has seen a statistically significant 
difference in 5 of 6 subjects. Yellow circle show the brain 
region that has seen a statistically significant difference in 4 
subjects. Green circle show the brain region that has seen a 
statistically significant difference in 3 subjects. 

In the both t-test, there were significant difference on the 
prefrontal cortex. These results were similar to above 
experiments. However, significant differences were found 
randomly regardless of the number of trials. As the cause of 
these results, there is a possibility that t-test could not remove 
the changes in scalp of blood flow. 

Fig. 7. Result of one sample t-test between first tial and another trials when 
subjects had no additional load 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Result of one sample t-test between first tial and another trials when 

subjects had 5kg load. 

 

Fig. 9. Result of one sample t-test between first tial and another trials when 
subjects had 10kg  load 

IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Evaluation by using NIRS 

In this experiment, we tried to measure quantitatively the 
physical and psychological strain on the basis of brain activity.  
Also, we think that brain activity disclose human cognitive 
including non-verbal. As a result, it was shown that there were 
differences at brain activity due to number of trials and 
postural.  
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In this time, analysis was performed via one-sample t-test 
using sample of brain activity in resting state during task or 
after task. Hence, analysis method was to remove disturbance 
such as body motion and angular variation of neck to the 
extent possible although there was the possibility to measure 
skin blood flow. Therefore, it was thought that strain due to 
tasks was quantitatively measured by being recognized 
significant differences. Also, in previous research, it was 
reported to decrease in activity in the brain around #10, 11 
[10], as the result of measuring brain activity during Advanced 
Trial Making Test using PET [11]. Therefore, this result came 
out in support of previous research in no small part.  

B. Results of Brain activity measurements when the load was 

applied to the subjects 

As a step to make the evaluation method, we performed 
additional experiment, which is imposed to subjects the load 
other than using the welfare devices. Significant difference 
was observed in the brain region similar to previous 
experiments. And, each time the load increases, brain regions 
found statistically significant differences became widespread. 
And, the frequency of showing the statistical significant 
difference became the higher. We think that there are the 
possibility of happen this results by the additional load.  

Of course, it is necessary to increase number of subject at 
the present stage. In addition, there are problems associated 
with experiment, number of subject, method and measured 
region. However, in terms of being recognized significant 
differences at brain activity due to movement, it was thought 
to show useful result in evaluating quantitatively daily 
movements.  

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we tried to measure physical and 
psychological load with measuring brain activity. And there 
were significant differences due to number of trials. In this 
experiment, analysis method was to remove disturbance such 
as body motion and angular variation of neck to the extent 
possible by using the measurement result in resting state as 
sample. Therefore, it was thought to show the useful result in 
evaluating quantitatively load due to movement task by being 
recognized difference in brain activity caused by number of 
trials. 

Main purpose in this study is to evaluate physical load and 
fatigue quantitatively. So, we tried to evaluate change of 
muscle load due to difference of motion by simultaneous 
measuring with 3D motion analysis System and EMG 
quantitatively.  

However, evaluation of psychological load is necessary, 
too. In terms of using welfare device, prolonged use must be 
taken into account.  In this case, it is important to consider not 
only physical load but also psychological load due to 
prolonged use from standpoint of developing welfare device 
and keeping up surviving bodily function.  

Also, in previous research, separation between physical 
and psychological load has been performed. But, our view is 
that there is correlation with physical and psychological load. 
So, we tried to measure psychological load including physical 

one based on brain activity and quantitatively evaluate both 
load. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

For the future, our purpose is to establish method of 
discussing useful of welfare device by evaluating load 
involved in other daily movements with increasing number of 
subjects. Especially, the investigation to relationship between 
load of the movement and the brain activity is important in the 
establishment of the evaluation method to usefulness of 
welfare devices and systems.  
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Abstract—Cloud computing is delivery of services rather than a 

product and among different cloud deployment models, the public 

cloud provides improved scalability and cost reduction when 

compared to others. Security and privacy of data is one of the key 

factors in transitioning to cloud. Typically the cloud providers have 

a demilitarized zone protecting the data center along with a reverse 

proxy setup. The reverse proxy gateway acts as initial access point 

and provides additional capabilities like load balancing, caching, 

security monitoring capturing events, syslogs related to hosts 

residing in the cloud. The audit-trail logs captured by reverse proxy 

server comprise important information related to all the tenants. 

While the PKI infrastructure works in cloud scenario it becomes 

cumbersome from manageability point of view and they lack 

flexibility in providing controlled access to data. In this paper we 

evaluate risks associated with security and privacy of audit logs 

produced by reverse proxy server. We provide a two-phase 

approach for sharing the audit-logs with users allowing fine-

grained access. In this paper we evaluate certain Identity-Based 

and Attribute-Based Encryption schemes and provide detailed 

analysis on performance. 

Keywords—multi-tenancy; audit-trail log; attribute-based 

encryption; reverse proxy security 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing as defined by NIST is a model for enabling 
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 
configurable resources that can be rapidly provisioned and 
releases with minimal management effort or interaction. While 
the private cloud gives organizations greater control over the 
infrastructure it may not be cost effective for small and medium 
businesses [1]. Cloud services are offered in different service 
models and three well known models are Infrastructure as a 
Service – Cloud user has greater control on infrastructure 
Vmware, Openstack, Azure offer such services. Platform as a 
Service – developer centric services Heroku, Google AppEngine 
are few providers, and Software as a Service – services include 
data analytics, online meetings such as Cisco WebEx, Gmail. 
Cost reduction and increased efficiency are primary motivations 
towards a public cloud and nevertheless security and privacy 
objectives play vital role for decisions about outsourcing IT 
services [2]. The data collected by network devices such as 
firewalls, reverse proxy servers, hypervisor are very vital for 
monitoring health of cloud as well as for security forensics [3]. 

The internet facing reverse proxy gateway provides 
protection from issues like intrusion detection, denial of service 
attacks etc. Data collected by reverse proxy includes system 
logs, alarms and it can capture HTTP/REST requests, remote-

service calls pertaining to tenants if it is configured as SSL 
termination end-point.  The traditional way of log sharing 
suffers from few problems like: 

1) Existing PKI based techniques for preserving the audit 

logs largely relay on certificates for exchanging the data. 

Considering cloud storage as untrusted, managing centralized 

repository for certificates of multitude of tenants necessities 

frequent synchronization with key servers and the process is 

error-prone due to large number of interactions with PKG 

server. 

2) The traditional PKI infrastructure either reveals all the 

data or restricts and does not provide easy way to allow fine-

grained access to data considering organizational policy 

information. 

II. KEY CONTRIBUTIONS 

In this paper we outline challenges associated with audit-log 
preservation in cloud with reverse proxy architecture. We 
experiment with advances in attribute-based encryption schemes 
to overcome privacy and security problem of audit trail logs. We 
experiment with Identity-based encryption techniques proposed 
in [7] referred as BB scheme here by and committed blind 
anonymous identity-based encryption as proposed in [8] referred 
as CKRS scheme here by.  

Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based Encryption techniques 
proposed in [9] referred as BSW scheme here by and efficient 
and secure realization of CP-ABE scheme proposed in [10] 
referred as Waters scheme here by. 

In literature the above schemes are also considered as key 
milestones in the identity-based cryptography. We provide a 
work flow for secure distribution of audit-trail logs captured by 
reverse proxy server among multiple tenants. We evaluate the 
performance of operations like setup, key-generation, 
encryption, decryption under various configurations. Few 
applications of proposed scheme include secure reverse proxy 
implementation without overhead of certificate management, 
enabling on-demand third party auditing or inspection, and 
secure sharing of logs with interested parties with fine-grained 
access control. 

III. PRELIMINARIES 

A. Identity and Attribute Based encryption: 

Shamir first proposed concept of Identity-based public key 
cryptography in mid 1980 and in 2001 the first practical and 
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secure IBE scheme [12] was presented by Boneh and Franklin. 
Sahai and Waters [14] first introduced concept of Attribute-
Based encryption in 2006, the user attributes were used to 
encrypt and decrypt data. In the same year Bethencourt et al. [9] 
presented first construction of Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based 
encryption. Using CP-ABE it is possible to embed role based 
access control policies into the ciphertext. Later attribute based 
encryption was extended to distributed identities and 
hierarchical attribute based encryption schemes. ABE systems 
now support many crucial functionality [15] required by security 
infrastructure. 

B. Reverse Proxy Gateway 

A reverse proxy is server side software typically acts as entry 
point for HTTP requests. Typically reverse proxy resides in 
DMZ facing the internet. The HTTP request is scrutinized first 
and requested content is served if it is already in cache or 
statically referred. This setup is compelling for cloud service 
providers with multi-tenancy architecture and having a single 
entry point with capability to route requests provide lots of 
benefits for CSPs. Other important usecases include B2B 
transactions, supply chain integration. Some of the key 
functionality provided by reverse proxy gateway architecture is 
described here. One can refer reverse proxy websites like Nginx 
[4], SkyHigh software architecture to know more. 

a) Security: Reverse proxy can provide single point of 

communication. It can decrypt the HTTPS based request and 

communicate with back end servers in HTTP mode. Provides 

many advantages for cloud users like ease of configuration of 

SSL/TLS, saves CPU intensive security operations using 

specialized hardware. 

b) Centralized Logging and Auditing: As all HTTP 

requests are routed through reverse proxy server, it captures all 

the important events related to hosts residing in the cloud. 

c) Load balancing: RP can route the incoming HTTP 

requests among the available servers using strategies like round 

robin, sticky session in case of stateful sessions etc.  

d) Caching and serving static content: For storage based 

cloud applications viz., youtube, vimeo the server 

responsiveness can be improved by hosting static content and 

using RP for routing. 

C. Audit Trail Log Structure 

Reverse proxy can be configured to generate logs like file, 
stderr or syslogs. For example in Nginx server, the log format is 
specified using log_format directive 

http { 
 log_format compression  

'$remote_addr - $remote_user [$time_local] '                            

"$request" $status $body_bytes_sent '                            
'"$http_referer" "$http_user_agent"; 

} 

TABLE I.  AUDIT-TRAIL LOGS GENERATED BY REVERSE PROXY GATEWAY 

Attribute Name User Login 

Activity 

Resource Access 

Activity 
Time 14:14:19.566 12:13:26.080 

UserID Supervisor801   admin 
EventType User Logging User Access 

EventStatus Failure Success 

ClientAddress 
https:64.103.237.53
:tcp:54665   

64.103.237.53 

ResourceAccessed AppAdmin Channel Provider/2 

CompulsoryEvent Yes No 

ComponentID Administration Configuration API 

AuditCategory 
Authentication 
attempt failed 

channelProvider/2 2 
modified 

AppId 10023 1055 

ClusterId 1 1 

NodeId uccx-93-55 uccx-93-55 

IV. CHALLENGES IN PRESERVING AUDIT-TRAIL LOGS IN 

MULTI-TENANCY CLOUD 

Besides many potential benefits the public cloud the data 
security is complex due to following challenges 

 Shared Multi-tenant Environment – Public cloud achieves 
multi-tenancy by logical separation at multiple layers of 
software stack. The attacker can pose as a consumer and 
exploit vulnerabilities from cloud environment. 

 Loss of Control – While the cloud users may perceive the 
services as traditional service model, transitioning of 
control to cloud provider amplifies the risks associated. 

 System complexity – Complexity largely depends on 
infrastructure used and often the cloud providers use 
methods that are proprietary in nature. Typically 
complexity relates inversely to security, the complexity 
leads to increased risk for vulnerabilities. 

 Audit trail logs – the cloud computing environment poses 
new challenges from audit and monitoring perspective. 
Full audit trail within the cloud is still an open problem 
and poses lots of challenges as seldom organization 
security policy challenges does meet the cloud provider 
practices. 
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Fig. 1. Cloud service models and differences in scope and control 

V. METHODOLOGY 

Consider public cloud provider having multiple tenants and 
protected with reverse proxy server which captures audit-trail 
records of incoming traffic. We consider role of reverse proxy 
server extended as SSL termination end-point so that it can 
intercept all HTTP/SSL traffic. The cloud provider has a 
Network Admin who has access to entire logs and cloud tenants 
with users having roles like level-1, level-2, level-3 etc. While 
level-1 users are in the bottom of organizational hierarchy and 
they are monitored by level-2 and so on and so forth. 

 Privacy and Security of Audit logs - Objectives 

We divide the problem into two sub-domains – 1. Cloud 
Network Admin has access control on entire logs and can do 
operations like key-generation, encryption, decryption, 2. Tenant 
users like Network Admin can access all tenant specific logs and 
users of Level-1, Level-2 etc. has controlled access to data. 
Users at higher level can oversee data pertaining to lower level 
that they are administering. It implies that user’s access to audit 
log contents is controlled using role-based access control 
policies. 

TABLE II.  CLOUD USERS ACCESS TO CONTENTS OF AUDIT LOGS 

CATEGORIZED INTO TYPE-1, TYPE-2 SECURITY  

Participant Role Accessible content in audit-trail log Category 

Level-1 [Tenant] Time, UserID, EventType Type-1 

Level-2[Tenant] Time, UserID, EventType,  
EventStatus, ClientAddress, 
ResourceAccessed 

Network Admin 
[Tenant] 

 

Time, UserID, EventType,  
EventStatus, ClientAddress, 
ResourceAccessed, 
CompulsoryEvent, ComponentID 

Cloud Network 
Admin [Cloud 
Provider] 

Time, UserID, EventType,  
EventStatus, ClientAddress, 
ResourceAccessed, 
CompulsoryEvent, ComponentID, 
AuditCategory,  AppId, ClusterId, 
NodeId 

Type-2 

 Design 

For audit-trail log security we choose 2-phase protection. The 
unique challenge here is that the security mechanisms should 
ensure that cloud providers has complete control on the data and 
has ability to share with tenants and while restricting access 
according to organizational hierarchy. We solve this problem 
using blend of identity and attribute-based encryption schemes. 
The problem is solved in 2-phase approach 

a) Type-I Data Security 

Type-I data protection involves security mechanism like 
Identity-based encryption [7] [8]. The Cloud Network Admin 
has access to all the data but individual tenants should have 
access to their data only. We use identity-based encryption 
scheme for access control. Each encrypted log entry is 
associated with public identifiers or tags like TenantId and user 
keys are associated with access policy. Although entire logs are 
kept in shared location in cloud, the individual tenants can 
access only their data. The reason for choosing identity-based 
encryption scheme is that it is possible to share data without 
requiring exchange of certificates. We evaluated two identity-
based encryption schemes [7] [8] for performance with large 
datasets. 

b) Type-II Data Security 

Type-II data security involves allowing fine-grained access 
control on data to tenant users. The user can decrypt data only if 
the attributes in secret key satisfies the access structure of 
encrypted data. For example Level-1 user can see only her own 
activity while the Level-2 can see activity of all his employees 
and soon. We use ciphertext-policy attribute based encryption 
schemes [9][10] with ciphertext having policy information of 
participants and user keys having descriptive attributes about 
participant. The reason for choosing CP-ABE scheme here is 
that it is perfectly suited for environment where user privileges 
(role-based access control) determine the access to data and it 
allows fine-grained access control on the data. We experiment 
with BSW [9] and Waters scheme [10] for performance. 

Depending on the log sharing mechanism two possible 
approaches exist. 

 Cloud provider use Type-1 security mechanism for logs 
encryption and Cloud tenants access their data and 
decrypt and re-encrypt using Type-2 security mechanism 

 Cloud provider applies Type-2 security mechanism which 
internally uses policy tree for log encryption and then re-
encrypt using Type-1 security mechanism. The tenants 
access the data by using Type-1 secret keys and then use 
Type-2 secret keys to decode the data. 

In this paper we provide experimental results of Type-1 and 
Type-2 security mechanisms separately and results are 
applicable in both the cases outlined. 

c) Setup and Key Generation 

 Type-1: The algorithm initialization depends on bilinear 
pairing and elliptic curve used. The master secret MK and 
public key PK are generated using system parameters P.  
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 Type-2: This can be done by cloud provider or tenant 
itself depending on use case. The CP-ABE Setup(k) is 
run with security parameter and it results in public 
parameters (PK) and master key (MK). The CP-ABE 
KeyGen(MK, PK, T) with possible tenant-id values 
which outputs decryption keys associated with attributes. 

d) Encryption and Decryption:  

 Type-1: Each log entry, the data <ApplicationId, 
ClusterId, NodeId> is encrypted using a symmetric key 
algorithm and using individual tenant-id ti  as public key 
the server computes ciphertext ci of the data and P as 
public parameters. Here P may be equal to ti if cloud 
provider wishes to annotate with tenant-id only. Data is 
decrypted using (PK, sk, CT) 

 Type-2: For each log record, the data pertaining to 
tenants, the Enc(Record, T, PK) where T relates to access 
structure T for public parameters PK. The CP-ABE 
Dec(CT, SK, PK) is run using user secret keys SK and 
public parameters PK. 

 

Fig. 2. Multi-Tenant cloud with audit trail mechanism secured using 

combination of ABE 

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION 

We use a hypothetical example of public cloud provider 
hosting 3 tenants. 

A. System Details-We have used CHARM crypto-library[5] [6] 

v0.43 for prototyping. At a very high-level the library 

provides a protocol engine for many cryptographic 

operations and an adapter architecture which bridges gaps 

necessary for building a complete crypto system. In addition 

we used other open source libraries including OpenSSL 

1.0.1, GMP 6.0.0a and Pairing-Based Cryptography library 

version 0.5.14 of Stanford. The experiments were carried on 

X86 based platform using Ubuntu 12.04.4 LTS (precise) 32-

bit server with 8 GB RAM and Intel Core i5-3470 CPU with 

3.2 GHz 4 core processor.  

B. Test Data - The sample audit-trail logs used in experiments 

is sampled from a reverse proxy server. The dataset is split 

into chunks of approximately 20000 records carefully having 

activity of cloud tenants with possible operations. We 

analyze performance of cryptographic schemes with these 

chunks. 

C. Data Security – Results - We have used elliptic curve with 

bilinear maps (or pairings) like 512 bit symmetric curve. We 

used Type-A curve such as y
2
 = x

3
 + x to compute the 

pairings. The secret key is communicated to interested 

parties using a secure channel like TLS/SSL 

TABLE III.  SETUP TIME FOR TYPE-1 SECURITY (IBE SCHEMES) 

Operation Scheme Time (milliseconds) 

Setup Ibe-bba 15.624 

Ibe-ckrsa 52.361 

a. For pairings symmetric curve with 512 bit is used 

TABLE IV.  KEY GENERATION TIME FOR TYPE-1 SECURITY  

Operation Scheme Time (milliseconds) 

Key Generation Ibe-bb 3.137 

Ibe-ckrs 22.689 

While implementing Type-1 security, the CKRS scheme took 
time prohibitively large time than BB scheme for initial setup 
(master key and public key generation) and secret key 
generation. 

 

Fig. 3. Encryption using Type-1 (IBE schemes) 
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Fig. 4. Decryption using Type-1 (IBE schemes) 

The encryption and decryption of data using CKRS scheme 
was more performant (5-10%) then BB scheme with large 
datasets. The encryption involves generating a random 
symmetric key using pairing and encrypting the data using 
symmetric crypto system such as AES in CBC mode with 16 
byte block size. Then the symmetric key is encrypted using IBE 
algorithm. 

D. Type-2 Data Security – Results 

The initial setup time for BSW scheme was approximately 
twice the WATERS scheme initialization. And secret key 
generation time for level-1 and level-2 users of cloud tenant with 
BSW and WATERS scheme was roughly same. 

TABLE V.  SETUP TIME FOR TYPE-2 SECURITY (CPABE SCHEMES) 

Operation Scheme Time (milliseconds) 

Setup cpabe-bswb 38.305 

cpabe-watersb 21.2 

b. For pairings symmetric curve with 512 bit is used 

TABLE VI.  KEY GENERATION TIME FOR TYPE-2 SECURITY  

Operation Scheme Level-2 key Level-1 key 

Key generation cpabe-bsw 23.339 23.467 

cpabe-waters 24.569 24.404 

The BSW scheme took comparatively more time for 
encryption and decryption with large datasets than WATERS 
scheme and WATERS scheme performance was quite stable. 

 

Fig. 5. Encryption using Type-2 

 

Fig. 6. Decryption by Level-2 tenant user using Type-2 

 

Fig. 7. Decryption by Level-1 tenant user using Type-2 

The proposed scheme provides security of sensitive data and 
provides fine-grained access control to the data and following 
are some limitations of identity based systems. 

1) A unique characteristic of identity based systems that 

differentiates from existing PKI schemes is that the encryption is 

possible without any need for communicating with server during 

validity period of the public parameters. This reduces network 

communication significantly but can lead to problems in case of 

lost key or key revocation. Given the fact that identity based 

systems require lesser validation with key servers, the IBE 

private keys should not be created using timestamp of longer 

duration as this could worsen the problem of key compromise.  

2) Using identity system based on bilinear pairings devised 

on family of supersingular elliptic curves over finite fields (also 

called as type-1 curves) for practical applications using 

Advanced Encryption Standard keys it is sufficient to use 128-bit 

levels and higher such as 192 bits or 256 bits. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

Audit log preservation in cloud is a challenging problem 
considering the dynamicity of cloud. The current mechanisms to 
share the logs securely involve large overhead in terms of 
certificate management and do not offer flexibility to share data. 
The combination of different identity-based encryption 
techniques discussed in this paper provide a simpler mechanism 
for log-sharing to intended receivers. In future we plan to extend 
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the research to implementing oblivious search on encrypted 
audit logs along with computation on data like analytics with 
monotonic and non-monotonic access structures and along with 
predicate encryption. 
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Abstract—this paper presents a system aimed to be entirely 

located in the Internet. The database, server side, logic and user 

interface are accessible regardless the location and equipment of 

the working team members. The system supports qualitative 

analysis of large datasets, and the work can be distributed among 

several team members or  teams. A modified mixed method for 

developing software projects is used, according to the 

peculiarities of our case, splitting the phase of code writing into 

two sub-phases each with different number of iterations. 

Keywords—Information systems (IS); Qualitative data analysis 

(QDA); NoSQL Database; Software Design; Computer Assisted 

Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The ability to easily gather capacious information on 
various issues results on one hand results in more accurate and 
complete data, but on the other needs a relatively easy and 
convenient way to categorize, evaluate and extract most precise 
results from the data. Handling massive amounts of data and 
their processing often dramatically slows down the work. At 
the same time, attempts to achieve most accurate results 
require collection of maximum amount of data. Nowadays with 
the help of information technologies gaining huge amounts of 
data is an easy task. The hard part is categorization, evaluation 
and overall extraction of useful information from collected data 
– in other words, qualitative analysis. 

The existence of a software system for organization of 
qualitative data analysis is of tremendous help to the team1s 
involved in qualitative research. "Computer assisted data 
analysis software can be used to make the research process 
more transparent." [1]. 

The purpose of this work is to present a cloudy-based 
system supporting qualitative data analysis. The database, 
server side, logic and user interface will be accessible 
regardless to the location and equipment of the working team 
members. 

The system is developed by three groups of graduate 
students from the Master Course in Information Systems, 
consulted by lecturers and an expert from an IT company. 

II. DEFINING THE GOALS 

The creation and handling of a system to facilitate 
qualitative data analysis sets new tasks to developers as well as 
to trainers in this field. We set three main goals in our work. 

The main goal was to develop an on-line system supporting 
qualitative data analysis, located entirely on the Internet. 

The second goal was to explore different methods for 
developing software projects and choose or propose an 
appropriate one. 

The third goal was to involve in the project Master course 
students, teachers and IT professionals, and to evaluate the 
teaching and learning outcomes. 

III. PREREQUISITES 

A. Qualitative Research 

Some authors emphasize on the research purpose and 
focus: qualitative researchers are interested in understanding 
the meaning people have constructed, that is, how people make 
sense of their world and the experiences they have in the world  
[2]. 

Others consider an epistemological point of view: 
qualitative research is research using methods such as 
participant observation or case studies which result in a 
narrative, descriptive account of a setting or practice. [3] 

A third group of definitions concentrates on the technology 
and context of data collection: qualitative research is a situated 
activity that locates the observer in the world. It consists of a 
set of interpretive, material practices that makes the world 
visible. These practices transform the world. They turn the 
world into a series of representations, including field notes, 
interviews, conversations, photographs, recordings, and memos 
to the self. At this level, qualitative research involves an 
interpretive, naturalistic approach to the world. This means that 
qualitative researchers study things in their natural settings, 
attempting to make sense of, or to interpret, phenomena in 
terms of the meanings people bring to them [4]. 

Yet there is a simpler and more functional definition 
suggested by Nkwi, Nyamongo, and Ryan [5]: “Qualitative 
research involves any research that uses data that do not 
indicate ordinal values.” 

B. Qualitative data 

Qualitative data can be arranged into categories that are not 
numerical. These categories can be physical traits, gender, 
colors or anything that does not have a number associated to it. 
Qualitative data is sometimes referred to as categorical data 
[6].  

The project is supported by the Bulgarian Ministry of Education, Project 
RD-672-08/09.05.2012. 
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Fig. 1. Qualitative data types [7] 

Qualitative data is data that approximates and characterizes 
but basically doesn't measure the attributes of a thing or a 
phenomenon. It describes data as compared to quantitative data 
that tends to calculate data. Qualitative has to do with quality 
and can be subjective. Quantitative has to do with quantity and 
is measured in numbers. 

IV. THE METHOD 

The implementation of the software project (information 
system with integrated database) requires determination of the 
method of construction. There are two basic styles for 
developing software projects [8]. One of them is the waterfall 
method, when the project is partitioned into phases according 
to the basic activities that are carried out successively. The 
iterative style sections the project into parts on the base of 
functional subsets. If we agree that the full software life cycle 
consists of analysis, design, code writing, testing and 
evaluation, the first style supposes these phases to be carried 
out once each, one after another, and the second many times 
each until the desirable full set of functionalities is reached. 

After examining the advantages and disadvantages of 
existing methods and research experience in this area, we 
outlined some trends. Most developers especially those 

involved in object-oriented design do not support the waterfall 
approach. One of the most important reasons is the difficulty to 
determine whether the project is developing properly at 
intermediate stages. It is considered that when using iterative 
approach the iterations should have fixed time duration (time 
boxing). When appears that for this period is not possible to 
finish the planned activities, it is necessary to leave some of the 
functionalities for the next iteration. This is also a way to 
prioritize functionalities [8] 

For this software project a mixed method is adopted (Fig. 
2), The step of writing code is divided into two parts running in 
parallel: development of the skeleton of the information system 
and writing modules, implementing specific tools for 
qualitative data analysis. The special feature here is that the 
number of embodiments of these two parts may vary prior to 
the step of testing, such as the expected number of iterations 
for writing the code of the skeleton of the IS to be less than the 
number of iterations for the implementation of the 
functionalities in the qualitative analysis. Naturally it could be 
expected after a certain iteration skeleton of the information 
system to be completed, and the inclusion of new tools for 
qualitative data analysis continues, which means upgrading the 
functionality of the system. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Method for Developing the Software Project 

Determining the iterations of the software project allows 
separating groups for the development of each phase. There are 
three groups in the team: the first implements the analysis and 
design of high level; the second writes code skeleton of the 
application; the third writes code for the instruments of 
qualitative data analysis. All groups are involved in the testing 
and evaluation of the results. 

V. IMPLEMENTING THE SYSTEM 

A. Defining the Functionalities 

The group of analysts examined several CAQDAS 
packages:  Ethnograph, QSRNvivo, Atlas.ti, QDA Miner, 
Dedoose, DRS (Digital Replay System), NyperRESEARCH, 
MAXQDA. 

The observation and analysis of the methods of qualitative 
analysis and existing systems helped to define the 
functionalities of the desirable system. 
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Functionalities available to users of the system - each user 
has the following options:  

 launch a project for which becomes a manager;  

 participate in projects as an analyst, and in this case 
may assign tags and grades to the paragraphs of the 
project;  

 in case the user has the rights of a project manager 
he/she can evaluate the work of analysts and edit their 
grades and labels;  

Functionalities provided to Project Manager: each project 
manager has the following options: 

 create a database of paragraphs - one by one or by 
importing data;  

 join or remove members of the team (analysts) to their 
projects and their assigned rights - analyst, manager;  

 create descriptor paragraphs - typical paragraph 
descriptions that subsequently may be used to  group 
data and analysis results;  

 create labels and sub-labels for a project;  

 create ratings for the labels;  

 delete paragraphs - individually or as a group depending 
on a specific tag or attribute group (label  and grade);  

 review the work of each user connected separately and 
to assess;  

 retrieve various reports and graphs based on the 
processed data;  

Features of projects and paragraphs labels: 

 database of texts separated into paragraphs;  

 tags that analysts assign to paragraphs;  

 grades assigned to the labels of a paragraph. 

Paragraphs in turn have: 

 descriptors - fields describing the paragraph;  

 labels and sub-labels;  

Labels have grades. 

B. The Architecture 

The system is built according to the multilayer model 
architecture. This model is considered to be one of the 
templates of software architecture. It represents the client-
server concept, where the user interface (environment), logic 
application and work with the database are performed by 
independent modules. An advantage is that the three-layer 
model allows to change technology and modify each of the 
modules without affecting the other layers. The only 
requirement is to abide by the approved interfaces among the 
modules. It is admissible the middle (logical) layer to be multi-
layer itself, which results in an N-layer model. Fundamental 
rule in this type of architecture is that the presentation layer 

(user environment) never communicates directly with the 
database layer.  This makes the model linear. 

C. Technologies for Inplementing the Levels 

Web technologies are currently the most rapidly developing 
information technology from the point of view of global 
connectivity and cloud computing. New technologies in this 
field appear literally every day and a web programmer needs to 
stick on the trends. The JavaScript language is well known for 
Web developers for it is relatively simple but sufficient and 
powerful. Until recently it was used on1ly for building user 
interfaces, but lately it finds its place in all layers of 
programming in multilayer systems. For the implementation of 
our system we used only JavaScript. 

1) The Database 
Recently NoSQL databases gain popularity [9]. This type 

of database provides a mechanism for storage and retrieval of 
data using free coherent model unlike the more commonly used 
relational database. The benefits of this approach include 
simple design, horizontal scaling and subtle control over the 
information available. Non-relational database is the best 
optimized repository containing information of type key-value 
or document with ID. The purpose is to facilitate the processes 
of recovery, adding information and introduction of excessive 
amounts of data and to optimize performance in terms of 
unintentional delays in the system. Since the data that is 
processed in this project are supposed to be mainly documents, 
the most suitable model for non-relational database is the type 
of document repositories. The central concept behind the 
Document Repository is the notation for "document". Every 
document-oriented implementation is different according to the 
details of the definition for "document", but in all 
implementations the documents encapsulate and encode data 
(or information) in any standard formats. The used formats are: 
XML, YAML, JSON and binary formats like BSON, PDF and 
Microsoft Office documents (MS Word, Excel, etc.). 

Different implementations offer different approach to 
organizing and grouping of documents: 

 Collections; 

 Tags; 

 Invisible metadata; 

 Hierarchy of directories; 

The address of a document is represented in the database by 
a unique key that identifies the document. One of the other 
characteristic features of document-oriented databases is that 
besides the simple search by key-document or key-value, 
which can be used to retrieve the document, databases provide 
user interface and query language that allow documents to be 
opened according to their content. In view of our goal to use 
only JavaScript, we have chosen MongoDB for the 
development of our system. This database stores the documents 
in JSON format, which is natural for JavaScript and allows 
displaying the data in an appropriate form. It is easily readable 
by developers and is easily parsed by various programming 
languages. JSON is often used for serialization and 
transmission of structured information and this implementation 
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is much shorter in code than XML. MongoDB uses JavaScript 
for querying and administration as well. This makes it 
particularly suitable for our case. 

2) The Serverside and Logic 
As for now perhaps the only technology that allows use of 

JavaScript for writing server-side applications is Node.js. 
Node.js platform is developed on the Chrome JavaScript 
environment in order to allow building fast and easily scalable 
network applications. It uses an event-driven model, which 
does not block the input and output of the system. This makes 
it light and efficient and is a suitable choice for applications 
with very intense real-time data processing and multiple 
devices handling simultaneously. Another advantage is the 
large set of additional packages that facilitate programmers 
work and perform many different tasks: web servers, access to 
file systems, access to ports, database drivers and much more 
[10], [11]. 

Characteristic feature of the event-driven model of Node.js 
in asynchronous non-blocking mode is that it runs in only one 
thread, but it still executes parallel and simultaneous operations 
for requests from many users. 

The model that we use for interaction between client and 
server-side is ReST (Representational State Transfer), a 
distribution system framework based on Web protocols and 
technologies [12]. ReST architectural model includes 
interactions between server and client during the data transfer. 
The most commonly used module for building ReST 
architecture is Node.js Express. This is a ready module for 
building a web server with complete infrastructure for 
organizing views. 

3) User Interface 
JavaScript is widely used for building user web interface. 

There are too many software frameworks that generate HTML 
document templates. On the first iteration phase we chose the 
simplest template – Mustache. For our purposes we use 
mu2Express, as we use Express upgrade to organize our web 
server and its ReST functionality. This is a simple template for 
image description. Keywords between braces are replaced by 
data derived from our database. 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

Testing and evaluation of the system is forthcoming. The 
development of the modules implementing instruments for 
QDA will involve longer period of multiple of iterations. And 
yet the teaching and learning outcomes of the experiment have 
to be evaluated. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In light of the current requirements for achieving 
independence from platforms and geographic location of the 
members of research teams a method for creating cloud-based 
information system is suggested. A model of the system is 
developed and technology for its implementation is proposed. 
The proposed technology is universal and platform-
independent and provides easy upgrade and maintenance. The 
suggested method for developing the project facilitates the 
continuous development of the system. 
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Abstract—with the rising tempo of unconventional right to use 

and hit protection of secret information is of extreme value. With 

the rising tempo of unconventional right to use and hit, 

protection of secret information is of extreme value. 

Steganography is the vital matter in information hiding. 

Steganography refers to the technology of hiding data into digital 

media without depiction of any misgiving. Lot of techniques has 

been projected during past years. In this paper, a new 

steganography approach for hiding data in digital images is 

presented with a special feature that it increases the capacity of 

hiding data in digital images with the least change in images 

perceptual appearance and statistical properties at too much less 

level which will be very difficult to detect.   

Keywords—Image steganography, LSB, Security Analysis, 

Robustness Analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

      The data that are passing on through internet 
persistently have possibility of third individual nosy. So there 
should be some criteria to keep information covert today as the 
current time is of digital contact. Steganography has 
established significant attention during the previous few years, 
in particular after anecdotal news suspected that this tool was 
used by terrorist. Steganography [2] [3] inquire about to make 
available a clandestine message control between two parties. 
There are various steganography [4] [5] technique and medium 
used for this purpose. These methods are gaining value due to 
the secret communication over the internet. 

 LSB substitution [1] and LSB matching method are the 
oldest methods of steganography. Both of these are applied on 
least significant bit and only one bit per pixel for grayscale and 
three bits per pixel for color image can be used for hiding 
message. During past years lot of techniques of steganography 
have been projected [4] [5] [8].   

In this paper the advantages of LSB matching and LSB 
substitution are used and capacity is increased with least 
statistical and perceptual change. The paper is arranged as 
Section 2 describes Method, Section 3 discusses analysis of 
cases of change in pixel value, Section 4 compares the 
Substitution with the proposed method in term of change in 
pixel value, Section 5 is Compare by Analysis tools and 
Experimental results and discussion, Section 6 is the 
conclusion and references are in last section. 

II. METHOD 

In the proposed method the two operations are performed 
on one pixel. First the pixel value is adjusted in such a way that 
the second least significant bit becomes the message bit and 
after that substitution is performed on the least significant bit. 
This technique is applied on both the grayscale and color 
image. 

A. Description of the proposed Method 

The proposed system performs operations on second and 
least significant bit separately to improve the performance of 
simple substitution on least two bits of pixel. These can be 
described as: 

1) Take two consecutive message bits Xi and Xi+1 

2) For Xi, if second least significant bit is not same as Xi, 

then increment and decrement in pixel value in such a way 

that second least bit becomes the message bit Xi.  

3) For the Xi+1, if least significant bit in not same as Xi+1, 

then simply the least significant bit of pixel will be replaces by 

the message bit Xi+1. 

B. Description of the proposed Method 

1-Message bits= Xi Xi+1=00 

Pixel Decimal=4 

 

  00000100 00000100 00000100 

(a) Pixel 

Binary      

(b) Pixel binary 

after SLSB 

operation                      

(c) Pixel binary 

after LSB operation                   

 
Transformation of pixel value from (a) to (b) require no 

change because they are before now the same. Same is the case 
with transformation of (b) to (c).  It is concluded from this that 
it is a case of no change (NC). 

2-Message bits= Xi Xi+1=11 

Pixel Decimal=4   

 

00000100 00000011 00000011 

(a) Pixel 

Binary         

(b) Pixel binary 

after SLSB 

operation          

(c) Pixel binary after 

LSB operation 
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Transformation of pixel value from (a) to (b) require 
decrement of 1 as message bit and pixel second least significant 
bit are not same. Transformation of (b) to (c) requires no 
change because they are before now the same.  It is concluded 
from this that it is a case of change of 1 (C-1). 

3-Message bits= Xi Xi+1=10 

Pixel Decimal=4        

                                                  

00000100 00000011 00000010 

(a)Pixel Binary (b) Pixel binary  

after SLSB 

operation 

(c) Pixel binary 

after LSB 

operation 

 
Transformation of pixel value from (a) to (b) require 

decrement of 1 as message bit and pixel second least significant 
bit are not same. Transformation of (b) to (c) also creates 
decrement of 1. So from (a) to (c) total change is 2. It is 
concluded from this that it is a case of change of 2 (C-2). 

4-Message bits= Xi Xi+1=01 

Pixel Decimal=4   

                                                       

00000100 00000100 00000101 

(a)Pixel binary (b)Pixel binary 

after SLSB 

operation 

(c) Pixel binary 

after LSB 

operation 
Transformation of pixel value from (a) to (b) require no 

change. Transformation of (b) to (c) creates a change of 1. So 
from (a) to (c) total change is 1. It is concluded from this that it 
is a case of change of 1 (C-1). 

C. Formal steps for insertion process: 

Input: Cover Image CI and array of bit stream BS  

Output: Stego-Image SI 

1. 𝑃 ← 𝑚 

2. 𝑖 = 0 

3. 𝑙(𝑛) = 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ(𝐵𝑆) 

4. 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 0, … ,
𝑙(𝑛)

2
 

a. 𝑋𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑋𝑖+1 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑡𝑤𝑜 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐵𝑆 

b.  
𝑆𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑃𝑗

← 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 

c. 𝑖𝑓(𝑋𝑖 ≠ 𝑆𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑃𝑗)  

i.  
 

𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑠𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑋𝑖

= 𝑆𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑗    

d. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑓 

e.  
𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑃𝑗

← 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑡 𝑗 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛; 

f. 𝑖𝑓(𝑋𝑖+1 ≠ 𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑃𝑗)  

i. 𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑃𝑗 ← 𝑋𝑖+1;  

g. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑓  

h. 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 2; 

5. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟   
Where l(n) is the length of message bits, BS is the array of 

bit stream that contain the message bits. For the grayscale 
images the loop of step 4 will run for half of the length of the 
message bits as one interval of loop will hide two message bits 
in one pixel. Xi and Xi+1 are the two consecutive message bits 
from array of bit stream BS.  

For color images the loop interval will be reduced as each 
interval of loop will hide six message bits in one loop interval 
in one pixel. In sub-step (a) and (b) of step 4, the second least 
significant bit and least significant bit will be computed for red, 
green and blue channel for one pixel. Similarly in sub-step c of 
step 4, six consecutive message bits will be taken from the bit 
stream for each interval of loop of step 3 and hide two bits in 
each red, green and blue channel and therefore sub-step (h) of 
step 4 will increment 6 instead of 2 in each interval of loop.  

Adjustment steps are following: 

1. 𝑖𝑓(𝑋𝑖 = 0  &&  𝑆𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑃𝑗 = 1) 

a. 𝑖𝑓(𝑃𝑗 = 255) 

i. 𝑃𝑗 ← 𝑃𝑗 − 2;  

b. 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

i. 𝑖𝑓(𝑃𝑗%2 = 0) 

1. 𝑃𝑗 ← 𝑃𝑗 − 1;  

ii. 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

1. 𝑃𝑗 ← 𝑃𝑗 + 1;  

iii. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

iv. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑓 

c. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

d. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑓  

2. 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

a. 𝑖𝑓(𝑃𝑗 = 0) 

i. 𝑃𝑗 = 𝑃𝑗 − 2 ; 

b. 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

i. 𝑖𝑓(𝑃𝑗%2 = 0) 

1. 𝑃𝑗 ← 𝑃𝑗 − 1 ; 

ii. 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

1. 𝑃𝑗 ← 𝑃𝑗 + 1 ; 

iii. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

iv. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑓 

c. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

d. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑓  

3. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 

4. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑓  

 

These steps just increment or decrement the pixel value in 
such a way that the second least significant bit becomes the 
message bit. Observation of all the 256 shades shows that there 
is 99.22% possibility that this change will be 1 and for only 
0.78% it will be 2. 

D. Formal steps for extraction process: 

While extraction, the loop will not end as long as at least 
two bits are collected as message bit from all pixels of the 
image. This is because the insertion is quite different from the 
retrieval process. We just recover the two LSBs value of each 
pixel and translate this to ASCII; the message will be 
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understandable and in readable format up to the point that the 
message was inserted, and will then come into view as claptrap. 

Input: Stego-Image 

Output: Message 

1. 𝑃 ← 𝑚 

2. 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 0, … , 𝑚 

a.  
𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑃𝑗 ←

𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 𝑎𝑡 𝑗 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

b. 𝑖𝑓(𝑆𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑃𝑗 == 0)  

i. 𝐵𝑆 ← 0  

c. 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒  

i. 𝐵𝑆 ← 1 

d. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒  

e. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑓  

f. 𝑖𝑓(𝐿𝑆𝐵𝑃𝑗 == 0)  

i. 𝐵𝑆 ← 0  

g. 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒  

i. 𝐵𝑆 ← 1 

h. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒  

i. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑓  

3. 𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟   
In step 1 m is the total number of pixels in the image. 

SLSBP and LSBP are the least two significant bits of pixel P 
and BS is the bit stream of message bits. After collecting all 
bits in BS, its ASCII conversion will give the message in 
readable format.  If we know the length of the message that 
was inserted, then the loop will be ended when the length of 
message is completed and only the message will be retrieved 
i.e., no gibberish will be seen at the end of the message. 

E. Analyses of Cases of Change in Pixel Value  

 This section makes analysis for all the shades of gray for 
checking the change in pixel value after the direct substitution 
and proposed method. 

Table 1 shows the cases of change in all the gray shades for 
substitution method for two bits. Substitution method simply 
replaces the pixel’s least two bits with the two message bits. 
For example if the two consecutive message bit are 11 and 
pixel binary is 11111101. Then substitution simply replace 01 
with 11, 1111110111111111.Replacement will be performed 
if the message bits and pixel’s least bits are not same.  

In Table I, first column is the gray level; second column is 
the binary of gray level, third column shows the binary value 
after substitution of 00, fourth column shows the possibility of 
C (Change) and NC (No Change) in gray level after 
substitution of 00. C-1 means the gray level will have change 
of 1 after substitution, C-2 is a change of 2, C-3 is a change of 
3 and NC means that gray level will remain same as before 
substitution. Similar to substitution of message bits 00, column 
5 and 6 shows the possibility of C or NC for the substitution of 
message bits 11; column 7 and 8 shows the possibility of C or 
NC for the substitution of message bits 10 and last two 
columns are for message bit 01. 

F. Comprison of Substitution and Proposed Method 

From the Table II and IV it is clear that proposed method is 
better than direct substitution as possibility of C-3 have been 
decreased from 12.50% to 0.20% by increasing the possibility 
of C-1 from 37.5% to 49.80%. Change of 3 is a grater change 
as compare to 1. Change of 1 is invisible to human eye and 
almost undetectable. So proposed method is better in terms that 
it decreases the possibility of 3 and increases the possibility of 
change of 1. 

TABLE.I. CHANGE AFTER SIMPLE SUBSTITUTION METHOD 

Value 
Binary of 

Value 

For Message 

Bits 00 

C/NC 

00 

For Message 

Bits 11 

C/NC 

11 

For Message 

Bits 10 

C/NC 

10 

For Message 

Bits 01 

C/NC 

01 

0 00000000 00000000 NC 00000011 C-3 00000010 C-2 00000001 C-1 

1 00000001 00000000 C-1 00000011 C-2 00000010 C-1 00000001 NC 

2 00000010 00000000 C-2 00000011 C-1 00000010 NC 00000001 C-1 

3 00000011 00000000 C-3 00000011 NC 00000010 C-1 00000001 C-2 

4 00000100 00000100 NC 00000111 C-3 00000110 C-2 00000101 C-1 

5 00000101 00000100 C-1 00000111 C-2 00000110 C-1 00000101 NC 

6 00000110 00000100 C-2 00000111 C-1 00000110 NC 00000101 C-1 

7 00000111 00000100 C-3 00000111 NC 00000110 C-1 00000101 C-2 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

248 11111000 11111000 NC 11111011 C-3 11111010 C-2 11111001 C-1 

249 11111001 11111000 C-1 11111011 C-2 11111010 C-1 11111001 NC 

250 11111010 11111000 C-2 11111011 C-1 11111010 NC 11111001 C-1 

251 11111011 11111000 C-3 11111011 NC 11111010 C-1 11111001 C-2 

252 11111100 11111100 NC 11111111 C-3 11111110 C-2 11111101 C-1 

253 11111101 11111100 C-1 11111111 C-2 11111110 C-1 11111101 NC 

254 11111110 11111100 C-2 11111111 C-1 11111110 NC 11111101 C-1 

255 11111111 11111100 C-3 11111111 NC 11111110 C-1 11111101 C-2 

 

Table II shows the conclusion of Table I. 
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TABLE.II. CHANGE AFTER SIMPLE SUBSTITUTION METHOD 

Total Gray Levels 
NC (No Change) C-1 (Change of 1) C-2 (Change of 1) C-3 (Change of 1) 

256  for 00 64 64 64 64 

256  for 11 64 64 64 64 

256  for 10 64 128 64  

256  for 01 64 128 64  

Total: 

1024 256 384 256 128 

Average: 

100% 25% 37.5% 25% 12.5% 

Table III shows the cases of change for proposed method. 

TABLE.III. CHANGE AFTER PURPOSED METHOD 

Value Binary of 

Value 

For Message 

Bits 00 

C/NC 

00 

For Message Bits 

11 

C/NC 

11 

For Message Bits 

10 

C/NC 

10 

For Message Bits 

01 

C/NC 

01 

0 00000000 00000000 NC 00000011 C-3 00000010 C-2 00000001 C-1 

1 00000001 00000000 C-1 00000011 C-2 00000010 C-1 00000001 NC 

2 00000010 00000000 C-2 00000011 C-1 00000010 NC 00000001 C-1 

3 00000011 00000000 C-1 00000011 NC 00000010 C-1 00000001 C-2 

4 00000100 00000100 NC 00000111 C-1 00000110 C-2 00000101 C-1 

5 00000101 00000100 C-1 00000111 C-2 00000110 C-1 00000101 NC 

6 00000110 00000100 C-2 00000111 C-1 00000110 NC 00000101 C-1 

7 00000111 00000100 C-1 00000111 NC 00000110 C-1 00000101 C-2 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

248 11111000 11111000 NC 11111011 C-1 11111010 C-2 11111001 C-1 

249 11111001 11111000 C-1 11111011 C-2 11111010 C-1 11111001 NC 

250 11111010 11111000 C-2 11111011 C-1 11111010 NC 11111001 C-1 

251 11111011 11111000 C-1 11111011 NC 11111010 C-1 11111001 C-2 

252 11111100 11111100 NC 11111111 C-1 11111110 C-2 11111101 C-1 

253 11111101 11111100 C-1 11111111 C-2 11111110 C-1 11111101 NC 

254 11111110 11111100 C-2 11111111 C-1 11111110 NC 11111101 C-1 

255 11111111 11111100 C-3 11111111 NC 11111110 C-1 11111101 C-2 

CONCLUSION FROM TABLE 3: 

Table 4 shows the conclusion of Table 3. 

TABLE.IV. CHANGE AFTER PROPOSED METHOD 

Total Gray Levels 
NC (No Change) C-1 (Change of 1) C-2 (Change of 1) C-3 (Change of 1) 

256  for 00 64 127 64 1 

256  for 11 64 127 64 1 

256  for 10 64 128 64  

256  for 01 64 128 64  

Total: 

1024  256 510 256 2 

Average: 

100% 25% 49.80% 25% 0.20% 

III. COMPARISON BY ANALYSES TOOLS AND 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This section discusses the “Comparison and Analysis tools” 
used to test the proposed method.  

A. Comparison and Analyses Tools 

The comparison section is further subdivided into two 
sections. First is named as “Security Analysis” and second is 
named as “Robustness Analysis”. 

B. Security Analyses 

Comparing the histograms of cover image and the stego-
image gives the clear idea of security. The security 
examination evaluates the cover image with the stego-image on 
the basis of histograms of Images. For histogram comparison 
Correlation, Chi-square, Intersection and Bhattacharya distance 
[6] are computed between the histogram of cover image and 
stego-image.    

All these comparisons are performed on normalized 
histogram. The correlation value varies between 1 and -1. 
Perfect match is 1 and total mismatch is -1. For Chi-square 
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ideal value is 0 and mismatch value is unbound, for 
intersection 1 is ideal matching value and 0 is mismatched 
value and Bhattacharya distance gives 0 for the exact match 
and 1 for mismatch. When these comparison matrices gives 
ideal values or values that are closer to ideal values then the 
change in histogram is very least and this is the evidence for 
Stego-System to be a secure system. 

C. Robustness Analyses  

Robustness of any method depends on different parameters. 
In the paper four most important and widely used Image 
quality measures [7, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13] namely MSE, PSNR, 
UIQI and SSIM are computed for comparison. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Images used for Test 

Mean Square Error computes the perceived error. It is pixel 
value difference based quality measure. Peak Signal to Noise 
Ratio [10] is inversely proportional to MSE. Less MSE gives 
High PSNR which is the proof of the fact that image has good 
quality.  

Image Quality Index split the judgment of similarity 
between Cover Image (CI) and Stego-Image (SI) into three 
comparisons: Luminance, Contrast and Structural Information.  

SSIM estimates “Perceived change in structural 
information”. It computes the similarity between two images of 
common size. Its mathematical definition is as: 

The value of UIQI and SSIM varies between 1 and -1. 
Closer the highest positive value denotes too much less change 
in two images and -1 shows totally mismatch. UIQI and SSIM 

are considered as more consistent and accurate than MSE and 
PSNR. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This section presents the experimental results obtained after 
implementing the proposed method in .NET Framework (C#). 
A system is designed and implemented in .NET Framework 
(C#) that shows the functioning of projected Increased 
Capacity Image Steganography method. The system is named 
as Robust Increased Capacity Image Steganographic Scheme 
(RICISS) because of exceptional results of Security Analysis 
and Robust analysis.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The proposed method is tested on many standard images. 
Some from the tested database are shown in Figure 1. (a) is the 
Barbara grayscale image having dimensions 512x512, (b) is the 
Pepper grayscale image having dimensions 512x512, (c) is the 
Lena color Image having dimensions 512x512 and (d) is the 
Pepper color image having dimensions 225x225. 

The section also divided into two subsections. First will 
give the experimental results for grayscale images and second 
subsection will give for color images. 

A. Grayscale Image 

 In Barbara Gray Image, Figure 1 (a), different numbers of 
bits are hidden and results are computed between cover and 
stego image. Table 5 shows the result of security analysis with 
30272 bits of hidden data, 41472 bits of hidden data and 63824 
bits of hidden data. Table 6 shows the results of robustness 
analysis for cover and stego Barbara Gray images. 

TABLE.V. RESULT OF SECURITY ANALYSIS FOR THE BARBARA GRAY IMAGE 

 

 

 

 

 
 

TABLE.VI. RESULT OF ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS FOR THE BARBARA GRAY IMAGE 

  

Image Method 30272 Bits 41472 Bits 63824 Bits 
     

Barbara Gray Correlation 0.99999 0.99998 0.99997 

Barbara Gray Chi-Square 0.00032 0.00044 0.00068 

Barbara Gray Intersection 0.99979 0.99971 0.99956 

Barbara Gray Bhattacharyya 0.00089 0.00104 0.00139 

Image Robustness Analysis IQM  30272 Bits 41472 Bits 63824 Bits 
     

Barbara Gray MSE 0.07542 0.10348 0.15983 

Barbara Gray PSNR 59.44863 58.07538 56.18712 

Barbara Gray UIQI 0.99998 0.99998 0.99997 

Barbara Gray MSSIM 0.99998 0.99998 0.99997 
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In Pepper Gray Image, Figure 1 (b), different numbers of 
bits are hidden and results are computed between cover and 
stego image. Table 7 shows the result of security analysis with 

24880 bits of hidden data, 41472 bits of hidden data and 55952 
bits of hidden data. Table 8 shows the results of robustness 
analysis for cover and stego Pepper Gray images 

TABLE.VII. RESULT OF SECURITY ANALYSIS FOR THE PEPPER GRAY IMAGE 

 

 

 

 

TABLE.VIII. RESULT OF ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS FOR THE PEPPER GRAY IMAGE 

 

B. Color Image 

This subsection gives the experimental results for the color 
image. In Lena Color Image, Figure 1 (c), different numbers of  

 
bits are hidden and results are computed between cover and 
stego image. Table 9 shows the result of security analysis and 
robustness analysis with 66944 bits of hidden data and 81296 
bits of hidden data in cover image. 

TABLE.IX. RESULT OF SECURITY AND ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS FOR THE LENA COLOUR IMAGE 

 

 

 

 

 
 

In Pepper Color Image, Figure 1 (d), different numbers of 
bits are hidden and results are computed between cover and 
stego image. Table 10 shows the result of security analysis and 
robustness analysis with 66944 bits of hidden data and 81296 
bits of hidden 

 

 

 

 

TABLE.X. RESULT OF SECURITY AND ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS FOR THE PEPPER COLOUR IMAGE

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper an increased capacity method of image 
steganography is presented and implemented for both the 
grayscale and color images. It makes accessible capacity 
improvement with least squalor in stego image quality. 
Experimental outcome be evidence for that the projected 
technique give good results for security analysis and robustness 
analysis and thus the projected technique provides the evidence 
to be strong. 
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Abstract—Software as a Service (SaaS) providers can serve 

hundreds of thousands of customers using sharable resources to 

reduce costs. Multi-tenancy architecture allows SaaS providers to 

run a single application and a database instance, which support 

multiple tenants with various business needs and priorities. Until 

now, the database management systems (DBMSs) have not had 

the notion of multi-tenancy, and they have not been equipped to 

handle customization or scalability requirements, that are typical 

in multi-tenant applications. The multi-tenant database 

performance should adapt to tenants workloads and fit their 

special requirements. In this paper, we propose a new multi-

tenant database schema design approach, that adapts to multi-

tenant application requirements, in addition to tenants needs of 

data security, isolation, queries performance and response time 

speed. Our proposed methodology provides a trade-off between 

the performance and the storage space. This proposal caters for 

the diversity in tenants via defining multi-level quality of service 

for the different types of tenants, depending on tenant rate and 

system rate. The proposal presents a new technique to distribute 

data in a multi-tenant database horizontally to a set of allotment 

tables using an isolation point, and vertically to a set of extension 

tables using a merger point. Finally, we present a prototype 

implementation of our method using a real-world case study, 

showing that the proposed solution can achieve high scalability 

and increase performance for tenants who need speedy 

performance and economize storage space for tenants who do not 

have demanding quality of service. 

Keywords—Multi-Tenancy; Flexible Database Schema Design; 

Data Customization 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the majority of small and medium enterprises are 
pressured to reduce their expenditure in information 
technology via cutting down costs spent on buying software 
licenses and updating the hardware. Therefore, a lot of 
software vendors turn to the principle of sharing hardware 
resources, software and services over the Internet among a 
large number of customers, this environment is called cloud 
computing, and its customers are called tenants. The cloud 
software delivery model is called Software as a Service (SaaS), 
and multi-tenancy is the primary characteristic of SaaS [1], as 
it allows SaaS vendors to run a single instance of an 
application and a database to serve multiple tenants with 
various requirements. 

Multi-tenancy increases resource utilization, as well as 
sharing the same database instance to multiple tenants. 

However, the more the company shares resources, the more 
risks it faces because an outage of a shared resource can 
potentially affect many customers. Shared resources also add to 
the complexity of the solution [2]. The primary multi-tenant 
application challenge is how to make the application ready for 
future tenants‟ requirements, and enable it to fulfill their 
interests and business needs, without changing code or 
database schema and without doing too much work. 

Managing data in multi-tenancy database can be divided 
into three major schemas: Separated Databases Schema, which 
is optimum for security, isolation, and customization, but on 
the other side, it incurs the highest costs and storage space, 
moreover, it is hard to maintain a large number of databases; 
Separated Tables Schema, whose cost is low as compared to 
separated databases, and is suitable for small database 
applications, where the number of tables per tenant is small, 
but it has scalability issues since it needs to maintain a large 
numbers of tables; Shared Tables Schema, which achieves the 
best storage space, the lower costs and good scalability at the 
expense of poor performance. Each of the aforementioned 
approaches has special requirements in designing schema 
process, and selecting the appropriate approach for every 
application depends on a number of changeable factors, such as 
the nature of application, the number of participative 
customers, the number of tables and the importance of data 
security. Table I shows a brief comparison among the three 
approaches. 

When investigating a pool of potential SaaS customers, we 
found that there are two types of customers: the first segment, 
is customers who have high workloads and focused on quality 
of services requirements, such as performance, security and 
isolation assurance as fundamental requirements; on the other 
hand, there are some customers, how have low workloads, are 
focused on minimizing tenancy costs by reducing the hardware 
resources required in the shared system as much as possible 
and sacrificing workload performance. 

Based on these tenants‟ requirements, we propose a flexible 
multi-tenant database schema, using a set of factors and rates to 
be used as shift keys between a separated databases schema, a 
separated tables schema or a shared tables schema in a multi-
tenancy database, in order to achieve a good scalability and a 
high performance with a low storage space, while supporting a 
large number of tenants with different level of performance. 
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TABLE I.  THE MAIN APPROACHES TO MANAGING DATA IN MULTI-

TENANT DATABASE COMPARISON 

 

The proposed multi-tenant database schema satisfy the two 
segments of customers, and it can be describe as the following: 

 Firstly, it is appropriate for tenants who have a high 
workloads through separating their tables, to confirm 
the data isolation, high security and reduce joining 
operation to get the optimal performance in a shared 
multi-tenant database.  

 Secondly, it economizes the costs for tenants who have 
a low workloads or who do not have demanding quality 
of service level, through saving storage space, by 
sharing the same table for these tenants as possible, 
while preserving a minimum acceptable level of 
efficiency to get the optimal cost. 

The rest of the paper continues with a background review 
of existing schema mapping techniques in Section II, followed 
by a full presentation of our multi-tenant database schema 
technique in Section III. Our case study will be presented in 
Section IV, and the paper will be concluded in Section V. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The three major approaches to manage data in multi-tenant 
databases are summarized in Table I, and discussed in detail in 
[3] [4]. In addition to, there are several multi-tenant database 
schema mapping techniques ware presented in [5],[6], the 
majority of these techniques are derived from the three major 
approaches of managing data in multi-tenant databases, in 
order to create a logical isolated database schema for every 
tenant in multi-tenant databases. We classify multi-tenant 
database schema mapping techniques in to three segments: 
techniques using a single approach to represent data in a multi-
tenant databases, techniques mixing two or three data isolation 
approaches, and techniques mixing unstructured data as XML 
data type and structured data as relation database. 

A. Techniques Deploying a Single Approach 

Some SaaS providers prefer to use a single multi-tenant 
data storage approach to represent data in multi-tenant 
databases, to avoid the complexity in database design. 

Private Tables‟ Technique is derived from the separate 
tables schema, where each tenant has a logical schema 
consisting of a set of extensions tables. This technique was 
explicated in [5], and provides a high performance, however 
neglects the storage space and scalability. It was preferred to 
use when applications have a few tenants or a few tables [1]. 

Universal Table‟ Technique is derived from the shared 
tables schema, and was referred to as the most flexible 
technique in [7]. This technique was adopted by 
SalesForce.com. In the other side, this technique wastes storage 
space, because of the great use of null values, moreover, it 
harms query performance because it does not support indexes. 

Pivot Tables‟ Technique is derived from the shared tables 
schema, it was explicated in [1]. This technique eliminates null 
values and supports more flexible extensions at the expense of 
increasing query processing time for inserting, updating and 
deleting operations. 

The proposed technique in [8], hosted every tenant data in a 
separated database, and divided tenants‟ databases into two 
classes: high performance and low performance. The main 
important point in this technique is that it measures the tenant 
workload by transactions per second, and uses this metric to 
measure overall workloads to get the hardware provisioning 
policy and the associated scheduling policy. 

B. Techniques Mixing the Separate Tables Schema and the 

Shared Tables Schema approaches 

There are a lot of techniques ware proposed to representing 
data in multi-tenant databases such as in [1], [3], [6], [9], [10]. 
These techniques mixing separate tables and shared tables 
schemas to achieve balance between scalability, performance, 
data isolation and storage space with the best cost. However, 
these techniques achieve some features, at the expense of other 
features. 

M-store‟ technique was proposed in [3], it saves storage 
space and prevents null values, at the expense of 
reconfiguration. Our proposal solves null problem relatively to 
tenant need of performance. 

Chunk Table‟ technique and Chunk Folding‟ technique 
ware proposed in [6], these were flexible and reduce the 
number of tables, at the expense of increasing the queries 
complexity, because of the huge joining operation. These 
techniques just focus on vertical partitioning into logical tables 
'chunks', however, our proposal adds vertical and horizontal 
partitioning to save a specific level of performance for every 
tenant. 

An Elastic Schema‟ technique was proposed in [1], it works 
on increasing query performance and storing the data in the 
database as a character large object (CLOB) or binary large 
object (BLOB) values, to eliminate the impact of BLOB and 
CLOB values, and divides tables into common tables and 
virtual extensions. In our proposed technique every attribute 
has a special attribute rate depending on: the type, size in 
memory and rate of participation between tenants, in order to 
decide merging or separating this attribute from the base table. 

The technique proposed in [9] works on reducing joining 
operations, by measuring an attribute‟s importance based on 
how many tenants share it. The attributes kept in the base table 
if they have high rate of participation. Unfortunately, this 
technique ignores the workload for individual tenants, 
however, in our proposed technique we solve this problem by 
evaluating the importance of attributes, via collecting the 
tenants workloads incorporating with the attributes workload. 

   Separated 

Database 

Separated 

Tables 

Shared 

Tables 

Data isolation high middle low 

Customizability high high low 

Scalability low middle high 

Maintenance cost high high low 

Optimal use of 

storage space 

low middle high 

General cost high middle low 
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C. Techniques Mixing an Unstructured Data and a Structured 

Data 

In [10], the technique works on splitting up the common 
content tables, shared by all tenants, away from the extension 
tables. The extension tables contain additional information, 
tenants may need to supply, these tables are stored in XML 
document. Using XML technique satisfies SaaS providers and 
tenants‟ needs, because the extension data can be handle 
without changing original database schema. However, it down 
of performance in queries mechanism, because the collecting 
between unstructured data in XML and structured data in 
relation database takes more time. 

III. FLEXIBLE MULTI-TENANT DATABASE SCHEMA 

A. Flexible Multi-tenant Database Schema Overview 

The previous section outlined the common schema-
mapping techniques for managing data in multi-tenancy 
databases. These techniques focus on realizing all tenants‟ 
requirements, and ignore the multiple levels of tenants‟ 
workloads. However, in multi-tenancy architecture, a single 
application and database instance should comply with the 
tenants‟ needs as a whole, but the tenants on the same server 
may have multiple requirements with varying qualities [8], 
according to a set of business factors, such as: information 
system workload and importance of data security. These 
factors motivate us to propose a new schema mapping 
technique to support multiple levels of data isolation, data 
security and performance for the tenants in the multi-tenant 
database. 

Multi-tenancy in the database tier can be achieved by 
sharing databases at different levels of isolation, which results 
in different multi-tenancy database models according to the 
requirements for each system. There are three main approaches 
for isolating data in the multi-tenant database: firstly, shared 
server and separated databases for each tenant, which provide 
the highest degree of isolation, but it is much more costly; 
secondly, shared database and separated tables for each tenant, 
which is lower than the previous approach in isolation issue, 
but more fair in the cost; thirdly, shared tables approach which 
provide the worst degree of data isolation, but it is not costly 
for the majority of tenants and it achieves a good scalability. 

Usually, SaaS providers select the appropriate data 
isolation approach to each application depending on a set of 
factors that can change over time, such as: the number of 
tenants, the size of tenants‟ data, the importance of data 
isolation, and the desirable security degree. Unless multi-tenant 
databases are equipped to handle the changes in these factors 
such as increasing the number of tenants or the size of their 
data, they will waste a lot of time and effort in reconstructing 
database architecture, which is illogical and unacceptable, 
because SaaS applications should be scalable to support the 
inconstant customers‟ needs, without affecting the existing 
tenants‟ services. 

Building multi-tenant applications with incomplete and 
inconsistent requirements calls for building a flexible multi-
tenant database schema to manage the additional tenants 
information. Building a flexible multi-tenant database schema 
should take into account all the influential factors of building 

the multi-tenant system, including the tenants requirements and 
the SaaS provider expectations, because multi-tenant database 
schema should scale to multiple levels of tenants, with multiple 
requirements and multi-quality of service. This motivates us to 
propose a new dynamic partitioning mechanism to isolate data 
in a multi-tenant database, that contains a mixed mode of the 
three main isolation approaches, in order to improve the server 
utilization and minimize wasted storage space, while keeping 
appropriate quality of service for each tenant. 

The shared tables schema is referred to as "pure multi-
tenancy" in [4] [11]. By the same token, we depend mainly on 
this approach in our system, in addition to using some metrics 
to separate extensions tables, to get the desired performance for 
some tenants, who have a high workload. Finally, we may use 
a separated database in a special cases, to ensure a desired 
security level for data, so our proposal combines characteristics 
of shared tables, separated tables and separated databases 
architectures. 

B. The Standard Components to Build a Multi-tenant 

Database 

A flexible multi-tenant database should be based on three 
components: firstly, metadata-driven schema architecture, 
which allows tenants to add customizable extensions to the 
common objects or create entirely new customizable objects. 
The metadata tables save data of each tenant, such as: users 
data, desirable entities, customized attributes, and reference to 
the tenants‟ data in the temporary tables "generated tables", 
generated tables is provisional tables made in order to store the 
actual data for tenants; secondly, global unique identifier, 
which generates a new unique id for every inserting operation 
from any user in any table, which will be used to store the data 
in the generated tables to minimize the volume of metadata 
columns in the generate tables; thirdly, runtime table generator 
is the most important component, which decides where to save 
the data in the generated tables or create a new generated table 
to save the data. 

C. Data Partition in a Multi-tenant Database 

The Data distribution in multi-tenancy databases should 
based on the current transactions and the expected transactions 
on the data. Before we decide what is the appropriate data 
distribution approach, we ought to answer the following 
questions: 

a) What are the main functions for the system, and the 

required resources?  

b) What are the additional tenants’ requirements, and 

the required quality of services for each tenant? 

c) What are the required memory and processing power 

to access various data type?  

d) What is the expected workload for every table? 

e) What is the critical point to horizontal data 

isolation? 

f) What is the critical point to vertical data merging? 

Note that the requirements of the system are split to the 
functional requirements that are the services the system should 
provide and the minimum quality of services to be accepted, 
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and the non-functional requirements are the other services that 
improve the system properties e.g. performance, response time. 

The proposed technique realizes scalability not only by 
supporting a large number of customers, but also supporting 
multiple levels of qualities, through supporting multiple levels 
of data isolation. Runtime table generator is responsible for 
distributing the tenants‟ data in the generated tables, according 
to set of suggested factors: system rate, tenant rate, attribute 
rate, and table rate. These factors take in account the volume 
of activity of the enterprise and the system workload, to 
provide appropriate data isolation approach and level of 
performance for the enterprises however the volume of 
activity. 

System rate will be determined by the SaaS provider, to 
define the functional system needs and the minimum cost for 
the system, by calculating the required storage space, memory, 
processing power, maintenance procedures and schedules 
backup. 

Tenant rate will be determined for each tenant individually, 
it is used to measure the non-functional requirements of tenants 
such as the desirable level of data isolation, the level of data 
security, the required query performance and number of extra 
backups. It is used to define the additional cost for every tenant 
according to his individual non-functional requirements. 

Attribute rate is concerned with the growth of the attribute 
usage, by taking into account the attribute data type and 
constrains and whether it was an index attribute. 

Table rate is a special rate used to determine every 
generated table workload, by measuring the growth of the data 
within each table. On the grounds of the experimental study 
conducted, which we will discuss in details later, we cater for a 
set of measurements to compute the four rates as in Table II, 
and present the suggested weights from these measurements. 

The multi-tenant solution must fits functional requirements 
of the system, which represent by 'system rate', plus the non-
functional requirements of the tenant, which represent by 
'tenant rate'. In that manner, general tenant cost equals the 
minimum system cost 'system rate' plus the extra tenant cost 
'tenant rate'.  

Our proposal system save multimedia objects, like images 
and secure documents, in a set of separate databases for files 
and documents. However, each database has a level of security, 
a data encryption system and a special backup system that refer 
by the database rate. For example, if a tenant has secure 
documents and hopes to save them in a separated database, he 
should have a tenant rate high enough to allow him to use one 
of these separated databases, otherwise his tenant rate is not 
enough to allow him to use this feature. 

 

 

 

TABLE II.  THE SUGGESTION MEASUREMENTS TO COMPUTE THE SYSTEM 

RATE, TENANT RATE, ATTRIBUTE RATE AND TABLE RATE 

In multi-tenancy environment, SaaS providers wish to 
reduce wasted storage space and maximize the sharing of 
resources, although the tenants wish to maximize the isolation 
and performance qualities, neglecting storage space. Therefore, 
we propose to use two thresholds the isolation point and 
merger point, to detect when to isolate data in multiple tables 
or to share data in the same table. Data in a multi-tenancy 
database will be partitioned horizontally to a set of allotment 
tables according to isolation point, and vertically to a set of 
extension tables according to merger point. 

Isolation point is a threshold point that determines the 
necessity of horizontal partition data, in order to constrict the 
tables workloads with a concrete point, and it was assigned by 
the system variables using a several methods according to the 
nature of application. 

The following equations used to calculate the Isolation 
point depending on the isolation factor only, where IP is the 
isolation point, IR is the isolation rate, SR is system rate, TR is 
tenant rate, AR is attribute rate and GTR as generate table rate. 
By the same token,                  is the current isolation 

degree of the system, to be accepted by the customers, and it 
detect by the system provider depending on the nature of the 
system,                      is the average of special isolation 

rates for the tenants who sharing the system,           the 

average degree of data isolation rate for both the tenants and 
the system, note that           must be less than or equals 1. 

  

 Measurement Description Weight 
System rate The number of prospective tenants 20 % 

Average of tables per tenant and prospective data  20 % 

The nature of prospective tenants 10 % 

The prospective non-functional requirements of 

tenants 

10 % 

Number of functions and procedures 10 % 

Minimum security level 10 % 

Minimum isolation level 10 % 

Minimum performance level 10 % 
Tenant 

rate 
Maximum number of users for this tenant 20 % 

Growth rate of tenant data (average of 
transactions per period) 

20 % 

Special isolation rate 10 % 

Special security rate 10 % 

Special performance rate 10 % 

Number schedule backup 10 % 
Attribute 

rate 
Date type 5 % 

Column type(primary key, index ) 5 % 

Foreign key 5 % 

Have constraints(unique, check) 5 % 
Table rate Table growth rate = number of rows / number of 

days from create 
10 % 

Growth rate per tenant= number of rows / number 

of tenants 

10 % 

Total current "general attributes rate"  80 % 
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                                                               (1) 

                                                     (2) 

                          
        

         
                                              (3) 

      (           )                                               (4) 

In (5),           is a general attribute rate, that calculate a 

new attribute expected workload, and the required resources by 
a special tenant. 

                                                                                (5) 

Equation (1), (2), (3) and (4) calculate the isolation point, 
that support multi-levels of data isolation feature. In the same 
manner we can rebuild these equations where IR replace with 
the security rate to support multi-levels of data security. 

Merger point is a threshold point, that responsible for 
vertical partition data, in order to reduce the volume of joining 
operations, it was assigned by the SaaS provider according to a 
set of factors, such as: the available storage space, the space 
will be allocated to each tenant, the number of tables will be 
allocated for each tenant, the expected extra customization 
attributes for each tenant, and availability to save a null values. 

In the proposed system, when a tenant needs to create a 
custom table or alter an existing table, the runtime table 
generator searches for the best isolation approach by selecting 
the ideal generated tables to save the data in them. The 
algorithm in "Pseudocode 1" explain how the runtime table 
generator add a new custom table 'ACT' to a tenant 'test'. The 
algorithm starts by saving the data of a new customized table in 
the metadata-driven schema tables (line 3), then selecting or 
creating the appropriate generated tables, to store the tenant 
data and refer to it in the metadata-driven schema tables. In 
(lines 4-6) the algorithm check if the new general attribute rate 
is more than or equal the 'isolation point', then creating a new 
generated table with this schema and returns its identifier as a 

reference. Otherwise the algorithm searches in all generated 
tables, and if it finds a generated table has the new customized 
table schema and its table rate plus the new general attribute 
rate are less than or equal to the isolation point, then returning 
this generated table Identifier as a reference (lines 7-12). In the 
failure case, the algorithm attempts to find all the tenants who 
need this schema, and if the summation of their tenant rates 
plus tenant rate of 'test' is more than or equal to the isolation 
point, a new generated table is created and its identifier is 
returned (lines 14-19). The last case, a new customized table is 
divided to a set of sub tables, and the algorithm determines 
whether this schema is available or it needs to create a new 
generated tables and return the tables references (lines 20-23). 

D. Analyzing the performance of the proposed multi-tenant 

database schema-mapping technique 

The traditional DBMSs usually consists of 4 basic 
operations: selection, insertion, deleting and updating 
operation, and each operation is a collection of an I/O 
processes in the DBMS. The final target of our solution is 
twofold: firstly, the system aim at reducing the number of the 
I/O processes by saving the tenant data in one table. This 
means that a tenant inserts or updates a row to one physical 
source table, which means a small response time and a high 
throughput rate. This serves the tenants whose tenant rate is 
high enough, or high number of tenants with the same schema 
to allow the merge of their data in one table, which is expected 
to provide a high quality of service while wasting a lot of 
storage space; secondly, the system aim at reducing the number 
of generated tables by maximizing the sharing tables between 
tenants, by dividing the tenants entities vertically to a set of 
extension tables in order to eliminate the null values and 
economize on the storage space for tenants who do not have 
demanding quality of service, where a single operation can be 
divided into several I/O processes to the corresponding 
physical tables, which means a high response time and a lower 
throughput rate. This approach provides a relatively low 
quality of service while economizing on storage space. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 

In this section, we conduct a case study for a customer 
relationship management system in multiple hotels to evaluate 
our proposal. In the beginning, the hotels organizations are 
divided into multiple levels categories, as illustrated in Table 
III. All hotels have a common entities such as: room, travel 
agent and guest entity, and a common procedures such as: 
reservation operation. However, multiple hotels have different 
services types, citizenships of clients, and various quality of 
services. As a result, the common entities of multiple hotels 
will vary in attributes such as: table of customers. Table IV 
illustrates a sample of the variety on schema for an entity 
'customer' for seven hotels. 

 The case study consists a sample of customers from 
“tenant1” to “tenant7”, representing the different segments of 
hotels. According to the column "Tenant Rate" in Table IV, 
there are a small enterprises such as “tenant1”and “tenant2”, 
who have a small workload and do not have demanding quality 
of service, the system ought to economize storage space for 
these tenants. However, tenants as “tenant7” and “tenant6” 
reject to share their tables with others.  

Pseudocode 1  Creating  a new Customized table 'ACT' to tenant 'test'. 

 1:  IP    ←  Isolation Point 

 2:  MT  ←  Meta-data Table 
 3:       insert ACT into MT 

 4:       if ( TenantRate (test) >= IP )   then   

 5:       create (a new generate table with ACT schema) 
 6:       return  ( the new generate table ID )   

 7:       else     for each (GT in Generated Tables) 

 8:                                     GT  ←  current generated table 
 9:        if (Schema(GT)=Schema(ACT))   

        and (TableRate(GT)+TableRate(ACT)<=IP) 

10:         then return  ( the current generated table ID )   
11:        end if            

12:                  end for  

13:        end if 

14:    X ← distributed generated tables require ACT schema   

15:    if (TableRate (X) + TableRate (ACT) >= IP)  then  

16:               create (a new generate table  with  ACT schema) 
17:               update MT replace with the new generate table ID where X 

18:               move data in X into  the new generate table 

19:               return  ( the new generate table ID )    
20:               else    for each( sub table  in ACT ) 

21:                         [: : :] /* Symmetric to lines 7 to 19 */ 

22:                         [: : :] /* Symmetric to lines 5 to 6   */ 
23:                         end for       

24:   end if   
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In Table V, we compare the performance of our proposed 
approach with the three main approaches of data isolation in 

multi-tenancy database. We realize the proposed solution by 
applying the following steps: 

TABLE III.  THE MAIN CATEGORIES OF THE HOTELS COMPARISON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE IV.   VARIANT DEFINITIONS OF 'CUSTOMER' ENTITY FOR VARIANT TENANTS 

a)  Table VI, we studied the functional requirements for 

the prospective tenants and the critical system needs to get the 

system rate.  

b) Table VII, we got the tenant rate for each tenant, 

through studying the non-functional requirements for them, 

and calculated the extra costs for each tenants.  

c) Using equation (4) to get the isolation point through 

depending on isolation rate. 

d) Table VIII illustrate the generated tables 

                  . schemas, and how to use these to 

represent the entity 'customer' for all tenants. 

A. Implementation with the current isolation rate 

In the current case, the system provider set the system 
isolation rate = 5, the minimum= 0 and maximum = 10. Note 
that the maximum system rate equal 100. 

                       
 

  
 

  

  
                    

                         
  

  
 

  

  
        

                                ⁄          

                                            

 In our case study, isolation point equal 53, so that tenants 
such as: “tenant6”, “tenant7” who have tenant rate more than or 
equal 53 will be in separated tables, but the other tenants will 
be in a shared tables according to their tenant rates. 

B. Implementation the minimum system isolation rate 

In this case, data isolation quality is not necessary in the 
system, so the system in common is opt for working like a 
shared tables schema, so it resulted isolation point =78. In the 
final analysis, only “tenant7” who have a tenant rate >= 78 will 
be in a separated tables, and other tenants will be in a shared 
table schema. In conclusion, this case work like a shred tables 
schema and neglect the performance for most tenants. Finally, 
it use less number of tables and less storage space. 

TABLE V.  CHARACTERISTIC OF REALIZATION THE FOUR SCHEMAS 

  

                                            

                                             

C. Implementation the maximum system isolation rate 

In this case, it is opt for working like a separated tables 
schema, where all tenants having a tenant rate >= 28 will be in 
a separated tables. In conclusion, this case use more tables and 
neglect the storage space size and the number of tables.  

Hotel 

Class  

Percentage 

of Market 

Avg. of 

Users 

Avg. of 

Reservations  

Avg. of 

Transactions  

Security 

Need 

Variability 

need 

three 

stars  
80% 2 224 20 Low Low 

four 

stars  
10% 3 689 176 

Mediu
m 

High 

five stars 

standard 
5% 6 734 477 High High 

five stars 

deluxe 
5% 10 1518 158 

V. 

High 
V. High 

Tenant name 
Hotel 

Level 

Tenant 

Rate 
Attribute 1 

Data 

Type 
Attribute 2 

Data 

Type 
Attribute   3 

Data 

Type 
Attribute 4 Data Type 

TENANT7 *****D 80 Id Int Name 
Char  

150 
Web Site 

Char 

100 
Email 

Char 

100 

TENANT6 *****S 69 Id Int 
English 

Name 

Char  

150 
Arabic Name 

N Char 

200 
Phone 

Char 

20 

TENANT5 *****S 49 Id Int Name 
Char  

100 
Address 

Char 

500 
  

TENANT4 **** 34 Id Int Name 
Char  

200 
Tel 

Char 

20 
  

TENANT3 **** 28 Id Int Short Name 
Char  

50 
Full Name 

Char 

200 
Site 

Char 

100 

TENANT2 *** 20 Id Int Name 
Char  

100 
Email 

Char 

200 
  

TENANT1 *** 9 Id Int Name 
Char  

50 
supervisor 

Char 

200 
  

Solution Tenant cost 
customiz

able 

Space 

requirements 

Handle 

db size 

Prospective 

tenants 

Separate 

databases 
V. High 

V. 

High 
V. High Low 5 star Hotels 

Separate 

schemas Medium High Medium High 
4 star and 

part of 3 star 

Shared 

Table 
Low High Low 

V. 

High 
3 star 

Propose 

Solution 

made to 

order 

V. 

High 

made to 

order 
High All Hotels 
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TABLE VI.   ILLUSTRATE SYSTEM RATE MEASUREMENT 

 

TABLE VII.   ILLUSTRATE THE TENANTS‟ RATES IN THE CASE STUDY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE VIII.   ENTITY 'CUSTOMER' SCHEMA IN THE GENERATED TABLES 

In Table VIII, the generated tables start with the Global 
Unique Identification column, that is represented by (UID) 
column, and then list the attributes which the generated tables 
ware contained. The seventh column „Shared by tenants‟ shows 
who the tenant are used this generated table, such as GT1 is 
specified for “tenant7”. The eighth column is the table rate 
equal summation of its tenants’ rates. finally the last column is 
the available points is table rate subtracted from isolation 
point, the tables have available point more than zero can be 
shared with tenants have tenant rate less than or equal this rate. 

In the final analysis, the three implementation cases 
achieved the required theory, because the system had a 
multiple levels of data isolation. Fig. 1 illustrates the variety of 
data isolation approaches in the system, where vertical axis 
refer to the percentage of tenants and horizontal axis refer to 
the                                              . 
Furthermore, Fig. 2 illustrates how the needs of tenants can 
automatically affect the isolation rate. Decreasing the isolation 
rate mean increasing the separated tables or the storage space. 

 
No of 

users 

Growth 

rate 

Isolation 

Rate 

Security 

Rate 

Performan

ce rate 

No of 

Backup 

tenant 

rate 

Max. 

Value 
20 20 10 10 10 10 80 

Tenant 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 9 

Tenant 2 6 6 1 1 4 2 20 

Tenant 3  8 8 2 3 5 2 28 

Tenant 4 8 10 5 2 6 3 34 

Tenant 5 15 16 5 5 5 3 49 

Tenant 6 18 20 7 8 8 8 69 

Tenant 7 20 20 10 10 10 10 80 

 AVG 31/70 30/70 39/70   

Measurement Description 
Weights 

rate 

The number prospective tenants 8 

Average number of table per tenant 5 

the nature of prospective tenants 2 

the needs of prospective tenants 3 

Number of functions and procedures 3 

Security Rate 4 

Isolation Rate 5 

Performance Rate 4 

the system rate 51 

Table name Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Shared by tenants Table rate Available points 

GT1 UID INT char 150 char 100 char 100 T7 80 0 

GT2 UID INT char 150 N char 200 char 20 T6 69 0 

GT3 UID INT    T5 49 4 

GT4 UID char 100    T5 49 4 

GT5 UID char 500    T5 49 4 

GT6 UID INT char 200 char 100  T2,T3 48 5 

GT7 UID char 50    T1,T3 37 16 

GT8 UID INT char 200   T1,T4 43 10 

GT9 UID char 20    T4 34 19 
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Fig. 1. Example of variation of data isolation schemas in a single system

 

Fig. 2. The effect of change the avarage of tenants rates on isolation rate 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we trade-off between the performance and the 
storage space, in the major approaches of managing data in 
multi-tenant databases, as well as highlighted the standard 
components to build a customizable multi-tenant database 
schema. This paper proposes a new multi-tenant database 
schema-mapping technique, contain a mixed mode of the 

multi-tenancy data isolation approaches, in order to improve 
the database server utilization and minimize the wasted storage 
space, while keeping the appropriate quality of service for each 
tenant, by selecting the effective way to part the data in multi-
tenant databases horizontally by the isolation point and 
vertically by the merger point. 
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Abstract—Workflow systems are typical fit for in the explo-
rative research of bioinformaticians. These systems can help
bioinformaticians to design and run their experiments and to
automatically capture and store the data generated at runtime.
On the other hand, Web services are increasingly used as the
preferred method for accessing and processing the information
coming from the diverse life science sources. In this work we
provide an efficient approach for creating bioinformatic workflow
for all-service architecture systems (i.e., all system components
are services ). This architecture style simplifies the user inter-
action with workflow systems and facilitates both the change of
individual components, and the addition of new components to
adopt to other workflow tasks if required. We finally present
a case study for the bioinformatics domain to elaborate the
applicability of our proposed approach.

Index Terms—Web services; In-silico Workflows; Quality of
Services (QoS); Web services for bioinformatics; Bioinformatics
services.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the large number of available web services, the sheer
complexity of data, and the frequent lack of documentation,
discovering the most appropriate web service for a given task
is a user challenge. In addition, in current practice there is a
disparity between bioinformatics workflow conceptualization
and specification. We believe that this disparity can be resolved
using semantic Web. Semantic Web technologies can be used
to translate from the specification of analytical functions or
final state to executable workflows. Such workflow abstraction
can consequently result in a unification of workflow con-
ceptualization and specification. Nevertheless, such a level
of abstraction will be useful for both novice and expert
users, and will provide a means to easily and efficiently
create workflows for other life sciences researches. Many life
science tools are currently available as web services. The
use of a workflow system to orchestrate these services and
create in-silico experiments seems to be a logical approach.
Thus, the methodology for creating bioinformatics workflow
depends heavily on the knoweledge that the researcher has
about the tools that he will use. In our research the user
was enabled to emphasize the desired final state instead of
providing the details of the process that he wants to perform
or the relationships between his/her tools, which corresponds

more closely to the objective of the research, provides further
abstraction and reduces the workflow conceptually to a single
functional operation as follows:

construct phylogenetic tree to a reference sequence.
This statement ”Construct phylogenetic tree” subsume the
steps required to generate phylogenetic tree [1] which are:
Step 1: Choosing an appropriate markers for the phylogenetic
analysis.
Step 2:Performing multiple sequence alignments.
Step 3:Selection of an evolutionary model.
Step 4:Phylogenetic tree reconstruction.
Step 5:Evaluation of the phylogenetic tree.

Currently, to the best of our knowledge, there is no guide to
assist users in the Web services discovery process. However,
there is a significant progress that has been made towards
building integration platforms that utilize online Web services
interfaces to support bioinformatics analyses. Taverna [2] is
such a platform that is widely used by the bioinformatics
community, whereas Kepler [3] and Triana [4] are two popular
platforms in the wider scientific community. Recently, there
is a trend to extend such platforms to support semantic Web
services, as more semantically linked data repositories are now
available. Semantic annotation provides richer information
than Web service description alone and can be used for
automatic reasoning when they conform to certain ontology.

Other approaches focus on the discovery of Web services
that are annotated with a specific vocabulary. This is the
case of the myGrid1 project, whose aim is to provide a
controlled vocabulary to make annotations. BioCatalogue [5] is
a life science Web service registry with 1180 registered Web
services that are meant to be annotated using life sciences
ontology. Nevertheless, another issue to be taken into account
is that, in many cases, multiple services provide very similar
functionality (a particularly insidious example is the multitude
of services providing variants of alignments of genes and
proteins). In such cases, the user has to decide which service
is the most appropriate based on diverse quality criteria
(availability, coverage of the domain of interest, etc.). To

1http://www.mygrid.org.uk
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address this problem, assessment techniques must be applied
to provide the user with some information about the quality
and the functionality of each service [6].

In this research a workflow representation was suggested
that can solve the disparity between how life scientists concep-
tualize their workflows and how the workflows are specified in
practice. The resolution is through a description of workflows
through specification of primary analytical operations or de-
sired analysis final state that enables the design of high-level
workflow models. These high-level workflow descriptions are
closer to the conceptual models that life scientists have about
experiments. Consequently, the cognitive load on those scien-
tists has been reduced [7]. In our work we use the semantic
Web technology to translate from final state functions to an
executable workflow.

The proposed idea depends on the idea of standardization
of Web service interfaces. This standardization enables the
language to be later used in life science workflow systems
to describe and implement classes of tasks. For example,
the proposed workflow representation can help to provide
a standardized interface for the famous biological sequence
alignment tasks in a workflow, then; the abstract alignment
task encompasses all alignment resources, including (a) syn-
chronous Blast services, and (b) Blast services. There are
several key design rationales of our language that can be
summarized as follows:

1) Our proposed services selection for in-silico workflow
enables the life scientist to think in terms of the operation
he wants to perform instead of the services he needs
to use. Thus our solution reduces the gap that currently
exists between the level at which a life scientist thinks
about the life science problem and the actual workflow
implementation.

2) The proposed workflow has all-service architecture, i.e.,
all system components are services. This allows easy
change of individual components and addition of new
ones to adapt to other workflow tasks if required.

3) The whole system is based on a semantic Web service
framework (WSMO [8]). As a result, all system compo-
nents provide native semantic support.

4) In our proposed workflow services selection method only
essential services are available and automatic service
selection is done. .

5) the proposed approach select the appropriate Web ser-
vices that can execute the task dynamically at run time
instead of hard coding the services that can execute the
task during the design of the workflow. This feature in
turn overcomes the issue of dead or unavailable services.

6) Finally, the user provided with the best available Web
services that performs his request based on both quality
of services criteria, and his/her stored profile values.
This feature considers the fact that currently there exist
potentially large number of services from different service
providers that can functionality overlap we believe that
the non-functional properties of services, especially those
related to Quality of Service (QoS), such as reliability,

performance, and sensitivity, should be considered when
several services provide similar function or information.
A service selection algorithm is used to help users iden-
tify the “best” service [12].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II,
presents background, related work, and motivates the problem.
Section III, discussed the workflow discovery problem and
solution.Section IV explain the worklet architecture. Section
V, presents a use case that are used to evaluate the proposed
solution. Finally, section VI concludes and outlines directions
for future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Current Workflow Design Systems.
There have been a large number of workflow design and
execution engines that supports In silico biological study.
Taverna [2] which is a workflow construction environment
and execution engine designed to support in-silico biolog-
ical study. It provides access to a large collection of data
sources and analysis tools, many of which are accessed
through a Web service interface. Taverna is designed
as a do-it-all environment, which can be overwhelming
for biologists with limited computing background. While
Taverna has a plug-in architecture that allows addition of
new functions, any changes to the core system components
are non-trivial.
In [9] a prototype solution for the service selection problem
in the life-sciences is proposed. The solution uses the
Moby environment that uses lazy breadth-first search over
an implicit graph of the service space. Also, the presented
method is able to highly rank desirable services at inter-
active speeds. Although the solution improves the service
selection process so that the user is presented only with
a small set of the most salient services to the time and
effort required to build workflows, the solution purposely
uses a minimal amount of semantic information (data-type
matching only), and does not consider the un-experienced
user who is not familiar with workflow usage.

B. Semantics and quality-aware Service (QoS) in Current
Workflow Design Systems.
Some workflow design systems have incorporated
semantic component to support workflows execution.
A bioinformatics semantic workflow is the workflow
specification of a complex scientific task in terms of
the biological analysis objectives and the semantic
characteristics of the computational tools needed for
the analysis [10] without delving into the computational
details of the tools. The semantic workflow is at the
level of biological concepts, that are much closer to the
scientific research. Although Taverna has semantics to
describe workflow activities, it is limited to supporting
the discovery of proper services during the design of a
workflow [9].
In [10], the author presented Sesame a semantic
bioinformatics workflow design system with new
ontology for bioinformatics tools/services. Sesame allows
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the biologists to perform their analyses using terms that
they are familiar with. After designing the semantic
workflow, Sesame ask the user to instantiate it by
associating each analyses entity with the instances of
bioinformatics tools/services and data.
Although Sesame free the biologists from the necessity
of learning the details of the computational aspects of the
bioinformatics tools. yet, it still requires its users to have
knowledge in scripting tools/ services, and algorithms that
they will use.
Also, Sesame can only perform simple instantiation cases
and for each analyses entity Sesame ask the user to
select one instance of bioinformatics tools/services. Then,
the user specifies the parameters and input data for the
selected tool/service which overload the unexpirencied
user with alot of work that he/she may not understand.

The work in [11] presents a new way for describing
workflow templates and instances. All the used constituents
are semantic objects that are described with properties
and workflow level constraints. Once a workflow template
is created and validated by an experienced user, it is easy
for more junior scientists to create sophisticated analyses
simply by specifying input data for pre-defined templates.
The system ensures that the input data specified is
appropriate given the definitions in the workflow template,
and automatically generates a workflow instance that can
be mapped to execution resources.
Despite all those efforts, in this work a better approach
was presented that ensures the existence of all the
resources that can perform the task rather than having a
template that may contain a link to a dead service or an
unavailable resource. In addition, the proposed approach
also consider the QoS information in selecting the services
that best execute and meet the user requirements.

The authors in [12] have utilized several semantic
technologies to identify the scientists intent, and then
to facilitate the control of workflow execution and
enrichment of workflow provenance. While the integration
of semantic components with the original system improved
the usability of the workflow system, users still have to
be familiar with those workflow design systems in order
to accomplish a data analysis task.

Zhang et al. proposed a two-step approach to automatically
transform geospatial procession conceptual workflow to
Kepler workflow [3]. However, their transformation is
limited to only one geographical information system
package.

For a more complete selection of services in addition
to the syntactic and the semantic dimension in building
the workflow the quality of resources are also important
factors for making adequate service choice.
In [13], an optimization algorithm is proposed to

efficiently access Web services. The algorithm takes as
input the classical database SPJ like queries over Web
services. It uses a cost model to arrange Web services in
a query, and computes a pipelined execution plan with
minimal total query running time. In addition, in [14]
quality-aware service optimization techniques have been
studied. These approaches rely on the computation of a
predefined objective function, and the users need to assign
numeric weight to specify their preferences if multiple
quality parameters are involved.

On the other hand, in our proposed approach we learn those
weights dynamically from the user profile instead of asking
the user about the weights of QoS criteria which could lead
to missing the user desired services due to the user inability
to precisely specify the weight of each QoS parameter
if multiple quality parameters are involved. Nevertheless,
our proposed approach follows the work presented in
Adams et al. [15]. In this work the authors introduced
a technique to design abstract workflows to describe the
treatment processes of patients. The central component in
their approach is worklets. A worklet is a small workflow
that covers all the actions required to perform a higher
level task (or step). The main advantage of worklets is
that it black boxes implementation details from a workflow
designer point of view. The approach supports flexibility
and evolution in workflows through the support of flexible
work practices, based not on proprietary frameworks, but
on accepted ideas of how people actually work. Our
approach although borrows the worklet concept, differs in
the way we build and select the worklet assigned for each
workflow task. In addition, we present a new application
direction for workflows through employing worklets that
target bio-informaticians. In addition, we employ worklets
to achieve an efficient Web service selection interface.
The remaining of the paper elaborates our approach in
using worklets to provide a standard language for in-silico
service selection.

III. WORKFLOW DISCOVERY

Workflow discovery in our work is responsible for finding
available workflows for the specified functionality. Workflows
are discovered using information on their specification, the
desired functionality, and available services. For simplicity,
we provide an example of workflow discovery using only the
desired functionality (e.g., phylogenetic analysis).

Each task of a workflow is linked to an extensible repertoire
of actions. In this work, we present those repertoire-member
actions as “worklets”. In effect, we borrow the definition of a
worklet from [15] where a worklet is defined as a workflow
that handles one specific task in a larger, composite workflow.
The use of worklets enables the design of abstract, reusable
workflows that can be used for different cases with a similar
high level structure. Finally, a sequence of worklets is chained
to form an entire workflow process.
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At the same time, a repertoire for each workflow task is
dynamically constructed as different approaches and methods
for completing those tasks are continuously developed. The
input variables of the original task are mapped to the input
variables of the selected service on the worklet, and then
the worklet is launched. When the worklet is completed, its
output variables are mapped back to the output variables of
the original work process.

Our workflow execution use the same model of execution
presented in [16]. In [16] the workflow is composed of a
service that can execute the required task but our workflow
is composed of worklets that enable the design of abstract,
reusable workflows that can be used for different cases with
a similar high level structure. The execution of a workflow
depends on a utility service such as satisfyPrecondition, this
service is called at the beginning of each process model
for worklets with preconditions. As a result, the prerequisite
worklet are executed first, in order to satisfy the preconditions;
once all preconditions are met, the initial service is finally
executed. The precondition dependency check is recursively
applied until a service with no preconditions is reached.

In this way, each service prerequisite will help compose an
executable workflow. Subsequently, the workflow will be com-
posed backward and at runtime reversed for proper execution.
Figure 1 shows this method.

Figure 1: Workflow Backwards Composition

A worklet in our work is handled like a normal Web
services. Semantic services are defined using OWL-S [17].
A semantic worklet service description is constructed with
a precondition that reflects the prerequisites needed in order
for the service to successfully complete; this precondition is
sufficient to construct workflows for the desired functionality.
We have considered a way to define worklets preconditions.
For example, a phylogenetic analysis worklet named
“Phylogenetic Inference Worklet, This service requires a
multiple sequence alignment as an input and can be described
as follows:
Worklet: Phylogenetic Inference.
Precondition: Multiple sequence alignment.
Input: Optional multiple sequence/analysis parameters.
Output: Phylogenetic Tree.

As we are searching for life sciences Web services, we apply
the taxonomy of categories used by BioCatalogue [5] in order

to classify the worklet. BioCatalogue is a registry of curated
Life Science Web Services. The aim of BioCatalogue is to
provide an easy way for scientists to discover Web services
of interest. BioCatalogue has a shallow taxonomy of Web
services categories, and most of the registered Web services
have at least one category. So, we use this taxonomy to classify
the worklets with the aim of using those categories in the
discovery of the Web services that are suitable for a given
worklet function.

Example 3.1: Consider a worklet ”Sequence Alignment”
building problem. In this worklet we collect all services
that can perform sequence alignment like (a) synchronous
Blast services, and (b) Blast services. Hence, the user simply
specifies that a Sequence Alignment is desired. Then, we select
the worklet named Sequence Alignment to execute his request.
At the lowest level, expert users can specify all the analysis
parameters for every step in each analysis that constitutes the
workflow.

Web services in BioCatalogue have four main different types
of annotations: descriptions, operations, tags, and categories.
Each worklet will contain a set of comparable services in
function, the comparability is derived from the bioinformatics
ontology annotation that the service has. For instance, two
services are comparable if they have the same function anno-
tation, in the following section we will provide the details of
how we discover those services.

IV. WORKLET ARCHITECTURE

A worklet is basically nothing more than a workflow
specification that has been designed to perform one part of
a larger parent specifications. However, a worklet differs from
a decomposition or sub-net in that it is dynamically assigned
to perform a particular task at runtime, while sub-nets are
statically assigned at design time. So, rather than being forced
to define all specification of the task such as algorithms to be
used and the service during the design time of a workflow,
the worklet service allows the definition of a much simpler
specification that will evolve dynamically as more worklets
are added to the repertoire for particular tasks.

In addition, as we aim to support flexible system architec-
ture, we therefore implement the worklet components as Web
services as well. Such implementation approach enables us
to easily update and/or replace a worklet for other workflow
system usage. Besides, we provide a semantic description for
service function which requires bioinformatics ontology to
describe them. In our work we choose to store functional and
non-functional services descriptions as semantic description
on the service disk entity. This allows reasoning with such
information, which is not possible otherwise and is a vital
component for service selection and optimization.

In general, worklets may be associated with either an atomic
task, or a multiple-instance atomic task. Any number of
worklets can form the repertoire of an individual task, and any
number of tasks in a particular specification can be associated
with the worklet service.
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A. Worklet Services Selection

The selection of services inside the worklet depends on the
categories, functionality, and ratings of previous interactions.
In this work, we use categories as the criterion for the
discovery process of those comparable services since they
very well express the functionality of services. The discovery
process consists basically of: querying BioCatalogue, and
using its recent launched API [5]. Each query searches for
a specific category and retrieves a set of web services that
are annotated with this category. In most cases, the search
retrieves more than one service, since there are many services
annotated with the same category; however, the set of retrieved
services may include services that do not provide exactly
the required functionality. This instance is due to the fact
that some categories are too general to describe a specific
functionality. Among those services we select the services that
are comparable based on the services ontology.

Besides, we find “myGrid” ontology [18] the most promis-
ing ontology to use, but it can be too big and complex for our
purpose. Therefore, we use “myGrid” ontology as a reference
and build our own domain ontology only covering the data
and analysis required. Our bioinformatics ontology is hence
a small subset of the myGrid ontology, which should allow
easy migration to the full myGrid ontology if we decide to
do so. Every service available in our system is registered
with the bioinformatics ontology term(s) that describe its
function. Searching for service with specific function becomes
equivalent to identifying that function term in the ontology and
returning all the services registered with it and its descendant
terms.

Also, we use the service ontology for describing services
capabilities. For this purpose, we considered both OWL-S [17]
and WSMO [8]. While both are capable of describing the
service properties that our system requires, we select WSMO
because its model of describing non-functional properties
matches better our requirements. On the other hand, as there
exists many non-functional properties that can be used for
service description [19], [20], we mainly focus on reliability,
performance, and sensitivity. Those non-functional measures
are good indicator of the QoS in our case. Those measures
are defined briefly in the following discussion:

• Reliability R: measures the availability and stability of
Web services. In the bioinformatics context, this can be
quantified as the percentage of the up time of the data or
analysis services.

Reliability =
Tup

Ttotal
× 100 (1)

Where Ttotal is the total number of attempts trying to use
the service, and Tup is the number of times the service
can be successfully invoked.

• Performance: measures the time a Web Service takes to
complete a specific task. Many of the bioinformatics anal-
yses are computationally expensive, such as BLASTing
against a large data collection and multiple sequence

alignment. Slow response is a common experience (some-
time up to hours) when a service is requested by a large
number of users. Average performance over a long period
can be used as an indicators of the service capability.
The value of performance is assigned semi-automatically:
the system keeps a record of the completion time and
input settings of every service execution, the evaluation of
service performance P is given by the normalized utility
function:

P = 0.5 rt (2)

Where rt is the relation between the service response
time and the size of the input file, and is given by the
following relation

rt =
response time

input size
(3)

• Sensitivity: refers to the ability to identify all significant
information that is related to the input data independent
of its quality. Sensitivity is calculated by corroborating
results of different services: this repeats the request sent
to one service to a different service, and compares the
matches given by both. The premise is that services that
give top hits are similar enough to validate each other
results and, thus, the comparison of different results can
identify both true positives and false positives between
the best hits.

After we retrieve the set of services that match a specific
category and functionality, semantic description is added to
those services. The domain ontology provides a biological
description of the services, while the service ontology provides
the property information among others. Then, we use the
service selection algorithm proposed in [21]. The service
selection algorithm presented in [21] can be used as tool to
help in the selection of Web services based on the available
providers and user requirements. In brief the algorithm pro-
ceeds as follows, after the selection of the available service
providers that serve the user request; the algorithm selects
the best set of services as required by the user. The authors
rank those set of candidate services and only present those
services that most likely solve the user request. A key feature
of that approach is that, instead of asking the user for the
non-functional properties, the algorithm uses the importance
level for QoS parameters from his profile, which makes this
algorithm easy to use even for someone not very familiar with
the different QoS attributes.

Then, the system allows the user to rate any of the matched
services, indicating how relevant or appropriate they are for
his request. Besides, a key advantage of the work in [21]
is the storing of meta-data about earlier successful services
invocations even by other users. Finally, the algorithm keeps
services updated by checking their status periodically and
providing the user with a report about services usages. In this
work, we employ the same algorithm to select the best service
based on QoS values.

A workflow specification often contains the physical loca-
tions of the resources used. Resources can be (temporarily)
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unavailable, can be replaced, or can be moved to a different lo-
cation. This complicates workflow reuse. Delaying the choice
of resources until instantiation time would be a solution [22],
and is known as late binding [22]. Late binding is supported in
our workflow execution since we select the appropriate Web
services that can execute the task dynamically at run time
instead of hard coding the services that can execute the task
during the design of the workflow as described below.

B. Service Selection Movie

In this paper we propose to use a movie set to represent
our idea of building the worklet and its selection. The Movie
metaphor is introduced in the Dutch Driving Simulator [23]
to create an easy-to-understand architecture that supports dy-
namic generation of traffic scenarios.

In the Movie Metaphor, the world is seen as a movie set
in which actors play roles and executes tasks conforming to
that role. In the following discussion we demonstrate how this
Movie Metaphor approach (see Table I) can be applied to
create an easy-to-understand architecture for a workflow task
execution. In the movie set, the worklets are the actors and
the workflow engine is the director. The role describes the
function of the actor required to execute the task [24]. The
director controls the set; he selects the tasks to be executed
based on the script. The director does not work in isolation
but gets help from the casting director to select the actors to
execute tasks (known as actor assignment [25]). Like the script
of a theatrical play, a workflow specification can be performed
(instantiated) more than once and each performance can have
different actors involved. Table 1 presents an overview of the
terms we borrowed from the movie set and what they stand
for and how they can be interpreted in a workflow context.

The actors, director, and casting director interact. Based on
the script, the director determines the tasks to be executed.
For each of those tasks, the director asks the casting director
for an actor to execute it. The casting director searches for
an actor in so-called actor repositories, which acts as casting
agencies. Multiple actors can be available to play the same
role. Based on the task and the role attached to it, the
casting director selects a capable actor and delivers him to the
director. In workflow terms (see Figure 2), a suitable worklet
is selected based on the role (category of worklet) and the task
(operation type). The director delegates the task to the selected
actor, which then executes the task. This results in 3 possible
scenarios:

1) Workflow designers can define a preferred actor for a
task. If the casting director finds this preferred actor, it
returns this actor.

2) If no preferred actor is set or available and only a single
actor is suitable, the casting director selects this actor.

3) If no actors are available, this means that this task has
not been considered before. Hence, a new worklet is to
be created, and then we create a new actor that represents
the new added worklet and store it inside the actor
repositories.

Table I: Terms in the movie set and their usage in the workflow
paradigm.

Term Movie Set In Workflow Con-
text

Script The story describing
the movie

A (hierarchical)
workflow
specification. A
workflow that
specifies the tasks to
be executed.

Scene A unit of action, taken
at a single location.

A (sub)workflow,
consisting of tasks
constituting a higher
level task which we
refer to as a Worklet
in our workflow.

Actor A person with the ca-
pabilities to play a
certain role.

A resource, i.e. a
Worklet that carry
certain task.

Role Specification of a
character and its
tasks.

A specification (cat-
egory) of actor re-
quired to perform a
task.

Director Person who directs
the movie.

The workflow engine;
it selects and sched-
ules tasks

Casting director Person responsible
for selecting actors
based on the role
descriptions.

The component that
selects actors based
on the role attached to
the task.

Figure 2: Worklet Role Assignment.

The worklet categories are translated to roles and are registered
in our system. Only one role representing that worklet category
is registered. To simplify the discovery of roles, an actor
repository is created for each worklet (i.e. reference to the
worklet).

Worklets are discovered using information about the de-
sired functionality that the user needs. The user specifies the
workflow and its script. The casting director then searches for
actor(s) (i.e. worklet) using the role attached to the available
actors. Note that even with the case that the user specifies
the full specification of the workflow he needs, there is still
a great deal of abstraction. For example, the algorithm that
will be used, the accuracy of the service that provides the
result, etc. This alone is a major step forward compared to
the current state of in this research direction. In practice, most
users will set their own personal preferences for the individual
service choices and associated options, and so in most cases
the interaction will return higher levels of abstraction in
subsequent use. In addition, the worklet service creates a
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Table II: Discovered Worklets

Worklet
Name Category ID

Retrieve Protein sequence Protein Sequence Retrieval 1
Gene prediction Gene Prediction 2

Protein sequence alignment Protein sequence alignment 3
Phylogentic tree Phylogyn 4

Protein sequence analysis Protein sequence analysis 5
Protein sequence repeats analysis Protein sequence repeats analysis 6

process log to provide a complete operational history of each
process that is then stored in the system.

V. USE CASE

In this section, we develop a bioinformatics case study
extracted from [26]. In this way, we can illustrate how to
use our approach to guide the user in a real web service
discovery tasks. The case study considers biological research
that analyzes the presence of specific genes involved in the
genesis of Parkinson Disease, called LRRK2 genes, in different
organisms. The goal is to know more about the biochemical
and cellular functions of these genes. The authors study the
presence of the LRRK2 genes in organism “N. Vectensis”,
since previous studies have shown that this organism is a
key organism to trace the origin of these genes. The authors
describe the process step-by-step.

We have selected this case study because it describes with
details the techniques used in every step, and it could be useful
to validate our approach. However, our intention is not to
model a concrete case study, but to offer a guide for more
general cases. In the rest of this section we present a short
description for each step of our approach in order to discover
the web services that provide the functionality required by the
scientist.

In this case study the user requirement is to build a workflow
to obtain a comparison of the LRRK2 genes in different
organisms. The steps the user will do manually by himself
to build the workflow are [26]:

1) Retrieve the protein sequences of the different domains;
2) Predict the gene structure automatically for the sequences

retrieved in Step (1);
3) Align protein sequences to build phylogenetic trees;
4) Build the phylogenetic trees;
5) Analyze the structure of the proteins;
In our model the execution process will begin from the

last step in the case of “Analyze the structure of proteins”,
and continue until no more pre-conditions are needed in the
process of “Retrieve protein sequences”. The experiments we
have made until now suggest that the task descriptions are
short and simple sentences not complex.

We consider each of the tasks of the workflow as a scene;
for each scene, the casting director searches for an actor who
can perform this task. This actor can be: 1) Preferred, 2)
Available, or 3) Not available, as shown in Table II, and
Table III. For each of the user tasks a worklet is selected. For
example, when the user wants to perform Worklet ID=1, the
actor that represents the “protein sequence retrieval worklet”’

Table III: Actors for Discovered Worklets and their Roles

Actor
P A N Role ID
X Retrieves information from the database of protein 1

X produces a list of predicted genes given a sequence of DNA. 2
X Display basic information about a multiple sequence alignment 3

X Builds the most accurate phylogenetic tree. 4
X A protein sequence and annotation database. 5

X 6

is the matching actor, this actor is set as the preferred one,
and we select it based on its role.

In case of worklet ID=6 whose actor is not available, in other
words there is no worklet that matches user request, in such
case a new worklet is created and its category is transformed
to the role attached to the actor that will represent this
worklet. For each of these worklets, the Web service discovery
process is carried out by searching in the BioCatalogue registry
services that are annotated with the same category as the user
defined tasks; This search retrieves a set of web services per
user-defined task, and there is no way to know in advance
which one is the most appropriate for the user-defined task.
Using service ontology and domain ontology we retrieve a
number of comparable services for each worklet as shown in
Table IV.

We apply the selection algorithm in [21] on those services
and select the best matching services for each task based on a
simple user profile values that assume all QoS criteria are of
equal importance. Thus, all criteria have the same weighing
factor. We then present them to the user to continue with his
workflow.

Table IV: Number of Matched Services without Considering
QoS

ID Number of Services

1 73
2 151
3 219
4 21
5 1132
6 122

Table V: Final matched services considering QoS

ID Number of Services

1 2
2 5
3 4
4 1
5 6
6 4

Consequently, the proposed conceptual abstraction insulates
the user from the difficulty of data format conversions and
tool compatibility. However, this abstraction does not com-
promise power, and therefore provides both the novice and
bioinformatics expert with an appropriate tool with significant
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advantages compared to existing alternatives. In addition, the
user is certain that the provided services are working correctly
during run time. Table V presents the final number of matching
services for each of the selected worklets.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we provide new interface for workflow execu-
tion that simplify the user interaction with workflow systems.
The success, of the proposed approach depends on the degree
the community standardizes worklet interfaces. For future
work, there are many ways in which this research could
be directly extended; results might be improved if the user
is given the option to perform more advanced searches by
explicitly specifying keywords that represent the service or
type descriptions. Also, we would like to perform user studies
to assess how well the intent-declaration mechanisms work,
and to determine if it increases user productivity, which is
the ultimate goal. It is also possible that rigorous evaluations
would help to identify which of the proposed features should
be re-examined. If positive results are achieved, the logical
next step would be to incorporate the idea described here into
the Taverna workflow client, as this software is used by a
relatively large number of scientists to perform actual life-
sciences research. Also, we need to generalize the repository
used to incorporate other bioinformatics registries.
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Abstract—We propose a notion of hierarchical identity-based
encryption (HIBE) scheme with timed-release encryption (TRE)
mechanism, timed-release hierarchical identity-based encryption
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Timed-release encryption (TRE) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] is an
encryption mechanism that allows a receiver to decrypt a
ciphertext only after the time that a sender designates.

Timed-release identity-based encryption (TRIBE) [6] is
an extension of TRE having a function of identity-based
encryption (IBE). In TRIBE, even a legitimate receiver cannot
decrypt a ciphertext using secret key until the time designated
by the sender. A TRIBE system consists of a key generation
center (KGC), a time server (TS), senders and receivers. A
sender encrypts a message using an identity of a receiver
and a time after which the ciphertext could be decrypted.
The KGC generates a secret key corresponding to an identity
of a receiver. The TS periodically broadcasts a time signal
corresponding to the current time. The receiver decrypts the
ciphertext using the secret key and the time signal correspond-
ing to the time designated by the sender. TRIBE systems use
identity of user as his/her public key. TRIBE has an advantage
that it does not require linking public keys to identity such as
PKI.

Timed-release hierarchical identity-based encryption
(TRHIBE) is another extension of TRE having a function of
hierarchical identity-based encryption (HIBE). In TRHIBE,
even a legitimate receiver cannot decrypt a ciphertext using
secret key until a time designated by a sender. A TRHIBE
system consists of senders, multiple KGCs, a single TS, and
receivers. The KGCs and users have a hierarchical structure
in which each KGC generates a secret key corresponding to
an identity of a child KGC or a child user. Therefore, the
load of derivation of users secret keys can be distributed to
multiple KGCs. A sender encrypts a message using an identity
of a receiver and a time. The TS periodically broadcasts a
time signal corresponding to the current time. The receiver
decrypts the ciphertext using the secret key and the time
signal corresponding to the time designated by the sender.

II. RELATED WORKS

In TRIBE, a user can decrypt a ciphertext only when the
user has the receiver’s secret key and the time signal generated
by TS. Then, if the receiver does not have the time signal or
the TS does not have the secret key, they cannot decrypt the
ciphertext. In [6], two security models of TRIBE are defined.
One is security against malicious receiver,IND-ID-CCACR

security. The other is security against malicious TS,IND-
ID-CCATS security. A generic construction of TRIBE that
achieves the security is also shown in [6]. It is a combination
of two IBE schemes and a one-time signature scheme, based
on “Parallel Encryption” by Dodis-Katz [7], and the security
is proved in the standard model.

III. C ONTRIBUTION

In this paper, we introduce timed-release hierarchical
identity-based encryption (TRHIBE) and define two security
models. One is security against malicious receiver,IND-hID-
CCACR security. The other is security against malicious TS,
IND-hID-CCATS security. We also present a generic construc-
tion of TRHIBE. It is a combination of two HIBE schemes and
a one-time signature scheme, also based on “Parallel Encryp-
tion”. We see that if the primitive HIBE schemes areIND-hID-
CCA secure and the primitive one-time signature scheme is
OT-sEUF-CMA secure, then the constructed TRHIBE scheme
is IND-hID-CCACR secure andIND-hID-CCATS secure in the
standard model.

IV. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we review hierarchical identity-based en-
cryption (HIBE) and one-time signature, which we use later.

A. Hierarchical Identity-Based Encryption

In an HIBE scheme, the single KGC functionality of
generating secret keys is divided into partial ones and they
are delegated to multiple KGCs. If a KGC is assigned an
identity vector, ID(k−1) = (I1, ..., Ik−1), and given a secret
key, dID(k−1) , corresponding to the identity vector, then it
can generate a secret key,dID(k) , corresponding to an identity
vector, ID(k) = (I1, ..., Ik−1, Ik). We may denote an identity
by ID if we need not to specify its hierarchy depth.
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Let λ be a security parameter andℓ be a maximum
depth of hierarchy. Anhierarchical identity-based encryp-
tion schemeHIBE consists of five probabilistic polynomial-
time algorithmsHIBE =(HIBE.Setup, HIBE.Ext, HIBE.Del,
HIBE.Enc, HIBE.Dec). The setup algorithmHIBE.Setup
takesλ andℓ as input, and outputs a public parameterparams
and a master secret keymsk . The extract algorithmHIBE.Ext
takesparams, msk , and an identityID(k) = (I1, . . . , Ik) as
inputs, and outputs a decryption keydID(k) . The delegate
algorithmHIBE.Del takesparams, ID(k), dID(k) and an identity
ID(k+1) as inputs, and outputs a decryption keydID(k+1) . The
encryption algorithmHIBE.Enc takesparams, ID, a message
m as inputs, and outputs a ciphertextc. The decryption algo-
rithm HIBE.Dec takesparams, a ciphertextc and a decryption
key dID as inputs, and outputs the plaintextm′ or ⊥. These
algorithms are assumed to satisfy that if(params,msk) =
HIBE.Setup(λ) and dID = HIBE.Ext(params,msk , ID) or
dID(k) = HIBE.Del(params, ID(k−1), dID(k−1) , ID(k)) for k ≤
n, thenHIBE.Dec(params, dID,HIBE.Enc(params, ID,m)) =
m for anym.

1) IND-hID-CCA Security: We review a standard security
notion for HIBE: indistinguishability against adaptive hierar-
chical identity and chosen ciphertext attacks (IND-hID-CCA)
security [8] [9]. We here describe theIND-hID-CCA security
for HIBE schemeHIBE based on the followingIND-hID-
CCA game between a challengerC and an adversaryA.

Setup
C runs (params,msk) ← HIBE.Setup(λ, ℓ). C
sendsparams to A and keepsmsk secret.

Phase1
A can adaptively issueextraction queriesID
and decryption queries(ID, c). C responds to
an extraction queryID by running dIDj =
HIBE.Ext(params,msk , ID) and returningdID to
A. C responds to a decryption query(ID, c) by
running dID = HIBE.Ext(params,msk , ID) and
m′ = HIBE.Dec(dID, c) , and returningm′ to A.

Challenge
A sends two messagesm0,m1 such that|m0| =
|m1|, and an identity to be challengedID∗ to
C. The challenge identityID∗ must differ from
any ID issued as extraction query inPhase1,
and any its prefixes.C randomly choosesb ∈
{0, 1} and sends a challenge ciphertextc∗ =
HIBE.Enc(params, ID∗,mb) to A.

Phase2
A can adaptively issue extraction queriesID and
decryption queries(ID, c) in the same way as
in Phase1except that the extraction queriesID
must differ from the challenge identityID∗ and
its prefixes, and decryption queries(ID, c) must
differ from the pair(ID∗, c∗).

Guess
A outputs a guessb′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins ifb = b′.

We define an advantage ofA in the IND-hID-CCA game
as Adv IND-hID-CCA

HIBE,A (λ) = |2Pr[b = b′] − 1|, in which the
probability is taken over the random coins used byC and
A. We say that the HIBE schemeHIBE is IND-hID-CCA

secureif, for any probabilistic polynomial-time adversaryA,
the functionAdv IND-hID-CCA

HIBE,A (λ) is negligible inλ.

B. Signature

Let λ be a security parameter.A signatureschemeSIG
consists of three probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms
SIG = (SigGen,Sign,Verify). The key generation algorithm
SigGen takesλ as input, and outputs a signing keysk and
a verification keyvk . The signing algorithmSign takes sk
and a messagem as inputs , and outputs a signatureσ. The
verification algorithmVerify takesvk , a messagem, and a
signatureσ as inputs, and outputsaccept or reject. These
algorithms are assumed to satisfy that if(sk , vk) = SigGen(λ)
thenVerify(vk ,m, Sign(sk ,m)) = accept for anym.

1) OT-sEUF-CMA Security: We review a security notion
for one-time signature scheme: one-time strong existential un-
forgeability against chosen message attacks (OT-sEUF-CMA)
security [10]. We here describe theOT-sEUF-CMA security
for signature schemeSIG based on the followingOT-sEUF-
CMA game between a challengerC and an adversaryA.

Setup
C runs the (sk, vk) ← SigGen(λ). C sendsvk to
A and keepssk secret.

Query
A can issue a signing querym to C only once.
C responds to the singing querym by running
σ = Sign(vk ,m) and returningσ to A.

Forge
A outputs a pair(m∗, σ∗).

We define the advantage ofA in the OT-sEUF-CMA game
asAdvOT-sEUF-CMA

SIG,A (λ) = Pr[Verify(vk , m∗, σ∗) = accept ∧
(m,σ) ̸= (m∗, σ∗)], in which the probability is taken over
the random coins used byC andA. We say that the signature
schemeSIG is OT-sEUF-CMA secureif, for any probabilistic
polynomial-time adversaryA, the functionAdvOT-sEUF-CMA

SIG,A (λ)
is negligible inλ.

V. T IMED-RELEASE HIERARCHICAL IDENTITY-BASED
ENCRYPTION(TRHIBE)

In this section, we introduce timed-release hierarchical
identity-based encryption(TRHIBE) scheme and define its se-
curity models.

A TRHIBE system consists of a single TS, multiple KGCs
and multiple users connected through a communication net-
work. The time server periodically broadcasts a time signal
corresponding to the current time, and all users can receive
the time signal. The single KGC functionality of generating
secret keys is divided into partial ones and they are delegated
to multiple KGCs. If a KGC is assigned an identity vector,
ID(k−1) = (I1, ..., Ik−1), and given a secret key,dID(k−1) ,
corresponding to the identity vector, then it can generate a
secret key,dID(k) , corresponding to an identity vector,ID(k) =
(I1, ..., Ik−1, Ik). We may denote an identity byID if we need
not to specify its hierarchy depth. A user (sender) encrypts a
plaintext, designating another user (receiver) who can decrypt
the ciphertext and a time only after which the ciphertext can
be decrypted. The receiver can decrypt the ciphertext with the
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secret key thathe/she has and the time signal that the time
server broadcasts at the designated time.

Let λ be a security parameter andℓ be a maximum
depth of system. Antimed-release hierarchical identity-
based encryption schemeT RHIBE consists of seven prob-
abilistic polynomial-time algorithmsT RHIBE=(TS Setup,
KGC Setup, Release, Extract, Delegate, Encrypt, De-
crypt). The time server’s setup algorithmTS Setup takes
λ as input, and outputsa public key tpk and the corre-
sponding secret keytsk . The key generation center’s setup
algorithm KGC Setup takes λ and the depthℓ as input,
and outputs a public parameterparams and a master secret
key msk . The release algorithmRelease takes tpk , tsk and
a time periodT as inputs, and outputs a time signaldT .
The extract algorithmExtract takes params, msk , and an
identity ID(k) = (I1, . . . , Ik) as inputs, and outputs a decryption
key dID(k) . The delegate algorithmDelegate takes params,
ID(k), dID(k) and an identityID(k+1) as inputs, and outputs
a decryption keydID(k+1) . The encryption algorithmEncrypt
takes tpk , params, T , and ID, and a messagem as inputs,
and outputs a ciphertextc. The decryption algorithmDecrypt
takes as inputstpk , params, a ciphertextc′, dT , a user’s secret
key dID, and outputs the plaintextm′ or ⊥. These algorithms
are assumed to satisfy thatDecrypt(tpk , params, dT , dID,
Encrypt(tpk , params, T , ID, m)) = m holds for anym, if (tpk ,
tsk ) = TS Setup(λ), (params, msk ) = KGC Setup(λ, ℓ), sT
= TR.Release(tpk , tsk , T ), anddID = HIBE.Ext(params, msk ,
ID) hold, and thatdID(n) = HIBE.Ext(params, msk , ID(n)) and
dID(k) = HIBE.Del(params, ID(k−1), dID(k−1) , ID(k)) for k ≤ n
hold.

A. Security

We can consider security against malicious TS and security
against malicious receiver.

1) IND-hID-CCATS Security.: We introduce a security
notion for TRHIBE: indistinguishability against adaptive hi-
erarchical identity and chosen ciphertext attacks by time-
servers (IND-hID-CCATS) security. This security ensures that
a malicious time server, who has a secret keytsk , cannot obtain
any information of message from ciphertext without decryption
key dID. We here describe theIND-hID-CCATS security for a
TRHIBE schemeT RHIBE based on the followingIND-hID-
CCATS game between a challengerC and adversaryA.

Setup
C runs (tpk, tsk)← TS Setup(λ) and (params,
msk)← KGC Setup(λ, ℓ). C sendstpk , tsk and
params to A and keepsmsk secret.

Phase1
A can adaptively issue extraction queriesID
and decryption queries(T, ID, c). C responds
to an extraction queryID by running dID =
Extract(params, msk , ID) and returningdID to
A. C responds to a decryption query (T, ID, c)
by running dT = Release(tpk , tsk , T ), dID =
Extract(params, msk , ID) and c = Decrypt(dT ,
dID, c) , and returningc to A.

Challenge
A sends two messagesm0,m1 such that|m0| =

|m1|, a time periodT ∗ and an identity to be chal-
lengedID∗ to C. The challenge identityID∗ must
differ from any ID issued as extraction queries in
Phase1and any its prefixes.C randomly chooses
b ∈ {0, 1} and sends a challenge ciphertext
c∗ = Encrypt(tpk , params, T ∗, ID∗,mb) to A.

Phase2
A can adaptively issue extraction queriesID and
decryption queries(T, ID, c) in the same way
as Phase1except that the extraction queriesID
must differ from the challenge identityID∗ and
its prefixes, and the decryption queries(T, ID, c)
must differ from the tuple(T ∗, ID∗, c∗).

Guess
A outputs a guessb′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins ifb = b′.

We define an advantage ofA in the IND-hID-CCATS game
as Adv IND-hID-CCATS

T RHIBE,A (λ) = |2Pr[b = b′] − 1|, in which the
probability is taken over the random coins used byC andA.
We say that the TRIBE schemeT RHIBE is IND-hID-CCATS

secureif, for any probabilistic polynomial-time adversaryA,
the functionAdv IND-hID-CCATS

T RHIBE,A (λ) is negligible inλ.

2) IND-hID-CCACR Security.: We introduce another secu-
rity notion for TRIBE: indistinguishability against adaptive
hierarchical identity and chosen ciphertext attacks by curious
receiver (IND-hID-CCACR) security. This security ensures that
a receiver who has a decryption keydID cannot obtain any
information of message from ciphertext without time signal
dT . We here describe theIND-hID-CCACR security for a
TRIBE schemeT RHIBE based on the followingIND-hID-
CCACR game between a challengerC and an adversaryA.

Setup
C runs (tpk, tsk ) ← TS Setup(λ) and (params,
msk )← KGC Setup(λ, ℓ). C sendsparams, msk
and tpk to A and keepstsk secret.

Phase1
A canadaptively issue release queriesT and de-
cryption queries (T,ID, c). C responds to a release
queryT by runningdT = Release(tpk , tsk , T ) and
returning dT to A. C responds to a decryption
query (T, ID, c) by running dT = Release(tpk ,
tsk , T ), dID = Extract(paramsmsk , ID) and
c = Decrypt(dT , dID, c) , and returningc to A.

Challenge
A sends two messagesm0,m1 such that|m0| =
|m1|, a time periodT ∗ and an identityID∗ to
be challenged toC. The challenge time periodT ∗

must differ from anyT issued as release queries in
Phase1.C randomly choosesb ∈ {0, 1} and sends
a challenge ciphertextc∗ = Encrypt(tpk , params,
T ∗, ID∗, mb) to A.

Phase2
A can adaptively issue release queriesT and
decryption queries(T, ID, c) in the same way
as Phase1except that the release queryT must
differ from the challenge time periodT ∗, and the
decryption queries(T, ID, c) must differ from the
tuple (T ∗, ID∗, c∗).

Guess
A outputs a guessb′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins ifb = b′.
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We define anadvantage ofA in the IND-hID-CCACR game
as Adv IND-hID-CCACR

T RHIBE,A (λ) = |2Pr[b = b′] − 1|, in which the
probability is taken over the random coins used byC andA.
We say that the TRIBE schemeT RHIBE is IND-hID-CCACR

secureif, for any probabilistic polynomial-time adversaryA,
the functionAdv IND-hID-CCACR

T RHIBE,A (λ) is negligible inλ.

VI. CONSTRUCTION OFTRHIBE

Here we present a generic construction of TRHIBE scheme
from two HIBE schemes, and a one-time signature scheme.

A. Construction

Let Π = (HIBE.Setup, HIBE.Ext, HIBE.Del, HIBE.Enc,
HIBE.Dec) and Π′ = (HIBE′.Setup, HIBE′.Ext, HIBE′.Del,
HIBE′.Enc, HIBE′.Dec) be hierarchical identity-based encryp-
tion schemes, andΣ = (SigGen, Sign, Verify) be a one-time
signature scheme.

A TRHIBE schemeΓ = (TS Setup, KGC Setup, Release,
Extract, Encrypt, Decrypt) is constructed as follows.

Time server setupTS Setup(λ):
Step 1: RunHIBE.Setup(λ, 1) to generate(params,msk).
Step 2: Settpk = params and tsk = msk .
Step 3: Return(tpk , tsk).

Key generation center setupKGC Setup(λ, ℓ):
Step 1:RunHIBE′.Setup(λ, ℓ) to generate(params,msk).
Step 2: Return(params,msk).

ReleaseRelease(tpk , tsk , T ):
Step 1: RunHIBE.Ext(tpk , tsk , T ) to obtaindT .
Step 2: ReturndT .

Extraction Extract(params,msk , ID):
Step 1: RunHIBE′.Ext(params,msk , ID) to obtaindIDj .
Step 2: ReturndIDj .

Delegate(params, ID(k), dID(k) , ID(k+1)):
Step 1: RunHIBE′.Del(params, ID(k), dID(k) , ID(k+1)) to

obtaindID(k+1) .
Step 2: ReturndID(k+1) .

Encryption Encrypt(tpk , params,m, T, ID):
Step 1: RunSigGen(λ) to generate(sk , vk).
Step 2: Randomly chooses1 ∈ {0, 1}|m|.
Step 3: Computes2 = m⊕ s1.
Step 4: Computec1 = HIBE.Enc(tpk , s1||vk, T ).
Step 5: Computec2 = HIBE′.Enc(params, s2||vk, ID).
Step 6: Computeσ = Sign(sk , c1||c2||T ||ID).
Step 7: Setc = (c1, c2, T, ID, vk, σ).
Step 8: Returnc.

Decryption Decrypt(tpk , params, c, dT , dID):
Step 1: Parse c asc = (c1, c2, T, ID, vk, σ).
Step 2: IfVerify(vk , c1||c2||T ||ID, σ)= reject then return
⊥ and stop.

Step 3: Computes1||vk ′ = HIBE.Dec(tpk , c1, dT ).
Step 4: Computes2||vk ′′ = HIBE′.Dec(params, c2, dID).
Step 5: If vk = vk ′ = vk ′′ then returnm = s1 ⊕ s2, else

return⊥.

B. Security of TRHIBE.

1) IND-hID-CCATS secure:

Theorem 1: If Π′ is an IND-hID-CCA secure hierarchi-
cal identity-based encryption scheme andΣ is a OT-sEUF-
CMA secure one-time signature scheme, thenΓ is an IND-
hID-CCATS secure timed-release hierarchical identity-based
encryption scheme.

Proof(Theorem 1)　 SupposeA is an adversary that breaks
the IND-hID-CCATS security ofΓ. We construct a simulatorB
which breaks theIND-hID-CCA security of the HIBE scheme
Π′ using A. Say a ciphertextc = (c1, c2, T, ID, vk, σ) is
valid if Verify(vk, c1||c2||T ||ID, σ) = accept. Let c∗ =
(c∗1, c

∗
2, T

∗, ID∗, vk∗, σ∗) be the challenge ciphertext. Let
Forge denote the event thatA submits a valid ciphertext
c = (c1, c2, T, ID, vk

∗, σ) as a decryption query toC in the
Phase2, and Succ denote the event thatB wins the IND-
hID-CCA game. We prove the following claims.

Claim 1: Pr[Forge] is negligible．

Claim 2: Pr[Succ|Forge] = Adv IND-hID-CCATS

Γ,A + 1
2

Proof(Claim 1) We assumeForge occurs. Then, we construct
a forgerF who breaksOT-sEUF-CMA security of the one-
time signature schemeΣ, from A. The description ofF is as
follows.

Setup
F receives vk∗ from C. Then F runs (tpk,
tsk ) ← TS Setup(λ) and (params, msk ) ←
KGC Setup(λ, ℓ). F sendstpk , tsk andparams
to A and keepsmsk .

Query
F can respond to extract queries and de-
cryption queries ofA since F has tsk and
msk . If A happens to issue a valid ciphertext
c = (c1, c2, T, ID, vk

∗, σ) as decryption query
to F before Challenge in the IND-hID-CCATS

game, thenF simply outputs(c1||c2||T ||ID, σ) as
forgery and stops.

Challenge
If A outputs(m0,m1, T

∗, ID∗) as challenge,F
randomly choosess1 ∈ {0, 1}|m| and b ∈
{0, 1}, and computess2 = mb ⊕ s1. Then F
computesc∗1 = HIBE.Enc(tpk , s1||vk∗, T ∗) and
c∗2 = HIBE’.Enc(params, s2||vk∗, ID∗), then is-
suesm∗ = (c1||c2||T ∗||ID∗) as signing query
to C and obtainsσ∗. Finally F returns c∗ =
(c∗1, c

∗
2, T

∗, ID∗, vk∗, σ∗) as the challenge cipher-
text toA.

Forge
If A issues a valid ciphertxtc = (c1, c2, T ,
ID, vk∗, σ) as decryption query, thenF outputs
(c1||c2||T ||ID∗, σ) as forgery.

F can forge the signature ifA issues a decryption query
that causes the eventForge. It, however, contradicts thatΣ is
OT-sEUF-CMA secure. Thus,Pr[Forge] is negligible. 2

Proof(Claim 2) We construct an adversaryB who breaks
IND-hID-CCA security of the HIBE schemeΠ′ usingA. The
description ofB is as follows.
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Setup
B receivesparams from C. ThenB runs (tpk, tsk)
← TS Setup(λ) and sendstpk , tsk andparams
to A.

Phase1
B respondsto A’s extraction queryID by is-
suing ID as B’s extraction query toC and ob-
taining dID from C and returningdID to A. B
responds toA’s decryption queryc as follows.
If Verify(vk, c1||c2||T ||ID, σ) = reject, thenB
returns⊥ to A. OtherwiseB runs s1||vk′ ←
HIBE.Dec(c1, dT ) and issues decryption query
(c2, ID) to C and obtainss2||vk′′. B returnsm =
s1 ⊕ s2 to A if vk = vk′ = vk′′, and otherwise
B returns⊥ to A.

Challenge
If A outputs (m0, m1, T ∗, ID∗) as challenge,
B runs (sk∗, vk∗) ← SigGen(λ) and ran-
domly choosess1 ∈ {0, 1}|m| and runsc∗1 =
HIBE.Enc(tpk, r||vk∗, T ∗). Then B computes
M0 = (m0 ⊕ r||vk∗) and M1 = (m1 ⊕
r||vk∗), and issues(M0,M1, ID

∗) as B’s chal-
lenge to C and obtains cyphertextc∗2. B runs
σ∗ = Sign(sk∗, c∗1||c∗2||T ∗||ID∗) and returnsc∗ =
(c∗1, c

∗
2, T

∗, ID∗, vk∗, σ∗) as challenge ciphertext
to A.

Phase2
B responds toA’s extraction queryID in the same
way as inPhase1.B responds toA’s decryption
query as follows. The followings are done in a
sequential way.

Step1
If Verify(vk , c1||c2||T ||ID||, σ) =
reject, thenB returns⊥ and skips
step2∼4.

Step2
If vk = vk∗, thenB stops the simula-
tion and outputs a random bitb′.

Step3
If (c2, ID) = (c∗2, ID

∗), thenB returns
⊥ and skipsstep4.

Step4
B responds in the same way as in
Phase1.

Guess If A outputs a bit, thenB outputs a same bit as
its guess.

We examine theB’s simulation of the response to decryp-
tion queries inPhase2. In the case ofVerify = reject in
Step1, B returns⊥ in the same way as in our decryption
algorithm, and then it perfectly simulates the challenger in
IND-hID-CCATS game. In the case ofvk = vk∗ in Step2,
the eventForge occurs. In the case of(c2, ID) = (c∗2, ID

∗)
in Step3, sincec2 equals to c∗2, the decryption ofc2 is
M0 = (m0⊕ r||vk∗) or M1 = (m1⊕ r||vk∗). However, since
vk ̸= vk∗, the decryption ofc is ⊥, and thenB simulates
perfectly. In the case of(c2, ID) ̸= (c∗2, ID

∗), B can issue the
valid decryption query(c2, ID) to C.

If the event Forge does not occurs,B perfectly sim-
ulates the challengers in theIND-hID-CCATS game and
wins the IND-hID-CCA game with the same probability that

A wins the IND-hID-CCATS game, i.e.,Pr[Succ|Forge] =
Adv IND-hID-CCATS

Γ,A + 1
2 . 2

We see that

Pr[Succ] ≥ Pr[Succ ∧ Forge]
= Pr[Succ|Forge] · Pr[Forge]
= Pr[Succ|Forge] · (1− Pr[Forge])

= Pr[Succ|Forge]− Pr[Succ|Forge] · Pr[Forge]
≥ Pr[Succ|Forge]− Pr[Forge],

then, fromClaim 2, we have that

Pr[Succ] ≥ Adv IND-hID-CCATS

Γ,A +
1

2
− Pr[Forge].

If Adv IND-hID-CCATS

Γ,A is not negligible,Adv IND-hID-CCA
Π,B =

|Pr[Succ]− 1
2 | is not negligible fromClaim 1, and it contra-

dicts our assumption. This completes the proof ofTheorem
1. 2

2) IND-hID-CCACR secure:

Theorem 2: If Π is an IND-hID-CCA secure hierarchi-
cal identity-based encryption scheme andΣ is a OT-sEUF-
CMA secure one-time signature scheme, thenΓ is an IND-
hID-CCACR secure timed-release hierarchical identity-based
encryption scheme.

Proof(Theorem 2)　 SupposeA is an adversary that breaks
the IND-hID-CCATS security ofΓ. We construct a simulator
B which breaks theIND-hID-CCA security of the HIBE
schemeΠ usingA. Say a ciphertextc = (c1, c2, T, ID, vk, σ)
is valid if Verify(vk, c1||c2||T ||ID, σ) = accept. Let c∗ =
(c∗1, c

∗
2, T

∗, ID∗, vk∗, σ∗) be the challenge ciphertext. Let
Forge denote the event thatA submits a valid ciphertext
c = (c1, c2, T, ID, vk

∗, σ) as a decryption query toC in the
Phase2, and Succ denote the event thatB wins the IND-
hID-CCA game. We prove the following claims.

Claim 3: Pr[Forge] is negligible．

Claim 4: Pr[Succ|Forge] = Adv IND-hID-CCACR

Γ,A + 1
2

Proof(Claim 3) We assumeForge occurs.Then, We construct
a forgerF who breaksOT-sEUF-CMA security of the one-
time signature schemeΣ, from A. The description ofF is as
follows.

Setup
F receives vk∗ from C. Then F runs (tpk,
tsk) ← TS Setup(λ) and (params, msk) ←
KGC Setup(λ, ℓ).F sendsparams,msk andtpk
to A and keepstsk .

Query
F can respond to extract queries and de-
cryption queries ofA since F has tsk and
msk . If A happens to issue a valid ciphertext
c = (c1, c2, T, ID, vk

∗, σ) as decryption query
to F before Challenge in the IND-hID-CCATS
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game, thenF simply outputs(c1||c2||T ||ID, σ) as
forgery and stops.

Challenge
If A outputs (m0,m1, T

∗, ID∗) as challenge ,
F randomly choosess1 ∈ {0, 1}|m| and b ∈
{0, 1}, and computess2 = mb ⊕ s1. Then F
computesc∗1 = HIBE.Enc(tpk , s1||vk∗, T ∗) and
c∗2 = HIBE’.Enc(params, s2||vk∗, ID∗), then is-
suesm∗ = (c1||c2||T ∗||ID∗) as signing query
to C and obtainsσ∗. Finally F returns c∗ =
(c∗1, c

∗
2, T

∗, ID∗, vk∗, σ∗) as the challenge cipher-
text toA.

Forge
If A issues a valid ciphertxt c =
(c1, c2, T, ID, vk

∗, σ) as decryption query,
thenF outputs(c1||c2||T ||ID∗, σ) as forgery.

F can forge the signature ifA issues a decryption query
that causes the eventForge. It, however, contradicts thatΣ is
OT-sEUF-CMA secure. Thus,Pr[Forge] is negligible. 2

Proof(Claim 4) We construct an adversaryB who breaks
IND-hID-CCA security of the HIBE schemeΠ usingA. The
description ofB is as follows.

Setup
B receives params from C. We call this
params tpk. Then B runs (params, msk) ←
KGC Setup(λ, ℓ) and sendsparams,msk and
tpk to A.

Phase1
B responds toA’s release queryT by issu-
ing T as B’s extraction query toC and ob-
taining dT from C and returningdT to A. B
responds toA’s decryption queryc as follows.
If Verify(vk, c1||c2||T ||ID, σ) = reject, thenB
returns⊥ to A. OtherwiseB runs s2||vk′ ←
HIBE.Dec(c2, dID) and issues decryption query
(c1, T ) to C and obtainss1||vk′′. B returnsm =
s1 ⊕ s2 to A if vk = vk′ = vk′′, and otherwise
B returns⊥ to A.

Challenge
If A outputs (m0,m1, T

∗, ID∗) as challenge,
B runs (sk∗, vk∗) ← SigGen(λ) and ran-
domly choosess1 ∈ {0, 1}|m| and runsc∗1 =
HIBE.Enc(params, r||vk∗, ID∗). Then B com-
putesM0 = (m0 ⊕ r||vk∗) and M1 = (m1 ⊕
r||vk∗), and issues(M0,M1, T

∗) as B’s chal-
lenge to C and obtains cyphertextc∗2. B runs
σ∗ = Sign(sk∗, c∗1||c∗2||T ∗||ID∗) and returnsc∗ =
(c∗1, c

∗
2, T

∗, ID∗, vk∗, σ∗) as challenge ciphertext
to A.

Phase2
B responds toA’s extraction queryT in the same
way as inPhase1.B responds toA’s decryption
query as follows. The followings are done in a
sequential way.

Step1
If Verify(vk, c1||c2||T ||ID||, σ) =
reject, thenB returns⊥ and skips
step2∼4.

Step2
If vk = vk∗, thenB stops the simula-
tion and outputs a random bitb′.

Step3
If (c1, T ) = (c∗1, T

∗), thenB returns
⊥ and skipsstep4.

Step4
B responds in the same way as in
Phase1.

Guess
If A outputs a bit, thenB outputs a same bit as
its guess.

We examine theB’s simulation of the response to decryp-
tion queries inPhase2. In the case ofVerify = reject in
Step1, B returns⊥ in the same way as in our decryption
algorithm, and then it perfectly simulates the challenger in
IND-hID-CCATS game. In the case ofvk = vk∗ in Step2,
the eventForge occurs. In the case of(c1, T ) = (c∗1, T

∗)
in Step3, sincec1 equals to c∗1, the decryption ofc1 is
M0 = (m0⊕ r||vk∗) or M1 = (m1⊕ r||vk∗). However, since
vk ̸= vk∗, the decryption ofc is ⊥, and thenB simulates
perfectly. In the case of(c1, T ) ̸= (c∗1, T

∗), B can issue the
valid decryption query(c1, T ) to C.

If the event Forge does not occurs,B perfectly sim-
ulates the challengers in theIND-hID-CCACR game and
wins the IND-hID-CCA game with the same probability that
A wins the IND-hID-CCACR game, i.e.,Pr[Succ|Forge] =
Adv IND-hID-CCACR

Γ,A + 1
2 . 2

We see that

Pr[Succ] ≥ Pr[Succ ∧ Forge]
= Pr[Succ|Forge] · Pr[Forge]
= Pr[Succ|Forge] · (1− Pr[Forge])

= Pr[Succ|Forge]− Pr[Succ|Forge] · Pr[Forge]
≥ Pr[Succ|Forge]− Pr[Forge],

then, fromClaim 3, we have that

Pr[Succ] ≥ Adv IND-hID-CCACR

Γ,A +
1

2
− Pr[Forge].

If Adv IND-hID-CCACR

Γ,A is not negligible,Adv IND-hID-CCA
Π,B =

|Pr[Succ]− 1
2 | is not negligible fromClaim 4, and it contra-

dicts our assumption. This completes the proof ofTheorem
2. 2

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a notion of TRHIBE and de-
finedIND-hID-CCACR security andIND-hID-CCATS security.
Moreover, we showed a generic construction of TRHIBE in
which a constructed scheme achieves those security if the
primitive HIBE schemes areIND-hID-CCA secure and the
primitive one-time signature scheme isOT-sEUF-CMA secure.
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Abstract—While research has been conducted in machine 

learning algorithms and in privacy preserving in data mining 

(PPDM), a gap in the literature exists which combines the 

aforementioned areas to determine how PPDM affects common 

machine learning algorithms.  The aim of this research is to 

narrow this literature gap by investigating how a common PPDM 

algorithm, K-Anonymity, affects common machine learning and 

data mining algorithms, namely neural networks, logistic 

regression, decision trees, and Bayesian classifiers.  This applied 

research reveals practical implications for applying PPDM to 

data mining and machine learning and serves as a critical first 

step learning how to apply PPDM to machine learning 

algorithms and the effects of PPDM on machine learning.  

Results indicate that certain machine learning algorithms are 

more suited for use with PPDM techniques. 

Keywords—Privacy Preserving; Data Mining; Machine 

Learning; Decision Tree; Neural Network; Logistic Regression; 

Bayesian Classifier 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD), or Data Mining 
(DM), seeks to uncover patterns and relationships contained in 
data. Privacy of information has come under increasing 
scrutiny with the advent of regulations such as HIPAA [1, 2].  
Simply removing fields or obscuring the records would distort 
the knowledge contained within the data.  This necessity led to 
the inception of privacy preserving in data mining, or PPDM.  
PPDM algorithms attempt to de-identify data while 
maintaining the knowledge contained within.  The goal of 
PPDM research is minimal knowledge distortion; however, 
some knowledge may be lost when applying PPDM.  Machine 
learning techniques are frequently employed in KDD, or data 
mining.  This research aims to understand the effects of PPDM 
on common machine learning algorithms and serves as a first 
step toward mapping the effects of PPDM algorithms on 
machine learning algorithms.  Specifically, this research 
compares artificial neural networks (ANN), Bayesian 
Classifier, Decision Stump, C4.5 Decision Tree Induction, 
Logistic Regression, and Classification and Regression Trees 
(CART).  This work has practical implications for data science 
and analytics as applied by academics and practitioners alike.  
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 
provides a background of machine learning algorithms and 
privacy preserving in data mining, section 3 presents the 
methodology and results, and section 4 discusses conclusions 
and future directions. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Neural Networks 

Neural networks, artificial neural networks, ANN, or NN is 
a computational technique which is modeled after the human 
brain’s neural pathways [3].  ANNs are frequently applied to 
pattern recognition and classification and have been applied to 
facial recognition [4].  An ANN has an input layer and an 
output layer with one or more (1...n) hidden layers.  The hidden 
layers of the ANN apply a mathematical function to the input 
and are said to learn by employing techniques such as adjusting 
weights of the input in the hidden layer.  A simple, single layer, 
ANN is shown as Figure 1.  ANNs have been successfully 
applied to many scenarios that are of interest to data science.  
Examples of ANN applications include recognizing financial 
distress patterns [5], bankruptcy prediction [6-9], and decision 
support systems [10].  ANNs have been applied to classic 
problems such as stock price forecasting [11] and medical 
diagnoses [12]. 

 

Fig. 1. A Simple Artificial Neural Network 

B. Decision Trees 

Decision tree algorithms are machine learning algorithms 
that accept data as an input and output a graph structure.  
Decision trees begin with a root node which branch into child 
nodes.  A leaf node is a node with no children.  Rules, as 
applied in expert systems, can be extracted from a decision 
tree.  An example decision tree constructed from the classic 
weather data set as described by Livingston [13] is shown as 
Figure 2.  The weather dataset has 14 instances and 5 features.  
The resulting decision tree is used to determine whether to 
perform a task, such as play a game, given weather conditions.  
One can extract rules such as Table 1. 
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Fig. 2. A Decision Tree from Weather Data 

TABLE I.  RULE SET FROM DECISION TREE 

 

Decision tree learning algorithms include the classification 
and regression tree algorithm, ID3, C4.5, C5.0, CHAID, and 
decision stumps to name a few.  Classification and regression 
trees, or CART, was conceived in 1984 by Breiman, et al. [14] 
and recursively works through data and using an index feature, 
the Gini index [15], and divides the data into a tree structure.  
ID3 [16], C4.5 [17], and C5.0 [18] are all related as C5.0 
extends C4.5 and C4.5 extends ID3.  ID3 and C4.5 are open 
source whereas C5.0 is proprietary.  Like the CART algorithm, 
ID3 and C4.5 recursively employ a function to split the data 
into a tree structure; however, C4.5 and ID3 apply an entropy 
function which seeks to minimize the information loss 
occurring from each split of the data which is computed as the 
difference between the normalized information gains.  C4.5 has 
been widely applied to domains such as network traffic 
classification[19], vehicle traffic pattern and driving behavior 
classification [20] patient classification [21], and organ 
classification [22].  CHAID is the Chi-Squared Automatic 
Interaction Detection algorithm and is similar to the 
aforementioned classification algorithms but is based in 
Bonferroni statistical testing [23, 24].  CHAID has a wide 
range of applications and has been used in financial distress 
classification [25]. 

C. Bayesian Classifier 

Naïve Bayesian classifiers employ simple statistical 
assumptions to make classifications.  These assumptions assist 
in increasing the performance of the classifier.  The 
performance and assumptions make it an effective classifier for 
many applications such as junk mail filtering [26]. The Naïve 
Bayes classifier is considered one of the most efficient and 
effective classification algorithms [27]. The principle 
assumption made by a Naïve Bayes classifier is that all 
features, or independent variables, contribute equally to the 
target, or dependent variable.  The effectiveness, regardless of 
the assumptions, is the optimality of classification is not 
necessarily related to the independence of the assumptions 
[28].  Despite its simplicity in its assumptions, it has been 
shown to outperform more powerful classifiers under many 

conditions which demonstrates Bayesian classifiers are a 
highly applicable classifier to many domains and classification 
problems [29].  Modern approaches include medical 
applications such as heart attack prediction [30], credit scoring 
[31], and social network analysis [32]. 

D. Logistic Regression 

Logistic regression is a form of classifier that, given input 
independent variables, predict the target or dependent variable.  
Logistic regression is similar to linear regression with the 
exception that the target variable, or dependent variable, is 
categorical as opposed to continuous [33].  The dependent 
variable is a binary value {0, 1} frequently representing {yes, 
no}, {up, down}, or {good, bad}.  Logistic regression has a 
wide range of applications such as making predictions in 
healthcare settings [34-36]. Logistic regression has seen 
modern applications in medical diagnoses [37] and in data 
science and analysis [38]. 

E. Privacy preserving data mining and K-Anonymity 

Privacy and preserving in data mining, or PPDM, is a 
research stream that seeks to insert privacy into data mining 
while maintaining the integrity of the knowledge contained 
within the data [39].  The need for PPDM was emphasized in 
the late 1990s when the medical history of the governor of 
Massachusetts was uncovered by reassembling public census 
records with public medical data.  This process, known as re-
identification, detailed the need for anonymization when 
sharing medical data and hence the Datafly algorithm was 
introduced [40-42].  Some of the primary PPDM techniques 
include data perturbation, randomized response, condensation 
[43], data and rule hiding[44, 45], cryptography, noise adding, 
blocking, generative based, and sanitization based [46], and 
differential privacy [47, 48] to name a few. 

Among the aforementioned PPDM techniques are 
algorithms that transform data to meet a standard, k-
Anonymity.  K-Anonymity states that each record must not be 
distinguishable from k respondents.  In data records, there are 
attributes that uniquely identify individuals, such as a social 
security number.  These attributes are considered identifier 
attributes.  In addition to identifier attributes, there are 
attributes that, when combined with other attributes, uniquely 
identify individuals.  These are referred to as quasi-identifiers.  
In 2000, it was found that 87% of individuals could be 
uniquely identified by the quasi-identifiers date of birth, zip 
code, and gender [49].  K-anonymity requires that, within a 
table, a set of quasi-identifying attributes must appear at least k 
times. For example, given the set or quasi-identifiers S = {date 
of birth, zip code, gender} and t is an instance in S such that t= 
{2/20/1967, 98520, M}, and k=2, then a minimum of 2 
occurrences of tuple t is required for k-anonymity. 

III. METHOD 

A. Framework Experiment 

The aim of this applied research is to begin mapping the 
effects of PPDM techniques on machine learning algorithms.  
First, a data file is read and classified with a machine learning 
algorithm.  Second, the same data file is read, a privacy 
framework applied, and the same machine learning algorithm 
is applied. The general framework is detailed in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. General Framework for PPDM and ML 

 

Fig. 4. Flow for ANN 

Figure 4 shows the specific framework.  In this work, k-
anonymity is employed as the PPDM technique.  Once k-
anonymity with k=2 is applied to the input dataset, the 
resulting anonymized dataset becomes input for 6 machine 
learning algorithms: 1)artificial neural network (ANN), 2) C4.5 
decision tree, 3) decision stump algorithm, 4) classification and 
regression Tree, 5) Naïve Bayes classifier, and 6) a logistic 
regression. The flow for the ANN is shown as Figure 4. 

B. Data Pre-Processing 

The framework was applied to 3 separate datasets of 
differing size and attributes.  The first dataset was extracted 
from [42].  The original Sweeney dataset had 5 features and 5 
instances; however, an artificially generated first and last name 
and a target for classification were generated altering the 
dataset to 8 features and 5 instances.  The second dataset was 
retrieved from the UCI machine learning repository [50] and 
was cited in [51] and in [52].  This dataset will be hereafter 
referred to as the cancer dataset. First, instances missing data 
were removed.  Next, features for first, last, and middle name 
were added and randomly generated from a random name 
generator.  The resulting dataset had 14 features and 699 
instances.  The final dataset was also extracted from the UCI 
machine learning repository and was originally extracted from 
census data and had 299999 instances and 6 features with 1 
being an identifier and 1 being a target.  Instances with missing 
data were removed.  This dataset is named income. 

C. Algorithm Parameters 

All algorithms were run on a dedicated Windows 8 
machine with an Intel i3 2.30GHZ processor and 8GB of 
physical memory. Machine learning algorithms examined 
include artificial neural networks, naïve Bayesian classifier, 
logistic regression, Decision Stump, Classification and 
Regression Trees (CART), and C4.5 decision tree induction.  
All algorithms were trained with 10 fold cross-validation.  The 
artificial neural network was set to train through a maximum of 
100 epochs and the number of hidden layers was set to a 

maximum of the average of the number of classes and the 
number of attributes.  Back propagation was employed by the 
classifier and, if numeric, nodes are non-threshold linear units, 
otherwise, they are sigmoid. The naïve Bayes classifier 
employed is based on [53] where estimator values are chosen 
based on the training data.  Logistic regression used 
multinomial regression paired with a ridge estimator as 
detailed in [54]. The Decision Stump algorithm is based on 
mean-squared error and information entropy.  The minimum 
number of instances for a leaf was set as 1.  The CART 
algorithm is based on [14] and implemented minimal cost-
complexity pruning and 100% of the data was available to the 
10 fold cross-validation process.  The C4.5 decision tree 
algorithm [16, 17]was set to a minimum of 5 objects per leaf. 

IV. RESULTS 

The results presented in Tables 2, 3, and 4 correspond to 
the datasets Sweeney, Cancer, and Income respectively.  In 
reviewing the results it is necessary to consider the resulting 
confusion matrix from the classifier.  A confusion matrix 
details how instances are classified.  Specifically, the confusion 
matrix details true positives or instances correctly classified as 
positive, false positives or instances incorrectly classified as 
positive, false negatives or instances that were incorrectly 
classified as negative and true negatives or instances that were 
correctly classified as negative.  In our example, the resulting 
confusion matrix is a 2x2 matrix and can be interpreted as 
Figure 5. 

 

Fig. 5. Interpreting a Confusion Matrix 
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In each of the tables 2, 3, and 4 the resulting classification 
accuracy of the machine learning algorithm and confusion 
matrix is presented both before the PPDM technique (k-
anonymity k=2) is applied.  Any PPDM technique will make 
changes to the data and therefore the knowledge contained 
within.  It is also theorized that the larger the dataset the less 
individual changes to individual instances a PPDM algorithm 
will have to introduce into the data.  For example, with only 2 
instances both instances will need to be changed for de-
identification whereas a large dataset with a million instances 
will likely not have to change each individual instance to de-
identify the data. 

Minimizing the change in the hidden knowledge is the goal 
of any PPDM technique.  The results show some machine 
learning algorithms performing better after the PPDM 
technique was applied which is suspect as it is natural for the 
knowledge to degrade after the PPDM technique. 

The ANN was susceptible to this phenomenon with it 
improving for both the Sweeney and Income datasets and only 
slightly degrading for the Income dataset.  In the cancer dataset 
prior to anonymization the resulting confusion matrix showed 
no true negatives or false negatives indicating that the classifier 
classified all data as positive with a high error rate (34.48%) 
which also happened in the Sweeney dataset after the PPDM 
technique.  The confusion matrices of the income dataset 
reveal a decrease in true positives and false positives but an 
increase in false negatives and true negatives.  Based on the 
aforementioned figures artificial neural networks did not 
perform well on the datasets when combined with PPDM. 

The performance of the C4.5 decision tree algorithm was 
unchanged post PPDM for the Sweeney dataset and had a 
decrease in classification accuracy for the cancer and income 
datasets.  The confusion matrix was unchanged for the 
Sweeney dataset but only the number of false positives and 
true positives changed for the cancer dataset indicating a shift 
in records being incorrectly classified as positive.  This was 23 
instances out of 699 or 3.1%.  The results were different for the 
income dataset with a shift with an increase in false negatives 
and true negatives.  There were 246432 correctly classified 
instances before and 244312 correctly classified instances after 
PPDM for a change in less than 1%.  This indicates that C4.5 
performed well with the datasets and k-anonymity. 

The decision stump algorithm remained unchanged post-
PPDM for the Sweeney dataset and decreased for the cancer 
dataset.  There was a decrease in true positives and true 
negatives and corresponding increases in false positives and 
false negatives.  In the case of the income dataset the decision 
stump simply classified everything as negative.  Based on this, 
there are concerns with the performance of the decision stump 
algorithm with the datasets and PPDM technique. 

The Classification and Regression Tree, or CART, 
algorithm was unable to make any classifications in the 
Sweeney dataset due to the small size.  CART demonstrated a 
large improvement in classification accuracy in the cancer 
dataset indicating a potential concern.  Applied to the income 
dataset there was a decrease in classification accuracy (82.16 to 

81.43) and there was a reduction in true positives but an 
increase in true negatives.  This indicates CART has potential 
on only 1 of the 3 datasets. 

Naïve Bayes showed decreases in all classification 
accuracies for the 3 datasets which, as previously stated, is to 
be expected.  The confusion matrices showed a decrease in true 
positives and true negatives for the Sweeney and cancer 
datasets with a decrease in true positives and increase in true 
negatives for the income dataset.  The changes in the cancer 
dataset were small with a true positive reduction of less than 
1% and a 14% reduction in true negatives.  In the income 
dataset there was a 76% reduction in true positives with only a 
4% increase in true negatives. 

Logistic regression was unchanged for the Sweeney dataset 
and classification accuracy decreased for both the cancer and 
income datasets.  Logistic regression demonstrated a decrease 
in true positives and true negatives in both the cancer and 
income datasets.  True positive reduction was 2.4% and 95% 
and true negative reduction was 12% and 2%. 

The aforementioned results are open to interpretation and 
can be interpreted differently based on the objectives of the 
PPDM and machine learning project.  The results indicate that 
C4.5 performs best with K-anonymity, with Naïve Bayes 
second, and logistic regression third.  The remaining 3 
approaches (ANN, Decision Stump, and CART) seemed to be 
problematic among the 3 datasets and, while pairing any 
machine learning algorithm with PPDM care is critical, pairing 
k-anonymity with ANN, decision stump, and CART should be 
performed with additional cautionary measures. 

TABLE II.  RESULTS FROM SWEENEY DATASET 

 

TABLE III.  RESULTS FROM CANCER DATASET 
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TABLE IV.  RESULTS FROM INCOME DATASET 

 

V. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The aim of the research presented in this work is to 
developing an understanding of the effects of PPDM 
techniques on machine learning algorithms. Specifically, the 
effects of K-Anonymity were tested against artificial neural 
networks (ANN), Bayesian classifiers, Decision Stump 
algorithm. C4.5 Decision tree induction, logistic regression, 
and classification and regression tree (CART) algorithm. The 
machine learning algorithms were tested on datasets of 
differing sizes and features before and after a privacy 
preserving data mining algorithm was applied.  Results indicate 
that certain machine learning algorithms are more suited to use 
with PPDM techniques than others.  This research opens the 
possibility for other researchers to continue and contribute by 
applying different PPDM techniques with machine learning 
algorithms.  Limitations include a lack of additional datasets 
with a higher number of features, theoretical justification on 
performance, and a lack of other PPDM and machine learning 
algorithms. Future work will include more extensive datasets, a 
deeper theoretical justification, and comparing additional 
PPDM techniques and machine learning algorithms, 
specifically frequent itemset hiding and the A-priori algorithm. 
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